
 

 

 
 
Via Web 
 
June 5, 2014 
 
USDA Forest Service  
Attn: Appeal Reviewing Officer 
1400 Independence Ave., SW 
EMC-JAR, Mailstop 1104 
Washington, DC 20250 
Email: appeals-chief@fs.fed.us 
 
 

Notice of Appeal: Kaibab National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan 
 
 

Pursuant to 36 CFR 219.35 Appendix A (2012), this notice of appeal regarding the 
Record of Decision (“ROD”) and Final Environmental Impact Statement (“FEIS”) for the 
Kaibab National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (“Forest Plan”) is filed by the 
Center for Biological Diversity, Grand Canyon Wildlands Council and Sierra Club Grand 
Canyon Chapter (collectively, “appellants”) under the optional appeal procedures available 
during the planning rule transition period (the former 36 CFR 217 appeal procedures in effect 
prior to November 9, 2000).   

 
Legal notice of the ROD appeared in the Flagstaff, Arizona, Daily Sun newspaper on 

March 7, 2014, making this appeal timely.  Appellants supplied the Forest Service with timely, 
specific written comment at various stages of the Forest Plan revision process and may appeal. 

 
DECISION DOCUMENT: Record of Decision for the Kaibab National Forest Land and 
Resource Management Plan.  
 
DATE DECISION SIGNED: February 3, 2014. 
 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: Calvin N. Joyner, Southwestern Regional Forester. 

 
DATE DECISION PUBLISHED: March 7, 2014. 
 
PUBLICATION VENUE: Arizona Daily Sun, Flagstaff, Arizona. 
 
LOCATION:  The Kaibab National Forest covers approximately 1.6 million acres in northern 
Arizona and is located mostly within Coconino County, with small portions in Yavapai and 
Mojave counties. 
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APPELLANTS:  
 
Center for Biological Diversity (lead appellant)  Sierra Club Grand Canyon Chapter 
Jay Lininger, Senior Scientist    Sandy Bahr, Chapter Director 
P.O. Box 710      202 E. McDowell Rd., Suite 277 
Tucson, AZ 85702      Phoenix, AZ 85004 
Tel: 928.853.9929      Tel: 602.253.8633 
Email: jlininger@biologicaldiversity.org   E mail: sandy.bahr@sierraclub.org 
 
Grand Canyon Wildlands Council 
Kim Crumbo, Conservation Director 
P.O. Box 1594 
Flagstaff, AZ 86002 
928.606.5850 
Email: kim@grandcanyonwildlands.org  

 
 
 
APPELLANTS’ INTERESTS 
 

The Center for Biological Diversity (“Center”) is a non-profit, public interest 
organization headquartered in Tucson, Arizona, with a field office located in Flagstaff, Arizona.  
Its mission is to conserve and recover imperiled fauna and flora and their habitats through 
science, education, policy and law.  The Center has over 775,000 members and supports, many 
of whom live in Arizona and maintain long-standing interests in management of the Kaibab 
National Forest.  Its members and activists regularly use and enjoy, and will continue to use and 
enjoy the forests, grasslands and riparian environments found in the Kaibab National Forest for 
observation, research, aesthetic enjoyment and other recreational, scientific and educational 
activities. Members and activists of the Center have and shall continue to research, study, 
observe and seek protection for at-risk species occurring in their natural habitats for scientific, 
recreational, conservation and aesthetic benefits including appreciation of the existence of a full 
complement of native biological diversity found in the wild places of northern Arizona.  Forest 
Service violations of law and policy in revision of the Kaibab Forest Plan may indirectly or 
cumulatively cause significant adverse impacts to endangered, threatened, sensitive and/or 
indicator species, and contribute to the degradation of native vegetation and the habitats, food 
resources and populations of species whose viability the Forest Service is obligated to maintain.  
Effects to the environment that will result under direction of the revised Forest Plan will harm 
the interests of the Center, its members and activists in the conservation of nature and the 
recovery of imperiled biota.  The Center demonstrated specific interest in the Forest Plan with 
specific written comment at every opportunity in the planning process.  Therefore, the Center 
may appeal. 
 

The Grand Canyon Wildlands Council (“Council”) is a regional conservation 
organization consisting of 500 supporters dedicated to protecting and preserving wild nature on 
the Colorado Plateau.  The Council has a long history on involvement with the Kaibab National 
Forest planning process, and consistently advocates protection and restoration of the old growth 
ponderosa pine ecosystem its full spectrum of native species in natural patterns of abundance and 
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distribution.  The North Kaibab Ranger District, in particular, is central to the Council’s interests 
because it contains the Southwest’s largest remaining old growth ponderosa pine forest outside 
of Grand Canyon National Park and other wilderness areas.  The Council’s supporters and staff 
routinely visit, and will continue to visit, the Kaibab National Forest in pursuit of their aesthetic, 
recreational and scientific interest in these forest resources.  The Council supplied the Forest 
Service with numerous specific written comments on this forest plan revision and may appeal. 
 

The Sierra Club is one of the nation’s oldest and most influential grassroots organizations 
whose mission is “to explore, enjoy, and protect the wild places of the earth; to practice and 
promote the responsible use of the earth’s ecosystems and resources; and to educate and enlist 
humanity to protect and restore the quality of the natural and human environments.”  The Sierra 
Club has more than 2.4 million members and supporters with 35,000 in Arizona as part of the 
Grand Canyon (Arizona) Chapter.  Our members have long been committed to protecting and 
enjoying our national forests, including the Kaibab National Forest, through various types of 
recreation including hiking, backpacking, wildlife viewing and more.  Our staff and members 
have a substantial interest in continuing to use the forest, and are adversely affected and 
aggrieved by the Forest Service failure to protect the land and comply with the law.  The Sierra 
Club offered specific written comment on this plan revision and may appeal. 
 
REASONS 
 
I. The Forest Service violated NEPA and NFMA by failing to explore or adequately respond to 

the reasonable “no regrets” alternative proposed by Appellants. 
 

Under the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), the Forest Service is required 
to “study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended courses of action in 
any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available 
resources.”  42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(E) (2012).  Therefore, within the FEIS for the revised Forest 
Plan, the agency was obligated to “[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable 
alternatives, and for alternatives which were eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the 
reasons for their having been eliminated.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a) (2013).   

 
The National Forest Management Act (“NFMA”), as interpreted by the 1982 Planning 

Rule, requires the consideration of alternatives during the NEPA process that are “distributed 
between the minimum resource potential and the maximum resource potential to reflect . . . the 
full range of . . . environmental resource uses and values.”  36 C.F.R. § 219.2(f)(1).  The 
alternatives considered must also “facilitate analysis of opportunity costs and of resource use and 
environmental trade-offs among alternatives.”  Id. 
 

Agency compliance with the requirements of NEPA and NFMA is reviewed under the 
standards of the Administrative Procedures Act (“APA”).  Southeast Alaska Conservation 
Council v. Fed. Highway Admin., 649 F.3d 1050,1056 (9th Cir. 2011).  An agency’s decision 
may be set aside only if it is “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in 
accordance with law.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).  Whether an agency action was arbitrary and 
capricious is based on “a consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a clear 
error of judgment.”  Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971). 
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On December 13, 2010, the Center commented on page 7 of its letter responding to the 

notice of intent that the Forest Service should “consider and fully analyze” an alternative “that 
errs on the side of ecological caution (a ‘no regrets strategy’) by managing the Kaibab National 
Forest as a safe harbor and refuge for fish and wildlife, even at the expense of competing 
multiple use activities, such as programmed livestock grazing, timber production, or motorized 
recreation.”  The Center summarized this alternative as one that “should provide a substantial 
increase in protection for plant and animal species that exist on national forest lands responding 
to uncertainty regarding the magnitude of climate change impacts on habitat and water 
availability.”  The Forest Service did not respond to the Center’s proposed alternative in the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (“DEIS”).  Rather, it only considered but eliminated from 
detailed study one “Alternative that Would Reduce Grazing,” making no mention of the issues 
raised by the Center.  DEIS at 18.   

 
On July 18, 2012, the Center responded to the DEIS with further comment reiterating its 

proposed “no regrets” alternative on page 10.  The Forest Service never considered the 
alternative.  See FEIS at 20 (alternatives considered but eliminated).  Instead, it supplied in the 
FEIS only a cursory response that mischaracterized the Center’s comment:  
 

Comment: The Forest Service should consider and fully analyze an action alternative 
that responds to changes in global and regional climate. There should be at least one 
reasonable alternative that provides increased protection to plant and animal species that 
responds to the scientific uncertainty regarding climate change impacts to habitat and 
water availability. (CBD-11, CBD-12)  
 
Response: The proposed action and alternatives were developed to address potential 
changes to the environment attributable to climatic change. The action alternatives 
respond to this issue to varying degrees by increasing plant community resilience and 
addressing uncertainties associated with climate change impacts to habitat and water 
availability. Climate change is addressed indirectly throughout the proposed plan with 
desired conditions in the form of functional ecosystems and resilient landscapes. Climate 
change is addressed directly in management approaches and monitoring plan 
implementation where appropriate. Plan appendix D provides a more detailed 
explanation of the strategy the Kaibab NF is using to address climate change. 
 

FEIS at 328 (response to comments).  The Forest Service response to the Center’s proposed “no 
regrets” alternative is arbitrary and capricious because it does not provide a rational explanation 
for why this alternative was eliminated from further consideration.  Compare FEIS at 20 
(alternatives considered but eliminated).  The Forest Service dismissed the alternative citing 
“management approaches” considered in other alternatives without explaining how the Center’s 
proposed alternative is duplicative.  While “NEPA does not require federal agencies to consider 
alternatives that are substantially similar to other alternatives,” Native Ecosystems Council v. 
U.S. Forest Serv., 313 F.3d 1233, 1249 (9th Cir. 2005), the proposed “no regrets” alternative is 
substantively distinct from the other alternatives that were considered in detail.  The Forest 
Service admits as much where it acknowledges that the alternatives considered would address 
climate change “to varying degrees.”  The Center’s proposed alternative would lead to the 
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creation of a forest plan specifically modeled to address climate change with a maximum of 
ecological caution.  Its emphasis on animal and plant species viability “at the expense” of other 
activities, including motorized uses of the forest, was not considered in any meaningful way by 
the Forest Service, rendering the EIS deficient under NEPA and NFMA.   
 

The Forest Service’s failure to consider the proposed “no-regrets” alternative is also not 
in accordance with law because it violates the substantive provisions of NEPA and NFMA that 
require analysis of all reasonable alternatives that analyze potential environmental trade-offs, 
including those that would result in minimum resource potential.  If an alternative meets the 
purpose and need of a project, it is reasonable, and therefore must be considered.  Native 
Ecosystems Council, 428 F.3d at 1247-48 (“In judging whether the Forest Service considered 
appropriate and reasonable alternatives, [the] focus [is] on the stated purpose [of the action]”); 
also see 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a).  The Center’s proposed alternative is reasonable because it 
provides a framework for management that would meet the purpose and need for the plan 
revision while prioritizing increased protection of species and habitat, thereby establishing a 
alternative of minimal resource potential to be used for comparison of environmental trade-offs 
in the other considered alternatives.  
 

The purpose of the plan revision is to “(1) meet the legal requirements of NFMA and the 
provisions of the 1982 Planning Rule, (2) guide natural resource management activities on the 
forest for the next 10 to 15 years, and (3) address the needed changes in management direction.” 
FEIS at 4.  The needs for this plan revision were identified as (1)”Modify stand structure and 
density of forest ecosystems toward reference conditions and restore historic fire regimes,” (2) 
“Protect and regenerate aspen,” (3) “Protect natural waters,” and (4) “Restore grasslands by 
reducing tree encroachments in grasslands and meadows.”  Id. 4-5.  The Forest Service never 
made an effort to show that the Center’s proposed “no regrets” alternative would fail to meet the 
purpose and need, rendering its failure to consider the alternative arbitrary and capricious. 
 

The Center’s “no regrets” alternative meets the purposes and need for revision of the 
forest plan.  First, under NFMA, a forest plan must “provide for multiple use and sustained yield 
of the products and services” in the forest.  16 U.S.C. § 1604(e)(1).  Providing for multiple use 
and sustained yield includes administering the national forests for “wildlife and fish.”  16 U.S.C. 
§ 528.  The 1982 Planning Rule also requires that forest plans provide for the diversity and 
viability of animal and plant species, as well as adequate habitat.  See 36 C.F.R. §§ 219.9, 
219.26, 219.27.  Additionally, detailed consideration of the alternative would facilitate informed 
comparison of plan components across the spectrum of resource potential within the Forest 
Service’s mandate to manage national forests for multiple uses, as called for in the 1982 
Planning Rule.  The proposed alternative would also meet the needs for change identified during 
the plan revision process because prioritizing species and habitat would, by definition, require 
plan components with the goal of restoring forest ecosystems to reference conditions,  including 
fire regimes, aspen stands, natural waters and grasslands. Therefore, a “no-regrets” alternative 
that emphasizes protection of plant and animal species is a reasonable alternative for achieving 
the identified purposes and needs.  The Forest Service violated NEPA and NFMA by failing to 
adequately respond to or evaluate the Center’s reasonable proposed “no regrets” alternative.  
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Relief Sought:  The Forest Service should withdraw the ROD and remand the FEIS for full 
development and detailed consideration an action alternative based on a “no regrets” strategy 
that prioritizes the protection of animal and plant species at the expense of other forest activities 
given significant uncertainty regarding effects of climate change on the Kaibab National Forest. 
 
II. The Forest Service violated NEPA and NFMA by failing to provide adequate plan 

components for riparian ecosystems and failing to identify reasons for change of its 
management approach. 

 
The 1982 Planning Rule establishes “minimum specific requirements to be met” within 

forest plans.  36 C.F.R. § 219.27.  One of the minimum requirements is, “Special attention shall 
be given to land and vegetation for approximately 100 feet from the edges of all perennial 
streams, lakes, and other bodies of water,” otherwise known as riparian areas.  Id. § 219.27(e).  
In order to establish management practices within riparian areas, the Forest Service must 
consider “[t]opography, vegetation type, soil, [and] climatic conditions.”  Id.  Another key 
requirement of the 1982 Planning Rule is that management prescriptions “preserve and enhance 
the diversity of plant and animal communities.”  Id. § 219.27(g). Additionally, the Forest Service 
must meet “[m]onitoring and evaluation requirements that will provide a basis for periodic 
determination and evaluation of the effects of management practices.”  Id. § 219.11(d). 
 

The record establishes that the Kaibab National Forest is one of the driest in the nation, 
and riparian areas are uniquely important as ecologically critical areas for maintaining species 
diversity and viability.  Planning guidance for the Southwestern Region, also in the record, states 
foreseeable effects of climate change to riparian areas including diminished water supply, 
contraction in the size of riparian ecosystems, susceptibility to invasion by nonnative plants and 
disruption of wildlife communities.  “This information is to be used to develop social, economic, 
and ecological goals and desired conditions that reflect potential impacts while considering 
climate change,” according to regional guidance on forest planning and climate change.  
 

The Forest Plan does not contain management guidance or monitoring questions for 
riparian areas that meet the requirements of NFMA or reflect regional guidance regarding 
climate change.  For example, the “Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest” section of the Forest 
Plan contains no decision components other than vaguely-worded desired conditions that are not 
expected to be met while the Forest Plan is in effect.  Further, none of the desired conditions 
respond to threats of climate change identified by the Southwestern Region.  The only 
acknowledgement of the importance of these ecosystems is the following statement describing 
management approach: “The Kaibab NF recognizes the importance of riparian areas during 
project planning and implementation, and emphasizes their protection while managing them 
within multiple-use guidelines.”  This statement is not sufficient to meet the high standard of 
“special attention,” nor does it provide for maintenance or protection of diversity and viability of 
species associated with riparian areas. 
 

Similarly, the Forest Plan section titled “Natural Waters” provides no substantive plan 
components for riparian areas.  Instead, a desired condition states that riparian species should be 
“self-sustaining and occur in natural patterns of abundance and distribution.”  Forest Plan at 46. 
No standards, guidelines, objectives or management approaches are provided for natural waters.  
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In contrast, the 1988 Kaibab National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan 

(“1988 Plan”), now repealed, contained a number of binding standards and guidelines giving 
special attention to riparian areas, in accordance with NFMA implementing regulations.  For 
example:  
 

 Emphasize maintenance and restoration of healthy riparian ecosystems  
through conformance with fo rest plan riparian st andards and guidelines. 
Management strategies should m ove degraded riparian vegetation toward 
good condition as soon as possible. Da mage to riparian vegetation, stream 
banks, and channels should be prevented. 

 
 Implement forest plan forage utiliza tion standards and guidelines to . . . 

maintain and restore riparian ecosystems. 
 
 Maintain not less than three age cla sses of woody riparian  species with ten 

percent of the woody plant cover in sprouts, suckers, seedlings, and saplings. 
 
 Maintain not less than 90 percent of the potential stream shading from May to 

September along all perennial cold or c ool water streams. Provide shade with 
tree and other vegetational cover. 

 
 Maintain not less than 90 percent of the potential shrub cover in riparian areas. 
 
 Maintain not less tha n 90 percent of  total linear s treambank in stable  

condition. 
 
 Woody riparian comm unities in ad dition to riparian communities which are 

dominated by shrub and herbaceous species  are rated in sa tisfactory or better 
condition. 

 
 Select riparian areas for treatment based on relative scorecard condition rating 

with the lowest rating assigned to first treatment. 
 
 Manage livestock use in riparian areas to m eet riparian area objectiv es. This 

normally will be by pro viding adequate rest. Fence to exclude livestock from 
riparian areas when alternative m eans are not feasible. In sheep allotm ents, 
sheep will be herded and m ay use riparian areas on a once through lightly  
basis (less than 20 percent of ava ilable forage) unless the perm ittee is 
instructed to not use an area; riparian areas will not be g razed more than one 
time during the grazing season 

 
1988 Plan at 29, 42, 78.  The revised Forest Plan does not carry forward any of the standards or 
guidelines quoted above, and the agency supplies no rationale for this change in management 
direction or reason for excluding riparian-related standards and guidelines from the 1988 Plan. 
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Even in the case of livestock grazing, which is a causal factor in the decline of riparian 
ecosystems (Beschta and others 2012), the Forest Plan contains no standards or guidelines that 
constrain grazing in riparian areas.  The lack of “special attention” to riparian areas in the plan 
violates NFMA.   
 

Both the lack of plan components (i.e., standards and guidelines) for riparian areas and 
the absence of reason for a change in management approach are arbitrary and capricious.  The 
Ninth Circuit has held that an agency decision is arbitrary and capricious under the APA if it 
“entirely failed to consider an important aspect of [a] problem.”  Lands Council v. McNair, 537 
F.3d 981, 987 (9th Cir. 2008).  In formulating the revised Forest Plan and the FEIS, the Forest 
Service failed to consider foreseeable effects to riparian areas from climate change, as laid out in 
regional guidance; failed to give “special attention” to riparian areas through plan components as 
required by NFMA; and failed to incorporate any standards and guidelines for riparian areas, 
thereby providing no direction to “preserve or enhance” the species diversity of these areas, as 
also required by NFMA.  Further, “when an agency provides no explanation at all for a change in 
policy,” it is reason for holding that an agency action was arbitrary and capricious.  Lands 
Council v. Martin¸ 529 F.3d 1219, 1225 (9th Cir. 2008).  Nowhere in the planning record does 
the Forest Service provide a rationale for eliminating the standards and guidelines for riparian 
areas contained in the 1988 Plan.  Therefore, the Forest Service’s action here is arbitrary and 
capricious and in violation of NEPA and NFMA.  
 

Finally, the revised Forest Plan fails to include properties of riparian areas within its 
monitoring plan, thereby failing to provide any way to measure whether vague desired conditions 
for riparian areas every will be met.  This gap in the monitoring plan violates the requirements of 
the 1982 Planning Rule, NFMA and NEPA.  
 
Relief Sought: The Forest Service should withdraw the ROD and remand the FEIS for detailed 
consideration of plan components (i.e., standards and guidelines) giving requisite “special 
attention” to riparian areas that will protect the ecological values of these areas, as well as 
species diversity and viability.1  On remand, the Forest Service also should develop meaningful 
monitoring questions and protocols for riparian areas, especially as it relates to management 
activities that take place in or near riparian areas.    
 
III. The Forest Service violated NEPA and NFMA by failing to provide adequate plan 

components for species viability and failing to identify reasons for change of its 
management approach. 

 
Providing for multiple use and sustained yield on national forest lands includes 

provisions for “wildlife and fish.”  16 U.S.C. § 528.  The NFMA commands, “The Secretary 
“shall … incorporate the standards and guidelines required by this section in plans for units of 
the National Forest System…”  Id. § 1604(c).  Plan standards must include provision for timber 
and transportation management as well as for public participation in forest management.  See id. 
§§§ 1604(m); 1608(c); 1612(a).  The 1982 Planning Rule governing this plan revision further 

                                                 
1 This approach is consistent with the “no regrets” plan alternative proposed by the appellants but 
dismissed by the Forest Service, as discussed supra. 
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requires, “Plans guide all natural resource management activities and establish management 
standards and guidelines for the National Forest System.  They determine resource management 
practices, levels of resource production and management, and the availability and suitability of 
lands for resource management.”  36 C.F.R. § 219.1(b) (1982).  Standards and guidelines in 
forest plans must be “qualitative and quantitative.”  Id. at § 219.1(b)(12).  Forest plans must 
establish “standards and requirements by which planning and management activities will be 
monitored and evaluated.”  Id. § 219.5(a)(7); also see § 219.11(d) (citing “[m]onitoring and 
evaluation requirements that will provide a basis for periodic determination and evaluation of the 
effects of management practices”).  Forest plans must define reasons for management practices 
chosen for each vegetation type and circumstance.  See id. § 219.15.  The planning rule also 
requires that forest plans provide for the diversity and viability of animal and plant species, as 
well as adequate habitat.   See id. §§ 219.9; 219.26; 219.27.  As one court has explained, 

 
The Ninth Circuit has emphasized that "NFMA imposes substantive duties on the Forest 
Service, one of which is the duty to provide for diversity of plant and animal 
communities." Inland Empire Pub. Lands Council v. United States Forest Serv., 88 F.3d 
754, 759 (quoting 16 U.S.C. § 1604(g)(3)(B)). The Ninth Circuit has also highlighted 
that, pursuant to NFMA regulations, the FS has a "duty to ensure viable, or self-
sustaining, populations," a duty that "applies with special force to sensitive species" . . .  
and therefore presumably applies with equal force to endangered and threatened species 
such as the northern spotted owl. Id. This duty regarding species viability arises from 
former 36 C.F.R. § 219.19.  

 
Environmental Prot. Info. Ctr. v. Blackwell, 389 F. Supp.2d 1174, 1205-06 (N.D. Cal. 2004). 

 
The Forest Service violated NFMA and NEPA in the Forest Plan by: (1) failing to enact 

qualitative and quantitative standards and guidelines for wildlife and fish; (2) failing to enact 
requirements for monitoring and evaluation of management effects to species whose viability the 
Forest Service is obligated to maintain; and (3) failing to explain reasons for change to 
management direction from the 1988 Plan affecting wildlife and fish.   

 
The Forest Plan repeals virtually all standards previously contained in the 1988 Plan for 

wildlife and fish on the Kaibab National Forest.  It replaces prior standards with vaguely-worded 
desired conditions and certain guidelines that appear designed to maximize Forest Service 
discretion and evade accountability in management activities affecting species that are 
endangered, threatened or sensitive.  The agency is not revising its plan on a blank slate.  Rather, 
it significantly weakened protections for wildlife and fish that have been in effect for many 
years.  “[A]n agency changing its course must supply a reasoned analysis.”  Motor Vehicles 
Manufacturers Assoc. v. State Farm, 463 U.S. 29, 57 (1983).  The Forest Service has failed to 
provide reasoned justification for its change in course by deleting or weakening standards and 
guidelines, and disclose how those changes will impact the environment.  This improperly 
analyzed move from standards to unchecked discretion is exact reason that the 2005 and 2008 
forest planning rules were struck down by the Ninth Circuit and its district courts.  See Citizens 
for Better Forestry v. U.S. Dep't of Agric. (, 341 F.3d 961, 965 (9th Cir. 2003) (“Citizens I”); 
Citizens for Better Forestry v. U.S. Dep’t of Agriculture, 632 F.Supp. 2d 968, 980-81 (N.D. Cal. 
2009) (“Citizens III”). 
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The Forest Service admits that standards in the 1988 Plan required protection of wildlife 

and ensured viability of federally-listed and sensitive populations, in compliance with NFMA.  
“The current land management plan has numerous standards and guidelines that require the 
evaluation and protection of federally listed and regional sensitive species.”  FEIS at 95 
(emphasis supplied).   
 

Mexican spotted owl (federally threatened) and its designated critical habitat is protected 
by the standards and guidelines that were included in the 1996 plan amendment (KNF 
1988, as amended).  The forest recognizes that projects and program activities 
implemented under the current plan may occur near or within Mexican spotted owl 
protected activity centers (PACs) and within critical habitat.  While the standards and 
guidelines provide protection for the owl and maintain their viability on the forest, 
activities may be permitted, authorized, or funded which may negatively affect 
individuals or affect designated critical habitat. 

 
Id. 96; also see id. 97 (“Sensitive species that depend on ponderosa pine and mixed conifer 
habitat would be affected by the 1996 plan amendment.  The standards and guidelines for the 
goshawk and Mexican spotted owl would provide for the goshawk, bald eagle, Allen’s lappet-
browed bat, Kaibab least chipmunk, Kaibab tree squirrel, Merriam’s shrew, and Kaibab northern 
pocket gopher”); 98 (“Based on the risk to viability rating and the amount of habitat provided for 
each of the above species, viability would be maintained for each of these species dependent on 
conifer habitat under the no action alternative.  While individual animals could be impacted by 
the actions under this alternative, the alternative would not lead toward Federal listing of the 
above sensitive species” (emph. supplied)).  
 

In contrast, the revised Forest Plan contains no forest-wide management standards for 
wildlife or habitat.  See Forest Plan at 49-53 (wildlife; threatened, endangered and sensitive 
species; rare and narrow endemic species).  As shown in Tables 1 and 2 at the bottom of this 
notice of appeal, it repeals standards of the 1988 Plan, as amended, and replaces them with non-
binding “desired conditions” and “guidelines,” which the Forest Service may disregard in 
project-level decisions at its sole discretion.  See FEIS at 94 (“Most of the standards and 
guidelines that have the potential to benefit wildlife in the current plan are also found in the 
action alternatives in the form of desired conditions, guidelines, or management approaches”); 5 
(“Desired conditions, goals, and objectives express an aspiration and form the basis for projects, 
activities, and uses that occur under the forest plan”); 332 (“The plan provides the desired 
conditions and objectives, but does not prescribe how criteria should be established or 
implementation should be accomplished.  Those types of decisions are typically made at the 
project level”); also see Forest Plan at 5 (stating that desired conditions and goals “are not 
commitments,” and “may only be achievable over hundreds of years”); id. (“A guideline allows 
for departure from its terms, so long as the intent of the guideline is met”).   

 
According to the Forest Service, standards are the only plan components that “must be 

followed when an action is being taken to make progress toward desired conditions.”  Forest 
Plan at 5.  “Standards differ from guidelines in that standards do not allow for any deviation 
without a plan amendment.”  Id.  In other words, standards containing the word “will” or “shall” 
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are binding on forest management activities, whereas guidelines containing the word “should” 
and other plan components do not constrain project-level decisions.  See Norton v. Southern 
Utah Wilderness Ass’n, 542 U.S. 55, 72 (plan decisions are not enforceable unless “language in 
the plan itself creates a commitment binding on the agency”).  The problem with this approach is 
that it contradicts the mandates of NFMA and its 1982 regulations, and makes informed analysis 
of environmental consequences under NEPA impossible.  

 
The Forest Service enjoys substantial deference in its interpretation of the intent of forest 

plan guidelines.  “Agencies are entitled to deference to their interpretation of their own 
regulations, including forest plans.”  Hapner v. Tidwell, 621 F.3d 1239, 1251 (9th Cir. 2010) 
(internal quotation omitted).  Every one of the guidelines in the revised Forest Plan affecting 
wildlife contains the discretionary word “should,” not mandatory terms such as “will” or “shall.”  
See U.S. v. UPS Customhouse Brokerage, Inc., 575 F.3d 1376, 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (“‘Will’ is 
a mandatory term, not a discretionary one”); New England Tank Indus. of N.H., Inc. v. United 
States, 861 F.2d 685, 694 (Fed. Cir. 1988) (distinguishing mandatory term “will” from 
discretionary term “should”).  The Ninth Circuit recognizes that certain forest plan components 
may be planning guides but not mandatory standards.  In Lands Council v. McNair, 629 F.3d 
1070, 1078 (9th Cir. 2010), the Court accepted that forest plan language stating old-growth 
stands “should” be at least 25 acres in size functioned as “a guide for planning purposes, but does 
not prohibit counting stands less than 25-acres as old growth.”  Id.  Similarly, in Ecology Center 
v. Castaneda, 574 F.3d 652, 660-61 (9th Cir. 2009), the Court deemed that the language of 
guidelines incorporated into a forest plan did not “create a mandatory standard.”  Instead, the 
guidelines were not enforceable under NFMA because they were cast in “suggestive” language 
using the word “should,” and “merely recommended” a particular practice “when possible.”  Id. 
at 661 (internal quotation omitted).   

 
In short, the Forest Service enjoys considerable deference in the implementation and 

application of forest plan guidelines, things that it “should” or “should not” do.  In this plan 
revision, the Forest Service overreached.  By consigning virtually every aspect of forest 
management to aspirational goals and guidelines, the agency has abdicated its basic 
responsibilities under NFMA and its 1982 planning rules.  Moreover, it has not disclosed clearly 
the effects of this change (and, logically, it cannot disclose effects) when the range of potential 
concrete outcomes is so broad as to be effectively unknowable, violating NEPA. 
 

The revised Forest Plan contains the following three “Guidelines for Wildlife,” which 
apply throughout the Kaibab National Forest:   
 

 Project activities and special uses should be designed and implemented to maintain 
refugia and critical life cycle needs of wildlife, particularly for raptors.  
 

 Project activities and special uses should incorporate recommended measures for 
golden eagle management such as temporary closures to limit human disturbance in 
the vicinity of golden eagle nests.  
 

 Potentially disturbing project-related activities should be restricted within 300 yards 
of active raptor nest sites between April 1 and August 15.  
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Forest Plan at 49.  Clearly, the primary intent of those three guidelines for “wildlife” applies to 
birds of prey.  Only one of them, citing “refugia and critical life cycle needs of wildlife,” applies 
more broadly to other species and it is cast in discretionary language permitting deviation so long 
as the Forest Service unilaterally deems that its “intent” is satisfied in project-level decisions.   
 
 In addition, the revised Forest Plan offers the following six “Guidelines for Threatened, 
Endangered, and Sensitive Species,” which also apply forest-wide:  
 

 Project activities and special uses occurring within federally listed species habitat 
should integrate habitat management objectives and species protection measures from 
approved recovery plans.  
 

 Project activities and special uses should be designed and implemented to maintain 
refugia and critical life cycle needs of Forest Service Sensitive Species.  
 

 Activities occurring near areas used by bald eagles should follow recommendations 
identified in the National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines and Arizona 
Conservation Assessment and Strategy for the Bald Eagle.  
 

 A minimum of six goshawk nest areas (known and replacement) should be located 
per territory. Nest and replacement nest areas should generally be located in 
drainages, at the base of slopes, and on northerly (NW to NE) aspects. Nest areas 
should generally be 25 to 30 acres in size.  
 

 Goshawk PFAs (post-fledging family areas) of approximately 420 acres in size 
should be designated surrounding the nest sites.  
 

 Potentially disturbing project-related activities should be minimized in occupied 
goshawk nest areas during nesting season of March 1 through September 30.  

 
Id. 51-52 (emph. supplied).  The only guideline applicable to federally-listed species in the 
Kaibab National Forest (e.g., Mexican spotted owl) states that the Forest Service “should” apply 
“approved recovery plans.”  That guideline, just like every other wildlife-related guideline in the 
plan, is discretionary, lacks mandatory language, and therefore it is unenforceable.  Sole reliance 
on project-by-project discretion fails to achieve the NFMA requirement of ensuring viable 
wildlife populations, fails to allow for informed analysis under NEPA, and violates the Forest 
Service’s obligations under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA” – 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)).   

 
The revised Forest Plan and the FEIS sweep under the rug the 1996 biological opinion of 

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) concluding that management discretion 
unconstrained by mandatory standards in forest plans jeopardized the continued existence of 
Mexican spotted owl: 

 
The Service finds that continued implementation of the existing forest plans will 
jeopardize the continued existence of the Mexican spotted owl and will adversely modify 
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the species’ critical habitat.  This biological opinion is based on the results of our 
analyses of the effects of continued implementation of the management direction 
contained in the existing forest plans for the National Forests of the Forest Service’s 
Southwestern Region.  The Service believes that aspects of the existing forest plans do 
not provide for the physical and biological requirements of the Mexican spotted owl or its 
critical habitat.  Additionally, the Service recognizes that much discretion exists on the 
part of forest managers at the project level in the implementation of forest plan guidance 
and direction.  The broad range of effects that could result from the implementation of the 
management direction of the existing forest plans is suggested by the discretion forest 
managers use in their implementation of plan-level direction.  As can be seen in the 
attached list of forest projects (Appendix A), the existing forest plans lack the 
management direction to prevent the development of forest project-level activities that 
are likely to adversely affect the Mexican spotted owl. 
 

(USDI 1996a: 39).  Notably, Appendix A of that biological opinion included a variety of site-
specific actions affecting Mexican spotted owl including trail maintenance and uneven-aged 
partial cuts, not just even-aged shelterwood harvests.  The FWS also stated in the same 
biological opinion that implementation of a “reasonable and prudent alternative,” in the form of 
non-discretionary standards and guidelines amending forest plans in the Southwestern Region 
(USDA 1996), and the 1995 Mexican Spotted Owl Recovery Plan (USDI 1995) taken together 
form a basis to “remove jeopardy” and “avoid adverse modification” of critical habitat.   
 

The definition of standards and guidelines as given in the [1996] FEIS is assumed for this 
analysis.  That definition states that standards and guidelines are, “the bounds or 
constraints within which all management activities are to be carried out in achieving 
forest plan objectives.”  In the future, all forest activities carried out under the existing 
forest plans will be reviewed by the Service pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered 
Species Act in terms of their conformity with these elements.  

 
USDI (1996a: 39).  After the Forest Service formally amended forest plans in the Southwestern 
Region and adopted specific standards and guidelines affecting management of Mexican spotted 
owl, the FWS stated,  

 
Implementation of the forest plans, as amended by the new Standards and Guidelines of 
Alternative G in the [1996] FEIS, is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of 
the Mexican spotted owl or result in the destruction or adverse modification of the 
species' critical habitat.  Project-level actions and activities planned and implemented 
under these standards and guidelines, taken together, should promote the recovery of the 
owl. 

 
USDI (1996b: 29).  The latter biological opinion reinforced the importance of plan-level 
standards and guidelines to limit management discretion:  
 

Although Alternative G covers the essential features of the Recovery Plan’s management 
recommendations, interpretations of the standards and guidelines can vary.  It is crucial 
that resource managers and biologists on the ground refer to the Recovery Plan in order 
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to correctly interpret the standards and guidelines.  The Service believes that activities 
designed within the bounds and constraints of the amendments for the protection of the 
owl will promote the recovery of the owl.  This is particularly the case for protected and 
restricted areas.  Guidelines for other forest and woodland types are much more general.  
These other types may be of value to owls for foraging and possibly for dispersing and 
wintering.  Existing and planned management for these types will maintain or improve 
habitat for these needs of the owl.  Continuation of such management in conformity with 
the guidelines for other forest and woodland types, along with the special protections 
provided for protected and restricted areas and old growth, would promote the recovery 
of the owl. 

 
USDI (1996b: 29).   
 

To be clear, the revised Forest Plan repeals standards and guidelines for Mexican spotted 
owl that were contained in the 1988 Plan, as amended.  Those standards and guidelines (USDA 
1996: 87-91):  

 
 Required survey of suitable habitat prior to disturbance of suitable habitat. 

 
 Compelled designation of 100-acre nest cores surrounded by 600-acre protected 

activity centers (“PAC”) wherever nesting behavior was detected by surveys.  
 

 Prohibited vegetation management in nest cores and allowed only limited treatments 
in PAC. 

 
 Required selection of an equal number of PAC as untreated control areas when 

vegetation treatments were done within them 
 

 Prohibited harvest of trees larger than 9-inches diameter in PAC 
 

 Maintained “target/threshold” habitat suitable for nesting and roosting outside of PAC 
featuring at least 150-170 ft²/acre basal area and 20 trees/acre larger than 18-inches 
diameter at breast height. 

 
 Retained trees larger than 24-inches diameter at breast height in suitable nesting and 

roosting habitat outside of PAC.   
 

 Required monitoring of habitat and population trends.  
 
The FEIS improperly fails to disclose the adverse environmental consequences of eliminating 
these standards, in violation of NEPA.  See FEIS 93-97 (discussing effects on Mexican spotted 
owl without disclosing consequences of eliminating project-specific standards).  
 

On July 18, 2012, the Center commented, “The DEIS contains no explanation why a 
return to the era of unlimited management discretion that pre-existed the current [amended] 
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forest plan will avoid jeopardizing the owl or maintain the viability of sensitive animal 
populations.”  The only Forest Service response to this issue in the record cast aside the problem 
raised by the FWS and Appellants regarding effects of discretionary management to federally-
listed species and critical habitat, and dismissed it as an issue leading to development of 
alternatives:   

 
Already decided by law, regulation, or policy:  
The lack of direction for threatened and endangered species could result in adverse 
effects to threatened and endangered species, as well as their habitat.  
 
Rationale: The forest follows the recommendations in recovery plans and works closely 
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for species recovery in accordance with the 
Endangered Species Act. The plan does not reiterate existing law, regulation, or policy. 

 
FEIS 10.  The Forest Service’s rationale quoted above fails to address or even acknowledge the 
problem that Appellants raised in its comments.  While the Forest Plan may aspire to implement 
recovery plan actions, it nevertheless fails to address potential jeopardy to federally-listed 
species or adverse modification of critical habitat that may result because the plan lacks binding 
management direction to prevent adverse effects.  It also overlooks the discretionary nature of 
the sole guideline contained in the Forest Plan suggesting that managers “should integrate” 
applicable recovery plans into project design and decision-making.  See Forest Plan at 51. The 
critical issue of Mexican spotted owl conservation and recovery is not, in fact, “already decided 
by law, regulation, or policy,” where the Forest Plan makes compliance with the policy optional. 
 
 Furthermore, past projects clearly demonstrate that the Forest Service does not always  
“follow[]the recommendations in recovery plans…”  FEIS at 10.  In 2007, the Kaibab National 
Forest proposed a tree removal project in within Mexican spotted owl habitat.  Consulting under 
ESA § 7, the FWS delivered a biological opinion stating that removal of fire-killed trees on 864 
acres of Restricted Habitat in the Warm Fire Hazard Tree Removal Project on the North Kaibab 
Ranger District was “likely to adversely affect” Mexican spotted owl (“MSO”) and its critical 
habitat (USDI 2007).  “For roads that were affected by wildfire/suppression, all trees within an 
identified treatment area will be removed.  The width of the treatment area for roads selected for 
hazard tree removal will be defined as a 200 foot-wide buffer area centered on the centerline of 
the road” (USDI 2007: 3) (emph. supplied).  The FWS described direct adverse effects of that 
action to MSO critical habitat:  
 

The large snag component of the MSO habitat will be reduced by the project.  Complete 
removal of the trees will also affect the recovery of the large down log component of that 
MSO habitat in the future.  Combined with the fire effects, hazard tree removal will result 
in even-aged stand conditions over a large area until trees age enough to develop mixed-
species and uneven-aged conditions.  Roadside areas are key zones to protect visitors and 
allow speedy access into remote areas for future fire suppression.  Therefore, these 
roadside areas will likely not contribute to long-rotation periods and uneven-aged 
conditions (Sanders 2007), reducing the amount of MSO habitat that can be recovered in 
the project area.  
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(USDI 2007: 10).  The Warm Project was directly contrary to recommendations for post-fire 
salvage logging stated on pages 88-89 of the applicable recovery plan (USDI 1995):  
 

The Recovery Team advocates the general philosophy of Beschta et al. (1995) for 
the use of salvage logging.  In particular: (1) no management activities should be 
undertaken that do not protect soil integrity; (2) actions should not be done that 
impede natural recovery of disturbed systems; and (3) salvage activities should 
maintain and enhance native species and natural recovery processes.  Further, any 
salvage should leave residual snags and logs at levels and size distributions that 
emulate those following pre-settlement, stand-replacing fires.  Scientific 
information applicable to local conditions should be the basis for determining 
those levels. 

 
Despite the documented adverse effects to primary constituent elements of MSO critical habitat 
resulting from the Warm Project, in contradiction of the applicable recovery plan, the Forest 
Service asserts in the FEIS that it “follows” species recovery plans generally.  The agency failed 
to address or acknowledge the problem raised by the FWS and Appellants regarding potential 
jeopardy and adverse modification resulting from a lack of enforceable standards in the Forest 
Plan, in violation of NEPA.  Failure to respond to comment is ground for reversal of agency 
action if it reveals that the agency's decision was not based on consideration of the relevant 
factors.  See American Mining Congress v. EPA, 965 F.2d 759, 771 (9th Cir. 1992) (citing 
Thompson v. Clark, 239 App. D.C. 179, 741 F.2d 401, 409 (D.C. Cir. 1984)).  “Agencies are 
nonetheless obliged to provide a "meaningful reference" to all responsible opposing viewpoints 
concerning the agency's proposed decision. 40 C.F.R. § 1510(a) (1977), 38 Fed. Reg. 20,550, 
20,555 (1973) [**53]  (superceded 1978); Committee for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc., 463 F.2d 
at 787. This standard requires the agency to identify opposing views found in the comments such 
that "differences in opinion are readily apparent." Warm Springs Dam Task Force, 565 F.2d at 
554; Committee for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc., 463 F.2d at 787. Moreover, "there must be 
good faith, reasoned analysis in response." Silva v. Lynn, 482 F.2d 1282, 1285 (1st Cir. 1973).” 
California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753, 773 (9th Cir. 1982). 
 

Reliance on non-binding aspirational statements of desired conditions and one guideline 
to address recovery plans for federally-listed species violates NFMA, NEPA, and the APA by: 
(1) failing to enact qualitative and quantitative standards; (2) failing to enact requirements for 
monitoring and evaluation of management effects; and (3) failing to explain reasons for change 
to management direction affecting listed species.   

 
Removal of standards and guidelines affecting federally-listed species is an adverse effect 

of the revised Forest Plan that will result in actual physical effects to the environment.  See 
Citizens for Better Forestry v. U.S. Dept. Agric., 341 F.3d 961, 973, 975 (9th Cir. 2003) (reducing 
or repealing forest planning standards results in lesser or no environmental standards at the site-
specific level).  Federal courts invalidated the 2005 and 2008 planning rules for essentially this 
very reason.2  See Citizens III, 632 F. Supp.2d at 980-81.  The lack of enforceable standards in 

                                                 
2 The Forest Plan equates “desired conditions” with “goals,” which it defines as “the aspirational picture 

for the future of the [Kaibab National Forest] ... They are aspirations and are not commitments or final 
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the revised Forest Plan affecting management of federally-listed species contradicts NFMA and 
the 1982 planning regulations.3  See 16 U.S.C. §§ 1604(c) and (g); 36 C.F.R. §§§§ 219.1(b), 
219.11(c), 219.12(f)(9)(iii),  219.15.   

 
Furthermore, the revised Forest Plan repeals or weakens standards and guidelines 

contained in the 1988 Plan, as amended, for sensitive northern goshawk, which quantified 
structural attributes of habitat essential to viability of goshawk and 14 vertebrate prey species.  
The Forest Service previously based action alternatives in two environmental impact statements 
on those standards and guidelines (USDA 1995, 2006).  In doing so, it established a habitat-
proxy relation of ponderosa pine forest structure to goshawk viability, and a proxy-on-proxy 
relation of goshawk habitat to viability of 14 prey species that reflected the best available science 
and was sufficient to meet the NFMA requirements.   

 
Once again, the Forest Plan relies upon discretionary plan components in the form of 

desired conditions, objectives and guidelines that fall short of the management direction 
previously established to assure viability of goshawk and its prey.  See FEIS at 97-98 (no-action 
alternative maintained viability of goshawk and prey, and avoided trend toward federal listing of 
sensitive species).  In particular, the Forest Plan contains three guidelines for northern goshawk, 
which are quoted above.  See Forest Plan at 51-52.  Those guidelines state that the Forest Service 
“should” locate goshawk nest areas, designate family areas, and minimize noise in occupied nest 
areas.  Plan components in the revised Forest Plan affecting goshawk are discretionary, lack 
mandatory language, and are not enforceable under the NFMA.  Indeed, the new guidelines are 
identical to those proposed by other Southwestern Region national forests in draft plan revisions, 
indicating a regionally-orchestrated agenda to undermine environmental protection, maximize 
agency discretion and evade public accountability at the expense of species viability.   

 
Desired conditions for ponderosa pine forest, if implemented forest-wide, could result in 

significantly less old forest structure and canopy cover in goshawk nest, family and forage areas 
than was established by the habitat-proxy analysis of prior impact statements ensuring viability 
(USDA 1995, 2006).  The revised Forest Plan describes “Fine-scale (10 acres or less) Desired 
Conditions for Ponderosa Pine” including:    

                                                                                                                                                             
decisions approving projects and activities and may only be achievable over a long time period.”  The 
NFMA implementing regulations applicable to this plan revision define a “goal” as, “A concise 
statement that describes a desired condition to be achieved sometime in the future.  It is normally 
expressed in broad, general terms and is timeless in that it has no specific date by which it is to be 
completed.  Goal statements form the principal basis from which objectives are developed.”  36 C.F.R. 
§ 219.3 (1982).  The regulations further define “objective” as, “A concise, time-specific statement of 
measurable planned results that respond to pre-established goals. An objective forms the basis for 
further planning to define the precise steps to be taken and the resources to be used in achieving 
identified goals.”  Id. 

 
3 Standards in the revised Forest Plan only constrain management of dispersed camping, off-road 

vehicles, energy transmission and unplanned human-ignited wildfires. The scope, placement, duration 
and effects of all other management activities on the forest, including road construction, timber harvest, 
fuel management and livestock grazing, would be discretionary. 
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 Tree groups are made up of clumps of various age classes and size classes that 

typically occur in areas less than one acre, but may be larger, such as on north-facing 
slopes.  
 

 Crowns of trees within the mid-aged to old groups are interlocking or nearly 
interlocking and consist of approximately 2 to 40 trees per group.  
 

 The interspaces between groups are variably shaped, are comprised of a native 
grass/forb/shrub mix, and may contain individual trees or snags. Regeneration 
openings occur as a mosaic and are similar in size to nearby groups.  

 
Forest Plan at 17.  Notably, the only mention of “mid-aged to old” forest isolates it to small 
groups (“2 to 40 trees per group”) generally one acre or less in area.  The desired condition for 
“interlocking or nearly interlocking” tree crowns occurs within small groups of trees surrounded 
by open “interspaces” consisting of “a native grass/forb/shrub mix” (i.e., early-seral vegetation).  
The desired condition does not specify whether the ponderosa forest type should be dominated 
by tree groups or by interspace, or what spatial spread of vegetation stages might be considered 
appropriate.  There is no requirement for retention of existing old forest, nor is any level of 
canopy cover desired in ponderosa forest under the revised Forest Plan.  In contrast to the 1988 
Plan, as amended, the new plan omits any requirement – let alone an objective – to survey for 
goshawk presence prior to habitat disturbance, monitor populations, or retain forest structure 
(e.g., canopy cover) previously deemed by the Forest Service essential to nesting and fledging 
behaviors of sensitive species.  Forest managers are invited but not required to consider locating 
nest areas and family areas – with no particular expectation of management within them other 
than desired conditions that are common to each area, and may not be achieved for decades or 
centuries – and “minimize” noise in the nesting season.  The revised Forest Plan is a significant 
retraction of previously established standards and guidelines, and requires explanation for such a 
drastic change of management approach in ponderosa pine forest. 
 

The Arizona Game and Fish Department expressed concern to the Forest Service that 
management of uneven-aged ponderosa pine forest structure, including canopy cover, at small 
tree “group” scales instead of at larger (10-40 acre) stand scales has the potential to significantly 
reduce the amount of forest cover compared to standards and guidelines of the 1988 Plan, as 
amended, with potentially negative consequences for goshawk and its 14 prey species.4  For 
example, assuming a residual canopy cover of 50 percent within groups (<1 acre), and if such 
                                                 
4  See notes of Arizona Game and Fish Department Region II Commission Briefing, July 27, 2007, 

attached to these comments for convenience.  In it, the Department explains, “the Management 
Recommendations for the Northern Goshawk in the Southwestern United States (GTR-RM-217) defines 
northern goshawk habitat through the structural habitat attributes of 14 of the hawk’s prey species.  The 
canopy cover data described for these prey species, and for the northern goshawk, were measured at the 
stand level – not the tree group level.  By changing the canopy cover targets from the stand level to the 
group level, the Department is concerned that the Forest Service may not be meeting the habitat 
requirements for those 14 wildlife species, and also may not be meeting the habitat requirements for the 
northern goshawk per the 1996 Forest Plan Amendment.”  
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groups occupy 50 percent of a stand, canopy cover at the stand scale will be 25 percent or less.  
To prevent this outcome, which clearly would harm some of the species previously considered 
by the Forest Service (USDA 1995, 2006), Reynolds and others (1992) recommended 
maintenance of canopy cover canopy cover in mid- to old-aged stands that host goshawk nesting 
and fledging habitat.  The Forest Service is required by NFMA and NEPA to address changes in 
management direction affecting sensitive species and effects to the environment. 
 
Relief Sought: The Forest Service should withdraw the ROD and remand the FEIS for detailed 
consideration of plan components (i.e., standards and guidelines) that ensure species viability.5  
On remand, the Forest Service also should develop meaningful monitoring questions and 
protocols for federally-listed and sensitive species whose viability may be affected by 
management under the Forest Plan.    
 
IV. The Forest Service violated NEPA with an arbitrary and capricious livestock grazing 

capability determination. 
 

In forest planning, “the suitability and potential capability of National Forest System 
lands for producing forage for grazing animals and for providing habitat for management 
indicator species shall be determined.”  36 C.F.R. § 219.20 (1982).  In particular:   

 
 Lands suitable for grazing and browsing shall be identified and their condition and trend 
shall be determined.  The present and potential supply of forage for livestock, wild and 
free-roaming horses and burros, and the capability of these lands to produce suitable food 
and cover for selected wildlife species shall be estimated.  The use of forage by grazing 
and browsing animals will be estimated.  Lands in less than satisfactory condition shall 
be identified and appropriate action planned for their restoration. 

 
Id. § 219.20(a).  The Forest Service must consider, among other things, “possible conflict or 
beneficial interactions among livestock, wild free-roaming horses and burros and wild animal 
populations, and […] direction for rehabilitation of ranges in unsatisfactory condition…”  Id. § 
219.20(b) (1982).   

 
One of the “needs for change” in this forest plan revision is “a need for clearer direction 

related to livestock grazing…”  ROD at 4.  The “designation of lands suitable for grazing and 
browsing” states:   

 
Approximately 96 percent of the Kaibab National Forest is suitable for livestock grazing.  
The areas designated unsuitable for grazing were either closed to grazing in the 1988 Plan 
or have been closed to grazing based on site-specific NEPA decisions for grazing 
allotments.  Since the 1988 Plan was approved, every active allotment on the Kaibab NF 
has received site-specific environmental review for the authorization of grazing.  Chapter 
4 of the revised Plan and Appendix D of the FEIS contain more information about the 
grazing suitability and capability determinations on the Forest. 

                                                 
5 This approach is consistent with the “no regrets” plan alternative proposed by the Center but dismissed 
by the Forest Service, as discussed supra. 
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Id. 12.  Chapter 4 of the Forest Plan and FEIS Appendix D supply the informational basis for the 
grazing suitability determination quoted above.  Both documents contain the same language – 
verbatim – explaining the difference between “suitability” and “capability”:  
 

The 1982 Planning Rule requires that the suitability of rangelands on NFS lands and their 
capability for producing forage for grazing animals be determined in forest planning.  
Capability is the potential of an area of land to produce resources and supply goods and 
services.  Capability depends upon conditions such as climate, slope, landform, soils, and 
geology.  Suitability is the appropriateness of applying certain resource management 
practices to a particular area of land in consideration of the relevant social, economic, and 
ecological factors.  Lands within the plan area are not suitable if livestock grazing would 
be incompatible with the desired conditions or result in substantial and permanent 
impairment of the land. 

 
Forest Plan at 110; FEIS at 471 (same).  Elaborating on the capability determination, those 
documents further state – in identical language:  
 

Capability to produce forage for grazing animals was determined for the original forest 
plan (USDA 1988).  Most landscape-scale conditions that influence capability have not 
changed significantly since the initial evaluation.  However, the data and analysis tools 
used in the initial determination were not as accurate or precise as what is available 
today.  Capability for this plan was reassessed using the corporate GIS data.  Table 2 
displays the results of this analysis.  The area capable for livestock grazing has about 12 
percent fewer acres than the original forest plan.  More detail about the process and 
rationale behind these calculations are documented in the white paper “Grazing 
Capability Calculations for the Kaibab NF,” which is filed in the project record. 
 

Id.  Therefore, the basis of the revised Forest Plan’s determination of suitability and capability 
for livestock grazing is the 1988 Plan.  However, the new plan introduces a reassessment of 
forest-wide grazing capability “using the corporate GIS data” that resulted in 12 percent fewer 
acres designated as “capable” compared to the older plan.      
 
 The determination of livestock grazing capability violates NFMA, NEPA, and the APA 
because it: (1) fails to explain the method used to change the capability determination from the 
1988 Plan; and (2) fails to present information on which the capability determination is based.  
See W. Watersheds Project v. United States Forest. Serv., CV-05-189-E-BLW (D. ID., Feb. 7, 
2006) (Forest Service violated NEPA because it never explained capability criteria or method 
used to calculate capability); also see Ecology Center, Inc. v. Austin, 430 F.3d 1057, 1067 (9th 
Cir. 2005) (agency must reveal in EIS how it conducted its “hard look,” including the data relied 
upon and how it analyzed data, so the public can make an informed comparison of alternatives).  
NEPA imposes procedures designed to force agencies to take a “hard look” at the environmental 
consequences of a proposed action.  Earth Island Institute v. United States, 351 F.3d 1291, 1300 
(9th Cir. 2003).  The “hard look” requirement is violated in this instance because the Forest 
Service reports a change of capability calculation from the 1988 Plan based on undisclosed 
methodology and data.  By not revealing crucial data, the Forest Service violated its duty under 
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NEPA to prepare an EIS that would “foster both informed decision-making and informed public 
participation.”  Native Ecosystems Council v. United States, 418 F.3d 953, 960 (9th Cir. 2005). 
 

The “white paper” (Leonard 2014) cited by the Forest Plan and the FEIS, above, is 
equally cursory and opaque, and fails to cure defects of disclosure.6  It explains only that the 
Kaibab National Forest applied two capability criteria: slope and forage production.  “Lands with 
slopes less than 40 percent that have the potential to produce more than 100 pounds of forage per 
acre are considered to be capable of producing forage for grazing animals” (Leonard 2014: 1).   
The white paper further states that the capability determination is “coarse in nature,” and “does 
not authorize grazing on specific pieces of land.”   

 
The record taken as a whole contains no information about the methods or data used by 

the Forest Service to arrive at the adjusted grazing capability calculation for the Kaibab National 
Forest.  This is the same defect that led the District Court of Idaho to invalidate four Sawtooth 
National Forest grazing decisions in 2006 – hidden data and methodology permit neither the 
agency decision-maker nor the public to take the informed “hard look” required by NEPA.  See 
W. Watersheds Project, op. cit. (“Although the Forest Service used the GIS data to create maps 
identifying the capable and incapable lands for its internal use, it did not share the GIS data and 
maps in the Plan”).   

 
The grazing capability determination in the Forest Plan is unlawful for three reasons: (1) 

it lacks an informed basis that is available and understandable to the public, and is therefore 
arbitrary and capricious and in violation of NEPA; (2) it fails to present “a rational connection 
between the facts found and the conclusions made,” Native Ecosystems, 418 F.3d at 961, indeed 
failing to disclose even what those underlying facts are, in violation of the APA; and (3) it fails 
to meet the requirement of 36 C.F.R. § 219.20 (1982) that the Forest Service determine 
capability and suitability of lands for grazing, by offering a conclusory determination without 
any basis in fact or disclosure of methods, in violation of NFMA and the APA.   
 
Relief Sought: The Forest Service should withdraw the ROD and remand the FEIS for detailed 
consideration and public disclosure of grazing capability calculations underlying the Forest Plan.  
On remand, the Forest Service also should develop meaningful monitoring questions and 
protocols to ensure successful adaptive management on lands deemed suitable and/or capable of 
sustaining forage grazing by domestic livestock.      
 
                                                 
6 On April 29, 2014, the undersigned contacted the Forest Service with a request for the white paper 
referenced here, stating, “I looked through the KNF website to find the white paper referenced on page 
110 of the new Forest Plan entitled, “Grazing Capability Calculations for the Kaibab NF,” but didn’t find 
it there.”  On the same date, the Forest Service replied, “It isn’t on the web because it is in ‘draft’ form. 
It is a pretty basic explanation of the capability calculation process. I will get with our range specialist to 
get it finalized and posted to the web. I’ll let you know as soon as it is up. I should be able to get it 
reviewed and posted within the week.”  On May 6, 2014, the Forest Service supplied the undersigned 
with the white paper stating, “I have attached a courtesy copy of the Range Capability. Our web person 
said it should post to the Forest Plan page today, but that it sometimes takes a few hours to refresh. Also, 
the Range Specialist Report does exist as a stand-alone document, it just doesn’t have any additional 
information or analysis.”  The electronic mails of April 29 and May 6, 2014, are attached to this appeal. 
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V. The Forest Service violated federal law by failing to ban lead ammunition to protect viability 
of California condor. 

 
 Appellants stated in comments throughout the plan revision process that the Forest 
Service should ban, or at least limit, use of lead ammunition on the Kaibab National Forest due 
to ongoing and recurrent poisoning of California condors from lead ammunition that prevents 
recovery of the federally-listed species.  The Forest Service responded that it does have authority 
to prohibit actions for the purposes of protecting endangered species, and that such a ban is 
“outside the scope” of the plan revision process.  FEIS at 9.  The agency further opined,  
 

[A]dditional protections for the condor are not needed for the purposes of the forest plan. 
Under all plan alternatives, the viability of the California condor is maintained while 
implementing forest management activities, as documented in the viability analysis in 
chapter 3.  

 
Id.  The Forest Plan violates federal law because: (1) The Forest Service does, in fact, have the 
authority to address lead ammunition in this planning process; (2) it incorrectly determined that 
the California condor will remain viable under the selected alternative; and (3) its findings are 
not supported by available science. 
 

A. Authority. 
 

The position of the Forest Service regarding a prohibition or limit on use of lead 
ammunition in the Kaibab National Forest is based partly on an unsupported conclusion that it is 
“outside of the scope of the plan revision EIS analysis.”  FEIS at 9.  This conclusion dismisses 
the clear authorities supplied by the NFMA and the 1982 Planning Rule to maintain species 
viability on national forest lands and to accomplish de-listing of threatened and endangered 
species, and it is arbitrary and capricious.  See 16 U.S.C. § 1604(g)(3)(B) (forest plans “provide 
for diversity of plant and animal communities” on national forest lands); 36 C.F.R. § 219.9(a)(7) 
(requiring management of national forest lands “to maintain viable populations of existing native 
[] species in the planning area”); id. (“Objectives shall be determined for threatened and 
endangered species that shall provide for, where possible, there removal from listing”).   

 
Next, the Forest Service asserted in the record that enacting a lead ammunition 

prohibition or limit “would require following the rule making procedures established in 5 U.S.C. 
553,” and that such “[r]ule making would require additional analysis and documentation for 
compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act.”  FEIS at 9.  Overlooking for the sake 
of argument the obvious fact that this is a NEPA process, making the latter assertion quoted 
above non-sequitur, lead ammunition already has been identified by Appellants as a significant 
issue for management planning on the Kaibab National Forest.  It falls squarely within the 
agency’s discretion to manage that particular forest to ensure species viability and recovery, and 
to regulate visitor uses, similar to campfires or motorized vehicles.  See 36 C.F.R. § 261.70 
(“Pursuant to 7 CFR 2.60, the Chief, and each Regional Forester, to whom the Chief has 
delegated authority, may issue regulations prohibiting acts or omissions within all or any part of 
the area over which he has jurisdiction”); id. § 261.70(a)(4) (Forest Service may prohibit public 
uses of national forest lands for purposes including “Protection of threatened, endangered, rare, 
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unique, or vanishing species of plants, animals, birds or fish, or special biological 
communities”); id. § 261.70(c)-(e) (even if formal rulemaking is required for prohibitions that 
are regional or national in scope, management decisions affecting individual national forests are 
not subject to formal rulemaking procedures other than NEPA process); id. § 219.19(a) (1982) 
(requiring forest plans to maintain viable populations of native and desired non-native vertebrate 
species, prescribe “measures to mitigate adverse effects,” and consider “[a]ccess and dispersal 
problems of hunting, fishing, and other visitor uses”).  The Forest Service has authority to 
consider this significant issue in forest plan revision, and its misplaced arguments to the contrary 
are errant, arbitrary and capricious. 

 
Again for the sake of argument, even if the Forest Service’s erroneous interpretation of 7 

C.F.R. § 260 were correct and rulemaking is required for a complete ban on lead ammunition in 
the Kaibab National Forest, its failure to consider limits on use of lead shot is arbitrary and 
capricious.  First, the fact that additional rulemaking may be required does not necessarily render 
an alternative infeasible or unreasonable, where, as here, it is plainly within the agency’s 
statutory authority and the purpose and scope of the decision at hand.  Second, even short of a 
complete ban, the Forest Service retains, in the course of its wildlife management decisions 
within the forest plan revision process, authority to impose conditions on activities it authorizes.  
The Forest Service attempts to sidestep its obligation to maintain the viability of California 
condor by claiming that because it “only provides access for hunting, and does not manage 
harvest of game animals, there is little influence from forest management.”  FEIS at 96.  As the 
Forest Service acknowledged, it has the authority to prohibit the use of lead ammunition on 
national forest land subject to rulemaking procedures.  Accordingly, any claim that Forest 
Service actions, or failure to act, with respect to the use of lead ammunition would have “little 
influence” is clearly inconsistent with the facts and the law.  Under the law, the Forest Service 
can have the ultimate decision over condors’ exposure to lead ammunition – it has the authority 
to enact a ban on lead ammunition in the Kaibab National Forest.  
 

Further, the Forest Service’s claim that it “only provides access for hunting” is 
inaccurate.  FEIS at 96.  The agency issues Special Use Permits for commercial hunting on 
national forest lands.  Those commercial permits do not require use of non‐lead ammunition. 
Through Special Use permitting, the Forest Service does, in fact, manage the harvest of game 
animals.  Even if the agency only provided access to the Kaibab National Forest for hunting with 
lead ammunition, it would have a clear duty under the NFMA to consider a lead ammunition 
prohibition to ensure condor viability.   
 

B. Viability. 
 

The Forest Service has failed to apply the correct standard in determining species 
viability within the FEIS, thereby allowing it to reach an incorrect conclusion that undermines its 
statutory duties under NEPA.  Viability under the 1982 Planning Rule is defined as a population 
“which has the estimated numbers and distribution of reproductive individuals to insure its 
continued existence is well distributed in the planning area.”  36 C.F.R. § 219.19 (emphasis 
added).  The Forest Service has a mandatory duty to ensure that “[f]ish and wildlife habitat shall 
be managed to maintain viable populations of existing native and desired non‐native vertebrate 
species in the planning area.”  Id. 
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The Forest Service concluded that under every proposed alternative analyzed in the FEIS, 

the California condor would have “low to moderate viability risk.”  FEIS at 93.  Because 
viability is determined using reproductive individuals, the Forest Service cannot reasonably 
conclude that the condor population on the Kaibab National Forest is or would be viable under 
any of the alternatives considered.  In the DEIS viability analysis, the Forest Service 
acknowledged that the condor population in Arizona is non-breeding.  DEIS at 65 (ranking 
condors as “FN,” which indicates “non‐breeding population”).  The FWS Biological Assessment 
also states on page 18 that “nesting still appears to be limited to the Grand Canyon NP area.”  
Therefore, according to all information in the planning record, the California condor population 
on the Kaibab National Forest contains no reproducing individuals, and therefore cannot be 
found to be viable under the 1982 Planning Rule definition.  
 

Additionally, in the FEIS, the Forest Service changed the condor’s ranking to “F2” – 
indicating that this species is “very rare on the forest.”  FEIS at 68.  This change was made 
without explanation and was not supported by any additional information or documentation of 
the condor population on the Kaibab National Forest.  

 
Under the definition used in the 1982 rule the condor population has clearly not reached 

viability.  Therefore, both the Forest Service’s finding of species viability under all alternatives 
and its reclassification of the species in the FEIS are arbitrary and capricious under the APA and 
in violation of NFMA. 
 

C. Science.  
 

The Forest Service’s erroneous conclusion in the FEIS that the California condor 
population would remain viable under all alternatives is also contradicted by overwhelming 
scientific evidence demonstrating that the condor population in Arizona currently is not viable 
and will not be viable so long as hunting with lead ammunition continues on the Kaibab National 
Forest. 
 

The viability of condors and this species’ only realistic chance of achieving 
self‐sustaining recovery are both dependent on banning lead ammunition.  Viability will not be 
achieved by continuing current hunting practices, which allow the use of lead ammunition, 
because maintaining the condor population with chelation treatments, a painful and expensive 
treatment that removes lead from the blood stream, is not a long‐term solution.  The fact that 
these intensive efforts are necessary to sustain the wild condor population demonstrates that 
without ongoing extensive human intervention and treatment, the condor population could not 
even maintain its current levels. 
 

The most recent comprehensive study of the California condor population demonstrates 
that only with the intensive ongoing management will the species current population be 
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maintained.7  More importantly, this study verifies that banning lead ammunition is essential and 
provides the only real chance for the viability and recovery of condor population.  Id. 
 

Finkelstein and others (2012) determined what the impact to the condor population would 
be if management actions to prevent lead‐related deaths (such as chelations) were abandoned. 
Annual population growth rates for the condor declined between 2 percent and 12 percent, which 
is significantly below the level needed for a stable population.  Based on the condor population 
in 2010, without the ongoing intensive efforts to limit lead poisoning, the population growth rate 
decline would result in a wild population of only 22 condors.8  This number is particularly 
startling because it is the exact number of condors that in 1982 prompted the species complete 
capture and subsequent captive breeding program.  Without continuing current management to 
limit lead‐related deaths the wild condor population would once again face a substantial threat of 
extinction in the upcoming decades.  Id. 5. 
 

The study of Finkelstein and others (2002 – op. cit.) is the latest in a long line of 
scientific reports and peer‐reviewed published studies that establish ingestion of lead as the 
leading source of condor mortality.  There is widespread scientific consensus that the most 
significant and immediate threat to the California condor is exposure to lead ammunition in the 
form of lead shot or fragments of lead bullets left behind in offal or "gut piles" and in carcasses 
of shot but not retrieved animals on which condors feed.  While this is true for the entire 
California condor population, in Arizona, the Southwest Condor Recovery Team ("SCRT") has 
specifically documented an association between deer hunting seasons in the Kaibab National 
Forest and elevated levels of lead in blood of condors known to forage there.  Further, data 
collected by The Peregrine Fund linked blood lead levels in condors to hunting on the Kaibab 
Plateau.9 
 

Moreover, the FWS stated on page 19, “[w]ithout eliminating or substantially reducing 
the amount of lead ammunition used within the California condor’s range . . . it is unlikely that 
the recovery program in northern Arizona will succeed at achieving a self-sustaining condor 
population.”  This finding, along with the scientific data presented above is contained within the 
project record and represents the best available science on the matter.  Despite all this clear and 
convincing scientific evidence, the FEIS minimizes the threat to condors of ingestion of lead 
ammunition by erroneously grouping it with power line collisions as the primary threats to 

                                                 
7 Finkelstein, et al. Lead poisoning and the deceptive recovery of the critically endangered California 
condor, PNAS Early Edition (2012). Available at http://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1203141109 

 
8 This study comports with the Southwest Condor Recovery Team’s conclusion that “significantly more 
[condor] deaths would have occurred [in Arizona] had [they] not performed some 89 chelations" in the 
period between reintroduction in 1996 and 2006.  See 2007 Southwest Condor Recovery Team 5-Year 
Status Report at 18. 

 
9 2007 Southwest Condor Recovery Team 5--‐Year Status Report at 20--‐21. The report concluded that 
"lead contamination is a major factor that may hinder the success of the program" and "[i]f the program 
is to succeed in the establishment of a self--‐sufficient population of condors, the effects of lead 
contamination must be reduced or eliminated.” Id. at 59--‐60. 
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condors.  See FEIS at 96.  The Forest Service has failed to take into account the available 
scientific evidence contained within the project record, thereby rendering its finding  and 
conclusions related to viability, impacts of proposed alternatives, and rationale for not 
considering a ban or limit on lead ammunition arbitrary and capricious and in violation of federal 
law. 
 
Relief Sought: The Forest Service should withdraw the ROD and remand the FEIS for 
consideration and analysis of plan components or action alternatives that would limit or ban the 
use of lead ammunition on the Kaibab National Forest in compliance with the NFMA and 
NEPA. 
 
VI. The Forest Service violated federal law with an inadequate recommendation for proposed 

wilderness areas. 
 

The Kaibab National Forest manages and/or co-manages four wilderness areas (174,657 
acres) comprising approximately ten percent of the entire forest: Kanab Creek Wilderness 
(68,474 acres), Saddle Mountain Wilderness (41,115 acres), Kendrick Mountain Wilderness 
(6,660 acres), and Sycamore Canyon Wilderness (58,408 acres) (Forest Service 2014a: 228). 
 

The revised Forest Plan and the FEIS recommend four Potential Wilderness Areas 
(PWAs) (Kanab Creek Addition, Saddle Mountain Addition, Grassy/Quaking Aspen Canyons, 
and Jacks Canyon), totaling about 6,394 acres, for wilderness designation would be managed 
under the “Recommended Wilderness Management Area” in the proposed plan (Forest Service 
2013). All areas are on the North Kaibab Ranger District. Alternatives C and D recommend the 
PWAs in the proposed action, plus six additional wilderness areas (totaling about 37,000 acres): 
Burro Canyon, Coconino Rim, Seegmiller, South Canyon Point, Sycamore Canyon addition, and 
Willis Canyon (Forest Service 2013).  
 

In comments on the DEIS, Appellants strongly advocated establishing the recommended 
potential wilderness additions to existing wilderness areas as presented in the proposed action 
(6,238 acres) and, in addition, five new potential wilderness areas (37,888 acres) as provided in 
Alternative C, for a total of 44,126 acres (GCWC 2012). These include: Burro Canyon (10,735 
acres); Coconino Rim (7,750 acres); Willis Canyon (6,418 acres); Seegmiller (6,168 acres); 
South Canyon Point (5,829 acres); Kanab Creek Addition (4,710); Saddle Mountain Addition 
(1,296 acres); Sycamore Canyon Addition (988 acres); and Grassy/Quaking Aspen Canyons (232 
acres). We also urge the Kaibab National Forest to establish Red Point IRA (7,136 acres) as a 
potential wilderness.  Earlier, conservationists presented to the planning staff a detailed North 
Kaibab wilderness proposal including a comprehensive rationale for wilderness designation for 
Burro Canyon, Willis Canyon, Big Ridge, and Red Point (Grand Canyon Wildlands 2009). In 
that document we presented a detailed critique of the Forest Service’s potential wilderness 
evaluation process. 
 

The areas recommended for wilderness in the plan decision would be managed under the 
Recommended Wilderness Management Area. The focus of this management area would be to 
manage these areas to protect wilderness characteristics pending legislation and designation, and 
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to provide for existing uses where compatible with protecting wilderness character (Forest 
Service 2014a: 236). 
 
 Ecologists (Noss et al. 1995; Noss and Peters 1995) have determined that old growth 
ponderosa pine forests constitute one of America’s most endangered ecosystems. They report 
that old-growth ponderosa pine has suffered an estimated 85-98% area loss due to destruction, 
conversion to other uses, and significant degradation in structure, function, and composition.  
While faring better than most forested areas, the North Kaibab has endured loss of most of its 
original old growth ponderosa pine. Logging, which continues to this day, is one of the principal 
causes of this decline. 
 

With its emphasis on protecting and restoring all natural processes, wilderness 
designation provides the highest level of protection for the full range of native species (Hendee 
and Mattson 2002). Although administratively designated roadless areas (e.g., wildlife habitat 
areas and inventoried roadless areas) provide some ecological protection of wildlife habitat, the 
agency historically has sacrificed roadless areas and wildlife protection in favor of resource 
extraction and motorized recreation (Forest Service 2000; Crist and Wilmer 2002; Concerned 
Scientists 2004; DellaSala and Frost 2001; DeVelice and Martin; Heilman et al 2002; Loucks et 
al. 2003; Noss and Cooperidder 1994; Noon et al. 2003; Strittholt and DellaSalla 2001). The 
passage of the 1964 Wilderness Act was Congress’s response to federal land management 
agencies’ failure to protect these values (Frome 1997). The proposed wilderness additional 
would protect critical wildlife linkages and important core refugia essential to “afford perpetual 
protection to the native fauna and flora,” as apparently required by the  Grand Canyon National 
Game Preserve designation (U.S. Congress 1905). 
 

As pointed would be permitted, although the agency incorrectly states that vegetation 
management activities would not be allowed in PWAs to achieve healthy forest conditions or 
wildlife, recreation, and scenery management objectives (Forest Service 2014a:236). The 
Wilderness Act (Section 4d1) provides adequate exceptions regarding management actions 
required to control fire. While management options regarding use of mechanized equipment in 
PWAs is generally prohibited, as noted in the FEIS (page 236), exceptions may be considered 
under a credible minimum tool requirement.   
 

The North Kaibab is the gateway to the North Rim of Grand Canyon National Park, a 
major regional destination area that annually receives around 290,000 visitors (NPS 2010). Most 
visitors (56 percent) to the Kaibab National Forest’s three ranger districts enjoy viewing natural 
features (National Forest Service 2009a:18; 2010c:13).  36 percent indicate that relaxation is part 
of their experience and about 46 percent engaged in viewing wildlife. On the Kaibab National 
Forest, nearly 50 percent of visitors engage in hiking and walking. Nationally, recreation on 
National Forests also contributes to the overall health of those who visit with nearly 100 million 
visitors (over 57 percent) coming primarily to engage in physically active pursuits (Forest 
Service 2010c:13). The Outdoor Industry Foundation (OIF) reports that twenty-four percent 
(1,098,000)of  Arizonans  enjoy bird watching and other wildlife watching (OIF 2010). In Utah, 
the OIF reports similar findings with 43 percent of the state’s population (714,000) engaging in 
hiking, backpacking, rock climbing and trail running (OIF 2010a). Thirty-two percent enjoy bird 
and other wildlife watching. About five percent of visitors to the Kaibab National Forest listed 
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hunting as a primary activity. The OIF reports that ten percent of Utahns, and three percent of 
Arizonians, hunt (OIF 2010; 2010a). All of these activities are compatible with wilderness.   
 

Off-road vehicle (ORV) use on the Kaibab National Forest accounts for less than four 
percent of recreation on the forest with less than two percent indicating this activity as their 
primary activity (Forest Service 2009a:18). This figure is nearly identical with ORV recreational 
activities on other National Forests (Forest Service 2010c:14). 
 

Several additional studies have shown the importance and value people place on these 
passive use benefits of wilderness (Cordell et al. 1999). These values or needs are reflected in the 
National Survey on Recreation and the Environment finding that roughly 70 percent of those 
surveyed agreed or strongly agreed to the question, “How do you feel about designating more 
Federal lands in your state as wilderness?” Over 96 percent agreed or strongly agreed with the 
statement, “I enjoy knowing that future generations will be able to visit and experience 
wilderness areas” (Forest Service 2014a:229). 
 

The agency’s rationale for recommending a substantially reduced acreage for additional 
wilderness (Alternative C and D) is that “wilderness is more restrictive than nonwilderness [and] 
therefore, alternatives C and D provide fewer opportunities for future recreation development of 
options than the selected alternative(Forest Service 2014a:235). The Forest Service asserts that 
group size limits would also be established in the PWAs subject to the wilderness group size 
limit established in the forest plan, and that those desiring semiprimitive type recreation with the 
ability to have rustic facilities and no group size limits may be displaced to other SPNM settings 
on the forest.  
 

As pointed out earlier, the KNF manages only a limited opportunity for primitive and 
unconfined type of recreation, approximately10 percent of the forest. The agency provides no 
evidence that proposed PWA would significantly reduce the options for semi-primitive 
recreation options. 
 

The agency concludes, “wilderness designation, with its associated benefits and 
limitations, engenders passionate debate in the American public [and that] on the Kaibab NF, the 
public has been divided on this subject” (Forest Service 2014a: 229). No additional information 
is provided regarding percentages or numbers of supporters or detractors of wilderness. 
 

In summary, the agency’s PWA recommendation fails to provide adequate interim 
protection of the Kaibab National Forest’s significant but endangered de facto wilderness, nor 
does it reflect the public desire to protect this vanishing resource. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 This concludes our notice of appeal.  Contact information for all Appellants is listed on 
page two above.  Communication regarding this notice of appeal may be directed to the 
undersigned lead appellant.   
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 

Jay Lininger, Senior Scientist 
Center for Biological Diversity 
P.O. Box 710 
Tucson, AZ 85702 
Tel: 928.853.9929 
Email: jlininger@biologicaldiversity.org  
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Table 1.  Components of 1988 and 2014 Forest Plans for Mexican Spotted Owl.

Standards Guidelines Standards Guidelines

MSO Survey Protocol "Should apply 
recovery plan"

Monitor Protocol
Report

Protected Designate 600 ac PAC
(PAC, slope >40%) Treat < 10% by decade

Cut trees < 9" dbh
Seasonal noise

Restricted 10-15% nest quality
(suitable unoccupied) Retain > 150 ft² BA

Cut trees < 24" dbh

1988 Plan (amended) 2014 Plan

Basis of 1996 no-jeopardy opinion
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Table 2.  Components of 1988 and 2014 Forest Plans for Northern Goshawk.

Standards Guidelines Standards Guidelines

NOGO Survey Protocol

Nest Designate 30-40 ac 30 ac nest
Retain canopy > 60% where known
Cut trees > 18" dbh

Family Designate 420 ac 420 ac family
Retain canopy > 50% * where known

Cut trees < 24" dbh

Prey Openings < 4 ac
Retain canopy > 40% *
Coarse woody debris

1988 Plan (amended) 2014 Plan

* Mid-to-old age forest (VSS 4-6)
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Abstract Climate change affects public land ecosystems

and services throughout the American West and these

effects are projected to intensify. Even if greenhouse gas

emissions are reduced, adaptation strategies for public

lands are needed to reduce anthropogenic stressors of ter-

restrial and aquatic ecosystems and to help native species

and ecosystems survive in an altered environment. His-

torical and contemporary livestock production—the most

widespread and long-running commercial use of public

lands—can alter vegetation, soils, hydrology, and wildlife

species composition and abundances in ways that exacer-

bate the effects of climate change on these resources.

Excess abundance of native ungulates (e.g., deer or elk)

and feral horses and burros add to these impacts. Although

many of these consequences have been studied for decades,

the ongoing and impending effects of ungulates in a

changing climate require new management strategies for

limiting their threats to the long-term supply of ecosystem

services on public lands. Removing or reducing livestock

across large areas of public land would alleviate a widely

recognized and long-term stressor and make these lands

less susceptible to the effects of climate change. Where

livestock use continues, or where significant densities of

wild or feral ungulates occur, management should carefully

document the ecological, social, and economic conse-

quences (both costs and benefits) to better ensure man-

agement that minimizes ungulate impacts to plant and

animal communities, soils, and water resources. Reestab-

lishing apex predators in large, contiguous areas of public

land may help mitigate any adverse ecological effects of

wild ungulates.

Keywords Ungulates � Climate change � Ecosystems �
Public lands � Biodiversity � Restoration

Introduction

During the 20th century, the average global surface tem-

perature increased at a rate greater than in any of the

previous nine centuries; future increases in the United

States (US) are likely to exceed the global average (IPCC

2007a; Karl and others 2009). In the western US, where

most public lands are found, climate change is predicted to
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intensify even if greenhouse gas emissions are reduced

dramatically (IPCC 2007b). Climate-related changes can

not only affect public-land ecosystems directly, but may

exacerbate the aggregate effects of non-climatic stressors,

such as habitat modification and pollution caused by log-

ging, mining, grazing, roads, water diversions, and recre-

ation (Root and others 2003; CEQ 2010; Barnosky and

others 2012).

One effective means of ameliorating the effects of cli-

mate change on ecosystems is to reduce environmental

stressors under management control, such as land and

water uses (Julius and others 2008; Heller and Zavaleta

2009; Prato 2011). Public lands in the American West

provide important opportunities to implement such a

strategy for three reasons: (1) despite a history of degra-

dation, public lands still offer the best available opportu-

nities for ecosystem restoration (CWWR 1996; FS and

BLM 1997; Karr 2004); (2) two-thirds of the runoff in the

West originates on public lands (Coggins and others 2007);

and (3) ecosystem protection and restoration are consistent

with laws governing public lands. To be effective, resto-

ration measures should address management practices that

prevent public lands from providing the full array of eco-

system services and/or are likely to accentuate the effects

of climate change (Hunter and others 2010). Although

federal land managers have recently begun considering

how to adapt to and mitigate potential climate-related

impacts (e.g., GAO 2007; Furniss and others 2009; CEQ

2010; Peterson and others 2011), they have not addressed

the combined effects of climate change and ungulates

(hooved mammals) on ecosystems.

Climate change and ungulates, singly and in concert,

influence ecosystems at the most fundamental levels by

affecting soils and hydrologic processes. These effects, in

turn, influence many other ecosystem components and

processes—nutrient and energy cycles; reproduction, sur-

vival, and abundance of terrestrial and aquatic species; and

community structure and composition. Moreover, by

altering so many factors crucial to ecosystem functioning,

the combined effects of a changing climate and ungulate

use can affect biodiversity at scales ranging from species to

ecosystems (FS 2007) and limit the capability of large

areas to supply ecosystem services (Christensen and others

1996; MEA 2005b).

In this paper, we explore the likely ecological conse-

quences of climate change and ungulate use, individually

and in combination, on public lands in the American West.

Three general categories of large herbivores are consid-

ered: livestock (largely cattle [Bos taurus] and sheep [Ovis

aries]), native ungulates (deer [Odocoileus spp.] and elk

[Cervus spp.]), and feral ungulates (horses [Equus cabal-

lus] and burros [E. asinus]). Based on this assessment, we

propose first-order recommendations to decrease these

consequences by reducing ungulate effects that can be

directly managed.

Climate Change in the Western US

Anticipated changes in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2),

temperature, and precipitation (IPCC 2007a) are likely to

have major repercussions for upland plant communities in

western ecosystems (e.g., Backlund and others 2008),

eventually affecting the distribution of major vegetation

types. Deserts in the southwestern US, for example, will

expand to the north and east, and in elevation (Karl and

others 2009). Studies in southeastern Arizona have already

attributed dramatic shifts in species composition and plant

and animal populations to climate-driven changes (Brown

and others 1997). Thus, climate-induced changes are

already accelerating the ongoing loss of biodiversity in the

American West (Thomas and others 2004).

Future decreases in soil moisture and vegetative cover

due to elevated temperatures will reduce soil stability (Karl

and others 2009). Wind erosion is likely to increase dra-

matically in some ecosystems such as the Colorado Plateau

(Munson and others 2011) because biological soil crusts—

a complex mosaic of algae, lichens, mosses, microfungi,

cyanobacteria, and other bacteria—may be less drought

tolerant than many desert vascular plant species (Belnap

and others 2006). Higher air temperatures may also lead to

elevated surface-level concentrations of ozone (Karl and

others 2009), which can reduce the capacity of vegetation

to grow under elevated CO2 levels and sequester carbon

(Karnosky and others 2003).

Air temperature increases and altered precipitation

regimes will affect wildfire behavior and interact with

insect outbreaks (Joyce and others 2009). In recent dec-

ades, climate change appears to have increased the length

of the fire season and the area annually burned in some

western forest types (Westerling and others 2006; ITF

2011). Climate induced increases in wildfire occurrence

may aggravate the expansion of cheatgrass (Bromus tec-

torum), an exotic annual that has invaded millions of

hectares of sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) steppe, a widespread

yet threatened ecosystem. In turn, elevated wildfire

occurrence facilitates the conversion of sagebrush and

other native shrub-perennial grass communities to those

dominated by alien grasses (D’Antonio and Vitousek 1992;

Brooks 2008), resulting in habitat loss for imperiled greater

sage-grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) and other sage-

brush-dependent species (Welch 2005). The US Fish and

Wildlife Service (FWS 2010) recently concluded climate

change effects can exacerbate many of the multiple threats

to sagebrush habitats, including wildfire, invasive plants,

and heavy ungulate use. In addition, the combined effects
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of increased air temperatures, more frequent fires, and

elevated CO2 levels apparently provide some invasive

species with a competitive advantage (Karl and others

2009).

By the mid-21st century, Bates and others (2008) indi-

cate that warming in western mountains is very likely to

cause large decreases in snowpack, earlier snowmelt, more

winter rain events, increased peak winter flows and flood-

ing, and reduced summer flows. Annual runoff is predicted

to decrease by 10–30 % in mid-latitude western North

America by 2050 (Milly and others 2005) and up to 40 %

in Arizona (Milly and others 2008; ITF 2011). Drought

periods are expected to become more frequent and longer

throughout the West (Bates and others 2008). Summertime

decreases in streamflow (Luce and Holden 2009) and

increased water temperatures already have been docu-

mented for some western rivers (Kaushal and others 2010;

Isaak and others 2012).

Snowmelt supplies about 60–80 % of the water in major

western river basins (the Columbia, Missouri, and Colo-

rado Rivers) and is the primary water supply for about 70

million people (Pederson and others 2011). Contemporary

and future declines in snow accumulations and runoff

(Mote and others 2005; Pederson and others 2011) are an

important concern because current water supplies, partic-

ularly during low-flow periods, are already inadequate to

satisfy demands over much of the western US (Piechota

and others 2004; Bates and others 2008).

High water temperatures, acknowledged as one of the

most prevalent water quality problems in the West, will

likely be further elevated and may render one-third of the

current coldwater fish habitat in the Pacific Northwest

unsuitable by this century’s end (Karl and others 2009).

Resulting impacts on salmonids include increases in viru-

lence of disease, loss of suitable habitat, and mortality as

well as increased competition and predation by warmwater

species (EPA 1999). Increased water temperatures and

changes in snowmelt timing can also affect amphibians

adversely (Field and others 2007). In sum, climate change

will have increasingly significant effects on public-land

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, including plant and

animal communities, soils, hydrologic processes, and water

quality.

Ungulate Effects and Climate Change Synergies

Climate change in the western US is expected to amplify

‘‘combinations of biotic and abiotic stresses that compro-

mise the vigor of ecosystems—leading to increased extent

and severity of disturbances’’ (Joyce and others 2008,

p. 16). Of the various land management stressors affecting

western public lands, ungulate use is the most widespread

(Fig. 1). Domestic livestock annually utilize over 70 % of

lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)

and US Forest Service (FS). Many public lands are also

used by wild ungulates and/or feral horses and burros,

which are at high densities in some areas. Because ungulate

groups can have different effects, we discuss them

individually.

Livestock

History and Current Status

Livestock were introduced to North America in the mid-

sixteenth century, with a massive influx from the mid-

1800s through early 1900s (Worster 1992). The deleterious

effects of livestock—including herbivory of both herba-

ceous and woody plants and trampling of vegetation, soils,

and streambanks—prompted federal regulation of grazing

on western national forests beginning in the 1890s (Fle-

ischner 2010). Later, the 1934 Taylor Grazing Act was

enacted ‘‘to stop injury to the public grazing lands by

preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration’’ on lands

subsequently administered by the BLM.

Total livestock use of federal lands in eleven contiguous

western states today is nearly 9 million animal unit months

(AUMs, where one AUM represents forage use by a cow

and calf pair, one horse, or five sheep for one month)

(Fig. 2a). Permitted livestock use occurs on nearly one

million square kilometers of public land annually, includ-

ing 560,000 km2 managed by the BLM, 370,000 km2 by

the FS, 6,000 km2 by the National Park Service (NPS), and

3,000 km2 by the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS).

Livestock use affects a far greater proportion of BLM

and FS lands than do roads, timber harvest, and wildfires

combined (Fig. 3). Yet attempts to mitigate the pervasive

effects of livestock have been minor compared with those

aimed at reducing threats to ecosystem diversity and pro-

ductivity that these other land uses pose. For example,

much effort is often directed at preventing and controlling

wildfires since they can cause significant property damage

and social impacts. On an annual basis, however, wildfires

affect a much smaller portion of public land than livestock

grazing (Fig. 3) and they can also result in ecosystem

benefits (Rhodes and Baker 2008; Swanson and others

2011).

The site-specific impacts of livestock use vary as a

function of many factors (e.g., livestock species and den-

sity, periods of rest or non-use, local plant communities,

soil conditions). Nevertheless, extensive reviews of pub-

lished research generally indicate that livestock have had

numerous and widespread negative effects to western

ecosystems (Love 1959; Blackburn 1984; Fleischner 1994;

Belsky and others 1999; Kauffman and Pyke 2001; Asner
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and others 2004; Steinfeld and others 2006; Thornton and

Herrero 2010). Moreover, public-land range conditions

have generally worsened in recent decades (CWWR 1996,

Donahue 2007), perhaps due to the reduced productivity of

these lands caused by past grazing in conjunction with a

changing climate (FWS 2010, p. 13,941, citing Knick and

Hanser 2011).

Plant and Animal Communities

Livestock use effects, exacerbated by climate change,

often have severe impacts on upland plant communities.

For example, many former grasslands in the Southwest

are now dominated by one or a few woody shrub species,

such as creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) and mesquite

(Prosopis glandulosa), with little herbaceous cover

(Grover and Musick 1990; Asner and others 2004; but see

Allington and Valone 2010). Other areas severely affected

include the northern Great Basin and interior Columbia

River Basin (Middleton and Thomas 1997). Livestock

effects have also contributed to severe degradation of

sagebrush-grass ecosystems (Connelly and others 2004;

FWS 2010) and widespread desertification, particularly in

the Southwest (Asner and others 2004; Karl and others

2009). Even absent desertification, light to moderate

grazing intensities can promote woody species encroach-

ment in semiarid and mesic environments (Asner and

others 2004, p. 287). Nearly two decades ago, many

public-land ecosystems, including native shrub steppe in

Oregon and Washington, sagebrush steppe in the Inter-

mountain West, and riparian plant communities, were

considered threatened, endangered, or critically endan-

gered (Noss and others 1995).

Simplified plant communities combine with loss of

vegetation mosaics across landscapes to affect pollinators,

birds, small mammals, amphibians, wild ungulates, and

other native wildlife (Bock and others 1993; Fleischner

1994; Saab and others 1995; Ohmart 1996). Ohmart and

Anderson (1986) suggested that livestock grazing may be

the major factor negatively affecting wildlife in eleven

western states. Such effects will compound the problems of

adaptation of these ecosystems to the dynamics of climate

change (Joyce and others 2008, 2009). Currently, the

widespread and ongoing declines of many North American

bird populations that use grassland and grass–shrub habi-

tats affected by grazing are ‘‘on track to become a promi-

nent wildlife conservation crisis of the 21st century’’

(Brennan and Kuvlesky 2005, p. 1).

Fig. 1 Areas of public-lands

livestock grazing managed by

federal agencies in the western

US (adapted from Salvo 2009)
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Soils and Biological Soil Crusts

Livestock grazing and trampling can damage or eliminate

biological soil crusts characteristic of many arid and

semiarid regions (Belnap and Lange 2003; Asner and

others 2004). These complex crusts are important for fer-

tility, soil stability, and hydrology (Belnap and Lange

2003). In arid and semiarid regions they provide the major

barrier against wind erosion and dust emission (Munson

and others 2011). Currently, the majority of dust emissions

in North America originate in the Great Basin, Colorado

Plateau, and Mojave and Sonoran Deserts, areas that are

predominantly public lands and have been grazed for

nearly 150 years. Elevated sedimentation in western alpine

lakes over this period has also been linked to increased

aeolian deposition stemming from land uses, particularly

those associated with livestock grazing (Neff and others

2008).

If livestock use on public lands continues at current

levels, its interaction with anticipated changes in climate

will likely worsen soil erosion, dust generation, and stream

pollution. Soils whose moisture retention capacity has been

reduced will undergo further drying by warming tempera-

tures and/or drought and become even more susceptible to

wind erosion (Sankey and others 2009). Increased aeolian

deposition on snowpack will hasten runoff, accentuating

climate-induced hydrological changes on many public

lands (Neff and others 2008). Warmer temperatures will

likely trigger increased fire occurrence, causing further

reductions in cover and composition of biological soil

crusts (Belnap and others 2006), as well as vascular plants

(Munson and others 2011). In some forest types, where

livestock grazing has contributed to altered fire regimes

and forest structure (Belsky and Blumenthal 1997; Fle-

ischner 2010), climate change will likely worsen these

effects.

Water and Riparian Resources

Although riparian areas occupy only 1–2 % of the West’s

diverse landscapes, they are highly productive and eco-

logically valuable due to the vital terrestrial habitats they

provide and their importance to aquatic ecosystems

(Kauffman and others 2001; NRC 2002; Fleischner 2010).

Healthy riparian plant communities provide important

corridors for the movement of plant and animal species

Fig. 2 a Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and US Forest Service

(FS) grazing use in animal unit months (AUMs) and number of feral

horses and burros on BLM lands, and b annual harvest of deer and elk

by hunters, for eleven western states. Data sources a BLM grazing

and number of horses and burros reported annually in Public Land

Statistics; FS grazing reported annually in Grazing Statistical

Summary; b deer and elk harvest records from individual state

wildlife management agencies

Fig. 3 Percent of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and US Forest

Service (FS) lands in eleven western states that are occupied by roads

or are affected annually by timber harvest, wildfire, and grazing. Data
sources Roads, BLM (2009) and FS, Washington Office; Timber

harvest (2003–09), FS, Washington Office; Wildfire (2003–09),

National Interagency Fire Center, Missoula, Montana; Grazing,

BLM (2009) and GAO (2005). ‘‘na’’ = not available
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(Peterson and others 2011). Such communities are also

crucial for maintaining water quality, food webs, and

channel morphology vital to high-quality habitats for fish

and other aquatic organisms in the face of climate change.

For example, well-vegetated streambanks not only shade

streams but also help to maintain relatively narrow and

stable channels, attributes essential for preventing

increased stream temperatures that negatively affect sal-

monids and other aquatic organisms (Sedell and Beschta

1991; Kondolf and others 1996; Beschta 1997); maintain-

ing cool stream temperatures is becoming even more

important with climate change (Isaak and others 2012).

Riparian vegetation is also crucial for providing seasonal

fluxes of organic matter and invertebrates to streams

(Baxter and others 2005). Nevertheless, in 1994 the BLM

and FS reported that western riparian areas were in their

worst condition in history, and livestock use—typically

concentrated in these areas—was the chief cause (BLM

and FS 1994).

Livestock grazing has numerous consequences for

hydrologic processes and water resources. Livestock can

have profound effects on soils, including their productivity,

infiltration, and water storage, and these properties drive

many other ecosystem changes. Soil compaction from

livestock has been identified as an extensive problem on

public lands (CWWR 1996; FS and BLM 1997). Such

compaction is inevitable because the hoof of a 450-kg cow

exerts more than five times the pressure of heavy earth-

moving machinery (Cowley 2002). Soil compaction sig-

nificantly reduces infiltration rates and the ability of soils to

store water, both of which affect runoff processes (Branson

and others 1981; Blackburn 1984). Compaction of wet

meadow soils by livestock can significantly decrease soil

water storage (Kauffman and others 2004), thus contrib-

uting to reduced summer base flows. Concomitantly,

decreases in infiltration and soil water storage of com-

pacted soils during periods of high-intensity rainfall con-

tribute to increased surface runoff and soil erosion

(Branson and others 1981). These fundamental alterations

in hydrologic processes from livestock use are likely to be

exacerbated by climate change.

The combined effects of elevated soil loss and com-

paction caused by grazing reduce soil productivity, further

compromising the capability of grazed areas to support

native plant communities (CWWR 1996; FS and BLM

1997). Erosion triggered by livestock use continues to

represent a major source of sediment, nutrients, and

pathogens in western streams (WSWC 1989; EPA 2009).

Conversely, the absence of grazing results in increased

litter accumulation, which can reduce runoff and erosion

and retard desertification (Asner and others 2004).

Historical and contemporary effects of livestock grazing

and trampling along stream channels can destabilize

streambanks, thus contributing to widened and/or incised

channels (NRC 2002). Accelerated streambank erosion and

channel incision are pervasive on western public lands used

by livestock (Fig. 4). Stream incision contributes to des-

iccation of floodplains and wet meadows, loss of flood-

water detention storage, and reductions in baseflow (Ponce

and Lindquist 1990; Trimble and Mendel 1995). Grazing

and trampling of riparian plant communities also contribute

to elevated water temperatures—directly, by reducing

stream shading and, indirectly, by damaging streambanks

and increasing channel widths (NRC 2002). Livestock use

of riparian plant communities can also decrease the avail-

ability of food and construction materials for keystone

species such as beaver (Castor canadensis).

Livestock effects and climate change can interact in

various ways with often negative consequences for aquatic

species and their habitats. In the eleven ecoregions

encompassing western public lands (excluding coastal

regions and Alaska), about 175 taxa of freshwater fish are

considered imperiled (threatened, endangered, vulnerable,

possibly extinct, or extinct) due to habitat-related causes

(Jelks and others 2008, p. 377; GS and AFS 2011).

Increased sedimentation and warmer stream temperatures

associated with livestock grazing have contributed signifi-

cantly to the long-term decline in abundance and distri-

bution and loss of native salmonids, which are imperiled

throughout the West (Rhodes and others 1994; Jelks and

others 2008).

Water developments and diversions for livestock are

common on public lands (Connelly and others 2004). For

example, approximately 3,700 km of pipeline and 2,300

water developments were installed on just 17 % of the

BLM’s land base from 1961 to 1999 in support of livestock

operations (Rich and others 2005). Such developments can

reduce streamflows thus contributing to warmer stream

temperatures and reduced fish habitat, both serious prob-

lems for native coldwater fish (Platts 1991; Richter and

others 1997). Reduced flows and higher temperatures are

also risk factors for many terrestrial and aquatic vertebrates

(Wilcove and others 1998). Water developments can also

create mosquito (e.g., Culex tarsalis) breeding habitat,

potentially facilitating the spread of West Nile virus, which

poses a significant threat to sage grouse (FWS 2010). Such

developments also tend to concentrate livestock and other

ungulate use, thus locally intensifying grazing and tram-

pling impacts.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Energy Balances

Livestock production impacts energy and carbon cycles

and globally contributes an estimated 18 % to the total

anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Steinfeld

and others 2006). How public-land livestock contribute to
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these effects has received little study. Nevertheless, live-

stock grazing and trampling can reduce the capacity of

rangeland vegetation and soils to sequester carbon and

contribute to the loss of above- and below-ground car-

bon pools (e.g., Lal 2001b; Bowker and others 2012).

Lal (2001a) indicated that heavy grazing over the long-

term may have adverse impacts on soil organic carbon

content, especially for soils of low inherent fertility.

Although Gill (2007) found that grazing over 100 years or

longer in subalpine areas on the Wasatch Plateau in central

Fig. 4 Examples of long-term grazing impacts from livestock, unless

otherwise noted: a bare soil, loss of understory vegetation, and lack of

aspen recruitment (i.e., growth of seedlings/sprouts into tall saplings

and trees) (Bureau of Land Management, Idaho), b bare soil, lack of

ground cover, lack of aspen recruitment and channel incision (US

Forest Service, Idaho), c conversion of a perennial stream to an

intermittent stream due to grazing of riparian vegetation and

subsequent channel incision; channel continues to erode during

runoff events (Bureau of Land Management, Utah), d incised and

widening stream due to loss of streamside vegetation and bank

collapse from trampling (Bureau of Land Management, Wyoming),

e incised and widening stream due to loss of streamside vegetation

and bank collapse from trampling (US Forest Service, Oregon), and

f actively eroding streambank from the loss of streamside vegetation

due to several decades of excessive herbivory by elk and, more

recently, bison (National Park Service, Wyoming). Photographs a J

Carter, b G Wuerthner, c and d J Carter, e and f R Beschta
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Utah had no significant impacts on total soil carbon, results

of the study suggest that ‘‘if temperatures warm and sum-

mer precipitation increases as is anticipated, [soils in

grazed areas] may become net sources of CO2 to the

atmosphere’’ (Gill 2007, p. 88). Furthermore, limited soil

aeration in soils compacted by livestock can stimulate

production of methane, and emissions of nitrous oxide

under shrub canopies may be twice the levels in nearby

grasslands (Asner and others 2004). Both of these are

potent GHGs.

Reduced plant and litter cover from livestock use can

increase the albedo (reflectance) of land surfaces, thereby

altering radiation energy balances (Balling and others

1998). In addition, widespread airborne dust generated by

livestock is likely to increase with the drying effects of

climate change. Air-borne dust influences atmospheric

radiation balances as well as accelerating melt rates when

deposited on seasonal snowpacks and glaciers (Neff and

others 2008).

Other Livestock Effects

Livestock urine and feces add nitrogen to soils, which may

favor nonnative species (BLM 2005), and can lead to loss of

both organic and inorganic nitrogen in increased runoff

(Asner and others 2004). Organic nitrogen is also lost via

increased trace-gas flux and vegetation removal by grazers

(Asner and others 2004). Reduced soil nitrogen is problem-

atic in western landscapes because nitrogen is an important

limiting nutrient in most arid-land soils (Fleischner 2010).

Managing livestock on public lands also involves

extensive fence systems. Between 1962 and 1997, over

51,000 km of fence were constructed on BLM lands with

resident sage-grouse populations (FWS 2010). Such fences

can significantly impact this wildlife species. For example,

146 sage-grouse died in less than three years from colli-

sions with fences along a 7.6-km BLM range fence in

Wyoming (FWS 2010). Fences can also restrict the

movements of wild ungulates and increase the risk of

injury and death by entanglement or impalement (Har-

rington and Conover 2006; FWS 2010). Fences and roads

for livestock access can fragment and isolate segments of

natural ecological mosaics thus influencing the capability

of wildlife to adapt to a changing climate.

Some have posited that managed cattle grazing might

play a role in maintaining ecosystem structure in shortgrass

steppe ecosystems of the US, if it can mimic grazing by

native bison (Bison bison) (Milchunas and others 1998).

But most public lands lie to the west of the Great Plains,

where bison distribution and effects were limited or non-

existent; livestock use (particularly cattle) on these lands

exert disturbances without evolutionary parallel (Milch-

unas and Lauenroth 1993; MEA 2005a).

Feral Horses and Burros

Feral horses and burros occupy large areas of public land in

the western US. For example, feral horses are found in ten

western states and feral burros occur in five of these states,

largely in the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts and the Great

Basin (Abella 2008; FWS 2010). About half of these horses

and burros are in Nevada (Coggins and others 2007), of

which 90 % are on BLM lands. Horse numbers peaked at

perhaps two million in the early 1900s, but had plummeted

to about 17,000 by 1971, when protective legislation (Wild,

Free-Ranging Horses and Burros Act [WFRHBA]) was

passed (Coggins and others 2007). Protection resulted in

increased populations and today some 40,000 feral horses

and burros utilize * 130,000 km2 of BLM and FS lands

(DOI-OIG 2010; Gorte and others 2010). Currently, feral

horse numbers are doubling every four years (DOI-OIG

2010); burro populations can also increase rapidly (Abella

2008). Unlike wild ungulates, feral equines cannot be

hunted and, unlike livestock, they are not regulated by

permit. Nor are their numbers controlled effectively by

existing predators. Accordingly, the BLM periodically

removes animals from herd areas; the NPS also has

undertaken burro control efforts (Abella 2008).

In sage grouse habitat, high numbers of feral horses

reduce vegetative cover and plant diversity, fragment shrub

canopies, alter soil characteristics, and increase the abun-

dance of invasive species, thus reducing the quality and

quantity of habitat (Beever and others 2003; FWS 2010).

Horses can crop plants close to the ground, impeding the

recovery of affected vegetation. Feral burros also have had

a substantial impact on Sonoran Desert vegetation, reduc-

ing the density and canopy cover of nearly all species

(Hanley and Brady 1977). Although burro impacts in the

Mojave Desert may not be as clear, perennial grasses and

other preferred forage species likely require protection

from grazing in burro-inhabited areas if revegetation

efforts are to be successful (Abella 2008).

Wild Ungulates

Extensive harvesting of wild (native) ungulates, such as elk

and deer, and the decimation of large predator populations

(e.g., gray wolf [Canis lupus], grizzly bear [Ursus arctos],

and cougar [Puma concolor]) was common during early

EuroAmerican settlement of the western US. With con-

tinued predator control in the early 1900s and increased

protection of game species by state agencies, however,

wild ungulate populations began to increase in many areas.

Although only 70,000 elk inhabited the western US in the

early 1900s (Graves and Nelson 1919), annual harvest data

indicate that elk abundance has increased greatly since the

about the 1940s (Fig. 2b), due in part to the loss of apex
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predators (Allen 1974; Mackie and others 1998). Today,

approximately one million elk (Karnopp 2008) and

unknown numbers of deer inhabit the western US where

they often share public lands with livestock.

Because wild ungulates typically occur more diffusely

across a landscape than livestock, their presence might be

expected to cause minimal long-term impacts to vegeta-

tion. Where wild ungulates are concentrated, however,

their browsing can have substantial impacts. For example,

sagebrush vigor can be reduced resulting in decreased

cover or mortality (FWS 2010). Heavy browsing effects

have also been documented on other palatable woody

shrubs, as well as deciduous trees such as aspen (Populus

tremuloides), cottonwood (Populus spp.), and maple (Acer

sp.) (Beschta and Ripple 2009).

Predator control practices that intensified following the

introduction of domestic livestock in the western US

resulted in the extirpation of apex predators or reduced

their numbers below ecologically effective densities (Soulé

and others 2003, 2005), causing important cascading

effects in western ecosystems (Beschta and Ripple 2009).

Following removal of large predators on the Kaibab Pla-

teau in the early 20th century, for example, an irruption of

mule deer (O. hemionus) led to extensive over-browsing of

aspen, other deciduous woody plants, and conifers; dete-

rioration of range conditions; and the eventual crash of the

deer population (Binkley and others 2006). In the absence

of apex predators, wild ungulate populations can signifi-

cantly limit recruitment of woody browse species, con-

tribute to shifts in abundance and distribution of many

wildlife species (Berger and others 2001; Weisberg and

Coughenour 2003), and can alter streambanks and riparian

communities that strongly influence channel morphology

and aquatic conditions (Beschta and Ripple 2012).

Numerous studies support the conclusion that disruptions

of trophic cascades due to the decline of apex predators

constitute a threat to biodiversity for which the best man-

agement solution is likely the restoration of effective pre-

dation regimes (Estes and others 2011).

Ungulate Herbivory and Disturbance Regimes

Across the western US, ecosystems evolved with and were

sustained by local and regional disturbances, such as fluc-

tuating weather patterns, fire, disease, insect infestation,

herbivory by wild ungulates and other organisms, and

hunting by apex predators. Chronic disturbances with rel-

atively transient effects, such as frequent, low-severity fires

and seasonal moisture regime fluctuations, helped maintain

native plant community composition and structure. Rela-

tively abrupt, or acute, natural disturbances, such as insect

outbreaks or severe fires were also important for the

maintenance of ecosystems and native species diversity

(Beschta and others 2004; Swanson and others 2011).

Livestock use and/or an overabundance of feral or wild

ungulates can, however, greatly alter ecosystem response

to disturbance and can degrade affected systems. For

example, high levels of herbivory over a period of years, by

either domestic or wild ungulates, can effectively prevent

aspen sprouts from growing into tall saplings or trees as

well as reduce the diversity of understory species (Shep-

perd and others 2001; Dwire and others 2007; Beschta and

Ripple 2009).

Natural floods provide another illustration of how un-

gulates can alter the ecological role of disturbances. High

flows are normally important for maintaining riparian plant

communities through the deposition of nutrients, organic

matter, and sediment on streambanks and floodplains, and

for enhancing habitat diversity of aquatic and riparian

ecosystems (CWWR 1996). Ungulate effects on the

structure and composition of riparian plant communities

(e.g., Platts 1991; Chadde and Kay 1996), however, can

drastically alter the outcome of these hydrologic distur-

bances by diminishing streambank stability and severing

linkages between high flows and the maintenance of

streamside plant communities. As a result, accelerated

erosion of streambanks and floodplains, channel incision,

and the occurrence of high instream sediment loads may

become increasingly common during periods of high flows

(Trimble and Mendel 1995). Similar effects have been

found in systems where large predators have been dis-

placed or extirpated (Beschta and Ripple 2012). In general,

high levels of ungulate use can essentially uncouple typical

ecosystem responses to chronic or acute disturbances, thus

greatly limiting the capacity of these systems to provide a

full array of ecosystem services during a changing climate.

The combined effects of ungulates (domestic, wild, and

feral) and a changing climate present a pervasive set of

stressors on public lands, which are significantly different

from those encountered during the evolutionary history of

the region’s native species. The intersection of these

stressors is setting the stage for fundamental and unprec-

edented changes to forest, arid, and semi-arid landscapes in

the western US (Table 1) and increasing the likelihood of

alternative states. Thus, public-land management needs to

focus on restoring and maintaining structure, function, and

integrity of ecosystems to improve their resilience to cli-

mate change (Rieman and Isaak 2010).

Federal Law and Policy

Federal laws guide the use and management of public-land

resources. Some laws are specific to a given agency (e.g.,

the BLM’s Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 and the FS’s
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National Forest Management Act [NFMA] of 1976),

whereas others cross agency boundaries (e.g., Endangered

Species Act [ESA] of 1973; Clean Water Act [CWA] of

1972). A common mission of federal land management

agencies is ‘‘to sustain the health, diversity, and produc-

tivity of public lands’’ (GAO 2007, p. 12). Further, each of

these agencies has ample authority and responsibility to

adjust management to respond to climate change (GAO

2007) and other stressors.

The FS and BLM are directed to maintain and improve

the condition of the public rangelands so that they become

as productive as feasible for all rangeland values. As

defined, ‘‘range condition’’ encompasses factors such as

soil quality, forage values, wildlife habitat, watershed and

plant communities, and the present state of vegetation of a

range site in relation to the potential plant community for

that site (Public Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978).

BLM lands and national forests must be managed for

sustained yield of a wide array of multiple uses, values, and

ecosystem services, including wildlife and fish, watershed,

recreation, timber, and range. Relevant statutes call for

management that meets societal needs, without impairing

the productivity of the land or the quality of the environ-

ment, and which considers the ‘‘relative values’’ of the

various resources, not necessarily the combination of uses

that will give the greatest economic return or the greatest

unit output (Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act of 1960;

Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976

[FLPMA]).

FLPMA directs the BLM to ‘‘take any action necessary

to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation’’ of the public

lands. Under NFMA, FS management must provide for

diversity of plant and animal communities based on the

suitability and capability of the specific land area. FLMPA

also authorizes both agencies to ‘‘cancel, suspend, or

modify’’ grazing permits and to determine that ‘‘grazing

uses should be discontinued (either temporarily or perma-

nently) on certain lands.’’ FLPMA explicitly recognizes the

BLM’s authority (with congressional oversight) to ‘‘totally

eliminate’’ grazing from large areas ([ 405 km2) of public

lands. These authorities are reinforced by law providing

that grazing permits are not property rights (Public Lands

Council v. Babbitt 2000).

While federal agencies have primary authority to man-

age federal public lands and thus wildlife habitats on these

lands, states retain primary management authority over

resident wildlife, unless preempted, as by the WFRHBA or

ESA (Kleppe v. New Mexico 1976). Under WFRHBA,

wild, free-roaming horses and burros (i.e., feral) by law

have been declared ‘‘wildlife’’ and an integral part of the

natural system of the public lands where they are to be

managed in a manner that is designed to achieve and

maintain a thriving natural ecological balance.

Restoring Ungulate-Altered Ecosystems

Because livestock use is so widespread on public lands in

the American West, management actions directed at eco-

logical restoration (e.g., livestock removal, substantial

reductions in numbers or length of season, extended or

regular periods of rest) need to be accomplished at land-

scape scales. Such approaches, often referred to as passive

restoration, are generally the most ecologically effective

and economically efficient for recovering altered ecosys-

tems because they address the root causes of degradation

and allow natural recovery processes to operate (Kauffman

and others 1997; Rieman and Isaak 2010). Furthermore,

reducing the impact of current stressors is a ‘‘no regrets’’

adaptation strategy that could be taken now to help enhance

Table 1 Generalized climate change effects, heavy ungulate use effects, and their combined effects as stressors to terrestrial and aquatic

ecosystems in the western United States

Climate change effects Ungulate use effects Combined effects

Increased drought frequency and

duration

Altered upland plant and animal

communities

Reduced habitat and food-web support; loss of mesic and

hydric plants, reduced biodiversity

Increased air temperatures, decreased

snowpack accumulation, earlier

snowmelt

Compacted soils, decreased infiltration,

increased surface runoff

Reduced soil moisture for plants, reduced productivity,

reductions in summer low flows, degraded aquatic

habitat

Increased variability in timing and

magnitude of precipitation events

Decreased biotic crusts and litter cover,

increased surface erosion

Accelerated soil and nutrient loss, increased

sedimentation

Warmer and drier in the summer Reduced riparian vegetation, loss of

shade, increased stream width

Increased stream temperatures, increased stress on cold-

water fish and aquatic organisms

Increased variability in runoff Reduced root strength of riparian plants,

trampled streambanks, streambank

erosion

Accelerated streambank erosion and increased

sedimentation, degraded water quality and aquatic

habitats

Increased variability in runoff Incised stream channels Degraded aquatic habitats, hydrologically disconnected

floodplains, reduced low flows
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ecosystem resilience to climate change (Joyce and others

2008). This strategy is especially relevant to western eco-

systems because removing or significantly reducing the

cause of degradation (e.g., excessive ungulate use) is likely

to be considerably more effective over the long term, in

both costs and approach, than active treatments aimed at

specific ecosystem components (e.g., controlling invasive

plants) (BLM 2005). Furthermore, the possibility that

passive restoration measures may not accomplish all eco-

logical goals is an insufficient reason for not removing or

reducing stressors at landscape scales.

For many areas of the American West, particularly

riparian areas and other areas of high biodiversity, signif-

icantly reducing or eliminating ungulate stressors should,

over time, result in the recovery of self-sustaining and

ecologically robust ecosystems (Kauffman and others

1997; Floyd and others 2003; Allington and Valone 2010;

Fig. 5). Indeed, various studies and reviews have con-

cluded that the most effective way to restore riparian areas

and aquatic systems is to exclude livestock either tempo-

rarily (with subsequent changed management) or long-term

(e.g., Platts 1991;BLM and FS 1994; Dobkin and others

Fig. 5 Examples of riparian and stream recovery in the western United States after the removal of livestock grazing: Hart Mountain National

Antelope Refuge, Oregon, in a October 1989 and b September 2010 after 18 years of livestock removal; Strawberry River, Utah, in c August

2002 after 13 years of livestock removal and d July 2003 illustrating improved streambank protection and riparian productivity as beaver

reoccupy this river system; and San Pedro River, Arizona in e June 1987 and f June 1991 after 4 years of livestock removal. Photographs a Fish

and Wildlife Service, Hart Mountain National Antelope Refuge, b J Rhodes, c and d US Forest Service, Uintah National Forest, e and f Bureau of

Land Management, San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area
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1998; NRC 2002; Seavy and others 2009: Fleischner

2010). Recovering channel form and riparian soils and

vegetation by reducing ungulate impacts is also a viable

management tool for increasing summer baseflows (Ponce

and Lindquist 1990; Rhodes and others 1994).

In severely degraded areas, initiating recovery may

require active measures in addition to the removal/reduc-

tion of stressors. For example, where native seed banks

have been depleted, reestablishing missing species may

require planting seeds or propagules from adjacent areas or

refugia (e.g., Welch 2005). While active restoration

approaches in herbivory-degraded landscapes may have

some utility, such projects are often small in scope,

expensive, and unlikely to be self-sustaining; some can

cause unanticipated negative effects (Kauffman and others

1997). Furthermore, if ungulate grazing effects continue,

any benefits from active restoration are likely to be tran-

sient and limited. Therefore, addressing the underlying

causes of degradation should be the first priority for

effectively restoring altered public-land ecosystems.

The ecological effectiveness and low cost of wide-scale

reduction in ungulate use for restoring public-land eco-

systems, coupled with the scarcity of restoration resources,

provide a forceful case for minimizing ungulate impacts.

Other conservation measures are unlikely to make as great

a contribution to ameliorating landscape-scale effects from

climate change or to do so at such a low fiscal cost. As

Isaak and others (2012, p. 514) noted with regard to the

impacts of climate change on widely-imperiled salmonids:

‘‘…conservation projects are likely to greatly exceed

available resources, so strategic prioritization schemes are

essential.’’

Although restoration of desertified lands was once

thought unlikely, recovery in the form of significant

increases in perennial grass cover has recently been

reported at several such sites around the world where

livestock have been absent for more than 20 years (Floyd

and others 2003; Allington and Valone 2010; Peters and

others 2011). At a desertified site in Arizona that had been

ungrazed for 39 years, infiltration rates were significantly

(24 %) higher (compared to grazed areas) and nutrient

levels were elevated in the bare ground, inter-shrub areas

(Allington and Valone 2010). The change in vegetative

structure also affected other taxa (e.g., increased small

mammal diversity) where grazing had been excluded

(Valone and others 2002). The notion that regime shifts

caused by grazing are irreversible (e.g., Bestelmeyer and

others 2004) may be due to the relative paucity of large-

scale, ungulate-degraded systems where grazing has been

halted for sufficiently long periods for recovery to occur.

Removing domestic livestock from large areas of public

lands, or otherwise significantly reducing their impacts, is

consistent with six of the seven approaches recommended

for ecosystem adaptation to climate change (Julius and

others 2008, pp. 1-3). Specifically, removing livestock

would (1) protect key ecosystem features (e.g., soil prop-

erties, riparian areas); (2) reduce anthropogenic stressors;

(3) ensure representation (i.e., protect a variety of forms of

a species or ecosystem); (4) ensure replication (i.e., protect

more than one example of each ecosystem or population);

(5) help restore ecosystems; and (6) protect refugia (i.e.,

areas that can serve as sources of ‘‘seed’’ for recovery or as

destinations for climate-sensitive migrants). Although

improved livestock management practices are being

adopted on some public lands, such efforts have not been

widely implemented. Public land managers have rarely

used their authority to implement landscape-scale rest from

livestock use, lowered frequency of use, or multi-stake-

holder planning for innovative grazing systems to reduce

impacts.

While our findings are largely focused on adaptation

strategies for western landscapes, reducing ungulate

impacts and restoring degraded plant and soil systems may

also assist in mitigating any ongoing or future changes in

regional energy and carbon cycles that contribute to global

climate change. Simply removing livestock can increase

soil carbon sequestration since grasslands with the greatest

potential for increasing soil carbon storage are those that

have been depleted in the past by poor management (Wu

and others 2008, citing Jones and Donnelly 2004). Riparian

area restoration can also enhance carbon sequestration

(Flynn and others 2009).

Socioeconomic Considerations

A comprehensive assessment of the socioeconomic effects

of changes in ungulate management on public lands is

beyond the scope of this paper. However, herein we

identify a few of the general costs and benefits associated

with implementing our recommendations (see next sec-

tion), particularly with regard to domestic livestock graz-

ing. The socioeconomic effects of altering ungulate

management on public lands will ultimately depend on the

type, magnitude, and location of changes undertaken by

federal and state agencies.

Ranching is a contemporary and historically significant

aspect of the rural West’s social fabric. Yet, ranchers’

stated preferences in response to grazing policy changes

are as diverse as the ranchers themselves, and include

intensifying, extensifying, diversifying, or selling their

operations (Genter and Tanaka 2002). Surveys indicate that

most ranchers are motivated more by amenity and lifestyle

attributes than by profits (Torell and others 2001, Genter

and Tanaka 2002). Indeed, economic returns from ranching

are lower than any other investments with similar risk
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(Torrell and others 2001) and public-land grazing’s con-

tributions to income and jobs in the West are relatively

small fractions of the region’s totals (BLM and FS 1994;

Power 1996).

If livestock grazing on public lands were discontinued or

curtailed significantly, some operations would see reduced

incomes and ranch values, some rural communities would

experience negative economic impacts, and the social

fabric of those communities could be altered (Genter and

Tanaka 2002). But for most rural economies, and the West

in general, the economic impacts of managing public lands

to emphasize environmental amenities would be relatively

minor to modestly positive (Mathews and others 2002).

Other economic effects could include savings to the US

Treasury because federal grazing fees on BLM and FS

lands cover only about one-sixth of the agencies’ admin-

istration costs (Vincent 2012). Most significantly,

improved ecosystem function would lead to enhanced

ecosystem services, with broad economic benefits. Various

studies have documented that the economic values of other

public-land resources (e.g., water, timber, recreation, and

wilderness) are many times larger than that of grazing

(Haynes and others 1997; Laitos and Carr 1999; Patterson

and Coelho 2009).

Facilitating adaptation to climate change will require

changes in the management of public-land ecosystems

impacted by ungulates. How ungulate management policy

changes should be accomplished is a matter for the agen-

cies, the public, and others. The recommendations and

conclusions presented in the following section are based

solely on ecological considerations and the federal agen-

cies’ legal authority and obligations.

Recommendations

We propose that large areas of BLM and FS lands should

become free of use by livestock and feral ungulates

(Table 2) to help initiate and speed the recovery of affected

ecosystems as well as provide benchmarks or controls for

assessing the effects of ‘‘grazing versus no-grazing’’ at

significant spatial scales under a changing climate. Further,

large areas of livestock exclusion allow for understanding

potential recovery foregone in areas where livestock

grazing is continued (Bock and others 1993).

While lowering grazing pressure rather than discon-

tinuing use might be effective in some circumstances,

public land managers need to rigorously assess whether

such use is compatible with the maintenance or recovery of

ecosystem attributes such as soils, watershed hydrology,

and native plant and animal communities. In such cases,

the contemporary status of at least some of the key attri-

butes and their rates of change should be carefully

monitored to ascertain whether continued use is consistent

with ecological recovery, particularly as the climate shifts

(e.g., Karr and Rossano 2001, Karr 2004; LaPaix and

others 2009). To the extent possible, assessments of

recovering areas should be compared to similar measure-

ments in reference areas (i.e., areas exhibiting high eco-

logical integrity) or areas where ungulate impacts had

earlier been removed or minimized (Angermeier and Karr

1994; Dobkin and others 1998). Such comparisons are

crucial if scientists and managers are to confirm whether

managed systems are attaining restoration goals and to

determine needs for intervention, such as reintroducing

previously extirpated species. Unfortunately, testing for

impacts of livestock use at landscape scales is hampered by

the lack of large, ungrazed areas in the western US (e.g.,

Floyd and others 2003; FWS 2010).

Shifting the burden of proof for continuing, rather than

significantly reducing or eliminating ungulate grazing is

warranted due to the extensive body of evidence on eco-

system impacts caused by ungulates (i.e., consumers) and

the added ecosystem stress caused by climate change. As

Estes and others (2011, p. 306) recommended: ‘‘[T]he

burden of proof [should] be shifted to show, for any eco-

system, that consumers do (or did) not exert strong cas-

cading effects’’ (see also Henjum and others 1994; Kondolf

1994; Rhodes and others 1994). Current livestock or feral

Table 2 Priority areas for permanently removing livestock and feral

ungulates from Bureau of Land Management and US Forest Service

lands to reduce or eliminate their detrimental ecological effects

Watersheds and other large areas that contain a variety of ecotypes

to ensure that major ecological and societal benefits of more

resilient and healthy ecosystems on public lands will occur in the

face of climate change

Areas where ungulate effects extend beyond the immediate site

(e.g., wetlands and riparian areas impact many wildlife species

and ecosystem services with cascading implications beyond the

area grazed)

Localized areas that are easily damaged by ungulates, either

inherently (e.g., biological crusts or erodible soils) or as the

result of a temporary condition (e.g., recent fire or flood

disturbances, or degraded from previous management and thus

fragile during a recovery period).

Rare ecosystem types (e.g., perched wetlands) or locations with

imperiled species (e.g., aspen stands and understory plant

communities, endemic species with limited range), including fish

and wildlife species adversely affected by grazing and at-risk

and/or listed under the ESA

Non-use areas (i.e., ungrazed by livestock) or exclosures

embedded within larger areas where livestock grazing continues.

Such non-use areas should be located in representative ecotypes

so that actual rates of recovery (in the absence of grazing

impacts) can be assessed relative to resource trend and condition

data in adjacent areas that continue to be grazed

Areas where the combined effects of livestock, wild ungulates, and

feral ungulates are causing significant ecological impacts
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ungulate use should continue only where stocking rates,

frequency, and timing can be demonstrated, in comparison

with landscape-scale reference areas, exclosures, or other

appropriate non-use areas, to be compatible with main-

taining or recovering key ecological functions and native

species complexes. Furthermore, such use should be

allowed only when monitoring is adequate to determine the

effects of continued grazing in comparison to areas without

grazing.

Where wild native ungulates, such as elk or deer, have

degraded plant communities through excessive herbivory

(e.g., long-term suppression of woody browse species [We-

isberg and Coughenour 2003; Beschta and Ripple 2009;

Ripple and others 2010]), state wildlife agencies and federal

land managers need to cooperate in controlling or reducing

those impacts. A potentially important tool for restoring

ecosystems degraded by excessive ungulate herbivory is

reintroduction or recolonization of apex predators. In areas

of public land that are sufficiently large and contain suitable

habitat, allowing apex predators to become established at

ecologically effective densities (Soulé and others 2003,

2005) could help regulate the behavior and density of wild

ungulate populations, aiding the recovery of degraded eco-

systems (Miller and others 2001; Ripple and others 2010;

Estes and others 2011). Ending government predator control

programs and reintroducing predators will have fewer con-

flicts with livestock grazing where the latter has been dis-

continued in large, contiguous public-land areas. However,

the extent to which large predators might also help control

populations of feral horses and burros is not known.

Additionally, we recommend removing livestock and

feral ungulates from national parks, monuments, wilder-

ness areas, and wildlife refuges wherever possible and

managing wild ungulates to minimize their potential to

adversely affect soil, water, vegetation, and wildlife pop-

ulations or impair ecological processes. Where key large

predators are absent or unable to attain ecologically func-

tional densities, federal agencies should coordinate with

state wildlife agencies in managing wild ungulate popula-

tions to prevent excessive effects of these large herbivores

on native plant and animal communities.

Conclusions

Average global temperatures are increasing and precipita-

tion regimes changing at greater rates than at any time in

recent centuries. Contemporary trends are expected to

continue and intensify for decades, even if comprehensive

mitigations regarding climate change are implemented

immediately. The inevitability of these trends requires

adaptation to climate change as a central planning goal on

federal lands.

Historical and on-going ungulate use has affected soils,

vegetation, wildlife, and water resources on vast expanses

of public forests, shrublands, and grasslands across the

American West in ways that are likely to accentuate any

climate impacts on these resources. Although the effects of

ungulate use vary across landscapes, this variability is more

a matter of degree than type.

If effective adaptations to the adverse effects of climate

change are to be accomplished on western public lands,

large-scale reductions or cessation of ecosystem stressors

associated with ungulate use are crucial. Federal and state

land management agencies should seek and make wide use

of opportunities to reduce significant ungulate impacts in

order to facilitate ecosystem recovery and improve resil-

iency. Such actions represent the most effective and

extensive means for helping maintain or improve the eco-

logical integrity of western landscapes and for the contin-

ued provision of valuable ecosystem services during a

changing climate.
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Consultation Number 00003 2RO

Charles W. Cartwright, Jr.
Unites States Department of Agriculture
Forest Service
517 Gold Avenue SW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 97102_00g4

Dear Mr. Cartwright:

This is in response to the Forest Service's September 6, 1995, request for the initiation ofEndangered Species Act (Act), section 7 formal consuliation on effects of actMties carried outunder the existing Forest Land and Rcsource Management Plans (LRMP or forest ptans) withrespect to the Mexican spott€d owl (owl) (^Strix ocidentalis luciia). The proposed actionforthis consultation is the continued implementation of the existing foiest plans in ih" For.rt
Service's Region 3 (soufwestern Region) until the plans are amended. Further discussion ofthisproposed action is included in the following sections of this biological opinion, hereaftcr referredto as biological opinion.

The Forest Service's Biotogical Assessment - For Re-Inifiarion of Consultation on Existing
lorest PIot Regarding Effects on the Mexican Spotted Owl and lts Criticat Habitat datdSeptember 22, 1995, (Biological Assessment), was submitted by the Forest Service to Region 2of the Fish and wildlife Service (Service) on 

-S.pt..ber 
28, 1995. The Servioe also

acknowledges the receipt from the Forest Service of criticai habitat and recovery unit maps onSeptember 29,199s, and the receipt of additional informati";;N;.-;;, g,-iggs.

The designation of critical habitat for the Mexican spotted owl is being challenged in two ongoing
lawsuits: Coalit ion of Ariznnq anr{ No.,,r,fa-i^^ r^^..-ri^- -^ -r -- ,? ^ F. r ,

clv 95-1285 LIr/DJs (frled october 27, 1995) und sr",u of n i^n.- * crv 95-
illi.l$:lc\ llttd"December 26, .rsss). Atho,rgh thit uiorQ.ur opiniot *nsiders the
effects of the existing forest plans on both ihe Mexic,in spotted oo,l as a threatened species, andon its critical habitat, neither the effect determination noi the nreasures discussed in this opinionwould be changed if the critical habitat designation were enjoined.

A forest plan provides guidance and direction in a setting of a broad management framework.
The Service recognizes that much discretion exists on th-e part of forert rninugarc at the propct
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level in the implementation of forest plan guidance and direction. Because of this, any forest
projects carried out under the existing forest plans, and subsequent to this biological opinion, will
continue to be subject to project-level section 7 consultation as the Forest Service has done in the
past.

During preparation of this biological opinion the Service consulted with the Office of the Solicitor
regarding how to interpret the various court orders entered in Silver et al. v. Thomas et al., No.
Civ. 94-1610 PID( CAI\{ (D.Ariz.). The Solicitor's Office has advised us as follows:

The position of the United States is that, as a matter of law, the Fish and Wildlife Service
cannot conclude in a section 7 biological opinion that a forest plan would be likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of any listed species, if the forest plan does not
specify or authorize ground-disturbing activities (such as timber-cutting or road building)
that are permitted or required to go forward without further scrutiny under the
Endangered Species Act. However, as a result of several orders issued in Silver v.
Thomas, the Solicitor's Oftice has concluded that the District Court presiding over Silyct
v. Thomas will not accept a biological opinion issued consistent with the legal position of
the United States. The Service should analyze the existing forest plans in this biological
opinion in a manner consistent with the orders in Silver v. Thomas, and therefore may
issue a jeopardy biological opinion on the existing forest plans, even if the plans do not
specify or authorize ground-disturbing activities. As with any biological opinion, the
Service should base its conclusion as to whether jeopardy is likely to result on the best' 
scientifrc and commercial information available.

Inaccordance with section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of lgl3,as amended, (16 U.S.C.
1531 et. seq.), this document represents the Service's biological opinion for the Forest Service's
proposed action's effects on the Mexican spotted owl and its designated critical habitat. The
receipt by the Service of the additional data and information on November 9, 1995, is to be
considered the date at which this formal consultation was initiated.

The Service finds that the continued implementation of the existing forest plans will jeopardize the
continued existence of the Mexican spotted owl and will adversely modify its critical habitat.
However, the Service recognizes that the Forest Service exercises considerable discretion when
projectJevel actions are planned and executed. Actions that are subjected to section 7
consultation may be further modified to avoid jeopardy and adverse modification. In additiog the
Service is aware that the continued implementation of the existing forest plans is an unusual case
which is timeJimited in its application. The Forest Service is now in the process of amendingthe
forest plans to conform to the management recommendations of theMexican Spotted Owl
Recovery PIan, and those amendments have themselves been the subject of a biological opinion
dated May 14, 1996. The Forest Service has stated to the Service that only a limited number of
projects that "may affect" the Mexican spotted owl or its critical habitat are yet to be completcd
under the existing forest plans. A list of all forest projects that have completed consultation for
the Mexican spotted owl under the existing forest plans are appended to this document; and these
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projects are included in the baseline for this biological opinion. Any future projects that the
Forest Service determines "may affect" the owl oi its critical habitai, and foi *t i"t consultation is
not complete, will require that the Forest Service consult at the project level. This biologiJ
opinion offers a reasonable and prudent alternative that, if implemented, will remove jeofardyto
the owl and adverse modification of the species' critical habitat at the project-level and the broad-
scale level.

This biological opinion is based on information provide din: the Mexican Spotted Owl Reovery
PIan; the Forest Service's Biological Assessment; the additional information and data submitted
to the Service dated November 9, 1995; the eleven existing forcst plans; Forest Service and
Service discussions and meetings between the Regional ofrces and the field of6ces conduc'ted
prior to and during this consultation; and other tour".r. fur administrative record ofthis
consultation is on file in the Region 2 oftice of the Service at Albuquerque, l.[ew Mexico.

r. CONSULTATION HISTORY

The Forest Service has conducted informal and formal conferenccs or consultations with thc
Service at the projecj.lerrcl since the proposed and final rules to list the Mexican spotted owl as
threatened were published on November 4, 1991, and March 16, 1993, r€spectively. Until the
Mlch 1995 publication ofthe DraftMexican Spotted Owl Recovery Planitre ontyguidance that
elipted for the design of timber activities to redice impacts to the owl was found in the interim
directives developed by the Forest Service for the rn"nug"rn"nt, study, and monitorirg ofthe
species. These interim directives are known as Interim birectives f (f.O. l) and 2 G.b. 2).
Howeveq since the release of the Draft.Mexican Spotted Owl Rccovery plan in March 1995, the
Service has regarded the guidance in the draft t""ou"ry plan management recommendations as the
best available scientific information for the species *d iir habitat. 

-ThefimlMexican 
Spotpd Owl

Ilecovery PIan @ecovery Plan) was signed on october 16, 1995.

The Service established a Service consultation team for the existing forest plans on August 30,
1995, in anticipation of consultation being requested from the Forest Service on the effFcts of
implementation of the forest ptans. The Southwestern Region ofthe Forest Service requested the
initiation of informal consultation on September 6, 1995, but did not submit to theservice a
Biological Assessment at that time. The Forest Service and the Service met on September lI,
15, and 20, 1995, to discuss informational noeds for the Biological Assessrnent, uni on Septcmber
28, 1995, the Forest Service submitted the Biological Assessment to th€ Service.

After the submission of the Biological Assessrnent, repr€sentatives of the Forest S€rviG€ and the
Service again met on October 17, 19,23, 24, and 26,1995, regarding additional informational
needs that the Service had identified in their review of the Forest Service's document. The
primary need for this additional information was for data, by National Forest and bycritical
habitat unit, on the number of owl territories and acres of owl habitat. On Nonember 9, 1995, thc
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Forest Service provided the additional information to the Service, at which time the Service
initiated formal consultation for the existing forest plans.

fT. PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action for this consultation is the continued implementation of the management
direction contained in the existing forest plans for the National Forests of the Southwestern
Region ofthe Forest Service until such time as the plans are amended. Effects of project-level
actMty design and implementation on the owl under the continuing application of the
management direction provided by the existing Forest-level standards and guidelines are evaluated
in this biological opinion.

A broad range of forest programs and associated activities exists in the Southwestern Region of
the Forest Service. As describeC in the Biological Assessment, forest activities guided by
standards and guidelines include timber management; recreational activities; range management;
fire management; soil, air, and water management; transpoftation management; fish, wildlife, and
rare plant management; minerals management; special uses; land ownership; law enforcement;
planning; general administration; facilities management; pest management; and cultural resource
management. The Forest Service's position is that forest plans do not fund, authorize, or carry
out any habitat-disturbing activities (Gippert 1996). The Service recognizes that forest plans do
provide a broad management framework for the establishment of forest goals, objectives,
standards and guidelines for these forest activities. While these goals, objectives, standards, and
guidelines provide the outside direction and guidance fior project-level activities, project activities
can be subject to considerable modification in the project design process through project-lwel
section 7 consultation. This plan-level consultation seeks to examine the potential effects on the
Mexican spotted owl and its critical habitat cf future forest projects developed under the direction
and guidance of existing forest plans. Expenence indicates that a wide range of discretion orist
on the part of forest managers at the project-level in the implementation of forest plan guidance
and direction. This biological opinion can help in the design of project-level activities that would
not jeopardize the Mexican spotted owl, or result in the adverse modification of the species'
critical habitat. However, this opinion does not replace the need for future projectJevel section 7
consultation for projects carried out under the existing forest plans whenever the Forest Service
determines that the project "may aflect" the owl or its critical habitat.

III. STATUS OF THE SPECIES

A. Listing nnd Critical lfabitat

All subspecies of,snir occidentalis were collectively classified as a candidate, category 2 species
in the Service's 1989 tuiimal Notice of Review (54 Federal Register [FR] 554, January 6, 19E9).
A category 2 species is one for which listing as a threatened or endangered species may be
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appropriatg but for which additionalbiological information is needed to suppon a proposd ruleto list' on Decembet 22, 1989, the t..*.i tr..iu.a 
" f"i-r"" 

t q"*itu ,* listing of theMexican spotted owl as an endangeled or .thr@;;pecies undei the E-ndangered species Acr.on February 27, rggo, the servicl determined tt ut tn. p.tition presented substantial informationindicating that listing may be warranted. A status review was then initiated. A notice of thisstatus review was published in the Fedy.a!Resisterlsi rn u4l3) on Maich 2g, 1990,requesting public comments and other biologiJal data for the species. The status review wascompleted in a draft report on December 6, 
-1990. 

on Februa ry zo,l99l, the Service made itsfinding that, based on the contents of the report, trr" ritting ofthe Mexican spotted owl waswarranted' A notice of this lnding *.t publish edinttn Federal n iii* fs.5 FR 1467g) onApril ll' l99l' Aproposedruleivaspuutistreointhe Fed*alRegrster(56FR56344)on
November 4, 1991, to list the owl as threatened without critical traiitat. The proposed rule alsoinvited the public to submit information regarding *rr.irt", the owl should be listed. Thiscomment period for the proposed rule waJreope-ned from May I l, 1992, to septembe r l, 1992.Appropriate Federal and state agencies, Tribal, and county governments, organizations, and otherinterested parties were contacted directiy. six pubtic hearings were held by the Service.

After a review of all comments receiv€d, the s-ervice published a final rule in the Federal Register(58 FR L4248) to list the Mexican spotted owl as u thr.ut.od species on March 16, 1993.Pursuant to scrvicc regulations 50 cfR 4z4.lz,Gijj,-uri."r habitat for the owl was notdesignated in the March 16, 1993 rule. severd arioo *.re identified as contributing to thelisting ofthe Mexican spotted owl. Discussions of these factors are given in the March 16, 1993final rule in the Federal Register to list the owl Og F{ l+z4g) and in-the Recovery plan. Thcprimary factor leading to thi listing of the owl has been past, current, and predicted timber harvcstpractices in the southwestern Region of the Forest service. Also, significant portions oftheowl's habitat have been lost or toaifi"a as a result ofiocal and regional human populationpFessures.

on February 14, 1994, a lawsuit was filed in Federal District court in Arizona @r. Robin Silver,et al' versus Bruce Babbitt, et al., [cIv-94-0337-pID(-cAluI]) for failure oithe D€partmcnt ofthe Interior to designate critical trabitat. on october 6, lgg4, the court ordered the service to;'?ublish a proposed designation of critical habitat, in.iuoing economic exclusion pursuant to 16u's'c' 1533(bX2), no later than December l, s6q,.....(and) publish its final designation ofcritical habitat, foltowing the procedure required by statute and Federal regulations for notice andcomment," by submitting the final rule to th. Fediral Regr*er no later than May 30, 1995. Anextension granted by the Court allowed the Service to publirh a proposed rule in the FedemlIlegiJ/* (59 FR 63162) designating critical habitat orirre Mexican spotted owl on Decembcr z,1994' Press briefings'and releases were conducted prior to the issuance of the propoced rule,which was sent to affected Federal, Tribal, State, J*ty, and local agencies and governments. rnaddition, a notice of availability orine proposed rule was sent to all interested parties known tothe service' Public legal notices also were sent to 18 newspapers in Arizon4 colorado, l.IerrMexico, and Utah on December 5, 1994. The public ,ornrn.n, period for the proposed rule wasopen until March 7, Ig9S, and was extended until Vfay C, 1995.
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Data regarding the potential economic impacts resulting from the designation of critical habitat
were requested from 13 Federal, 12 Tribal, and 10 State agencies, as well as four Governors and
42 county government oflices. From the information received, a draft economic analysis was
completed and its availability was published in the Federal Register on March 8, 1995 (60 FR
12728). The availability of the draft economic analysis also was widely announced in newspapers.
Public hearings, on both the proposed rule and the draft economic analysis, were held in Santa Fe
and Socorro, New Mexico, on March 22 and23,1995, and in Tucson and Flagstafi Arizona, on
March 29 and 30, 1995. The final economic analysis for the designation of critical habitat for the
Mexican spotted owl was published in May 1995. On June 6, 1995, the Service published a final
rule in the Federal Register (60 FR 29914') to designate critical habitat for the Mexican spotted
owl on 1,874,935 ha (4,632,9901 acres) in Arizonq Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah. The final
rule became effective July 6, 1995.

The taxonomy, distribution, habitat associations, feeding habits, and other aspects of the life
history of the Mexican spotted owl are extensively described in the Recovery Plan and only are
summarized here.

B. Naturnl Ilistoqy

Three species exist within the genus,Slnx north of Mexico; the spotted owl (.S. occidentalis), the
barred owl (S. varia), and the great gray owl (.S. nebulosa). The Mexican spotted owl (.S.
occidentalis htcida) is one of three subspecies of spotted owls. The other two subspecies, the
northern spotted owl (S. o. caurina) and the California spotted owl (.S. o. occidentalis), are
geographically isolated from the Mexican spotted owl, which ranges throughout diversc forest
tlpes in the mountains of Arizona, New Mexico, southwestern Colorado, south-central and
southern Utab western Texas, and in the Mexico States of Aguascalientes, Chihuahua" Coahuila"
Durango, Guanajuato, Jalisco, Michoacan, Nuevo Leon, San Luis Potosi, Sinalo4 Sonorg
Tamaulipas, Veracruz, Zacatecas, and several others.

Although the Mexican spotted owl is toconomically classified as a subspecies, scction 3(15) ofthe
Endangered Species Act defines the term "species" as "...any subspecies of fish and wildlifc or
plants, and any distinct population segment of any species or vertebrate fish and wildlife which
interbreeds when mature." In this document the Mexican spotted owl is referred to as a species in
the context of the definition as applied in the Endangered Species Act.

Although the Mexican spotted owl's entire range covers a broad area of the southwcstern United
States and Mexico, much remains unknown about the species' distribution within this range. This
is especially true in Mexico where much of the owl's range has not been surveyed. Informational
gaps also appear for the species' distribution within its United States range. It is apparent that the
owl occupies a fragmented distribution throughout its United States range corresponding to the
availability offorested mountains and canyons, and in some cas€s, rocky canyon lands.
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Current distribution patterns are defined in the Recovery Plan from visual sightings of at least oneadult owl at a site, or two auditory detections at the same vicinity in the ,"rri y"r. observationsprior to 1990 are considered historical. Surveys for Mexican spotted owl have reraealed that thespecies has an aftinity for older, rvell-structurr-d for.rts, particularly for nesting and roosting. Thespecies is known to inhabit a physically diverse landscape in the southwestern United States and incentral Mexico. The Mexican Spotted owlRecov.ry i..* (Rocovery Team) divided the owl,sentire range into I I geographic areas called ,".orr.ry units. Ttres. r*-ouoy units include: theColorado Plateau, the Southern Rocky Mountains (Lolorado), the Southern Ro,cky Mountains(New Mexico), the Upper Gila Mouniains, the Basin and Rarge (West), the Basin and R.rE;(East); and in Mexico, the Sierra Madre Occidental (Nonh), tfie Siena-lvtadre Oriental (North),
the Sierra Madre occidental (South), the Sierra Madre Oriental (South), and the Eje
Neovolcanico.

Home range for the species is the area used during its normal activities and, althoirgh home rar€€sare believed to be larger than territories, the rehtinship between home range ana trritory.r"ioigenerally understood. It does appear that the owl exhibits a high fidelity tolts tenitory *d1nortwill remain on the same territoryihroughout their life span. naOio telemetry has been used toassess home range sizes, which have been found to vary considerabty arnong habitats andgeographic ar€as. The v.aried sampting methods used in these studiis havernade comparisons
difficult' In Arizona, radio telenrciry siudics have revealed mean home rarqges for owl individuals
from 327 ha (Eo8 acrls) t_o 1,053 tra 1z,oot acres), and for owl pairs from igt ha (9al acres) to1,551 ha G,!31 acres). In New Mexico, studies-have rerrcaled mean homeranges for individual
owls from 261 ha (645 acres) to 937 ha (2,314 acrcs), and for paired owls at sz-r ha (1,415 acres)to 1,401 ha(3,461 acres.)

The habitat associations for the Mexican spott€d owl are varied. The owls roost, nest, and forage
in a variety of biotic communities, but throughout most of their range ttrey inhabit mixed.conlbr
folgsts dominated by an overstory ofDouglas-fir and/or white fir associated with southnrcstcrn
whitg pine, limber pine, and ponderosa pini. The understories of these forcsts often contain
species such as Gambel oak, maples, box elder, and New Mexico locust. Insouthern Arizona andin Mexico, forest habitats 1ay be dominated by an overstory of Chihuahuan and Apaclrc pincs in
association with Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, and Arizona .ypr"rr. The understories in thesc
habitats are predominately evergreen oaks.

Nesting and roosting habitats for the Mexican spotted owl primarily include closed-canopy forests
or rocky canyons. In southern Utah and Colorado, rort o*l nesting @curs incaves and in cliff
ledges in rocky canyons. Although cave and cliffnesting also may occur in the othcr parts ofthe
owl's range' tree nesting predominates. The forests thalare used for rrcsting and roosting usually
contain mature or old-growth stands with a complex, uneven-aged, multi-storied, vegetative
structure with a closed canopy. The trees used for owl nesting-are-normally large in size, whcreas
those used for roosting may either be large or small. Available information indicates that thc trce
species most often selected for nesting appear to be Douglas-fir, although this may vary among
habitat types. Roosting may occur in a broader variety oitr"" species, ath".rgt Douglas-fir also
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is most commonly used. An intolerance for high temperatures has been hypothesized as the
reason the owl prefers the microclimate of shady closed canopies and deep canyon habitats.
Although knowledge of foraging habitat patterns is scanty, the species us€s a wider range of
forest conditions for foraging than for roosting. In general, the owls forage more in unlogged
forests as opposed to selectively-logged forests.

C. Population Dynamics

Details the of the distribution and abundance of the Mexican spotted owl are found in the
Recovery Plan and that information only is summarized here. The Recovery Plan examines owl
distributional and abundance information that had beeh accumulated through 1993 to:
(l) document historical and current range of the species, (2) help formulate Recovery Unit
boundaries, and (3) provide a template for analyses at the landscape-scale. The Recovery Team
acknowledged that historical data about distribution of the owls lacks sufticiency to allow the
Team to estimate changes in the number or distribution of the species from historical to present
time.

Attempts were made by the Recovery Team to estimate owl populations trends using several
methods. These methods are discussed in the Recovery Plan and are not discussed in detail here.
However, the Recovery Team did conclude that little confidence could be assigned to the
estimates ofjuvenile survival because of low biasing. Data gathered by the Mexican Spotted Owl
Monitoring Program of the Forest Service's Southwestern Region was assimilated, reviewed, and
anilyzed by the Team. The Recovery Team offered an alternative design for monitoring the
species within the three core recovery units of the Upper Gila Mountains, the Basin and Range
West, and the Basin and Range East. That alternative monitoring design is discussed in Part ltr,
s€ction C of the Recovery Plan, and is not detailed here.

rV. EIYVIRONMENTAL BASELINE

Under section 7(a)(2) of the Act, when considering the eflects of the action on federally listed
species, the Service is required to take into consideration the environmental baseline. Regulations
implementing the Act (50 CFR 402.02) define the environmental baseline as the past and present
impacts of all Federal, State, or private actions, and other human activities in the action area. In
this case, the action area is the Southwestern Region of the Forest Service. Also included in the
environmental baseline are the anticipated impacts of all proposed Federal projects that have
undergone section 7 consultation, and the impacts of State and private actions that are
contemporaneous with the consultation in progress.

Information regarding the environmental baseline for the owl and its habitat was gained from the
following sources: Fletcher 1990; USDI l99l; Fletcher and Hollis 1994;USDA Forest Servicg
inIitL, November 9, 1995; USDA Forest Service September 22,1995, Biological Assessment;
previous Service biological opinions issued to the Forest Service; Federal Register notices; and
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USDI 19954 1995b. The Recovery Plan for the owl (USDI 1995a) is the most cuffentassemblage of data on the owl to date. However, infoimation compiled by the Forest Service andused by the Service for. this analysis did not use the definitions in the necovery plan to describethe habitat land types (i.e., protected, restricted, and other forest types). The Forest serviceprovided data on "suitable" and "capable" owl habitat using definitions from the SouthrryestRegion's Interim Directive 2 (I.D. 21. rn" definitions oftfi'e terms suitable and capable havea-lways been problematic (see.below), and thus future biological assessrn€nts andevaluations
should follow definitions used in the Recovery plan for the owl.

A. Status of the Species

l. Owl Abundance

A reliable estimate of the absolute number of Mexican ipotted owls throughout itscntire range isnot available (USDI 1995b). Quality and quantity of the information t"g.;dinlnumbers of owlsvary by source' We compiledestimates of owl abundance and summarir"a urro*. Th€sc figur€sshould not be confused withestimates of population trend. Temporal changes in the owlpopulation can only beestimated rvhcn iniensive monitoring schenres are iriphmented(see Whiteet al' 1995)' Because the appropriate paramet€rs wer€ not rnaasur€d, the past rorest Service,smonitoring effort in thc southwestern ilegion was inadequate for d*ectini important changes inthe population dynamics of the l\dexican spotted owl (see white et al. t995). 
'

USDI (1991) report€d a total of 2,150 owls throughout the United States. wardet al. (1995)
estimated ?58 owl sites occurring from 1990-lggtwithin the United States. They defirnd an owlsite as-a visual s[hting of at leasi one adult spotted owl or as a minimum of two auditory
detections in thc same vicinity in the same year. ward el al. (19g5) assumed that if all75g sites
]TIe gccuPied by pairs, then at least l,516adult (or subadult) owis were known to exist in tlrcUnited States from 1990 and 1993. These numbers are not reliable estimates of currcnt
population size because no measures ofbias or precision can be produced (ward et al. 1995).
ward et al' (1995) also state that the amount of tu*.y effort devoted to deriving these numbers
cannot be reliably calculated, nor is an accurate measure available for arcas or habitats zuweyed.
Thus, it is not useful to estimate the size of the Mexican spotted o*r popui"iion gi.ren the limitedquality of data culrently available. At best, the numbers reported in (Ward et al. 1995:3)
represent a range for the minimum number of owls knownio exist ouring some portion of a four
year period in the United States (758 individuals if each site was occupied uy a jingte owl to
1,516 individuals if each_site was occupied by a pair). These figures ,"pro.nt owls within
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Colorado, and Teias for all r"eaerat, private, state, ard Tribal lands.

For Arizona and New Mexico specifically, the Southwestern Region of the Forest Service began
intensive spotted owl inventories in 1988. Fletcher and Hollis (19%) report that approxi-"t"fy
1.92 million acres (660/o) of the "suitable habitat" in Arizona and New Mexico National Forcsts
have been surveyed as of 1993. The survey effort included 7l% of the owl's suitable habitat that
is also considered suitable for timber harvest, and36o/oof the owl suitable habitat that is rrct
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available for timber harvest (Fletcher and Hollis 1994). Table I displays the proportion of suitable
habitat that has been inventoried on each National Forest. Figures vary by forest, ranging from
4LYo for the Cibola and 42o/o for the Prescott, to 96Yo percent ficr the Kaibab and 99o/o for the
Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest. Over half the National Forests have surveyed at least 50% of
the suitable habitat, and all have surveyed at least 40% of the suitable habitat (Fletcher and Hollis
ree4).

Guidelines from Forest Service I.D. 2 require establishing management territories around all
nesting and roosting orvls, as well as territorial owls detected at night for which daytime locations
were not recorded (see USDA 1990). All management territories, except those on the Lincoln
and Gla National Forests, are 2,000 acres in size and have a 450 acre core area surrounded by
1,550 acres of the "best available" habitat. On the Lincoln and Gila National Forests,
management territories are 1,500 acres in size, with a 450 acre core surrounded by 1,050 acres of
the "best available" habitat. Except for road constructioq habitat degradation is not allowed
within management territory cores. In the remainder of the management territories, activities
including timber harvest are limited to less than 775 acres. The Forest Service guidelines provide
no protection for unoccupied habitu except in wilderness areas and administratively restricted
lands (USDI 1995b).

Fletcher (1990) calculated that2,074 owls existed in Arizona and New Mexico in 1990. At the
end of the 1994 field season, Fletcher and Hollis (1994) reported E4l owl management territories
established at locations where at least a single Mexican spotted owl had been identified. This did
not include an additional 12 management territories that were established prior to 1984, for which
no subsequent occupancy information had been collected. In November 1995, the Forest Service
reported a total of 866 management territories (USDA Forest Service, in litt, November 9,
1995). Table I displays the number of management territories and the percentage ofthe total
number for each National Forest. The number of management territories established has
increased in direct proportion to the amount of suitable habitat surveyed @etcher and Hollis
1994, figure l7). The Forest Service has converted some management territories to 600 acre
protected activity centers @ACs) following the recommendations of the DraftMexican Spotted
Owl Recovery PIan released in March 1995. The completion of these conversions varies by
National Forest, but they have typically been driven by project level consultations with the
Service.
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Ta b le I ' Number of management territories (MT) as reponed by rhe Forest Service (usDA, Forest scr'ir:e, iglitt" November 9, 1 995), .Rercc1t-9f MTs as a proportion of the MTs in Southrvestern Region, and the perccntage ofsuitable habitat surveved in each National Forist (Flercher and Hollis 1994).

NATIONALFOREST NO.
MTr

PERCENT
OF
MTr

PERCENT
SUITABLE
I{ABITAT
SURVEYEI)

Apechc-Sitgncavcg r20 13.9 99

Carron 3 0.3 62

Cibola 42 4.8 4 l

Coconino 155 t8.0 87

Coronedo 109 12.6 49

Gile 194 22.4 50

Kaibeb 6 0.9 96

Lincoln t26 14.5 90

Prcscott l 0 1 .2 42

Sente Fe 33 3.8 44

Tonto 66 7.6 55

TOTAL 8&1 100

2. Eebitat Statur

The current condition of Mexican spotted owl habitat within Arizona and New Medco is a res'lt
of historic and recent human use, as well as natural habitat fragmentation, vegetative species
conversion, and wildfires. The Forest Service believes that some unestimated amount ofregrowth
and regeneration may have contributed to current habitat conditions. Precise assessment of
baseline owl habitat is difticult to assemble at this time.

Owl habitat data gathered by the Forest Service has been reported in acres of "suitable habitat".
It must be noted that the definition of suitable habitat has changed throughout the years. In 1990,
the Forest Service defined suitable habitat by using stand characteristics identified 6y crancv
(1990). These characteristics included multi-storiid stands with a canopy closure which was
generally greater thanT0o/o. Steep slopes and canyons were consideredto be other important
characteristics used to define suitable habitat. Mixed conifer was thought to be the pri-rnary
habitat typed used, but other forest types demonstrating ttrese stand characteristics rryere also
included' Most of the Forest Service estimates of habii=at acreag€s were derived from stand
database information, air photo interpretation, and some ground-truthing. Some of the habitat
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was identified using LAIIDSAT Imagery (Fletcher 1990). In 1994, the Forest Service defined
suitable habitat as those habitats that meet the year-round needs of the owl (i.e., providing the
conditions used by owls for nesting, day-roosting, and foragin-e). Suitable forested habitat
characteristics included stands with mid-aged, mature and old forest development stages, and
multiple canopy layers. Mixed conifer forest included a closed canopy of 60Yo or more, and a
50% or greater canopy closure was included in pine, pine-oak, and other hardwood forest types.
Interpretation and application of these definitions in the field have differed between Forest Service
personnel throughout the years (H. Hollis, Forest Service, Southwestern Regioq Albuquerque,
NlvI, pers. comm.). Hereafter, the Service assumes the term "suitable habitat" to mean nesting
roosting and foraging habitat. Suitable and capable habitat in the Southwestern Region is
reported for the years of 1990, 1994, and 1995 (Table 2). The Forest Service does not have
comparable information for capable habitat in 1994 or 1995, so capable habitat is presented for
only the years 1990 and 1993. Figures through 1993 represent a loss of approximately 30,000
acres of suitable habitat since 1990. This 0.9o/o per year acreage increase in the amount of suitable
habitat converted to capable habitat is less that the average rate ofabout 7 percent per year for
the l9E0-1990 time period (Fletcher and Hollis 1994). The figures of suitable habitat presentcd
for 1995 have changed significantly from 1994 figures due to more detailed analysis by the
National Forests (H. Hollis, Forest Service, Southwestern Region, Albuquerque, pers. comm.).

Table 2. Comparison of capable habitat in l990 and l gg3, and suitable habitat by National Forcst in 199O, 1994
and I 995 (Acrcs X I ,000) (Fletcher I 990, tigure 8; Fletchcr and Hollis I 994, ligures 4, l0 and I 8; Forest Servicc, lg
li11- Novcnrbcr 9, 1995).

NATIONAL
FOREST

CAPABLE
1990

CAPABLE
r993

SUITABLE
1990

SUITABLE
1994

SUITAB[E
r995

Anache-Sitsncavct 100 100.t 370 258 151.9

Carron 42 48.7 250 250 278.0

Cibole 84 84.6 172 t72 t49.5

Coconino 170 180.1 356 2t6 216.0

Comnedo 1 ) 22.1 l l 5 i l5 tzt.2

Gile 342 342.3 6 1 9 6 1 9 733.4

Kalbrb l 9 19.4 64 63 27.6

Llncoln 24 27.7 371 250 186.0

Prcrcott 53 53.0 133 133 60.0

Santa Fc 1 5 7 165.1 595 476 4 l 1 . 6

Tonto 25 25.4 321 317 83.1

TOTALACRES 1,038 1,069 3,366 2,E69 2,418
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Fletcher and Hollis (1994) estimate 1,183,000 acres (approximately 4l%') of the suitable habitat
for the owl occur on lands identified in the existing forest plans as suitable and available for timber
harvest. The Cibola, Coronado, Gila, Prescott and Tonto National Forests have identified no
more than 26Yo of their suitable habitat as availabte for timber harvest. The Coconino and Lirrcoln
National Forests have identified 44 and,4lYo respectively, of their suitable habitat available for
timber harvest. The remaining four National Forests have identified over 50% of the suitable
habitat as being available for timber harvest, with the Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest having
over 8502 available for harvest activities (Fletcher & Ho[is 1994).

The Forest Service provided the information in Table 3 which represents tlrc number of owl
territories and the amount of suitable habitat by rocovery unit (see USDIb:36-51). These figur€s
represent habitat and owls both inside and outside of critical habitat. This represents ttre only
specific up-to-date information available at this time.

Table 3. Territories & acres of suitable habitat in each Recovcry Unit (RU) (Forcst Scrvice, in litt.. Novcnrber 9,
l 99s).

Mexican spotted owl habitat in the southwestern United States has been shaped over thousands of
years by low intensity, high frequency fire regimes. Currently, high intensity, stand-replacug fires
occur in ponderosa pine and mixed conifer forest types. In 1994, at least 40,000 acrcs of nesting
and roosting habitat were impacted to some degree by catastrophic fire in the Southwestern
Region (Sheppard and Farnsworth 1995, unpublished Forest Service report). The ForestScrvice
estimates that approximately 50,000 acres of owl habitat have undergone stand replacing wildfire
since l99l (G. Sheppard, Forest Servicg Kaibab National Forest, Arizona, p€rs. conrm.). Some
of the wildfires that have had a impact on Mexican spotted owl habitat sirpe 1989 includc thc
Dude, Burgett, Bridge, Divide, Pigeon, Ryan, Rattlesnake, shelly, Big, Lost, and Rincon
Incidents (Sheppard and Farnsworth 1995, unpublished Forest Service report).

To characterize how the existing forest plans relate to potential effects from site-spocffic actions,
it is relevant to consider past consultations completed with the Forest Service sirrce the owl was
listed in 1993. The Service reviewed past consultations completed for the owl on Forest S€rvice

S. Rockv l\tountainr-Nll{ RU

Gila Mountainr RU

Bnsin and Ranqo-Wcrt RU

Basin and Rnnee-East RU
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project-level actions and summarized acres of suitable habitat that were converted (Table 4). It
should be noted that the figures reported in Table 4 reflect the conservative assumption that all
suitable acres identified in the consultations subject to timber harvest were converted to capable
habitat. Suitable habitat that has potentially been rendered to unsuitable habitat since 1993
equates to 6,398 acres (Table 4).

Tablg 4. A"t""g" of suitable habitat converted and anticipated incidental take of Mexican spotted owls by National
Forest associated rvith formal consultations since listing (Service biological opinions).

NATIONALFOREST ACRES COIWERTEDI INCIDENTAL TAKE

Anachc- Sitgreavcs 730 )

Carson 1 . 7 5 1 0

Cibols 183 0

Coconino 2.O59 l 3

Corrnado 27 4

Gila 584 5

Kaibah 38 2

Lincoln 634 2

Prcrcott 73 0

Sante Fc t42 I

Tonto t77 6

TOTAL 6.398 36
I Proposed treatment in prcvious rcquests forformal consultation.

Fletcher (1990) reports the conversion of 1,037,000 acres of suitable habitat to capable habitat,
with forty percent of this loss occurring since 1980. Between 1990 and 1993, the Forest Service
reports an additional 30,000 acres of suitable habitat converted to capable habitat (Fletcher and
Hollis 1994). Since the owl was listed in 1993, the Service has documented conversion of 6,398
acres of suitable habitat, as indicated by the Service's biological opinions through 1995 (Table a).
The Service's figures for 1993 may contain some overlap with the Forest Service figures for this
same year, as the species was listed early in the 1993 calendar year. The Service used the above
figures, combined with an estimate of loss of habitat due to wildfire since 1991, to estimate the
conversion of suitable habitat through 1995 (Table 5). Capable habitat is expected to rehrrn to
suitable through regeneration and growth. However, this takes place slowly and no sp€cific
estimates of how regrowth may have contributed to baseline habitat conditions have been made.
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contribute toward a species' conservation. The physical and biological features essential to the
conservation of the orvl, referred to as the primary constituent elements, include those that
support nesting, roosting, and foraging (60 FF. 29914).

Critical habitat is located within specific critical habitat units across the range of the owl in the
United States. These critical habitat units are located within six recovery units as defined by the
Recovery Plan (USDI 1995b). Five critical habitat units are located completely or partially within
the Southwestern Region of the Forest Sen{c:. To date, little detailed information has been
gathered on the existing condition of critical habitat in Arizona and New Mexico. Specific habitat
information is needed in the habitat categori€s of protected and restricted as defined in the
RecoveryPlan.

A discussion of the owl's status and its habitat is provided below for each recovery unit in Arizona
and New Mexico. These summaries provide a prelude to the analysis of effects on the owl and its
habitat within these recoverv units.

1. Colorado Platenu Recovery Unit

The Colorado Plateau Recovery Unit is the largest of the six units, extending from southwestern
UtatU through northern Arizcna into northwestern New Mexico, and a small portion of the
southwestern corner of Coloraoo. In northern Arizona and New Mexico, owls have been
reported in both canyon and montane situations. In addition, owl habitat appears to be in the
form of isolated "islands" or "patches", geographically segregated from other patches of habitat.
Recent records of owls exist for the Grand Canyon and Kaibab Plateau in Arizona, as well as for
the Chuska Mountains, Black Mesa, and Fort Defiance Plateau on the Navajo Reservation. In
addition, records exist for the Zuni Mountains and Mount Taylor in New Mexico.

Within this recovery unit, Federal lands comorise 44o/o of total land administration (USDI 1995b).
Potential threats in the southeastern portion cf this reeovery unit (Arizona and New Maricoi
include timber harvest; overgrazing; catastrophic fire; and oil, gas, and mining development
(usDI leesb).

Forested habitats on the North Kaibab Plateau exhibit extensive areas with partial or complete
overstory removal, and canopy closure over much of the area is perhaps less than half that ofthe
owl's habitat that exists within the adjacent Grand Canyon National Park. The forested and non-
forested canyon habitat below the rim of the Plateau are minimally modified and are mostly in
suitable condition. There are curently no established territories within this portion ofthe
recovery unit, although there are recent r€coii:,.: of pairs, singles and juvenile owls.

Within the New Mexico portion of the Colorado Plateau Recovery Unit, the accessible forestcd
areas have undergone considerable modification (Dick-Peddie 1993). Mexican spotted owl
nesting and roosting habitat may be limited primarily to forested canyons and steep slopes. A
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between subpopulations at the metapopulation scale to provide immigrants to otherwise isolated
habitat patches. If the habitat patch has been unoccupied, then the new recruits frll the void.

3. Upper Gila Mountains Recovery Unit

This recovery unit is a relatively narrow band bounded on the north by the Colorado Plateau
Recovery Unit and to the south by the Basin and Range - West Recovery Unit. The southern
boundary of this recovery unit includes the drainages below the Mogollon Rim in central and
eastern fuizona. The eastern boundary extends to the Black, Mimbres, San Mateo, and
Magdalena Mountain ranges ofNew Mexico. The northern and western boundaries extends to
the San Francisco Peaks and Bill Williams Mountain north and east ofFlagstaff, Arizona This is
a topographically complex area consisting of steep foothills and high plateaus dissected by deep
forested drainages. In New Mexico, this recovery unit straddles the Continental Divide. Thc area
west of the Divide is drained by perennial headwaters of the Upper Gila system and include the
San Francisco and Tularosa Nvers. This recovery unit can be considered a "transition zone"
because it is an interface between two major biotic regions: the Colorado Plateau and Basin and
Range Provinces (Wilson 1969).

Habitat within this recovery unit is administered by the Kaibab, Coconino, Apache-sitgreaves,
Tonto, Cibola, and Gila NationalFor€sts. Vegetation generally consists of pifiyon/juniper
woodland, ponderosa pine/mixed conifer forest, some spnrce/fir forest, and deciduous riparian
forest in the lower elevation canyon habitat.

Mexican spotted owls are widely distributed and use a variety of habitat within this recovery unit.
Owls most commonly nest and roost in mixed conifer forests dominated by Douglas fir and/or
white fir and canyons with varying degrees of forest cover{Ganey and Balda 1989; USDI 1995b).
Nesting and roosting occurs in ponderosa pine/Gambel oak forest, where they are typically found
in stands containing well-developed understories of Gambel oak (USDI 1995b).

This recovery unit contains the largest known concentration ofMexican spotted owl with
approximately 55% of known owl territories (USDI 1995b). This recovery unit is located near
the center of the owl's range within the United States and is contiguous to four of the five
recovery units within the United States. Because of its central location and its large and relatively
continuous spotted owl population, the Mexican spotted owl Recovery Team believes that the
population in this recovery unit could be uniquely important to the overall stability and persistence
of the owl population in the United States. Specifrcally, this recovery unit may be considered the

"core" or "source" population, providing immigrants to smaller, more isolated populations in
other recovery units. In source-sink models (Pulliam l9E8), source areas with self-propagating
(typically increasing) populations provide a flow of recruits to "satellite" or sink areas where
populations are not self-reproducing (and may be declining). Therefore, critical habitat units
within this recovery unit may play an important role since the persistence of the satellite
populations depends upon the central source population. Although the Recovery Team has little
data on dispersal patterns or movements between recov€ry units, the Team believes that this
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Very little timber harvest occurs in this recovery unit, although some timber harvest occurs in the
Bradshaw Mountains of the Prescott National Forest. The primary threats to Mexican spotted
owl within this recovery unit are catasrrophic wildfrre, recreation, and grazing (USDI 1995b).

Recent wildfires have occurred in the Pinaleno, Rincon, Chiricahua" and Huachuca Mountains.
The three forests are used heavily for recreation, mainly due to their proximity to the large urban
areas of Tucson and Phoenix. Grazing in riparian areas is of concern because of potential
negative impacts on areas that can provide dispersal habitat among mountain ranges (USDI
r99sb).

5. Basin and Rnnge - East Recovera Unit

This recovery unit lies mostly within New Mexico and contains an estimated 16% of the known
owl sites throughout its range, the second largest in the U.S. Habitat is administered by the
Cibola and Lincoln National Forests. This recovery unit is characterized by nunr€rous parallel
mountain ranges separated by alluvial valleys and broad, flat basins. Owls occur in the isolated
mountain ranges scattered throughout this recovery unit, but the largest portion of the owl
subpopulation here occurs in the Sacramento Mountains. They are most common in mixed-
conifer forests, but are also found in ponderosa pine forests and pifron-juniper woodlands.
Current owl sites have been recorded in National Forest lands in the Sandia, Manzano,
Sacramento and Guadalupe Mountains, Guadalupe National Park and Mescalero Apache Tribal
lands.

Mexican spotted owls occurring in the Sacramento Mountains have been exposed to various
disturbances for more than a century. Natural disturbances include forest fires, and human
disturbances include timber and fuelwood harvest, grazing, land development, and recreation.
Coniferous forests, especially the mixed-conifeq were extensively logged during an era of railroad
logging from 1890 to 1945 (Glover 1984). After the railroad logging era, trees grew rapidly and
attained merchantable sizes in about 40-50 years on favorable sites. Consequently, much ofthe
habitat curently used by owls in the Sacramento Mountains is regrowth forest that has attained a
high density of moderately sized trees, poles, and saplings, together forming multiple canopy
layers.

Past timber harvest practices have left a few remnant old-growth stands and residual pockets of
pre-harvest trees in the Sacramento Mountains. Many of these stands are small (less than l0
acres) and exist as smaller groves amid the younger coniferous forests. The Recovery Plan states
that these remnant patches are critical to the Mexican spotted owl, particularly for nesting and
roosting (USDI 1995b).

According to the Recovery Ptan, the greatest threats to recovery in this recovery unit are
catastrophic fire, some forms of timber harvest and fuelwood harvest. Recovery here will require
maintenance ofexisting and future populations by conserving habitats in areas not only inhabited
by owls but also in areas between occupied sites.
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Southwestern Region were developed and approved berween 1985 and 1988, before the listing of
the Mexican spotted owl and did not contain specific measures to prot€ct the owl. Approval Jf
projects under these forest plans and prior to the listing of the owl lead to adverse effects on the
owl and contributed to the necessity of the species' listing. Since the listing of the owl as
threatened, projects approved under the existing forest pl"nt, and for which the Forest Service
determined "may affect" the owl, were required to undirgo interagency consultation with the
Service. Projects which were likely to adversely affect thi owl, oiresult in the destruction or
adverse modification of the owl's critical habitat, would have been subject to reasonable and
prudent alternatives and/or measures set forth in Service-issued projectJevel biological opinions.

The Service's objective in this analysis is to determine whether the effects of continuing the
implementation of the existing forest plans is likely to jeopardize the continued existenie of the
Mexican spotted owl, or result in the destruction or adverse modification of the owl's critical
habitat. Project-level activities that have been developed under the existing forest plans and
undergone consultation are listed in Appendix A. The Service uses several of thesl projects as
examples in this section. As previously stated, any projects under the existing foresiplans that
"may affect" the owl and/or its critical habitat, and not yet consulted on, areitill subjtct to
separate, project-level section 7 consultation under the ESA.

A. Timber ffarvest and Forest l\{nnngement

The effects of timber harvest on the owl have been described in the Recovery Plan for the owl
(USDI 1995b), previous Biological Opinions provided by the Service to the Forest Sewice on
August 23,1993, and October 8, 1993, Federal Register notices (58 FR 14248-14271, 50 FR
29914-29951), and Status Review for the owl (USDI l99l). However, we present the following
summaries of effects on the owl and its habitat by silvicultural treatments and forest management
practices permitted under existing forest plans. This is not an exhaustive discussion of forcst
management and in no way covers all silvicultural prescriptions. It is intended to provide an
overview of the effects of these treatments on owl habitat in Arizona and New Mexico.

In the Southwest, two broad classifications of silvicultural systems based on methods of
reproduction and resulting age-class mixes of forested stands, are even-age and uneven-age
management. Even-age management has been commonly used in Southwestern forest types and
usually involves relatively small differences in stem ages existing within a given stand. Wthin
even-age systems are included clearcutting, shelterwood, and seed tree methods. The uneven-age
system employs the selection method. The two primary variations of the selection method are
individual tree selection and group selection. These methods are discussed in detail below as well
as other forest management activities such as thinning, salvage, and personal-use fuelwood
activities.

Clearcutting

This term denotes the complete removal of an entire stand in one cutting with reproduction
obtained artificially by seeding or planting, and naturally by seeding from adjacent stands (USDI
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In general, even-age stand structures are not used to any great extent by the owl. Owl nest and
roost sites are typically found in structurally-complex, uneven-aged forests, with a variety of age-
and /or size-classes, a large tree component, many snags and down logs, and relatively high baial
area and canopy closure (Ganey and Dick 1995 14-29, see also SWCA 1992, Armsttong et al.
1994, Ganey and Balda 1994, Ruess 1985, Seamans and Gutierrez 1995.) Further, with its intent
to promote uniformity in tree age, size, and density, even-age management would not be a
preferred system for short-term spotted owl habitat development. Although a widescale
application of even-age management across the Southwest is not preferable, a notable exception
to this would be aspen regeneration. Also, even-age silviculture may be a useful tool ifused to
meet certain ecosystem objectives when employed at the proper scale.

Individ unl Tree Selection

Individual or single tree selection, as the name implies, involves the removal of single, scattered
trees. This method generally favors shade-tolerant species, but its affects are a function ofthe
residual stocking levels. The effects of this treatment vary depending on the location, number,
and type of trees removed. Individual tree selection may be incompatible with maintaining and
developing owl habitat if individual trees are chosen for removal because they have grown to
maturity, or because they are of poor commercial quality. Diversity of tree species and diamcters
appears to be high in many owl nesting and roosting areas (fohnson and Johnson 1988, Johnson
1989, 1990, Seamans and Gutierrez 1995). Owl nest and roost sites typically contain a large tree
component (Ganey and Balda 1989a, Duncan and Taiz 1992, Ganey et al. 1992, Fletcher and
Hollis 1994, Tarango et al. 1994, Seamans and Gutierrez 1995). Further, besides old raptor
nests, nest structures in live conifers include broken top cavities, witches brooms, stick platforms
on "bayonet limbs", and stick nests in a multiple-topped tree (Ganey and Dick 1995, SWCA
1992.,21). Therefore, selecting individual trees in order to maximize timber production will
eliminate key owl habitat components. However, if this type of timber harvest method is used
correctly, it can, in some instances, enhance owl habitat by creating natural openings which may
increase prey availability (Ward and Block l99S).

Group Selection

Group selection entails the removal of a small patch of trees; the width of the patch is usually less
than twice the height of the dominant (i.e., largest) tree. Group selection treatments create a
landscape mosaic composed of small, usually ll4-2 acre, patches. This is somewhat analogous to
a small clearcut, but the difference between the group selection and the clearcut method is in the
spatial scale of application. Group selection is used to create a balance of age- or size-classes in
small contiguous groups resulting in a mosaic within a stand, whereas even-age methods, such as
a clearcut are typically applied to an entire stand.

Group selection offers a number of advantages for the developrnent of potential owl habitat over
single-tree selection techniques. Application of the group selection method could provide a
mosaic of many small even-aged or two-storied groups across a forest stand. Edge effects found
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Steep-slope Logging

Also referred to as cable or skyline logging, steep-slope logging is used to harvest timber on
forested areas with grades > 40oh. Existing forest plans for 4 of the I I New Mexico and Arizona
National Forests contain provisions to allow cable or skyline logging on slopes > 4OoA (USDI
l99l). For example, the Gila National Forest (USFS 1986a) suggests total timber harvest for the
forest could be increased by entering steep slopes, with as much as 50% of the total timber
volume coming from these areas in five decades. The Lincoltt National Forest PIan (USFS
1986b) specifies 4,850 acres of steep-slope logging, and the Santa Fe National Forest Plan
(USFS 1987c) calls for harvest of 1.5 million board feet annually by skyline logging.

Many steep-slopes that have not been harvested in the past contain owls (8. Bloch Rocky
Mountain Range Experimental Station, Flagstafi, Arizona, pers. comm.). Steep slopes typically
provide superior owl habitat by virtue of the owls'preference for steep topography, rock outcrops
and cliffs, and the generally cooler microclimates. These slopes also often support multilayered
mixed-conifer forest (USDI 1991). The cool, north facing forested slopes in the Southwest
often contain large, mature trees and, thus, owls are often present. Logging activities within these
areas could remove an important component of owl habitat.

Personal Use Fuehvood

Fuelwood gathering of dead and down timber and small gr€en wood is generally permitted
throughout the Southwest in the National Forests. Fuelwood gathering activities are widely
distributed across nearly all forest and woodland types. Although most National Forests have
specific designated fuelwood gathering areas, until 1995 the Coronado National Forest allowed
firewood collections forest-wide "as wood is accessibly found", subject to the terrns of a special
fuelwood gathering permit. The majority of dead and down wood is gathered in areas that were
recently thinned or commercially logged. These areas are easily accessible and downed wood is
abundant. It is, however, difficult to ascertain the exact volume (cords) actually removed from
National Forests of the Southwest. This activity may be beneficial to the forest by removing
excess fuel, thus, reducing the risk of stand-replacing fires. However, wood collection in owl
nesting and roosting habitat may adversely affect the owl and its habitat if important habitat
components are removed such as large snags and downed logs.

B. Grazing l\{anagement

The Recovery Plan summarizes the major suspected influences of grazing on owls as: (l) changes
to prey availability; (2) lessened potential for beneficial low-intensity ground frres, and increased
potential for destructive high-intensity vertical fires; (3) deterioration of riparian areas; and (a)
suppression of the capacity of areas to mature into habitat for the owl and its prey.

The Recovery Team concluded that predicting the extent of effects caused by grazing and
developing management options will require more understanding of the relationship of owls and
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C. Recrentionnl l\{anngement

The Recovery Team recognized that recreational programs or acti\'lties in the Southwestern
NationalForests also have some potential to adversely affect Mexican spotted owl by disturbing
nest, roost, and foraging areas. Indirect disturbance may occur through habitat alteration caused
by the trampling of vegetation or soil damage, or both. The Recovery Team assumed that
actMties that do not cause habitat alteration generally have a low potential to impact the Mexican
spotted owl, but recognized that exceptions to this may exist in local situations or in Recovery
Units where recreational use is high. The determining factors for an activity's ability to impact the
owl is a combination of the activity's location, intensity, frequency, and duration.

Widespread activities identified by the Recovery Team as having some potential to afFect the owl
and the owl's habitat include camping, hiking, off-road vehicle use, rock-climbing, and wildlife
viewing and photography. Each of the existing forest plans contains within their forest-wide
management direction and/or standards and guidelines specific guidance for the recreational
planning, as well as endangered and threatened species. As demonstrated in past consultations,
specific recreational projects do have the potential to affect the lVexican spotted owl and its
critical habitat. The Biological Assessment indicates that, although some recr€ation projects on
the NationalForests have been proposed that have an effect on the owl, all have been modified
through project-level consultation, or dropped from consideration.

The actual effects of projects in this managem€nt area are localized and highly specific to the
individual project and therefore difficult to characterize over the long term. The standards and
guidelines under Recreation Management do not, by themselves, foreclose the development of
project-level activities likely to adversely affect the Mexican spotted owl.

I). Other Forest Programs

As discussed in the Biological Assessment, other forest programs include: soil, air, and water
management; transportation management; fish, wildlife, and rare plant management; minerals
management; special use management; land ownership; law enforcement; planning, general
administratioq facilities management; pest management; and cultural resource management.

Although each of these programs may contain project-level activities that may affect the owl and
its critical habitat, gui:iance and direction are found in the existing standards and guidelines, along
with management direction, such that effects on the owl and/or its critical habitat may be avoided
or moderated at the project-level.

As with recreation management, the actual eff,ects cf projects in these management areas are
localized and highly specific to the individual project and therefore dillicult to characterize over
the long term. The standards and guidelines that provide direction for these other programs do
not, by themselves,'foreclose the development of project-level activities likely to adversely affect
the Mexican spotted owl. However, individual activities that "may affect" the Mexican spotted
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the continued existence of a listed species or destroy or adversely modiS a listed species'critical
habitat. "Cumulative effects" is defined at 50 CFR 4O2.OZ as "...those effects of future State or
private activities, not involving Federal activities, that are reasonably certain to occur within the
action area of the Federal action subjeci to consultation."

A. Stnte nnd Private Activitie

The Service's most recent assessment of spotted owls and owl habitat on non-Federal lands is
found in the final rule designating critical habitat for the Mexican spotted owl (60 FR 29916-
29917). According to that document, approximately 3Yo of known Mexican spotted owl habitat
in the U.S. is found on State and private land in Arizona and New Mexico. Neither State has laws
specifically protecting spotted owl habitat on either State or private land (USDI 1995). The Act
prohibits incidental taking of listed species through habitat degradation, but the Service is
unaware of instances where private actions have resulted in such habitat degradation.

If one assumes that all State and private spotted owl habitat is unprotected, and that all such lands
are subject to timber harvest, then approximately 3% of existing spotted owl habitat in the action
area is unprotected. However, regulations require only that actions "reasonably certain to occur"
be considered in analyses of cumulative effects. While the Service has no data on the extent of
harvest of owl habitat on State and private lands, it is reasonable to assume that some such lands
are not sufticiently timbered for commercially viable harvests; are inaccessible for purpose of
timber harvest; are logistically unavailable; or are otherwise not subject to habitat-degrading
activities.

B. Tribal r,ands

Tribal lands are held in "trust" by the Federal Government for the beneficial use of the Tribes.
They are not considered public lands or part of the public domain. Tribes are sovereign
governments with management authority over wildlife and other Tribal land resources. For
purposes of this biological opinion, Tribal management of Mexican spotted owl habitat that does
not involve Federal agency actions is considered non-Federal and therefore is considered under
this cumulative effects analysis.

The final rule designating critical habitat for the Mexican spotted owl stat€s that approximately
15% ofMexican spotted owl habitat in the U.S. occurs on Tribal lands (60 FR 29917). Only a
small percentage of spotted owl habitat in Colorado and Utah is tribally managed, so the
percentage oftribally managed spotted owl habitat in the action area is probably slightly more
than l5%.

Many Tribes maintain professionally staffed wildlife and natural resources management programs
to ensure prudent management and protection of tribal resources, including threatened and
endangered species. The FWS is aware of spotted owl conservation efforts on five Indian
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2,430'4,050 ha (6,000-10,000 ac), and contain 57% of known spotted owl sites on the
reservation.

"Category-2" DMAs include areas supporting l-3 owl territories. Habitat outside the territories is
managed only secondarily for spotted owls, with other resource objectives given priority. No
timber harvest is allowed in 30-ha (75 ac) patches around owl activity cent€rs. A seasonal
restriction on potentially disturbing activities is provided in a2}2-ha(500 ac) are4 and timber
prescriptions within this area should be designed to improve habitat integrity. The Service has
determined that the White Mountain Apache plan is adequate to reasonably ensure persistence of
the Mexican spotted owl on Tribal lands.

3. San Cnrlos Apache Tribe

The San Carlos Indian Reservation lies in the Basin and Range - West Recovery Unit and the
Upper Gila Mountains Recovery Unit. Less than l0% of Mexican spotted owl nesting roosting,
and foraging habitat is within the Tribe's commercial timber base. The Service and thi Tribe are
currently working on, but have not completed, a conservation plan for the reservation.

4. Jicarilln Apache Tribe

The Jicarilla Apache Reservation is located in the Southern Rocky Mountains - New Mexico
Recovery Unit. The Jicarilla Apache Tribe has developed a spotted owl conservation plaq
approved by the Jicarilla Tribal Council and accepted by the FWS. No resident owls have been
detected to date on the reservation; however, in the event resident owls are detected, the Tribe
has proposed to designate a 405-ha (1,000 ac) management territory. Uneven-aged timber
management will be allowed to continue in all but 40 ha (100 ac) of the territory. In the absence
of confrrmed resident owls, all mixed-conifer stands of l0 ha (25 ac) or greater are treated as
roosting/nesting sites, and timber harvest is not allowed. A seasonal restriction around any active
nest sites is also proposed.

5. Navajo Nntion

The Navajo Nation lies in the Colorado Plateau Recovery Unit. The Navajo Nation is working
with the Bureau of Indian Affairs on a Navajo Forest Management Plan, and no timber harvest
activity is expected until the plan is complete.

VIT. CONCLUSION

Pursuant to 50 CFR 402.02, to'Jeopardize the continued existence of' means to engage in an
action that reasonably would be expected, directly or indirectly, to reduce appreciably the
likelihood of both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing
reproduction, numbers, or distribution of that species. "Destruction or adverse modification"
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analysis. That definition states that standards and guidelines are, "the bounds or constraints within
which all management activities are to be carried out in achieving forest plan objectives."

Compliance with the alternative guidance described in the follorving elements will not satisfy the
Forest Service's responsibility to consult on project-level activities that "may affect" the Mixican
spotted owl or its critical habitat. Howeveq any projects carried out under the existing forest
plans will be reviewed by the Service in terms of their conformity with these elements pursuant to
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act.

Forest Plnn Stnndards

' Provide for three levels of habitat management - protected, restricted, and other forest and
woodland types to achieve a diversity of habitat conditions across the landscape.
Protected areas should include delineated protected activity centers (PACs); mixed conifer
and pine-oak forests with slopes greater than 40Yo where timber harvest has not occurred
in the last 20 years; and reserved lands which include wilderness, research natural ani3as,
wild and scenic rivers, and congressionally recognized rvilderness study areas. Restrircted
areas will include all mixed-conifer, pine-oak, and riparian forests outside of protected
areas. Other forest and woodland types include all ponderosa pine, spruce-fir, woodland,
and aspen forests outside protected and restricted areas.

' Provide for survey of all potential spotted owl areas including protected, restricted, and' 
other forest and woodland types within an analysis area plus the area % milebeyond the
perimeter of a proposed treatment area.

' Provide for the establishment ofPACs at all Mexican spotted owl sites located during
surveys and all management territories established since 1989.

' Provide that, except for fuel wood and fire risk abatement, no timber harvest be allowed in
established PACs. For PACs destroyed by fire, windstorm, or other natural disaster,
salvage timber harvest or declassification may be allowed on a case-by-case basis after
consultation with the Service. Note: a provision in the following section of these
alternatives allows for some treatments in PACs for fuel accumulations to abate fire risk.

' Provide that, except for fire risk abatement, no timber harvest be allowed in mixed conifer
and pine-oak forests on slopes greater than 40Yo where timber harvest has not occurrd in
the last 20 years.

. Limit human activity in PACs during the owl's breeding season.
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' Provide that' in protected u* restricted areas, when activities conducted in conformancewith these standards and guidelin.r r.y uaJ.r*lv affect oth", thrlutened, endangered, orsensitive species or may conflict *ith ;ihe; esiabtished recovery prans or conservationagreements, consurtation with the Service is required. 
J r-

' Provide that changes in owl density and habitat needed for delisting be monitored.

Forest plan Guidelines

' 

;::Jj::J*t 
survevs be conducted following Southurestern Region (Region 3) suwey

PROTECTED AREAS

protected Activity Centers (pACs)

Provide that areas of not less than 600 acres be delineated around the activity center usingboundaries of known.habitat polygons and/or topographic features. wriu"nl*ificationfor boundary delineation should Li provided n"tiity'""it"r is defined as the nest site. Inthe abserrce of a known n€st, the 
""ii.,nity."nter 

shouid be defined 
", " 

,oor, g-rru
commonly used during breeding. In the absence of a known nest or roost, the activitycenter should be detined as the best nest/roost habitat.

Provide that PAC boundaries should enclose the best possible owl habitat configured in ascompact a unit as possible, with the nest or activity center located near the center.

Provide that PAC boundaries should never overlap.

Provide that PAC maps and descriptions be provided to the recovery unit working group
for comment as soon as possible 

"i.r.orpietion 
of surwys.

Provide that road or trail building in protected activity centers should be avoided but bepermitted on a case-by-case basis foipressing management reasons.

Provide that, in general, a continuation of the level of recreation activities that was
occurring prior to listing be allowed

Prold.e that "birding" guides be required to apply for and obtain a special use permit. Acondition ofthe permit shall be thaithey obtain a sub permit under the Service,s Master
endangered species permit. The permiishould stipulaie thc sites, dates, number ofvisits
and maximum group size permisslble.
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. provide that harvest of fuel wood be done in such a way as to minimize effects on the owl

whenever possible rvithin the following management limitations:

- Retain key forest species such as oak.
- Retain key habitat components such as snags and large downed logs.
- Harvest conifers less than 9 inches in diameter only within those protected activity

centers treated to abate fire risk as described below'

. provide that treatments for fuel accumulations to abate fire risk be managed accordingly:

. Select for treatment l0% of the PACs where nest sites are known in each recovery

unit having high fire risk conditions. Also select another l0% of the PACs where

nest sites are known as a paired sample to serve as control areas.
, Designate a 100 acre "no treatment" area around the known nest site of each

selected PAC. Habitat in the no treatment area should be as similar as possible in

structure and composition as that found in the activity center.
- Use combinations of thinning trees less than 9 inches in diameter, mechanical fuel

treatment and prescribed firJ to abate fire risk in the remainder of the selected PAC

outside the 100 acr€'no treatment" area.
- Retain woody debris larger than 12 inches in diameter, snags, clumps of

broadleafed woody vegitation, and hardwood trees larger than l0 inches in
dianreter at the root collar.

- Select and treat additional PACs in l0% increments if monitoring of the initial
sample shorvs there were no negative impacts or there were negative impacts
which can be mitigated by modi$ing treatment methods.

- Use light prescribed burns in non selected PACs on a case-by-case basis. Burning

should avoid a 100 acre "no treatment" area around the activity center. Large
woody debris, snags, clumps ofbroadJeafed woody vegetation should be retained

and hardwood trees larger than l0 inches diameter at the root collar.
- Pre- and post-treatment monitoring should be condwted in all PACs treated for

fire risk abatement.

Steep Slopes (mixed conifer and pine-onk forests with greater than 407o

slopes outside PACs)

Provide that treatments for fuel accumulations to abate fire risk be done within the

following limitations:

- No seasonal restrictions apply.
- Combinations of thinninglieis tess than 9 inches in diameter, mechanicd fuel

removal, and prescribed fire be used.
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- Retain woody debris rarger than 12 inches in diarneter, snags, crumps ofbroa.lleared.woody uegetation, ano hardwood tress larger than l0 inches indiameter at the ,ooi .oiiur.- 
il:ili ff:Ht:jment 

monitoring should occur within all steep slopes treated for

Reserved Lands (wilderness, Resenrch Naturnl Areas, wild and scenicRivers, and congressionaily Recognized wirderness study Areas)
' Provide that prescribed naturar fire where appropriate be alowed.

RESTRICTED AREAS (Mixed conifer, pine-oak, and riparian forests)
' Provide that mixed conifer and pine-oak forests be managed within the paranrcters below:

Manage to ensure a sustained level of owl nest/roost habitat well distributed acrossthe landscape. crcate replacement owl nest/roost habitat where 
"ppropri"rc;Hbproviding a diversity of stand conditions across the landscape to ensure habitat fora dirersity of prey species.

M11age restricted areas in accordance with the minimum percentag€s of restrictedhabitat shown in the following table 6. The table displaysihe minirnum percent€e
of restricted area which shoutd be managed to have nesVroost characteristics. Th,eminimum mixed conifer restricted area includes l0% at 170 basal area and an
additional amount of area at 150 basal area. The additional area of 150 basal area
is +10% in BR-E and +15% in all other r€covery units. The variables are for stand
averages and are minimum threshold values. In pro.iect design, no stands at or
above the minimum threshold values should be ieduced below the threshold values
unless a district-wide or larger landscape analysis of restricted arcas shows that
there is a surplus of restricted area u.rir r""tirlg th€ threshold rralues.
Management should be designed to create minirium threshold conditions on
project areas where there is a deficit of stands meeting minimum threshold
conditions unless the district-wide or larger landscape-analysis shows tlrcre is a
surplus.
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TABLE 6
VARIABLE MC

ALLRU
MC

BR-E RU
MC

OTHER RU
PINE-
OAK

Rcrtrictcd Area 7e l0o/o +lOo/o +l5o/o l@/o

Stand Averager for: Basal Arca t70 150 r50 150

18 inch + trces/ac 20 20 20 20

Oek basal erea NA NA NA 20

Percent total existing stand density inder by sizc

clasr:

l2-18' l0 l 0 l0 l 5

18-24" l 0 t0 l0 t5

24+' t 0 l0 l0 l5

MC = Mansgement temtory
RU = RecoveryUnit
BR-E = Basin & Range East

. Provide that natural disturbance patterns be mimicked by incorporating natural variation"
such as irregular tree spacing and various patch sizes, into management prescriptions.

. Provide that all species of native trees in the landscape including early seral species be
maintained.

. Allow for natural canopy gap processes to occur, thus producing horizontal variation in
stand structure.

. Provide for emphasis on uneven-aged management systems. Both even-aged and
uneven-aged systems may be used where appropriate to provide variation in existing stand
structure and species diversity. Existing stand conditions will determine which system is
appropriate.

. Provide for extension ofrotation ages for even-aged stands to greater than 200 years-
Silvicultural prescriptions should explicitly state when vegetative manipulation will cease
until rotation age is reached.

. Provide that all trees greater than}4 inches dbh be saved.

. In pine-oak forests, provide for the retention of existing large oaks and promote growth of
additional large oaks.
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. provide that substantive amounts of key habitat components be retained includiqg:
_ Snags lg inches in diameter and larger._ l_own logs over 12 inches,riOp"i"t diameter.

Hardwoods for retention, recruitr.n, and repracement oflarge hardwoods.

Riparian Areas

Provide that emphasis be given to maintenance and restoration of healthy nparianecosystems through conformance with forest pd;fi;tandards and guidelines.Management strategies should move degraded ri-parian vegetation toward good conditionas soon as possible' Darnage to riparian vegetatiorq streai banks, and channels should beprevented.

Domestic Livestock Grazing

Provide that forest plan forage utilization standards and guidclines be implemented tomaintain owl prey availability, maintain potential for berJficial fire wrribinliuitingpotential destructive fire, maintain and restore riparian ecosystems, and promotedevelopment of owl habitat. strive to attain gooa to excellent rar€e conditions.

Old Growth

Except where otherwise noted, provide for the implementation of forest plan old grouth
standards and guidelines that maintain and promorc development of owl habitat.

OTI{ER FOREST AND WOODLAND TYPES

r1o1i!g that ecosystem approaches be applied to manage for landscape divenity
mimicking natural disturbance patterns, incorporating i"tui"t variation in stand conditionsand retaining special features such as snags 

"nd 
l"tg" trees, utilizing appropriate fircs, andretention of existing old growth in accorJance witlifore"ipr- oldlrowth standards andguidelines.

GIIIDELII\ES FOR SPECIFIC RECO\IERY UNITS

Colorado plateau Recovery Unit

No special additional guidelines apply.
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Southern Rocky l\Iountain - Nerv l\{exico Recovery Unit

. No special additional guidelines apply.

Upper Giln i\Iountains Recovera Unit

. No special additional guidelines apply.

Bnsin and Range - West Recovely Unit

. Emphasize restoration of lowland riparian habitats.

. Provide that any management activities necessary to implement the Mt Graham red

squirrel recovery plan, which may conflict with standards and guidelines for Mexican

sjotted owl, wiil iequire project-level consultation with the Service to resolve conflicts.

Basin and Rnnge - East Recovery Unit

. Emphasize restoration of lowland riparian habitats.

. Management actir.iries necessary to implement the Sacramento Mountain thistle recovery
plan, which may conflict with standards and guidelines for Mexican spotted owl, will

' 
require project-level consultation with the Service to resolve conflicts.

MONITORING GUIDELINES

. Monitoring and evaluation should be collaboratively planned and coordinated with
involvement from each national forest, the Service Ecological Services Field Office and
Regional Offrce, the Forest Service's Regional Ofiice, Rocky Mountain Research Statioq
recovery team, and recovery unit working groups.

. Population monitoring should be a collaborative effort with participation of all appropriate
resource agencies.

. Habitat monitoring of gross habitat changes should be a collaborative effort of all

appropriate resource agencies.

. Habitat monitoring of treatment effects (pre and post treatment) should be done by the

agency conducting the treatment.
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' Prepare an annual monitoring and evaluation report covering all levels of monitoring done
in the previous year. The annual report should be forwarded to the Regional Forester with
copies provided.to the recovery unit working groups, the Service's Ec-ological Senrices
field offices, and the Service's Regional Oftice.

Range wide monitoring

' Track gross changes in acres of owl habitat resulting from natural and human caused
disturbances. Acreage changes in vegetation composition, structure, and density should
be tracked, evaluated, and reported. Remote sensing techniques should providean
adequate level of accuracy.

' In protected and restricted areas where silvicultural or fire abatement tr€atm€nts af,e
planned, monitor treated stands pre and post treatment to d€termine changes and
trajectories in.fuel levels; snag basal areas; live tree basal areas; volume ofdoorn logs over
12 inches in diameter; and basal area of hardwood tr€es over l0 inches in dianretcr-at the
root crown.

Upper Giln Mountain, Basin nnd Range East, and Basin and Range West Recovery Units
Monitoring

' Assist the Recovery Team and recovery unit working groups in the establishnrent of
sampling units consisting of 19 to 39 square mile quadrats randomly allocated to habitat
strata. Quadrats should be defined based on ecological boundaries such as ridgc lines and
watersheds. Quadrat boundaries should not traverse owl t€rritori€s. Twcnty percent oftlre
quadrats will be replaced each year at random.

' Using the sample quadrats, monitor the number of tenitorial individuals and pairs per
quadrat; reproduction; appar€nt survival; recruitment; and age stnrcturc. Track
population density both per quadrat and habitat stratum.

D(. INCIDENTAL TAKE

Section a(d) and 9 of the ES.\ as amended, prohibit taking (harass, harm, pursu€, hun! shoot,
wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or attempt to €ngage in any such conduct ) of listed species
of fish or wildlife without a special exemption. Harm is further defined to include significant
habitat modification or degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by signifcantly
impairing behavioral patterns such as breeding, feeding; or sheltering. Harass is defined as actions
that create the likelihood of injury to listed species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt
normal behavior patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding, foeding or shelterirg.
Incidental take is any take of listed animal species that results fron\ but is not the purpose o!

4L
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carrying out an otherwise lawful activity conducted by the Federal agency or th€ applicant. Under

the terms of section 7(bX4) and section 7(o)(2), taking that is incidental to and not intended as

part of the agency action is not considered a prohibited taking provided that such taking is in

compliance with the terms and conditions of this incidental take statement.

The Service has developed the following incidental take statement based on the premise that the

reasonable and prudent alternative of this biological opinion will be implemented.

The Service anticipates that little, if any, incidental take ofMexican spotted owls may occur as ttrc

result of the implementation of individual projects designed and approved under the reasonable

and prudent altlrnative to the proposed action. The precise level of incidental take cannot be

determined at this time, and this incidental take statement does not cover incidental take that

might result from those individual projects. fury incidental take must be covered by lower-level
(programmatic or project-level) biological opinions, where the amount and the efflect of any
incidental take can be more accurately defined and reasonable and prudent measures can be
designed to eliminate or minimize take.

X. REINITIATION STATEMENT

This concludes formal consultation for the Mexican spotted owl and designated critical habitat in
regard to the continu€d implementation of the existing forest plans. Pursuant to 50 CFR 402.16,
reinitiation of formal consultation is required if; (l) new information reveals that management
direction may affect the Mexican spotted owl or its critical habitat in a manner or to an ext€nt not
previously considered; (2) the agency action is subsequently modified in a manner that causes an
effect to the owl or critical habitat in a manner not considered in this opinion; or (3) a new species
is listed, or critical habitat is designated, that may be affected by the action.

The Service has evaluated the impacts to the owl in this consultation under the assumption that
the Recovery Plan will be implemented. Essential components of that plan are population and
habitat monitoring for the owl. This monitoring will standardize monitoring efforts for tracking
the region-wide condition of owl habitat, and thereby greatly increase the consistency and
reliability of data used in determining the baseline conditions in consultations on the owl. Because
some of the management guidelines in the Recovery Plan are largely untested, the Plan itself
recognizes that timely implementation of monitoring is essential to validate and, if necessary,
adjust the recovery strategy presented in the Plan. The continuing effectiveness of this biological
opinion depends on the validity of the Recovery Plan strategy and on confirmation that the
inferred baseline conditions accurately reflect the status of owl populations and habitat.

Accordingly, the Service expects that the Forest Service will initiate the pilot study for the
population and macrohabitat monitoring program within one year ofthe date of this biological
opinion.
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Another assumption in this consultation is that the Forest service will proceed with the adoptionof the amendments to.the fb.;;;;lat wiil provide aaaea protr"tion rorii" vr*i"an spotredowl' In this consultation, tnt s.*i.. ias ioentin.o trr. 
"ii*ar"nt, 

i" iir r""r*able and prudentalternative that is to-be,applied;;;;;;rt r.u.i p"niiirg-;r"na,,,ent ofthe prans. Fa'ure to
;$,]:ilX';ff: ff:l*1,1"*.,u., 

igqT wourd ,;Ji,;;" 
"ew information rlqui,ing re_

If you or your staffhave any questions regarding this consultation, feel free to contact RonMcCf endon of Ecological Services ^rlqg-AASZ.

Sincerely,

Regional Director

cc:
James Lloyd, Pat Jackson,l*on Fager, Heather Hollis, Forest Service, Albuquerque, l.Ilvt
!99S-rghic Managers, (U/p XG/L),-Regi on Z, ebuluerq"", f.n AChiet Fcological Services, Region 2, .{buqu"rqu", irIM'- 

-'

lupervisors, Ecological servicis Field offices, atuuqueique, NM, and phoeni x, AZSteve.Chambers, Ron l{cClendon, Region 2, Albuquerqul, I.nnI
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United States Department of rhe Inrerior

FISH AND VILDLIFE SER!'ICE
P.O. Bor li06

.{lbueucnuc. :r*cw lrtcd€o d-i0J

In Reply Refer To:
Region 2/ES-SE

l,lAY i 4 !99S oooo3lRo

Charles C. Cartwright, Jr., Regional Forester
Forest ServicE
U.S. Deparrment of Agriculture
517 Gold Avenue SW., Room 6429
Albuquerque, New Mexico 871O2-0O84

Dear Mr. Cartwright:

Pfease find enclosed the final Biotogicat Opinion - Mexican Spotted Owt and Critbal
Habitat and Forest Plan Amendmenfs. This document is prepared in response to
the Forest Service's July 14, 1995, request for formal consultation with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, as
amended.

lf you have questions regarding this transmittal, please contact Ron fVhClendon,
Endangered Species, at {5051 248-0653.

Sirrcerely,

-)4

htry i2: fiz"//"*r'
t / -  

, /

Refional Diroctor

Enclosurc

cc:
James Uoyd, Pat Jackson, Leon Fager, Heather Hollis, Forest Service, Albuqtrerqrrc,

New Mexico
Supervisor, Ecological Services Field offices, Albuquerque, New Mexico and

Phoenix, Arizona
Joe Mazzoni, Geographic Manager - New Mexico, Region 2
Jim Young, Geographic Manager - Arizona, Region 2
Susan Macmullin, Chief - Endangered Species, Region 2
Steve Chambers, Chief - Usting, Region 2
Ron McClendon, Consultation Biologist, Region 2

Copyright © 2014 Environmental Law Institute®, Washington, DC. Reprinted with permission from ELR®, http://www.eli.org, 1-800-433-5120.
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Biological Opinion

Mexican Spotted owl and Critical Habitat
and

Forest Plan Amendments

IJ.S. Forest Service
Southwestern Region

i.llt ,.lry rcqa

U.S. Fish and Wdlife Service
Rcgion2

Albuquerquc, Nerw ltfiorico
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United States Deparrment of the Inrerior

FISH .{,ND \\'ILDLIFE SERVICE
l.C). Bux l.iti6

.{ihuoucrouc. Nc.r \lcxrcG S-i 01

In Reply Refer To:
Region 2/ES-SE

[l'4 UAY ,r--

Consultation Number 00003 IRO

Charles C. Cartwrighq lr.
United States Deparunent of Agriculnrre
Forest Service
517 Gold Avenue SW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102-0084

Dear Mr. Cartwright:

This is in response to the Forest Service's July 14, 1995, request for formal consr.rltation with the
U.S. Fish and Wldlife Service (Service) under section 7 ofthe Endangered Specics Act (Act), as
amended. The Forest Service proposes to implement new amended standards and guidelincs on
thc 11 National ForesB of Arizona and New Mocico in the Forest Senrice's Region 3
(S outhwestern Region. )

This consultation considers the effects on the Mo<ican spottd owl (owl) and its critical habitat
from the implementation of the Forest Service's Regionwide amendment of forest plans, which is
the preferred alternative (Alternative G) ofthe Forest Service's Firnl Ewironmenal Inpact
statementfor Amendnent of Forest plans,dated october 1995 (FEIS).

The Forest Service included with its July t4 request for the initiation of consultation the
Biological Assessment - hvironmental Impact Satement Amending Forest PIns To
Incorporate Stodards and Guidelinesfor the M*ican Spotted Owl md Nor-thern Godunk,
dated July 6, 1995 @iological Assest*'.trt.) That docunrent presented an assessment ofthe
effects of implementing amended standards and guidelines that would direct National Forest
nranagement in a manner in conformity with theMericor Spotted Owt kcweryPlan (Recorrery
Plan) (USDI 1995b). In the Biological Assessmen! the Forest Service determined that, becausc
the standards and guidelines implement a recovery plaq and are designed to provide for the needs
ofthe owl, the forest plan amendments *may afFect, but are not likelyto advenely affect'', thc oq,l
or its critical habitat.

The Service also acknowledges receipt of the Forest Service's supplemental connrltation package
dated October 10, 1995, that included the Supplemental Biotogical Assessment - Etwirownental
Impact Statement Amending Forest PIot To Incorporate Standsds ordhtidelinesfu the
Meican Spotted Owl and Northern God@lk.

Copyright © 2014 Environmental Law Institute®, Washington, DC. Reprinted with permission from ELR®, http://www.eli.org, 1-800-433-5120.
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Charles W. Carnvright, Jr.

This biological opinion primarily is based on information provided in: the Rocovery plan, the
Forest Service's FEIS; the Forest Service's consultation packages, dated July 14, 1995 and
October 10, 1995; Forest Service and Service discussions and meetittgr 

"onduaed 
prior to, urd

during this consultation involving Regional and field office staft fui administruive rocord ofthis
conzultation is on file in the Service's Region 2 office at Albuque-rqug New Mexico.

In accordance with section 7 ofthe Endangered Spccies Act of 1973, as amcnded, (ld U.S.C.
l53l et. seq.), this document represents the Serviie's biological opinion on thc effects of the
lrest Service's proposed action on the Mexican spotted o*t *a its desigruted criticat habitat.
Thc recelpt by the Service of the supplementu niological Assessrncnt on October 10, 1995, is to
be considercd thc date at which this formal consultation was initiatcd.

The Service finds that implementation of the forest plans, as amended by ttrc new standards and
guidelincsr is not likcly to jeopardize the continued qristence of the trtexican spottd owl, and is
not ti!$v to dcstroy or adversely modrfy the species' critical habitat. project-iwel actions and
activities planned and implemcnted undcr the amendcd standards and guidelines, takcn togatrcr,
should promot€ thc rscovery of the owl.

The Forest Service had expressed in thcir luly 14, 1995, lctter a hopc that funre projectJwel
consultations may be unneessary if firnrre projects mect the proposed forestwideagcnaoa
standards and guidclines for the Mocican sfott"a owl. In later concspondencg the Forest
Scrvice statcd that'i1 any ciutc of project desrgn wherc ttrere is any apparent conflict bcturoco thc
new standards and guidelines and old standards and guidelirrcs, the new standards and guide66
will take precedence.''(UsDA Forest Service, i" litt February 14, 1996.) In thc nfy fe k$cr,
the Forest Service stated that "h is our hope as a result of this consultation effort for thc
Morican spottd owl and its designated critiial habitat, that if our projects mect thcse standards
and guidelines no further consultation is necessary. This would babecausg at the programmatic
lwd you concur that the owl or its critical habitat may bc affeaed but are not likciy ti bc
adversdy affectcd.'

Thc Servicc anticipates that mos! if not a[ actions tha1 follow the standards and guidelim
amended to conform with the management recommendations in the Rocovcry Plan wogld rct bc
tilcdy to adversely atr€t the owl or thc owl's critical habiter Howwcr, dvcn the generality of
the forest plans' standards and guidelines, and the information in the Bioi-ogical Assessrncc, tlrc
Service predict that dl projects dweloped within ttrese standards -A goiaait s will avoid
all adversc ef[ects to the owl at the project-lerrd. Formal consultation on tho Mcxican spottcd
owl would not be necessary for a future projectJwel activity n (l) the project is dweloped
within the amended standards and guidelines for the Morican rpott.d o*f; (Z) a biological
evaluatiol gf the projest concludes that the projest is not likelyto adversely ;e"t thgowl or its
critical habitag and (3) a copy of the biological evaluation covlring thc ptoj*t area is supplbd to
the Service's Ecological Services office for concurrence. The Service t"iU toi"* ttre resuhs of

Copyright © 2014 Environmental Law Institute®, Washington, DC. Reprinted with permission from ELR®, http://www.eli.org, 1-800-433-5120.
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Charles W. Cartwright, Jr. 3

projeds implemented under these forest plan amendments one year from the effective date of
these amendments and determine if a higher level of con*rr.n"e on future project-level activities
is appropriate.

L CONSTILTATION HISTORY

After the completion of the Draft Mericot Spotted Owl Recovery Planin lvlarcll 1995, meetings
were held on l\[ay I and 2, 1995, between the Department ofJusticg Forest Serrrice pot**d-
and Sewice personnel to discuss the Forest Service's Drafi Erwironntental hnpact Statement -
Amendntent of Forest PIot (DEIS). It was decided at that time that the Forest Servicc would in
cooperation with the Servicg urd with input from the Morican Spotted Owl Recovcry Tearq
amend and rwise the standards and guidelines of the existrng forest plans to conform with the
management recommendations found in the Recovery Plan. These amended standards and
guidelines will be implemented upon the signing of the Record ofDecision for thc Forest
Senricc's FEIS. That document urat released in final version on Octobeq 1995. The preferred
alternative of the FEIS is named as Alternative G. This alternative calls for the amended
stsndards and guidelines to be incorporated into the l1 forest plans ofthe National Forests ofthc
Forest Service's Southwestern Rcgion.

Sweral steps were taken to dwelop the Alternative G in the FEIS. On lrday 5, 1995, a Standards
and Cruidelines Team was formed with members of,the Forest Service, a menrbo from the
Mocican Spotted Owl Recovery Tearn, and a member from thc Service. This team was clrargcd
to cooperatively oristing standards and guidelines to conform with thc owl managcmcilt
recommendations inthe Draft Mericor Spotted Owl Recovery PIot On July t4, t995, the
Forest Service submitted to the Service their July 6, 1995, Biological Assessmcnt. Tho proposed
action in this document was Alternative G, as proposed in the DEIS.

During the timc that the fuly 6, 1995, Biological Assessment was being dwelopd thcMcxican
Spotted Owl Recovery Team was still reviewing and incorporating pr.rblic cornnrents rpceived on
the draft Recovery Plan. Because this review indicated that the fitra *"ge.cnt
recommendatioru for the owl would be somewhat modified from those in the draft Recovery Plan,
the Service met with the Forest Service on August 8, 1995, to discuss the latest owl management
recommendatioru and Alternativc G. Members ofthe Recovery Team also met with individruls
ofthe Serrrice in the_week of Augus 14, 1995. The final Recovery Plan was signed by thc
Rcgional Director ofthe Fish and Wdlifc Sewicc Region 2 on Ostobcr 16, 1995.

On Octobs 10, 1995, the Forest Service zubmitted the Supplemental Biologicalissessnent -
Ewirownental Impct Statement Amending Thd Fore$ Ptqrs To lrcorporac Stodods qd
&tidelines for the Mexicot Spotted Owl and Northern Gostw+'h datedOctobcr 10, 1995,
(October 10, 1995, Biological Assessment) atong with additional data urd information. Thc
purpose ofthis second biological assessment was to rwise certain portions ofthe July ld 1995,
coruultation package.
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IL PROPOSED ACTION

It is the Forest Service's position that forest plans do not fund, authoriz€, or carry out any habitat-
disnrrbing activities (Gppert 1996). However, the Service recognizes that forcsrplurs do provide
a broad management framework for the establishment of forest goals, objectives, standards and
guidelines for individual forest activities.

The proposed action for this consultation is the implementation of amended standards and
guidelines for the Mocican spotted owl and northern goshawk in thc I I National Forsts of the
Forest Seryice's Southwestern Region. These amended standards and guidelinc are defncd in
the Forest Service's preferred alternative (Alternative G), and are analped in the fEIS.
Alternative G includcs rwisions to standards urd guidelines in the existing forest plans that srpnd
grazing and old growth management to be in conformity with the managernent recommendations
ofthe Recovcry Plan, as well as management recommendations for the northerngoshawk.
Alrcrnative G incorporates thc needs of these nro species within the concept ofecorystenr
mansg€mett.

The area encompasscd by the proposcd action is thc I I National Forests in Arizona and Nsrr
Morico. The amendments focus on the management of forested areas within the owl ard
goshau*'s habitats. These areas include ponderosa pinc, mixed conifer, and spnrcc fr forcsts.
Thc desired future condition of Alternative G is to havc unwen-aged forests containing oldcr and
larger trees than what errrently exists acro$ thc landscapc.

The Recovery Plan for the owl suggests three lwels of habitat man€em€nq protccted arc!$
restricted areas, and other forest and woodland types. Protected areas receive the highest levcl of
protection under the Recovery Plan. Guidelines for restricted areas a^re less speciffc and operatc
in conjunction with ecosystem managernent and oristing management guidclirrcs. No owl-spific
guidelines for lands not included in protected and restricted are proposed, other than owl surv€,ys
(USDI 1995). Management recornmendations for the northern goshawk sugest that all ncst sites
and post-fledgling areas @FAs) contain high stocking lwels oftrees to eililne highcanopy@\rcr.
All areas outside PFAs will contain desired stocking levels that provide for an a\ier€c canopy
cover of 4f/o (USDA L9y2). Management recommendations for both species cmphasize uoerrcn-
aged management and the retention of large trces (i.e., > 24' diameter at breast heigbttdbh]).

IIL STATUS OF THE SPECIES

A. Listing and Criticel Eabitet

All subspecies of.9trrr ucidentalis were classified as a candidatg catcgory 2 specics in thG
Serrrice's 1989 Animal Notice ofReview (54 Federal Register [FRl 554, Ianuary 6, 19t9.) A
category 2 species is one for which listing as a threaterrcd or endangered spocirx may be
appropriatg but forwhich additional biological information is needed tosupport a proposcdnrh
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to list. On December 22. 1989, the Service received a petition requesting the listing of the
Mexican sported ow^l as an endangered or threatened species undei the E-ndangered Species Act.
On February 27,1990, the Service determined that thepetition presented subJtantial information
indicating that listing may be warranted. A status review wali then initiated. A notice ofthis
stahrs rwiew was published in the Federal Register(55 FR l l4l3) on ldarch Zg, 1990,
requesting public commeils and other biological data for the species. Thc status review was
completed in a draft rePort on December 6, 1990. On February 20, 1991, the Service made its
finding thaq based on the contents of the repor! the listing of the t"toi"- spottd owl was
warranted. A notice of this finding was published in the Federal Regist* (SS fn :4678) on April
I I' 1991. A proposed rule was published nthe Federat Register 1SO ff. 

-56i44)on 
Novenrber

4, 1991, to list the owl as threatened without critical habitat. The proposed rule also invited the
public to submit information regarding whether the owl should Ue tisrca. This comment p€riod
for the proposed d:Y* reopened from lvtay, 1992, to September l, t9. f/z. eppropriaie Fedcral
and State agencies, TP{-*a gounty govemments, organizationq and other intliesiea parties
were contacted directly. Six public hearings were held by the Service.

After a rwiew of all comments received, the Service published a final rule in the Federat Register
(58 ER 14248) to list the Mexican spotted owl as a threatened species on lvfarch 16, 1993.
Pursuant to Service regulations 50 CFR aZa.Lz(a)Q), critical tralitat for the owl was not
designated in the Ivlarch 16, 1993 rule. Several factors were identified as contributing to the
listing ofthe Mexican spottd owl. Discussions of these factors are given in thc lrfatch 16, 1993
final rule in the Federal Regrsterto rist the owl (5g rR uz4g) and in-the Reqovcry pla& Thc
primary factor leading to the listing ofthe owl has been pasg .uooq and predictcd tir$€r harvest
practices in the Southwestern Region of the Forest Service. Atso, significant portions ofthc
owl's habitat have ben lost or modified as a resilt of local and regiJnal hum; population
Pres$rres.

On February 14, L994, a lawzuit was filed in Federal Distrist Court in Arizona @r. Robin Silver,
et aL versrs Bruce Babbitt, et al., [CIV-9,1-O337-PID(-CAIvtD for failure of the Departncct of
lle Int€rior to designate critical habiat. On October 6, 1994, thc Court ordered thi Senicc to;
l"gblish a proposed designation of criticat habitat, including economic exclusion pur$ant to 16
U.S-C. 1533OX2), no later than Decembcr l, 1994,..... (-O publistr its final designation of
critical habitat, following the procedure required by stanrt. attd Federal regulatioru for notice and
comment " by submitting the final rule to the Federal RegMer no later than May 30, 1995. An
octension granted by the Court allowed the Service to p,rbtistr a proposed rule in theFe&,ml
Registr (59 ER 63162) designating criticat habiut for the t"tociiur spotted owl on Decenrbcr 7,
1994- Press briefings and releases were conducted priorto the iszuance ofthe proposcd rulg
which was sent to affected Federaf Tnb4 Statg couttty, and local agencies a1,i go"*r*"mt. to
additiotl' a notice of availability of the proposed rule was sent to all interested panies knownto
thc Service. Public legal notices also were sent to 18 newspapers in Arizona, dobrado, Nen'
Merico, and Utah on December 5, l99zl. The public comment period for the proposed rule was
open until March 7, 1995, and was extended until May g, 1995.
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Data regarding the Potential economic impacts rezulting from the designation ofcritkal habitat
were requested from 13 Federal, 12 Tribal, and l0 State agencies, as well asfourGovernors and
42 county government offices. From th,e inf,ormation received, a draft economic analysis was
completed and its availability was publishedinthe Federal Register on ldarch E, 1993 60 fR
127:28). The availability ofthe draft economic analysis also *ls o'idety *o*r"d in nervspapers.
Public hearingq on both the proposed rule and the draft economic anaiysis, w€tr€ held in Santa Fe
and Socorro, New Morico, on March 22 and23, 1995, and in Tucson and Flagstafr Arizona on
LIarch 29 and 30, 1995. The final economic analysis for the designation ofcritical habitat for the
Mocican sPottd owl was published in May, 1995. On fune 6, 1995, the Sst'ice published afnal

. rule in the Federal Regster (60 FR 29914) to designate critical habitat for thc M;dcal spotted
owl on L,874,935 ha (4,632,9W acres) in Arizon4 Colorado, New Me,xico, and Utah. Thc final
rule became effectivc July 6, 1995.

Thc ta:ronomy and distributioq habitat associations, feeding habits, and othcr aspccts ofthc life
history of the M€tdcan spotted owl are ocrcnsively described in thc Recovery plan and only are
summarized hsc.

B. Netural Eistory

Three specks exist within the genus.grnr north ofMo<ico; the spotted owl(.g. ecidenatis), the
baned owl (S. and the great gray owl (S. nebulov). Thc-Mexican spottd owl (S.
rccidentalis lucida) is one ofthree subspecies of spotted owls. The otlrcrtnro subspcchs, thc
northern spotted owl (S. o. caurina\ and theCalifornia spotted owl (.9. a ecidentalis), ate
geographicdly isolated from the Morican spotted owl, which ranges throughout diversc forcst
types in the mountains of Arizon4 New Mocico, southwestern Colorado, south-central and
southern UtaL western Texaq and in the Morico States of Aguascalientcs, Chihua6u4 Coalnrila,
Durango, Cruanajuato, Jalisco, Mchoacaq Nuerro Leoq San Luis potosi" Sinatog Sonora,
Tarnaulipag Veracnrz, Zacatecas, and several othcrs.

Although the Meirican spottd owl is ta:ronomicallyclassified as a subspocies, section 3(15) of thc
Endangered Species Act defines the term *spocics- as "...any subspecies offish and wildlift or
plnnts, and any distinct population segment of any specics or vertJbrate fish and wildtift wlrir:h
interbreeds when rla,ore." In this document the Merxican spotted owl is referrcd to as a specics in
thc contoct of the definition as applied in the Endaqgered spochs Ast.

Although the Mexican spottd owl's entire range covers a broad area ofthc southwestcdr Unitcd
States and Morico, much remains unknown about thc specio.s' distribution within this range This
is especially true inMaxico whcrc much ofthe owl's mnge has not been nlrrcyed. Informuional
gaps also aPpear for the specics' distribution within its United States rang€. Iiis apparect that the
owl occupies a fragmented distribution throughout its United Statcs otgi concsponairg to tbc
availability offorested mountains and canyons, and in some cas€s, rocky-canyon lands.
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Current distribution patterns are defined in the Recovery Plan from visual sightings of at least one
adult owl at a sirc, or two auditory detections at the same vicinity in the r"*e y".r. Obsenrations
prior to 1990 are considered historical. Surveys for Mexican spotted owl havi rwealed that the
species has an afrnity for older, well-structured forests, particularty for nesting and roosting. The
species is known to inhabit a physically diverse landscape in the southwestern UniteC States and in
central Merdco. The Mexican Spotted Owl Recovery Team @ecovery Team) divided the owl's
ecire range into I I geographic areas called recovery units. Thet" r"c-o.r"ty units include; the
Colorado Plateau, the Southern Rocky Mountains (Colondo), the Southern Rocky Mouatains
(New Morico), the Upper Gila Mountains, the Basin and Range (West), the Basin-and Rangc
(East), and in Ms<ico, the Sierra Madre Occidental (North), the Sierra Madre Oriental (Notth),
the Sierra Madre Occidental (South), the Sien:a Madre Oriental (South), and the Eje
Neovolcanico.

Home range for the species is the area used during its normal activities and, although home rangcs
are believed to be larger than territories, the relationship benreen home range and ienitoty rt" not
generally understood. It does appear that the owl exhibits a high fidelity toits territory and most
will remain on the same territory throughout their life span. naOio telemetry has been-used to
assess home range sizes which have been found to varyconsiderably among habitats and
geographic areas. The varying sampling methods used in these studies have made comparisoru
difficult. In Arizon4 radio telemetry studies have revealed mean home ranges for owl individtrals
from327 ha (808 acres) to 1,053 ha (2,601 acres) and for owl pairs from f8t ha (941 acres) to
1,551 h8 (3,831 aces). In New Morico, sttrdies have revealed mean home rang6 for individual
owls from 261 ha (645 acres) to 937 ha (2"314 acres), and for paird owls at iZ3 ha (1,415 acres)
to 1,401 ha (3,461 acres.)

The habitat associations for the Mexican spotted owl are varied. Ttre owls roosf nesf and forage
in a variety ofbiotic communities, but throughout most oftheir range they inhabit mixd-conifer
forests dominated by an overstory ofDouglas-fir and/or white fir associated with southwestcrn
white pine, limber ping and ponderosa pine. The understorys of these forests often contain
specics such as Gambel oalg maples, box elder, and New Mocico locrrst. In southern Arizona and
in Morico, forest habitats may be dominated by an overstory of Chihuahuan and Apactrc pines in
association with Douglas-fir, ponderosa ping and Arizona cJpress. The understories in thesc
habitats are predominately wergreen oaks.

Nesting and roosting habitats for the Morican spotted owl primarily include closcd-canopy forests
or rocky canyons. In southern Utah and Colorado, most owl nesting occurs in caves ad in clitr
ledges in rocky canyons. Although cave and cliffnesting also may occur in the otlrcr parts ofthe
owl's range, trec nesting predominates. The forEsts that are usedfor nestiry and roosting usrally
contain manlre or old-growth stands with a complog unwen-agd mutti-storie4 vegAatirre
stnrcture with a closed canopy. The trees used for owl nesting are normally large in size, whcrcas
those used for roosting may either be large or small. Available information indicatcs that thc tree
species most often selected for nesting appear to be Douglas-fir, although this may wry among
habitat t]ps. Roosting may occur in a broader variety of tree species, although Douglas-fir also
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is most commonly used. fur intolerance for high temperatur€s has been hlpothesizcd as the
reason the owl prefers the microclimate of shady closed canopies and deep canyon habitats.
Although knowledge of foraging habitat pa$erns is scanty, the species uscs a *a.t rurgc of
forest conditions for foraging than for roosting. In genaal, the owls forage morc in untoggcd
forests as opposed to selectively-logged forests.

C. Population Dynamics

Details the of the distribution and abundance of the Maxican spotted owl are found in thc
Recovery Plan and that information only is summarized here. Thc Recovery Plan exanrincs owl
distributional and abundance information that had been accumulatcd througi 1993 to:
(1) document historical and current range of the species, (2) help formulate Rocovcry Unit
boundaries, and (3) provide a template for analyses at the landscape-scalc. fire Rccovery lcam
acknowledged that historical data about distribution of the owls lacks suficiency to allow thc
Team to estimate changes in thc number or distribution of the species from histori;al to pr€sent
time.

Attenrpts were made by the Recovery Team to estimate owl populations trends using sevcml
methods. Thesc methods arc discussed in the Recovery Planand are not discusscd in aaail ncre.
Howwer, the Recovery Team did conclude that little confidence could be assigned to the
estimates ofjuvenile strrvival bocause of low biasing. Dara gatherd by the Mcxican Sponed Owl
Monitoring Progrun of the Fores Service's Southwestern Region was assimilatcd, rerricn'd and
utallzed by the Teara The Recovery Team offered an alternative design for monitoring thc
species u,ithin the three core r@overy units of thc Upper Gila Mountaior, th" Basin .oA nangc
Wesq and the Basin and Range East. That alternative monitoring design is discussed in Part ltr,
section C ofthe Recovery Pla4 and is not detailed hene.

fV. EI\-YIRONMENTAL BASELIIYE

Under section 7(a[2) of the Ac1 when considering the effects ofthc action on federally lisrcd
sPecies, the'Service is required to take into consideration the environmental baseline. Regrrlations
implementing thc Act (50 CFR 402.02) define the environmental baseline as thc past and pr€sctrt
impacts of all Federal, Statg or private actionq and other human activitie in thoaction arca tn
this case, thc action area is the Southwestern Region ofthc Forest Service. Also included in thc
environmental baseline are the anticipated impacts of all proposed Federal projects thst havG
undergone section 7 consultatioq and the impacts ofState and priratc actions that arc
contemporaneous with the consultation in progress.

Information regarding the environmental baseline for the owl and its habitat was gairrcdtiom the
following sources: Fletcher 1990; USDI l99l; Fletchcr and Hollis 1994; USDA ForcstScrvicq
i8li$- November 9, 1995; USDA Forest Service September 22,lggs,Biologiel Asses$n€nq
past biological opinions wrinen by the Service issued to th€ Forest S€rvicc; Fe&rat kgister
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notices; and USDI 1995a, 1995b. The Recovery Plan for the owl (USDI 1995a) is the mosr
culrent assemblage of data on the owl to date. However, information compiledby the Forest
Service and used by the Sewice for this analysis did not use the definitions in the iecovery plan
to describe the habitat land types (i.e., protected, restricted, and other forest q/pes). fire iorest
Sewice provided dua on "suitablen and "capablen owl habitat using definitions'from thc
Southwest Region's Interim Directive 2 (I.D. 2). The definitions olthe terms suitable and capable
halealways been problematic (see below), and thus future biological opinions should follow
definitions used in the Recovery ptan for the owl.

A- Status of the Species

1. Owl Abundance

A reliable estimate of the absolute number ofMexican spotted owls throughout its entire range is
not available (USDI 1995b). Qudity and quantity ofthe information t garding numbers of owls
vary by source. We compiled estimates of owl abundance and summarized below. Thcse figures
should not be cortfirsed with estimates of population trend. Temporal changes in the owl
population can only be estimated when intensive monitoring schemes are iriplemented (sce White
et al. 1995). Because the appropriate parameters were not measured thc past Forest Service,s
monitoring effort in the Southwestern Region was inadequate for detectini important c6anges in
the population dynamics of the Morican spottcd owl (seewhite et al. 1995). 

'

USDI (1991) reported a total of 2,160 owls throughout the United States. Ward et al. (1995)
estimated 758 owl sites occurring from l990-lggtwithin the United States. firey defned anowl
sitc as a vinral sighting of at least one adult spotted owl or as a minimum oftwo agditory
detections in the same vicinity in the same year. Ward el al. (1995) assumed that if all ZSg sites
were occupied by pairs, then at least 1,516 adult (or subadult) owls were known to qrist in the
United States from 1990 and 1993. These numbers are not reliable estimates of cunent
population size because no mea$rres ofbias or precision can be produced (Ward et al. 1995).
Ward et d. (1995) also state that thc amount of survey effort devoted to deriving thesc numLca
cannot be reliably calculated nor is an accurate measure available for areas or habitats zurveyed.
Thus' it is not useful to estimate the size of the Mexican spotted owl population given the limited
quality of data currently available. At best, the numbers reportd i" (w;rd et *1eeS:f;
represent a range for the minimum number of owls known to exist d*ing some portion of a fogr
year period in the United States (75S individuals if each site was occupied by a sirgle owl to
1,516 individuals if each sirc was occupied by a pair). These figures r;,p*5j111 owts witnin
Arizona' New Morico, Utah Colorado, and Texas for all Feded private, state, and Tribat lands.

For fuizona and Nerv Mexico specifically, thc Southwestern Region ofthe Forest Service began
intensive spotted owl inventories in 1988. Fletcher and Hollis (f gg+) reporr that approximardy
1.92 million acres (66Vo) of the "suitable habitat" in Arizona and New M€Ndco National Forests
have been surveyed as of 1993. The suwey effort included 7l% of the owl's zuitabte habitat ttrat
is also considered suitable for timber harvest, and36% ofthe owl suitable habitat that is not
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available for timber harvest (Fletcher and Hollis 1994). Table I displays thc proportion of suitable
habitat that has been inventoried on each National Forest. Figures vary by forest, ranging from
4L%o for the Cibola and 42Vo for the Prescott respectively, to 960/o peroent for the Kaibab, and
99Yo for the Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest. Over halfthe Nationd Forests have suwqred at
least 50% ofthe suitablc habitat, and all have surveyed at least 40% of the suitable habitat
@etcher and Hollis 1994).

Guidelines from Forest Service I.D. 2 require establishing mung€mcnt tenitorics around dl
nesting and roosting owls, as well as tenitorial owls detected at nigln for which daytime locations
were not recorded (see USDA 1990). All management territories, exce?t thosc on thc Lincoln
and Gila National Forests, are 2,000 acres in size and have a 450 acre core asea surrounded by
1,550 acres of the 'best available" habitat. On the Lincoln and GiIa National Forests,
management territories are 1,500 acres in size, with a 450 acre core surrounded by 1,050 acrcs of
the 'best available" habitat. Except for road constructioq habitat degradation is not allowed
within management teritory cores. In the remainder ofthe management territories, activiths
including timber harvest are limited to less than 775 acrcs. The Forcst Service guidclines provide
no protoction for unoccupied habitat except in wilderness areas and administratively restricted
l"'rds (USDI 1995b).

Fletcher (1990) calculated th^t2,074 owls existcd in Arizona andNew ldexico in 1990. At thc
end ofthe 1994 fidd searlon, Fletcher and Hollis (1994) reportd 841 owl managicment tenitories
established at locations where at least a single Mecican spotted owl had becn identifid. Thb did
not include an additional 12 management territories that wereestablished prior to 19t4, for which
no subsequent occupancy information had been collected. In November 1995, thc Forest Scrvic€
reported a totd of 866 management tenitories (USDA Forest Service, inJig Novembcr 9,
1995). Table I displays the number of management territories and the percentag€ ofthc total
number for each National Forest. The number of management tenitories established has
increased in direct correlation with the arnount of suitable habitat suweyed (ftacher and llollis
1994, figure l7). The Forest Senrice has converted some management tsritories to600 acre
protected activity centers (PACs) following the recommendations of the Drafi Mencor Spotted
Owl Recovery Plan released in March 1995. The completion of these conversions varics by
National Foresg but they have tlpically been driven by project level consultatioru with thc
Service.
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Table l' Nuo'boofmanagementterritoriesMT)asrcportcdbytheForcsScrvicc(uSDA"Forcsts€11ice,iB
lig- Novcmbcr 9, 1995) perce.nt 

9f MTs as a pmponion of tbe MTs in sourhr,r'estcrn kgon, and the pcrccotage ofsuitable habitar srrvc*ed in each Nationai rorest €tercts ard Hollis 1994).

l l

2. Eabitat Status

The current condition ofMexican spotted owl habitat within Arizona and New Mexico is a rcsult
ofhistoric and recent human use, as well as natural habitat fragmentatioq vegetative species
conversioq and wildfires. TheForest Sendce believes that some unestimated amountbfregrounh
and regeneration may have contributed to current habitat conditions. precise assessment of
baseline owl habitat is difficurt to assemble at this time.

Owl habitat data gathered by the Forest Service has been reported in acres of "suitable habit*,.
It must be noted that the definition of suitable habitat has changed throughout thc yeaE. In 1990,
the Forest Senrice defined suitable habitat by using stand characteristics iaentified Lv Garpy
(1990). These characteristics inctuded mutti-storiid stands with a canopy clos're which uns
generally Sreater thmt!\- Stlep slopes and canyons wene considered io be other important
characteristics used to define suitable habitat. lvfixed conifer was thought to be the ptih'y
habitar gPd used' -but other forest tpes demonstrating these stand characteristics wcre also
included. Most ofthe Forest ServiceLstimates ofhabilat acreages were derived from stand
database informatiorq air photo interpretation, and some grounCtrutfring. Some ofthc habitat

NATIONALFOREST NO.
lWfr

PERCENT
OF
Ilffi

PERCENT
SIIITABIT
HABITAT
SURVEYED

Anechq!itgrcavcr t20 13.9 I

Cenon 3 0.3 62

Clboh 42 4.t 4t

Coconino r55 r8.0 n
Coronrdo 109 tz.6 49

Glle r94 22.4 50

Keiblb 6 0.9 95

Llncoln t26 14.5 90

Pnrcott l 0 t.2 42

Sente Fc 33 3.t 4

Tonto 6 7.6 55

TOTAL E64 100
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i{e1tified using LAI{DSAT Imagery (Fletcher 1990). In 1994, the Forcst Service d€finedsuitable habitat as those habitats that-meet the year-rouni needs of the owl (i.e., providing thcconditions used by 
Y! fut lesting, day-roosting and foraging). suitablc drestcd habitatcharacteristics included stands wit[ mii-aged, manre ano ou forest dwelopment stagcs, and

T9lpt" canopy layers. Mixed conifer forest included a closed canopy offf/cor more, ard aSff/o or greater canopy closure was included !n pine, pine-oalc, anO o*rer hardwood forest ty,,pqs.Interpretation and application of these definitions in tire field have dittered benrreen Forest Scnicepersonnel throughout the years (It Ho[is, Forest Sewice, Southwestern Regioq Albuqgerquc,l'llvI' pcrs' comnr'). I{ereafter, the Service assumes tt" t"t* "suitable habitai, to mean nestirg;roosting- and foraging habitat. Suitable and capable habitat in the Southwestern Region isreportd for thc years ofl990, 1994, and l99i (Tabl€ 2). The Forcst s€rvice docs not harrccomparable information for capable habitat in tqga or 1695, so capable habitat is prcsented foronly the yean 1990 and 1993. Figures 
$9ugrr 1993 represent a loss of approximatcly 3e000acres of zuitable habitat sirrce 1990. This o.Fn pryor'o*.g" increase in the amount of sritablehabitu converted to capable habitat b h.t:_,!T tlh. 

".rag 
rate of about 7 pcrcent peryearforthe 1980-1990 time period (Fletcher and Hollis lgg4r. flengur€s of suitable habitat presentdfor 1995 have changed- significantly from 1994 nsrto due to more dctailed analysis by thcNational Forests (IL Ho[is, Forcsi servicg Soutf,western Region, ̂ ufiu** pas. comn).

ff llq 2' comprriur of capablc habitrt iD I 990 and I 993 , and nriable habitat by Netiosl Forclr b I 990, I 9948nd I 99i {Acr€s X 1.000) (Fterchcr I 990, fgure t; Flcrctrcr and ltrollis 1994, figures 4, I O !d I S; f,qrsr Scrviq inlig- Novcobcr 9, 199D.

NATIONAL
FOREST

CAPABI.E
l9q)

CAPABI,E
r993

SI'ITABIT
l990

SI'ITABLE
tvt4

STIITABI.E
199!t

Apechc-Sltgrcrvcr 100 r00.1 370 258 t51.9
Cerron 42 4t.7 250 ao n8.0
Ciboh t4 t4.6 t72 t72 149.5
Coconino 170 180.r 356 2t6 216.0
Corcnrdo 22 22.r l l 5 l l 5 rzt.2
cllr 342 3423 619 619 733.4
Kelbtb l 9 t9.4 g 63 n.6
Llnooln 24 27.7 37r 250 t8tt.0
Pncrcott 53 53.0 r33 133 60.0
Sentr tr'c 157 165.1 s95 476 411.6
Tonto 25 25.4 321 3r7 83.1
TOTALACRES 1.038 t.069 3,366 2.E69 2.41E
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Fletcher and Hollis (1994) estimate 1,183,000 acres (approximately 4l%)of the suitable habitatfor the owl occur on lands identified in the existin-c rorest plans as suitable and available for timberharvest' The Cibola' Coronado, Gil4 Prescott and Tonto National Forests have identified no
more than 26Yo of their suitable habitat as available for timber harvest. The Coconino and LincolnNational Forests have identified 44 and 4lYo respectively, of their suitable habitat available fortimber harvest- The-remaining fourNationat Foiests trave identified over 50% ofthe zuitablc
habitat as being available for timber harr,rest, with the Apache_sitgreaves National Forcst having
over 850/o available for available for hanrest activities @etcher &-Hollis l9%).

The Foryst Service provided the information in Table 3 which represents the number of owl
territories and the amount of suitable habitat by recovery unit (see USDIb:3d-51). These figrges
represent habitat and owls both inside and outside of critical trauitat. This represents the only
specific up-to-date information available at this time.

Table 3' r""'itooies & acres of suitable habitat in each Recove4v Unir (RU) (Forest Scririce, idi$. Novcmbcr 9,199t.

Mexican spotted owl habitat in the southwestern United States has been shaped ovcrthousands of
years by low intensityj highfrequency fire regimes. Currently, high intensiry, stand-replacing fres
occur in ponderosa pine and mixed conifer fot tt t5pcs. In 1994, at least 40,000 aces ofnesting
and roosting habitat were impacted to some degreiby catastrophic fire in the Souttnrestern
Region (Sheppard and Farnsworth 1995, unpuutistred Forest sirvice report). The Forcst Scrvice
estimates that approximately 50,000 acres oiowl habitat have undergo* rt-C replacing wildfire
sirye tsf ! -(G. Sheppard, Forest Servicg Kaibab National Foresf airottr, pcrs. 

"o.n). 
Some

ofthe wildfires that have had a impact on Mexican spotted owl habitat since l9g9 include the
Dudg Burgett, Bridge, Djvide, pigeon, Ryaq Ratttesnake, Shelly, Big Lost, and Rincon
Incidents (Sheppard and Farnsworth 199j, unpublished Forest Service reporty.

To characterize how the existing forest plans relate to potential effects &om site-specific actiors,
it is relerrant to consider past consultations completed with the Forest Serrrice since thc owl was
listed in 1993. The Service reviewed pas consulations completed for the owl on Forest Servicc

RECO\/ERYI'MTS
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project-level actions and summarized acres of suitable habitat that were convertd (Tabl€ 4). It
should be noted that the figures reported in Table 4 reflect the conservative assumption that all
suitable acres identified in the consultations subject to timber hanrest were convert€d to capable
habitat. Suitable habitat that has potentially been rendered to unsuitablc habitat since 1993
equates to 6,398 acres (Table 4).

;
Table 4. Acreage of suitable ha,bitat convcrted and anticiparcd incidcoul take of Mocican sponcd owls by Netimal
Fqest associated with formgl consultations since listing (S€n'icc biologicst opinims).

NATIONALFOREST ACRES COT{\/ERTEDI INCII'ENTALTAIG

Aoec-hc- Sitsrcevcr 730 5

Cenon r.751 0

Ciboh 183 0

Coconino 4059 l3

Coronedo 27 4

Glh 5t4 5

Kalbrb 3t 2

Llncoln 634 2

Prcrcolt 73 0

Sentr Fc t42 I

Tonto trl 6

TOTAL 639t 36
I Proposcd teatmcnt in prcvious requcsts fc formet con$ltltioo.

Flacher (1990) reports the conversion of 1,037,000 acres of suitable habitat to capable habitaq
with forty percent of this loss occurring since 1980. Betwe€n 1990 and 1993, the Forest Servke
reports an additional 30,000 acres of zuitable habitat converted to capable habitat @etchcr ad
Hollis 1994). Since the owl was listed in 1993, the Service has documentedconversion of 6,398
acres of suitable habital as indicated by the Service's biological opinions ttrough 1995 Cfabh 4).
The Service's figures for 1993 may contain some overlap with the Forest Service figures for this
same year, as the species was listed early in the 1993 calendar year. The Serrrice used the aborrc
figures, combined with an estimate of loss of habitat duc to wildfir€ sinco 1991, to cstimatc thc
conversion of suitable habitat through 1995 (Table 5). Capable habitat is orpected to r€turn to
nritable through regeneration and growth. Howwer, this takes place slowly and no ryoclEc
estimates of how regrowth may have contributed to baseline habitat conditions have been m8d€.
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Tabtre 5. E.tim"t d conrersion of nritable habitat to daa (Fletctrer and Hollis 1994; Scrvioe biological opinioos;
G.Sheppard, Forest Sen*r, Kaibab Nationai Forcst, AZ, pers.cornm-).

COIYVERSION ACRES

Throueh l9E9r r.037.000

1990-tE 3l 30.000

1993-l99Sr 6.400

Fircr sincc l99l' 50.000

TOTALESTIMATEI'
conrvERsIoN 1.123.400

I Estimatc by ths Foresc Servicc that includs tinbcr hanrest and fircs tfuough 1990 (Flachcr 1990
and lL Holis, Forcst Scnricc, SouthwcstcraRcsioo, AlbtqtJsquc, l,IM pers corn-'.).
r Rdcbcr and l{ollis l9%.
I Estimarc of habitat cmverted by the Forcst Senricc activitics as re,pctcd in prwiors biological
o?inims (rormdcd to 6,4(n)
' Estimuc of babiut cmrrcrsion causd by stand rcplacing wildfircs (C.Sh€gpssd, Fqcst Scrtricc
Kaibab Natimal Forrsr, AZ, pen. cm.) This figne docs not irclu& thc 1996 firc scaso.

Thc Senrice estimates that the curent amount of suitable habitat as reportd in 1995 (2'416,000
acres: Table 3) added to the amount of suitable habiut lost as reportd by the Forest Serrrice and
Service biological opinions (1,123,0@ acres; Table 5), totds the possible recent historic anount
of suitable habitat (3,539,000 aces). Projbcts impleurented urder the oristing Forpst Plals as
well as wildfres have converted approximately 1,123,000 acres of suitable babitat to unsritable
habitat. Based on these estimates, approximately 32o/o of historic owl suitable habitat has becn
lost.

In addition to our estimate of habitat lost, other limited data sources are available for asscsing
habitat trend. The Recovery Team (USDI 1995b) analped forest im'entories from thc 1960s
(Choate 1966, Spencer 1966) and 1980s (Conncr et d. 1990, VanHooser et d. 1993) to evaluuc
trends in habitat. They assessed the change in the size-class distribution of trees from thc l96os
.to the 1980s. The rend that emerged in the analysis indicated a zubstantial increasc in thc deosity
of tre€s 5-12.9 inches dianreter at breast heigh (dbh), but a large decrease QW/o) in the runbcrs
oftrees >19 inches dbb, from 0.9 trees per acrc, to 0.7 trecxs per acre (USDI 1995b:65). This
decrease indicates an alarming negative trend with respect to a very cEitical comPon€[t of owl
habitat (sec USDI 1995b:66-6E).

B. Critical Eabitat and Rccovery UniE

lte Southwestern Region ofthe Forest Sewice manag€s 3,358,499 acres of designated critical
habitat for the Msrican spotted owl (60 FR 29914). Critical habitat is designcd to assist the
Senrice and all Federal agencies in prwenrting the further deterioration of habitat, and in this way'
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contribute toward a species' conservation. The physical and biological feanrres essential to thc
conservation of the owl, referred to as the primary constituent elements, include those that
support nestin& roosting and foraging (60 FR 29914).

Critical habitat is located within specific critical habitat units across the rangc of the owl in thc
United Statcs. These critical habitat units are located within six recovery units as defined by ths
Recovery Plan (USDI 1995b). Five critical habitat units are located completcly or partially within
thc Southwestern Region of the Forest Service. To date, little detailed information has bocn
gathered on the existing condition of critical habitat in Arizona and New Mexico. Sp€cific habitat
information is needed in the habitat categories of protected and restricted as defincd in thc
Recovery Plan

A discussion of the owl's status and its habitat is provided below for each recovery unit in Arizona
and New Mexico. These summaries provide a prelude to the uralysis of effects on thc owl and its
habitat within these rocovery units.

1. Colorado Plateau Rccovery Unit

Thc Colorado Plateau Recovery Unit is the largest of the six units, ortending from southwestern
UtaL through northern Arizona into northwestern New Mocico, and a small portion of thc
southwestern corner of Colorado. In northern Arizona and New Modco, owls have bcen
reported in both canyon and montanc sinrations. In additioq owl habitat app€ars to bc in the
form of isolatod 'islandsn or "patches", geographically segregated from other patcttcs ofhabitat.
Rccent records of owls exist for the Grand Canyon and Kaibab Plateau in Arizona, as wdl as for
the Chuska Mountainq Black Mesq and Fort Defiance Plateau on the Navqio Reservatiou In
additioq records exist for the Zuni Mountains and Mount Taylor inNew lvfiorico.

Within this recovery unit, Federal lands complir* 44o/o oftotal land administration (USDI 1995b).
Potential threats in the southeasern portion of this recovery unit (Arizona and New M€xico)
include timber hanresg overgrazing catastrophic firg orl, Bas, and mining dwelopmera(USDI
lgesb).

Forested habitat on the North Kaibab Plateau extribit extensive areas with partial or comphe
ovenrtory remova! and canopy closure over much ofthe area is perhaps less than halfthat ofthc
owl's habitat ttur odsts within the adjacent Grand Canyon National Parlc Thc forested and non-
forested canyon habitat below the rim of the Plateau are minimally modified and are mostly in
zuitable condition. There are anrrently no established tenitories within this portion ofthc
r@overy unit, although there are recent records of pairs, singles and juvanile owls.

Within thc New Mexico portion of the Colorado Plateau Recovery Unig the accesible forested
areas have undergone considerable modification @ick-Peddie 1993). Morican spotd owl
nesting and roosting habitat may be limited primarily to forested canyons ard steep slopcs. A

16
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large portion of the forested areas within the Zuni Mountains was logged for railroad construction
earlier this century (Dick-peddie 1993).

fui analysis of the owl's entire range sought to identify those patches that contribute most
significantly to overall habitat connectedness on a laniscape icale (see Recovery plan part ILF).
Ilabitat patches were ranked based on their contribution to overall connectedness. Results from
this exploratory landscape analysis found the Zuni Mountains and Mt. Taylor to be important
habitat clusters. In additioq these habitat clusters werc considered "sensitive', not basd on their
sizg but rather based on their role as "stepping stone" patches that connected large areas of
habitat (Keia l9%). Thus, these areas may contributsto critical demographic liikages for owl
populations to the south in the upper Gila Mountains Recovery unit.

Mexican spotted owl distribution within this recovery unit in New Mexico appears to be highly
fragmented' The disjunct owl distribution may be a nanrral occurence, the result of past
management earlier this cennrry or just a refliction of inadequate survey eflorts. It also could be
a combination of all three. Continued alterations, through timber halrest activities and
catastrophic fires, of forested ar€as may be the greatest itn 

"t 
to recovering this.owl population.

2- southern Rocky Mountain - New Merico Recovery unit

This recovery unit encompasses a large portion of northern New Mocico and contains a small
portion (ie., an estimated 4.5o/o) ofthe known owl sites throughout ir range. Ilowwer, Johnson
and Johnson (f 985) documented approximately 40 obseryations (historic sltes) of owls
throughout this recovery unit in northern New Mocico. Current owl sites have becn recorded in
the Jemez and Sangre de Cristo mountainq BandelierNational Monument and areas surrounding
Los Alamos. Owl sites in these areas are generally described as having d*p, narro% timbered
canyons with cool shady places for owls to roost.

The habitat in this rscovery unit is administered by the Carson and Santa Fe National Forests.
Vegetation within thil recovery unit has been modifieA by past logging extensive grazing; zur&ce
mining fuelwood gathering and fire zuppression (Wiiliard 1986, Van'Hoo* a af. fggZ).

Little is known about Mexican spotted owl habitat within this recovery unit. Owl occurrences
within this recovery ngt 

"t" 
disjunct and appear to coincide with patciry steep slopd or canyon

tlpe habitat. As prwiouslymentiond owl records are scatteredif"*gttot thisiecovery unit
(Iohnson and Johnso_n-I985). The majority ofthese records are consideied historic 6.o., owl sitcs
deected prior to 1989). A continued loss of habitat from both timber harvest activities and
catastrophic fire may be the greatest threat to recovering this owl population.

Although this recovery unit zupports the smallest known population of owlq small populatioru
distributed over large areas of a disjunct landscape are viiwia as being at greater d'Sk'than larger
populations. Disnrrbances (either natural or anthropogenic) may lead to n tttto isolation of owl
pairs and, eventually, these populations beconre nsink"-populations. Dispersal asts as a bridge
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lelveen subpopulations at the metapopulation scale to provide immigrants to otlrerrrrise isoluedhabitat patches. Ifthe habitat patch has been unoccupied, then the new recruits ffll the void.

3. Upper Gila Mountains Recovcry Unit

This recovery unit is a relatively narrow band bounded on the north by thc Colorado plarcau
Recovery Unit and to the south by thc Basin and Range - west Rocovery Unit. The souttrcrnboundary of this recovery unit includes the drainages 6elow the Mogollon nim incentral andealitern Arizona The eastern b^gydary extends to the Black, Mimbies, San ldateo, andMagdalena Mountain ranges ofNew Morico. Tlre northern and western boundaries extpnds tothe Sur Francisco Peaks and Bill williams Mountain north and east ofFlaggtafr fuizona This isa toPograPhicdly complor area consisting of steep foothilts and high phtJaus disscctcd by docpforested drainages. Il New Morico, thiirecovery unit stt"aales the Continental Divide. Thc areawest of the Divide is drained by perennial headwaters of the Upper Gila system and includc theSan Francisco and Tularosa Rivers. This recovery unit 

"* 
u" considered a ntransition zonc'because it is an interfacc between two mqior biotic r.gil, the Colorado plateau and Basin urdRange Provinces (Wilson 1969).

Ilabitat within this recovery unit is administered by the Kaibab, Coconino, Apachc-sitgreaves,
Tonto, Cibola' and Gila National Forests.,vegetaiion generallyconsists orpinvonfunipcr
woodland ponderosa pine/mixed conifer foreJq some Jpruoe/dr foresg ana a*auous riparian
forest in the lower eleiration canyon habitat.

Mscican spotted owls are widely distributed and usc a variety of habitat within this reconery rmit.
Owls most commonly nest and roost in mixed conifer forestsdominated by Doughs fir and/or
thitg fir and canyoill with varying degrees of forest cover (Ganey ana gida t9E9; usDI 1995b).
Nesting and roosting occurc in ponderosa pine/Gambel oak forei, where they are gpkally found
in stands containing well-developed underitories of Gambel oak (usDI 1995'b).

This recovery unit contains the largest known concentration ofMocican spotted owl with
approximately 55% of known owl tenitories (USDI 1995b). This recoveryunit is located ncar
the center of the owl's range within the United States and is contiguous to four ofthc firc
recovery units within the United States Because of its central location and its large and reluirrcly
continuous spotted owl populatioq the Mexican spotted owl Recovery Team bclkves that thc
population in this recovery unit could be uniquely important to the orrir"u stability and persistcnce
ofthe owl population in the United Statcs. specifically, this recovery unit may bc considered thc
"cort" or "source' populatioq providing immigrants to smaller, ,nor" isolatcdiopulationr in
oths recovery units. In source-sink models@ultiam 1988), source areas withieifpropag3ting
(tJPiTtll^y increasing) populations provide a flow ofrecruits to "satelliten or sink areas rvlrcrc
populations are not self-reproducing (and may be declining). Thereforg critical habitat units
within this recovery unit may play an important role sinceihe persisterrce ofthe satellite
populations depends upon the central source population Although the Recovery Team has lislc
data on dispersal patterns or movements between recovery units, the Team belie\rcs that this
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population should be maintained at current levels and with at least the current level of
connectivity with the recovery unit (USDI 1995b). Significant discontinuities that develop in the
Mexican spottd owl's distribution within this recovery unit, and the loss of habitat to support the
local sub-populations, may compromise the recovery of the species.

Morican spotted owls through this recovery unit are found primarily in mixed conifer and pine-
oak forestsn often in conjunction with canyon terrain (USDI 1995b). Most ofthe accessible forest
in the central portion of this recovery unit is second-growth forest with minimal rnanre stand
characteristics. Forest breeding habitat is mostly restricted to the steeper within-canyon stretchcs
of manrre stands. Much of the habitat south of the Mogollon Rim is inaccessible to timber harvest
due to steep terrain and is mostly suitable habitat. Although produaivity is the samg occupancy
rates are higher for the below-Rim than for the habitat abpove the Rim. Ilabitat in the westcm
portion of this recovery unit is mostly characterized by canyon systerns and forested uplands and
mesas. Agafuu much of the accessible terrain has had partial or complete oventtory removal and is
typically second-grounh forest.

The primary threats to the owl and their habitat in this recovery unit are timber harvest and
catastrophic fire. Other threats within this recovery unit include indiscriminate fuelwood ortting
and overgrazing by both wildlife and livestock (USDI 1995b).

4. Basin and Rangc - West RecovcrT Unit

This recovery unit encompasses a small portion ofNew Morico and the majority of soutlrcnr
Arizona This is the second largest recovery unit in thc United Statcs. The knownMcxican
spotted owl population ranla third highest in the United States despite limited surv€,y efforts in
many areas (USDI 1995b). The northern border of this recovery unit is defined by the base ofthe
Mogollon Rim. The western boundary defines the western extent ofthe Mexican spotted owl's
mnge.

The Basin and Range - West Recovery Unit is characterized by numerous mountain rang$ which
arise abruptly from broad plain-like vallqrs and basins. Within southern Arizona thc mountain
ranges are sometimEe referred to as the 'sky islandso. The mountains are zurrounded by Sonoran
and Chihauhuan desst-scrub.

Land ownership within this recovery unit is a mosaic of public and private lands. Ilabitat within
this recovery unit is administered by the Prescotf Tonto, Apache-sitgreaveg and Coronado
National Forests. Accessible forest (primarily foragrng habitat) in many areas have had the mantre
stand component partially or completely harrrested. tn general, however, mrrch ofthe habitat is
forestd steep-slope canyons and drainages, and is mostly in suitable condition. Withinthc sky
islands, habitat is characterized by a greater arnount ofwoodland habitat, and tenitories occrn in
both heavily forested terrain and in areas with hardwood and conifer stringen dominated by
ldadrean evergrecn woodland.

l9
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Very little timber harvest occurs in this recovery unit, though some timber harvest ocru6 in the
Bradshaw Mountains of the Prescott National Forest. rne primary threats to Mexican spotted
owl within this recovery unit are catastrophic wildfue, recreation, and grazing (USDI 1995b).

Recent wildfires have occurred in the Pinaleno, Rincon, Chiricatru4 and Huachrrca Mountains.
The three forests ar9_used heavily for recreation, rnainli due to their proximity to the large urban
areasof Tucson and Phoenix. Grazing in riparian areas is of concern'becagse of pot*tiil
negative impacts on areas that can prwide Oispersat habitat among mountain r.rg"s (USDIleesb).

5. Basin and Rangc _ East Rccovcry Unit

This recovery unit lies mostly withinNew Morico and contains an estimated 16% ofthc knovm
owl sites throughout its rangg the second largcst in the U.S. Ilabitat is administcrod by thc
Cibola and Lincoln National Forests. firis reiovcry unit is characterized by numerous parauel
mountain ranges separated by alluvial valleys and bioa4 flat basins. Owls occlr in the isolated
mountain ranges scattered throughout this iecovery unit, but the largest portion ofthc owt
zubpopulation here occurs in the Sacramento Mountains. They areirort"or-on in mixcd-
conifer forests, but arealso found in ponderosa pine forests an-d pifion-junipawoodlands.
Current owl sites have boen recorded in National Forest lands in the S;rd{ lvfanzano,
Sacramento and Guadalupe Mountains, Guadalupe National Park and Mescalero Apachc Tribal
lrnds.

Me,xican spottd owls occurring in the Sacramento Mountains have boen exposed to variogs
disnrbances for more.than a century. Natural disnrrbances include forest fircs, and human
disnrrbances include timber and firelwood harvest, grazing land developrnent, and receation
Coniferous forests, especially the mixed-conifer, *it".*tinsively toggia auting an era ofraitroad
logging from 1890 to 1945 (Glover l9s4). After the railroad logginl-era trees-gr€w rapidly and
attained merchantable sizes in about 4&50 years on favorable tit t. bont.qu*tty, rnoi, ofttr"
habitat currently used by owls in the Sacramento Mountains is regrounh forest that has attaincd a
high density of moderately sized trees, poles, and saplings, togethler forrning multiplecanopy
laycrs.

Past timbs harvest practices have left a few remnant old-growth stands ard residual pockas of
preharvest trees in the Sacramento Mountains. Many ofihese stands are small gess'tfun fO
acre9 and orist as smaller groves amid the younger .onif..ur forests. Ttre Rcovcry plan statcs
that these_remnant patches are critical to th; Morican spotted owf particularly for t"lfntg rrd
roosting (USDI 1995b).

According to the Recov_ery Plaq the greatest threats to r€covery in this recovery unit arc
catastroPhic firg some forms of timber harvest and firelwood harvest. Recorrcry trer€ will requirc
maintenance of existing 

Td future populations by consewing habitas in areas not onty inhabicd
by owls but also in areas between occrrpied sites.
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C. Summary of Environmental Baselinc

There are2,418,316 acres of suitable habitat and 866 known Mexican spotted owl tenitories in
Forest Service's Southwestern Region as of the end of 1995. Approximately 49Yo of this
(1,183,000 acres) is available for timber harvest under existing forest plans. By 1990, thc Forest
Service had converted 1,037,000 acres of suitable habitat to non-suitable conditioq representing a
23.5 percert loss of suitable habitat. Since 1990, the Forest Service and wildfires have converted
an additional 84,167 acres to an unsuitable condition. This amounts to a total of 1,121,167 acres
converted or a,32o/o reduction in the recent historic amount of suitable habitat in thc Forest
Service's Southwestern Region.

There are five recovery units in the Southwestern Region ofthe Forest Service. The Upper Gila
Mountains Recovery Unit contains the largest known concentration ofMorican spottd owls, and
is located near the center of the owl's range within the U.S. This population could serve as the
source population for all other recovery units. The primary threats to recovery in all recovery
units are timber harrrest, catastrophic firg indiscriminatc fuelwood cutting overgrazing and
recreation (USDI 1995b).

V. EFFECTS OF THE ACTION

A- Spotted Owl Amendmcnts

The amended standards and guidelines for the owl were derivedfromMrricorrr Spotted Owt
Recovery PIot These are included as Alternative G, the preferred alternative in the FEIS. Thc
Forest Service intends for these region-wide standards and guidelines to replace, or take priority
over, the existing standards and guidelines specified for each National Forest. This aszumpion is
based on the Forest Service' statement that *in any case of project design where there is any
aPparent conflict between the new standards and guidelines and old standards and guidelincs, the
new standards and guidelines will take precedence.'(USDA Forest Servicg in litt February 14,
1996.) The Service also a$umes that project-lwel activities will be planned within the "bounds
and constraints" of the new amended standards and guidelines. The Service draws this
aszumption from the definition of standards and guidelines as provided in the gtossary ofthe
FEIS.

Three levels of habitat management are given in the Recovery Plan: protected areas, restricted
ar€as, and other forest and woodland types. Protected areas receivqthe highest lwel of
protection under the Plan. Guidelines for restricted areaq and other forests and woodland typca,
are less specific and operate in conjunstion with ecosystem management and odsting managemcnt
guidelines.

Although the standards and guidelines summarize the general recommendations ofthe Recovcry
Plan (see USDI 1995b), the standards and guidelines in the EEIS do not ensompass werything

ZL
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needed for the recovent of the owl. For example, the FEIS on page 154, states, ',monitor changes
in owl density and habitat needed for delisting." ih" owl monitoring scheme daailed in the
Recovery Plan is designed to monitor changei in the owl populatioriover timc (i.e., population
trends, but not density per se. The Service offrrs a conservation recommendation in this
biological opinion to clari$ this terminolory in the FEIS.

fuiother ocample on page 154 of the EEIS, is the statemenl "allow no timber hanest errcept for
firelwood and fire risk abatement in established protected activity centen (pACs)., Thc
Recovery Plan details several caveats to minimize effects on the owl, its picy, and thcir habitars.
For examplg thc Recovery Plan recommends the use of road closures, piohibiting harvest of k€,y
habitat comPonents such as snags and large downed logs (> 12 inches midpoint dlamctcr), and
encouraging the harvest of small diameter conifers in accordance with the implementation of a
program consisting of appropriate treatments to abate fire risk (sec USDI telsU:se;. Serreral of
these are summarized on page 155 of the FEIS, however thry are not explicitly ticd to fudwood
progmms. It is especially important that these recommendations bc considcred for fuelwood
programs in northern New Mexico.

Regarding timber salvage within PACS, it must be pointed out that the Recovery plan states, "Ifa
stand-replacing fire occum within a PAC, timber oltlag. plans must be evaluated on a carc-
specific basis." ThefEIS on P4ge 154 states ttrat, sAige timber ttr*utt ttry Ue allowod on a
case-by'case basis afterconsultation with the Service. Th.t" slight changes in wording.* 1..A
to misinterpretations of the general intent of the Recovery Plan. 

-Thc 
Rdovcry plan glves scrreral

cautions to timber salvage in PACs that must be adheredio during planning pi*"r.o.

Although the FEIS covers the majority of the RecoveryPlan's recommendationa interpretations
of the standards and_guidelines can *ty. lt is cnrcial ti,"t ,.ro,rrre managers -d Uiotogists on thc
ground refer to the Recovery Plan direaly in order to comprehend assumptions, g,tidi";
Pryclgles and' supporting documents. If this is done, the'service believes that piolect-twet
activities designed within the bounds and constraints of the amendments for the protwtfn ofthc
owl will be in conformity with the Recovery Plan and will promote the recovery ofthc owt. This
is particularly the case for protected and reitricted areas. tfuid"litt* for other iorest anO
woodland qPes are mugh more general. These other tlpes may be of value to owls for foraging
and possibly for dispersing_and wintering. Ttre RecoveryPlan, however, contends that, "€rdfrr[
and planned management for these tlpes will maintain or irptot'e habitat for thesc nds of thc
owl.' Continuation of such management in conformity wittrthe guidelines for other forest and
woodland types' along with the special protections prwided for lrotected and restrict€d areas ard
old growt[ would promote the recovery ofthe owl.

B. NorthernGoshawkAmendments

The preferred Alternative G incorporates standards and guidelines for the northern goshawk that
are based on the recommendations contained kMouginent Reconmendationsfoi ttp Norttprn
Goshawk in the Soutlu'estern United States. fire standards and guidelines applyio all goshawk
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habitat across the National Forests outside of protected and restricted habitat for the owl (H.
Hollis, Forest Service, Southwestern Regiorl Albuquerque, NM, pers. comm.). The FEIS
(USDA 1995) states that recovery recommendations for the owl take precedence over all other
recommendations for non-listed species because of status as a listed species under thc Endangered
Species Act. Roughly 25 percent of suitable owl habitat overlaps with goshawk habitat (FEIS,
usDA l99s).

The FEIS (USDA 1995) states that under the northern goshawk recommendations all goshawk
nest and post-fledgling areas (PFAS) will be restricted with higher stocking levels (canopy covcr).
All areas outside PFAS will have the desired stocking levels correlating to an average of 40
percent canopy cover. For both the owl and the goshawk, the landscape will contain uees that
are uneven-aged allowing for more largg old trees. Direction forthis management includcs a
standard to manage for uneven-age stand conditions for live trees, and retain live reserve troes,
snags, downed logs, and woody debris levels throughout woodland pondcrosa pine, mixcd
conifer and spruce-fir forest cover gpcs. Direction is to manage for old age trees zuch that as
much old forest structure as possible is.retained over time a6oss the landscapg sustaining a
mosaic ofvegetation densities (overstory and understory), age classes and species composition
across the landscape. Guidelines state that outside PFAs, the distribution ofvegetation structural
stages for ponderosa pine, mixed conifer and spruce-fir forests is \flo grasdforb/shrub, lf/o
seedling-saplngZV/o young forest, 2f/o mid-age foresg 207o mahre forest, md2f/o old forest.
These guidelines also state that these percentages are a guide and actual percentages are enpected
to vary up to 3%.

In additioq guidelines state that managers should emphasize maintenancc and restoration of
hedthy riparian ecosystems through conformance with forest plan riparian standards and
guidelinesr restore degraded riparian areas to good condition as soon as possiblg and prerrcnt
damage to riparian vegetatior\ stream bankq and channels.

In themselves, the guidelines outlinedinManagement Recommendationsfor the Northern
Goshavrk in the Soutlm,estern United Sntes are not adequate for their use as a comprelrensivc
forest management plan for the Me:<ican spotted owl in that they do not provide adequatc
protection for the habitat of the species (FR 60: 2991+29951). Ilowever, the recommendations
may supPort the development of some of the forest habitat attributes suitable for owl foraging
activities (FR 60: 29914-29951). For this reasoq the Service believes that project-le\rclactivitics
plamed within the *bounds and constraints" ofthe goshawk standards and guidelines as outlincd
in Alternative G, would not hinder the recovery ofthc owl.

C. Grazing Managemcnt Amendmentl

fire Recovery Plan summarizes the major zuspected influences of grazing on owls as: (l) changcs
in prey availability; (2) lessened potential for beneficial low-intensity ground fires, and increascd
potentid for destructive high-intensity vertical fires; (3) deterioration of riparian areas; and (4)
suppression of areas to mature into habitat for thc owl and its pre,y.

z)
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The Recovery Team concluded that predicting the elcrent of eflects caused by grazing; a16 the
development of managemeil options, will.req-uire more understanding ofthe raatiorilhip of owlsand grazing. However, negative effects oiexcessive grazing are predictablg espoci"llv in riparian
communities USDI 1995b.) Livestock and wildlife g;"ing h* the potentiatto;hang; owt ilabitat
composition and structure, as well as food availabifi!. Grtng mayalter plant communitics by
1!e removal of plant materials or plant reproductiv. it-"t*"r by tramplirlg; or by soil danug;.
Plant densities, cover, biomass, rigor, aod t.gerreration ability may be i"o,ioa in some areas.
Prey community strulure ma{ be changed in grazed areas and thus alterthe foraging habitat for
the owls. Wthin ponderosa pine forests, gradng can removc, or reduce grasscs and forbs, that
can serve as fuels for low intensity fires that t"nd to reduce pine seedlingistablishnrcnt. Increascs
in tree densities and forest floor fuels contribute to more frequent large crown fires (Covingon
andMoore 1994.) Grazing may also result in the loss, reductioq oriuppressioq of 1'g*i.tioo
of riparian areas. other potential effects of grazing iniude increase in dueruycm, accelerated
decomposition of woody materials, compacted soils, and damage to strgam and shore badcs.

In the following discussioq the grazing guidelines identified in the Recovery plan are summarized
Garagraphs numbcred 1,2,3) along 

"titt, 
tt 

" 
forest plan amendments that address thc intcnt of

the guidelines.

(l) Monitor grazing use and livestck and wildlife in 'key grazing areas,, to dacct changes in
plant composition. The intent is to maintain good to exceue;t rang€conditions in 6y
areas while aacommodating the needs ofthe owls and its prey.

Amended forest plan guideliles for grazing management include identification ofkcy ungulatc
fomge monitoring areas. Wthin theie areas, keyipecies are to be selocted to moniior 

"rr*g"allowable use- The Biological Assessment ana ttre'fglS provide lwels of allowable k€y sdcs
utilization by ungulates in key forage monitoring areas. Allowable utilization rarcs depcnd on
range conditions and management strategy.

By themselves, the grazing management guidelines would seem to fall short of thc Recovery plan
guidelines. However, the-amended guidelines for Mexican spotted owl include a provision thag
with respect to domestic livestock grazing forugr utilization standards in the for€st plans be
implemented to maintain owl prey availability.id prornote the development of owl habitar
These guidelines also include the direction to: '[strive to attain good io excellern rangc
conditioru." The Service assumes that projects will be planned within the bounds ofthe anrendcd
guidelines forthe Mocican spotted owl as well as the grazing man4gern€nt guidelinca.

@ Implement 
Td "4t:: 

grazing utilization standards that would attain tood to qcellcnt
range conditions within the key grazing areas. Establish marimum allo-wabh uso lcrds
that are conservative and that will expJdite attaining and maintaininggood to orcellsrt
range conditions. A p_ttury purpose is to maintain *d r"stot" 

"a.qu"rc 
tevols of

residual plant cover, fruits, seedq and regeneration to providefor the needs ofprcy
species and development offuture owl foraging and dispersal habitat.
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General utilization standards for given range conditions and management strategies are provided
in the guidelines for grazing management, with the provision that they be applied in the absence of
more specific guidelines currently established through site specific National Environrnental Poliry
Act (NEPA) analysis for individual allotments. It is not clear whether these use levels are
conservative with respect to the needs of the owl, or whether the guidelines, by themselves, will
orpedite attainment of good to excellent range conditions. However, the Mexican spotted owl
guidelines call for management strategies to move riparian vegetation toward good condition as
soon as possible and to implement the forage utilization standards to promote development of owl
habitat and attain good to excellent range conditions.

(3) Implement management strategies that will restore good conditions to degraded riparian
communities as soon as possible. Strategies may include reductions in grazing lwels and
increascd numbers of exclosures to protec't ripuian plant cover and regeneratioq and to
prevent damage to stream banks and channels.

The amendments on grazing management do not specifically address riparian area!1, other than to
describe the allowable proximity of key monitoring areas to perennial streams. More seccift
guidance on riparian habitats is provided in the Mexican spotted owl guidelines for Riparian Areas
and Domestic Livestock Grazing. The guidelines for Riparian Areas cdl for confonmnce with
forest plan riparian standards and guidelines and management strategies that should rmvc
degnded riparian vegetation toward good condition as soon as possible. Thc section ofthc
Mexican sponed owl guidelines on Domestic Livestock Grazing states that forage utilization
standards and guidelines are to be implemented to maintain and restore ripuian ecosystems.

It is not clearthat the amendments on gnangmanagement done would provide adequate
direction to expedite improved conditions for the Mexican spotted owl. Howwer, amended
guidelines forthe Mexican spotted owl, which according to the Biological Assessment are to be
applied across the landscape, together with the continuing riparian guidelines, should moderate or
avoid adverse effects to the Mexican spotted owl and its critical habitat from grazing astivities.
Thereforg the Grazing Management amendments, the Mexican spotted owl amendments, and the
oristing riparian guidelines, when implemented together, provide direction that should result in
projectJevel activities that would not likely impede the recovery ofthe Ms<ican sponed owl.

D. Old-Growth Amendments

Alternative G standards and guidelines direct that no less than 20 percent of each forest
ecosystem management area should be allocated to old growth. One guideline states that old
growth firnction should be dweloped or retained on at least 20 percent ofthc nanrally forestd
area by forest tne in any landscape. Required attributes of five primary forest cover types are
displayed inthe FEIS (USDA 1995). These forest types include pinyon-junipcr, ponderosa ping
aspeq mixed-species (Douglas fir), and Engelmann spruce-subalpinc fir. For an areato be
considered old growth in the mixed-species group, it needs to havc minimum attributes of 80 to
100 square feet ofbasal are4 50-60 percent canopy cover, and be 150 yean old. The 20 perccnt
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allocation can overlap with owlPACs, goshawk nest sites, wilderness, research natural areas, and
other forest structures managed for old growth function (H. Hollis, Forest Service, southwest
Regiort Albuquerque, ln\4 pers. comm.).

The effects of these old growth allocations on the owf panicularly in mixed conif,er habitats, will
be positive as existing old growth is maintained. What i, not clear in the FEIS is how stands, that
are allocated toward the 20 percent and are locarcd in protect€d or restricted owl habitar, but donot yet meet or exceed the attributes, will be "derrelopcd'. ffthe owl guidelines werc ovenidden
by +e old growth guidelines, the Service would have concerns. However, it is the Service,s
understanding that activities also will follow owl guiddines.

It is also not clear how the old grounh allocations will be distribute4 or wlat thc sizc ofthc
blocks will be. However, maintenance oflargg old trees across the landscape will be bencficial
for the owl. owls may use habitat allocated to old growth for nesting; ,ooiiog and foraging; as
th* T."t may contain large, old trees, high canop] covenge, ana Jead and down material.
Thereforg project-level activities planned within tti Uouttas oithe old growth guidelines, whcn
implemented to drcconform to the owl guidelines, will not impede the-recovei ofthc owl.

\lt CT'MT]I.ATIYE EFFECTS

Regulations at 50 CFR. a02.la(gxa) require thc Service to consider cumulative etr€cts along with
the effects ofthe proposed action in determining whether a proposed action is likely to jeoplOizc
the continued existenc"jf 

" !i1ed species or destroy or advlrsig modrfy a listed sp*ies,crid""I
habitat. 'Cumulative eflectsn is defined at 50 CER 4oz.Olas "...those effects offirnrrestate or
private activities, not involving Federal activities, that are reasonably certain to occur within thc
action area ofthe Federal action are subject to consultation.'

A- State and privatc Activitics

The Service's most recent assessment of spotted owls and owl habitat on non-Fedcral lands is
found in the final rule designating critical irabitat for the Mexican spotted owl (60 FR 29916-
?9917). According to that documeng approximat ely 3%oof known Mocican spoacd owl habitat
in the United States is found on State and private land in Arizona and New M€xko. Neithcr
Arizona nor New Mexico has laws specifiJafly protecting spott€d owl habitat onStatc or priratc
lands (USDI 1995). The Act prohibits incidental tating orlisted species through habitat
degradation' but the Service is unaware of instancet *f,.ru private actioru havi resulted in $ch
habitat degradation.

If one assumes that al] State and private spotted owl habitat is unprotecte4 and that a[ suctr lands
are subject to timber harves! then approximately 3% of existing spotted owl habitat in the action
area is unprotected. Howwer, regulations t quir" only that 

""tionr 
nreasonablyrcrtain to ooqrr

be considered in the analysis of cumulative effeas. Witit. the Service has no data on thc en*ent of
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harvest of owl habitat on State and private lands, it is reasonable to assume that some such lands
are not sufEciently timbered for commercially viable harvests; are inaccessible for purpose of
timber hawest; are logistically unavailable; or are otherwise not subject to habitat-degrading
astivities.

B. Tribal Lands

Tribal lands are held in "trust" by the Federal Government. They are not considered public lands
or part of the public domain. Tribes are sovereign govemments with management authority over
wildlife and other Tribal land resources. For the purposes of this biological opinioq Tribal
management ofMocican spotted owl habitat that does not involve Federal agency actions is
considered non-Federal and therefore is considered under this cumulative effects analysis.
The final rule designating critical habitat for the Mexican spotted owl states that approximately
15% of Mexican spotted owl habitat in the United States occurs on Tribal lands (60 FR 29917).
Only a small percentage of spotted owl habitat in Colorado and Utatr is tribdly manage{ so thc
percentage of tribally managed spottd owl habitat in the action area is probably slightly more
than 15%. Tribal beliefs and philosophies guide resource management on Tribal lands. Some
Tribes consider owls a bad omen; however, Tribal beliefs also dictate that all living creanrres are
essential parts of nature and, as such, they are revered and protected (USDI 1995).

Many Tribes maintain professionally stafed wildlife and nanrral resources manag,emcnt programs
to ensure prudent management and protection oftribal resources, including threatened 8nd
endangered species. The Service is aware of spotted owl conservation efforts on five Indian
reservatiotts in the action area: the Mescalero Apachg White Mountain Apachg San Carlos
Apache, Jicarilla Apache, and Nanajo Nation.

1. Mescalero Apachc Tribe

The Mescdero Apache Reservation in the Basin and Range - Eas Recovery Unit in NewMexico
lies benrteen two administrative units of the Lincoln National Forest. The resenration is an
important part ofthis recovery unit because of its position in the Sacramento Mountaing which
support the largest and densest spotted owl population in the recovery unit. The known eflects to
spotted owls on the Mescalero Apache Reservation result from the Tribal timber managemcnt
progran The Tribe actively manages its forest while managing for all federally listd orproposed
threatened or endangered species that may exist on the Reservation, including the Mexican
spotted owl. This is accomplished through developing strategies for identi$ing and managiag
habitat determined by the Tribe to be necessary to en$rre protection.

The Mescalero Tribe has been working with the Service in dwelopment of a conservation
stratesl for the subspecies on reservation lands. Early drafts of the plan propose a managemcd
strategy similar to that proposed on the Fort Apache Reservation of the White Mountain Apache
Tribe (see discussioq below). Ilowever, since the management plan has not been adopted bythe
Mescalero Tribal Courrcil, the Service can only consider the general manag€ment philosoptry
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described above in evaluating the effects of Tribal practices in the Basin and Range - East
Recovery Unit.

The effeas of management under the Tribal philosophy are difficult to determine. Tlp Service is
aware that several spotted owl sites, including verifiLdnesting sites, have beenestablis6 on thcresewatiott' and that those sites receive sotne protection. Ho-wever, since no specific spotted owlmanagement guidelines are in place, and since thc Service is unaware ofthc *iont oftimber
management on the Mescalero reservation, the cumulative efect of Tribal managemcnt is difrcult
to evaluarc- Gven this lack of informatioq the Service's assessment ofForest Servbe actiors on
tru tPgt-.d owl population of the Basin and Range - East RecoveryUnit must be dorp without
considering the activities of the Mescalero Apach.e. This limitation in the assessment does not
atrect the conclusion of this biological opinion.

L White Mountain Apachc Tribc

The Fort Apache Reservation is locatcd in the Upper Gila Mountains Rccorrcry Unit, ard is
largely surroundcd by the Apache-sitgreaves National Forest. The White Mountain Apache
recently dweloped a conservation plan for Mexican spotted owls on thc reservation Arers
-containing spotted owls are placed in one of tnro land-management categori€s, termed Designated
Management Areas (DlvfAs). Areas supporting "clust€rs" of four or morc territories are
considered ncategory-l'Dr4As. 

In thise areaq spotted owl habitat Eorrcerns drive managcnrent
prescriptions; timber harvest is a secondary objective. Category-l D[4As range from about
2,4304,050 ha (6,00o-10,000 ac), and contain 5?pz of knoim spottcd owl sitt on the
reservation"

"Category-2'DltdAs include areas supporting l-3 owl territories. Ilabitat outside thc tenitories is
managed only secondarily for spotted owlq with other resource objoctives given priority. No
timber harvest is allowed in 3o-ha (75 ac) patches around owl activity *ntit. A seasonal
restriction on potentially disturbing activities is provided in a Zg2-haiSoO rc) areg and tidcr
prescriptions within this area should be designed to improve habitat iritesity. The Seryicc has
daermined that the.uft,i" M:l*.in ApachJ phn is.dlqu"t" to reason6$ensure persistcnoe of
the Mexican spottd owl on Tribal lands.

3. San Carlos Apachc Tribe

The San Carlos Indian Reservation lies in the Basin and Range - West Recovery Unit and thc
Upper CrilaMountains Recovery Unit. Less than to% ofMJxican spotted owl-nestirg roostirrg;
and foraging habitat is within the Tribe's commercial timber base. The Service and the Tribc arc
curently working or1 but have not completcd a conservation plan for the res€ryatiorr
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4, Jicarilla Apache Tribe

The Jicarilla Apache Reservation is located in the Southern Rocky Mountains - New Mexico
Recovery Unit. The Jicarilla Apache Tribe has developed a spotted owl conservation plan,
approved by the Jicarilla Tribal Council and acceptd by the Service. No resident owls have been
detected to date on the reservation; however, in the event resident owls are detected the Tribe
has proposed to designate a 405-ha (1,000 ac) management territory. Unwen-aged timbcr
management will be allowed to continue in all but 40 ha (100 ac) of the territory. In the absence
of confirmed resident owls, all mixed-conifer stands of l0 ha (25 ac) or greater are treated as
roosting/nesting sites, and timber hanest will not be allowed. A seasonal restriction around any
active nest sites that are found is also proposcd.

5. Navajo Nation

The Navajo Nation lies in the Colorado Plateau Recovery Unit. The Navajo Nation is working
with the Bureau oflndian Affairs on aNavajo Forest Management Plaru and no timber harvest
activity is expected until the plan is complete. The Bureau oflndian Afhirs intends to conduct
section 7 consultatiorl and the Navajo Nation is considering developing a conservation plan under
section l(aXlXB) ofthe Act.

VIt CONCLUSION

According to 50 CER 402.02" *jeopardize the continued oristence ofl rneans to engagc in an
action that reasonably would be orpected, directly or indirectly, to reduce appreciably thc
likelihood ofboth the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the
reproductioq numbers, or distribution of that species. "Destruction or adverse modification'
means a direct or indirect alteration that appreciably diminishes the value of criticd habitat for
both the survival and recovery of the species. Pursuant to 50 CFR 402.14(9), the Service has
rwiewed all relevant information provided by the Forest Service, and the curent status ofthe
Merdcan spotted owl and its designated critical habitat. The Service also has rwiewed thc
environmental baseline for the affected are4 and the direct and cumulative effects for the Forest
Service's proposal.

The Service finds that implementation of the forest plans, as amended by the new standards and
guidelines of Alternative G in the FEIS, is not likely to jeopardize the continued e,xistence ofthe
Mocican spotted owl or result in the destruction or adverse modification ofthe species' cdticat
habitat. ProjectJevel actions and activities planned and implemented under these standards and
guidelines, taken together, should promote the recovery ofthe owl.

This finding docs not obviate the need, pursuant to 50 CFR 402.14, for the Forest Service to
continue to consult on project-level actions that "may affect'' the Morican spottd owl or its
critical habitar
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Vff[. INCIDENTAL TAKE

Section a(O and 9 of the ESA as amended, prohibit taking (harass, harrq pursue, hunt, shoot,wound, kill, trap, clpture or collect, or attempt to engage in 
"ny 

such conduct ) of listed spcciesof fish or wildlife without a special exemption. Harm-iJfunher defined to include significanthabitat modification or degradation that results in death or injury to listed speies by signiftantlyimpairing behavioral patterns such as breeding feeding or rh"lt.ring. Har;ss is defined as as.tionsthat create the likelihood of injury to listed .pli"r to nrch an en€nt as to significantlydisrupt
normal behavior patterns which includg but are not limited to, breeding feeding or sheltering.Incidental take is any take of listed animal species tt ut r.rutts frorq but is not the purpose of,carrying out an otherwise laufirl activity conducted by the Federal agerrcy or the appticant. Undcrthc terms of section 7(bX4) and section {oX2), takilg;;;is incidental to and not intendcd aspart o-f the agency action is not considered a piohibitei taking provided that such taking is incompliance with the terms and conditions of ihis incidental ,&i J"t"*oni. 

-

The Serviceanticipates 
$at liale if any, incidentat take may occur as the result of thc

implementation of individual projects designed *a.pprorrla underthis proposcd action. Thcprecise lwel ofincidental take cannot be d-etermined at this timc, and this incidental takc
statement does not cover incidental take that might result from thosc individual projects. Any
incidental take must be covered by lowerJevel $rogrammatic or projectJevel) biological
opinions, where the amount and the effect of 

",i 
inldental take can be more accurately dcfincd

and reasonable and prudent measures can be aeiign€d to eliminate or minimize take.

Dt CONSERVATIONRECOMMEIIDATIONS

A' Forest managers should be notified that all manageflrent activities arc to be
canied out within the bounds or comtraints of the standards and guidclincs
of the Forest Plans, as described in the Glossary ofthc fEIS under ttre
definition of nstandards and guidelirrcsn in thc.iEIS.

B' The monitoring standard in the FEIS on page 154 should be clarifcd by
changing it to: "Monitor changes in owi populations and habitat tt".d;d
for delisting."

C' An improved data management system should be dwelo@ thqt allowtfor
standardized and uniform data collection at the Forest ler/el to be u$d in
the monitoring of owl populations and habitats as rocommended in thc
Recovery Plan. This computerized database should have the fo[owing
characteristics:

30
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. Have a centralized location.

. Be accessible to field workers.

. Should allow for field workers to produce summaries of their own data and

to allow them to make comparisons of their own data to past years' dat4

and to overall data.

Dt REINITIATION STATEMENT

This concludes forrnal consultation for the Modcan spotted owl and designated citical habitat in

resard to the 
"f""tr 

of ttt Mexican qp"ttJ 
"*t 

and its critical habitat from implementation of all

ff;; i;;;ht; amended with tire new standards and guidelines under Alternative G.

purzuant to 50 CFR402.16, reinitiation of formal consultation is required if: (l) new information

;;.tr,l* management direction may affect the Maxican spotted owl-or its critical habitat in a

manner or to an ocent not prwiously considered; or (2) the direction is zubsequendy modified in

a marmer that causes an effect to the Mocican spotted owl or its criticd habitat tbat was not

ro*iJorA in this opinion. The Service 
"szumei 

that the Forest Service will select Alternative G

as analped in the dctober, 1995, FEIS, and that the Record ofDecision for the FEIS will indicate

this selection. Should the Forest Se-rvice decide to accept an dternative other th"q Altenrative G

this would constitute new information for which re-initiation of consultation for the new proposal

would be necessary.

The Serrrice has waluated the impacts to the owl in this consultation under tbe asstrmpion tb!

essential components ofthe Recoiery Ptan will be implemented. These include population and

habitat monitoring for the owl tlat will standardize monitoring eforts for tracking the region--

wide condition of owl habitat. This in turn should greatly increase the consistenqr and reliability

of data used in determining the baseline conditions in consrltations on the owl. Because somc of

the management guidelines in the Recovery Plan are largely untested' the Recovery Plan itsdf

recognizei tfrat timay implementation of the monitoring is essential to validate an4 if necessary

a_djG the recovery ri*t.ry presented inthe Plan The continuing effectiveness ofthis biologicat

ojioion depends on the u.lidity ofthe Recovery Plan stratery and on confirmation that the

iniened baseline conditions accurately reflect the status of owl populations and habitat-

Accordingty, the Service expects that the Forest Service will initiate the pilot snrdy for th! .
;6J;";'-d ."oohabitai monitoring progran withitr one year ofthe is:qnce ofthis biological

opioioo. If timely progress is not made-on the monitoring progam, re-initiation of consultaion

will be necessaly to re-waluate impacts to the species and habitat.
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If you or your staffhave any questions regarding this consultation or the consultative process, &el
free to contact Ron McClendon of Ecological Services at 248-6653.

Sincerely,
/, --

2/*y,4
RegiFtal Director

-/
cc:
fames Lloyd Pat Jacksorl Leon Fager, Heather Hollis, Forest Service, Albuquerqng NM
Geographic Managers, (U/PXG/L), Region 2, Albuqucrquc, NM
Chiet, Ecological Sendces, Region 2, Albuquerqug NM
Supervisors, Ecological Services Field Offices, Albuquergue, lllv[ utd Phoeni4 AZ
Stwe Chambers, Ron McClendor\ Region 2, Albuquerquc, NM
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United States Department of the Interior 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

2321 West Royal Palm Road, Suite 103 
Phoenix, Arizona 85021-4951 

Telephone: (602) 242-0210 FAX: (602) 242-2513 
In Reply Refer To: 
AESO/SE 
22410-2007-F-0028 
22410-2007-F-0077 June 26, 2007 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Timothy Short 
District Ranger 
North Kaibab Ranger District 
P.O. Box 248 
430 South Main Street 
Fredonia, Arizona  86022-0248 
 
Dear Mr. Short: 
 
This biological opinion responds to your request for formal consultation with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) pursuant to section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 U.S.C. 
1531-1544), as amended (Act).  We received your March 12, 2007, request for formal 
consultation on March 13, 2007.  At issue are impacts that may result from the proposed Warm 
Fire Hazard Tree Removal projects in the North Kaibab Ranger District (District) of the Kaibab 
National Forest located in Coconino County, Arizona, on the Mexican spotted owl (MSO) (Strix 
occidentalis lucida) and its critical habitat. 
 
The March 12 letter included a request for concurrence with a determination that the proposed 
project may affect, but is not likely to jeopardize, the nonessential experimental population of 
California condors (Gymnogyps californianus), which is regarded as a proposed species on 
Forest Service lands.  Section 7 regulations do not require a conference for non-jeopardy 
determinations made by action agencies for proposed species.  However, we recommend full 
implementation of the conservation measures, and have included our concurrence in Appendix 
A. 
 
The March 12 letter also includes a request for concurrence with a determination that the 
proposed action will not affect the conservation agreement species Kaibab plains cactus 
(Pediocactus paradinei).  Section 7 regulations do not require you to request our concurrence on 
“no effect” determinations.  However, we agree with your proposal to implement appropriate 
measures from the conservation strategy.  Based on the information you have provided, we do 
not believe the species will be affected by the project. 
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This biological opinion is based on information provided in a March 8, 2007, biological 
evaluation (BE), telephone conversations, meetings, and other sources of information.  Literature 
cited in this biological opinion is not a complete bibliography of all literature available on the 
species of concern, road rehabilitation and its effects, or on other subjects considered in this 
opinion.  A complete administrative record of this consultation is on file at this office. 
 
Consultation History 
 
Table 1 is a summary of the consultation history for the proposed project. 
 
Table 1.  Consultation history for the Warm Fire Hazard Tree Removal projects in the Kaibab 
National Forest. 
 
Date Event 

September 12, 2006 We received a scoping letter regarding hazard tree removal associated 
with the Warm Fire along Highway 89A. 

October 16, 2006 We responded with comments on the proposed action. 

October 25, 2006 We received a scoping letter regarding hazard tree removal associated 
with the Warm Fire along Forest Service System roads and the Arizona 
Trail. 

November 17, 2006 We responded with comments on the proposed action. 

February 21, 2007 We received a draft February 7, 2007, BE for the Hazard Tree Removal 
projects for review. 

March 13, 2007 We received a March 8, 2007, BE for the Hazard Tree Removal 
projects and received a March 12, 2007, letter requesting formal 
consultation. 

April 26, 2007 We issued a thirty-day letter initiating formal consultation. 

May 11, 2007 We issued a draft biological opinion to the District for review. 

June 6, 2007 We received comments on the draft biological opinion. 
 
 BIOLOGICAL OPINION 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 
 
Most of the information regarding the proposed action in this document is from the March 8, 
2007 BE (Sanders 2007).  The Warm Fire started on June 8, 2006, from a lightning strike near 
the junction of Forest Road 205 and Highway 67 on the North Kaibab Ranger District.  The fire 
was managed as wildland fire use until the weather and management conditions abruptly 
changed on June 24.  The fire was converted to a suppression attack wildfire on June 25.  The 
fire was contained on July 3, controlled on August 9, and declared out on September 14. A total 
of 58,622 acres were burned during wildland fire use and wildfire/suppression.  Approximately 
39,110 acres that burned during wildfire/suppression sustained severe fire effects.  
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The fire burned with sufficient intensity to kill many of the trees along Forest Service System 
roads and the Arizona Trail.  Due to concern for public safety, the District developed two hazard 
tree removal projects to remove dead and dying trees along roads traditionally experiencing high 
public use and along the Arizona Trail.  One project was referred to as the Arizona Department 
of Transportation (ADOT) Slivers Project, and the other was referred to as the Forest Service 
Roads Hazard Tree Removal Project.  The ADOT Slivers project includes removing trees along 
Highways 89A and 67 within the fire area where trees could fall into the road prism, but were 
not within the right-of-way owned by ADOT (our consultation number 22410-2007-F-0028).  
The other project includes fire mortality salvage along interior unpaved forest roads and along 
the Arizona Trail (our consultation number 22410-2007-F-0077).  The District combined and 
addressed both projects in the March 8, 2007 BE.  The combined projects constitute the proposed 
action addressed by this biological opinion.  
 
The proposed action will result in removing all trees that pose a hazard to human health and life.  
Highway rights-of-way and forest roads selected for hazard tree removals burned in both the 
wildland fire use and wildfire/suppression portions of the Warm Fire.  Hazard trees in the 
wildland fire use portion are scattered, but trees in the wildfire/suppression portion experienced 
crown fires resulting in large areas of tree mortality. 
 
The entire project will include treatment of more than 82 miles of roads for a total of 
approximately 2,247 acres.  Approximately 11.9 miles (288.6 acres) of the non-highway roads 
are within the wildland fire use portion and 71.8 miles (1,178.9 acres) are in the 
wildfire/suppression portion.  
 
For roads that were affected by wildfire/suppression, all trees within an identified treatment area 
will be removed.  The width of the treatment area for roads selected for hazard tree removal will 
be defined as a  200 foot-wide buffer area centered on the centerline of the road.  The length of 
the treatment area for each road is specific to the given road.  For roads that were affected by 
wildland fire use, only those trees with potential to imminently fall into the road prism will be 
removed.      
 
Along the Arizona Trail, only those trees in imminent danger of falling into the trail will be 
removed.  The width of the treatment area for the Arizona Trail will be defined as a 100 foot-
wide corridor centered on the centerline of the trail.  Approximately 14.6 miles of the Arizona 
Trail will be treated, resulting in about 177 acres of potential tree removal.  Areas proposed for 
hazard tree removal along the Arizona Trail include 4.2 miles (51.2 acres) in the wildland fire 
use portion and 10.4 miles (124.6 acres) in the wildfire/suppression portion.   
 
Small branches that break off during hazard tree removal will be deposited and left on the forest 
floor.  Larger diameter pieces (3 inches and up) that are the result of hazard tree removal 
activities will be piled and burned, removed from the hazard tree units to another location for 
burning, or chipped on site.  Only project-created slash would be removed, burned or chipped; 
some fire-hardened down wood would be retained on the site.  The decision to remove or leave 
some or all of the activity created slash will be at the discretion of implementation crews who 
will consider site, public safety, contract requirements, funding and soil protection needs.   
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STATUS OF THE SPECIES  
 
Mexican Spotted Owl 
 
The MSO was listed as a threatened species in 1993 (USDI 1993).  The primary threats to the 
species were cited as even-aged timber harvest and stand-replacing wildfire, although grazing, 
recreation, and other land uses were also mentioned as possible factors influencing the MSO 
population.  The Fish and Wildlife Service appointed the Mexican Spotted Owl Recovery Team 
in 1993, which produced the Recovery Plan for the Mexican Spotted Owl (Recovery Plan) in 
1995 (USDI 1995). 
 
A detailed account of the taxonomy, biology, and reproductive characteristics of the MSO is 
found in the Final Rule listing the MSO as a threatened species (USDI 1993) and in the 
Recovery Plan (USDI 1995).  The information provided in those documents is included herein 
by reference.  Although the MSO’s entire range covers a broad area of the southwestern United 
States and Mexico, the MSO does not occur uniformly throughout its range.  Instead, it occurs in 
disjunct localities that correspond to isolated forested mountain systems, canyons, and in some 
cases steep, rocky canyon lands.  Surveys have revealed that the species has an affinity for older, 
uneven-aged forest, and the species is known to inhabit a physically diverse landscape in the 
southwestern United States and Mexico. 
 
The U.S. range of the MSO has been divided into six recovery units (RU), as discussed in the 
Recovery Plan.  The primary administrator of lands supporting the MSO in the United States is 
the Forest Service.  Most owls have been found within Forest Service Region 3 (including 11 
National Forests in Arizona and New Mexico).  Forest Service Regions 2 and 4 (including two 
National Forests in Colorado and three in Utah) support fewer owls.  According to the Recovery 
Plan, 91 percent of MSO known to exist in the United States between 1990 and 1993 occurred on 
lands administered by the Forest Service. 
 
The proposed action occurs in the Colorado Plateau Recovery Unit which includes most of 
southern and south-central Utah, plus portions of northern Arizona, northwestern New Mexico, 
and southwestern Colorado.  MSO habitat appears to be naturally fragmented in this RU, with 
most owls found in disjunct canyon systems or isolated mountain ranges.  In northern Arizona, 
MSO have been reported in both canyon and montane situations.  Recent records of MSO exist 
for the Grand Canyon and Kaibab Plateau, as well as for the Chuska Mountains, Black Mesa, 
Fort Defiance Plateau, and the Rainbow/Skeleton Plateau on the Navajo Nation.  Federal lands 
account for 44 percent of this RU.  Tribal lands collectively total 30 percent, with the largest 
single entity being the Navajo Nation.   
 
Historical and current anthropogenic uses of MSO habitat include both domestic and wild 
ungulate grazing, recreation, fuels reduction treatments, resource extraction (e.g., timber, oil, 
gas), and development.  These activities have the potential to reduce the quality of MSO nesting, 
roosting, and foraging habitat, and may cause disturbance during the breeding season.  Livestock 
and wild ungulate grazing is prevalent throughout Region 3 National Forest lands and is thought 
to have a negative effect on the availability of grass cover for prey species.  Recreation impacts 
are increasing on all forests, especially in meadow and riparian areas.  There is anecdotal 
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information and research that indicates that owls in heavily used recreation areas are much more 
erratic in their movement patterns and behavior.  Fuels reduction treatments, though critical to 
reducing the risk of severe wildfire, can have short-term adverse effects to MSO through habitat 
modification and disturbance.  As the population grows, especially in Arizona, small 
communities within and adjacent to National Forest System lands are being developed.  This 
trend may have detrimental effects to MSO by further fragmenting habitat and increasing 
disturbance during the breeding season.  West Nile Virus also has the potential to adversely 
impact the MSO.  The virus has been documented in Arizona, New Mexico, and Colorado, and 
preliminary information suggests that owls may be highly vulnerable to this disease (Courtney et 
al. 2004). Unfortunately, due to the secretive nature of owls and the lack of intensive monitoring 
of banded birds, we will most likely not know when owls contract the disease or the extent of its 
impact to MSO range-wide. 
 
Currently, high-intensity, stand-replacing fires are influencing ponderosa pine and mixed conifer 
forest types in Arizona and New Mexico.  Uncharacteristic, severe, stand-replacing wildfire is 
probably the greatest threat to MSO within the action area.  As throughout the West, fire severity 
and size have been increasing within this geographic area 
 
A reliable estimate of the numbers of owls throughout its entire range is not currently available 
(USDI 1995) and the quality and quantity of information regarding numbers of MSO vary by 
source.  USFWS (1991) reported a total of 2,160 owls throughout the United States.  Fletcher 
(1990) calculated that 2,074 owls existed in Arizona and New Mexico.  However, Ganey et al. 
(2000) estimates approximately 2,950 ± 1,067 (SE) MSOs in the Upper Gila Mountains RU 
alone.  The FS Region 3 most recently reported a total of approximately 1,025 PACs established 
on NFS lands in Arizona and New Mexico (B. Barrera, pers. comm. June 18, 2007).  Based on 
this number of MSO sites, total numbers in the United States may range from 1,025 individuals, 
assuming each known site was occupied by a single MSO, to 2,050 individuals, assuming each 
known site was occupied by a pair of MSOs.  The FS Region 3 data are the most current 
compiled information available to us; however, survey efforts in areas other than NFS lands have 
resulted in additional sites being located in all Recovery Units.  Approximately 200 MSO PACs 
have been designated in the Colorado Plateau Recovery Unit (S. Hedwall, FWS, pers. comm. 
2007).   
 
Researchers studied MSO population dynamics on one study site in Arizona (n = 63 territories) 
and one study site in New Mexico (n = 47 territories) from 1991 through 2002.  The Final 
Report, titled “Temporal and Spatial Variation in the Demographic Rates of Two Mexican 
Spotted Owl Populations,” (in press) found that reproduction varied greatly over time, while 
survival varied little.  The estimates of the population rate of change (Λ=Lamda) indicated that 
the Arizona population was stable (mean Λ from 1993 to 2000 = 0.995; 95 percent Confidence 
Interval = 0.836, 1.155) while the New Mexico population declined at an annual rate of about 6 
percent (mean Λ from 1993 to 2000 = 0.937; 95 percent Confidence Interval = 0.895, 0.979).  
The study concludes that spotted owl populations could experience great (>20 percent) 
fluctuations in numbers from year to year due to the high annual variation in recruitment.  
However, due to the high annual variation in recruitment, the MSO is then likely very vulnerable 
to actions that impact adult survival (e.g., habitat alteration, drought, etc.) during years of low 
recruitment.   
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Since the owl was listed, we have completed or have in draft form a total of 183 formal 
consultations for the MSO.  These formal consultations have identified incidences of anticipated 
incidental take of MSO in 376 PACs.  The form of this incidental take is almost entirely harm or 
harassment, rather than direct mortality.  These consultations have primarily dealt with actions 
proposed by FS Region 3.  However, in addition to actions proposed by FS Region 3, a total of 
18 (approximately 9 percent) PACs in the Colorado Plateau Recovery Unit have been involved 
in actions where incidental take has been anticipated.  We have also reviewed the impacts of 
actions proposed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of Defense (including Air Force, 
Army, and Navy), Department of Energy, National Park Service, and Federal Highway 
Administration.  These proposals have included timber sales, road construction, fire/ecosystem 
management projects (including prescribed natural and management ignited fires), livestock 
grazing, recreation activities, utility corridors, military and sightseeing overflights, and other 
activities.  Only two of these projects (release of site-specific owl location information and 
existing forest plans) have resulted in biological opinions that the proposed action would likely 
jeopardize the continued existence of the MSO.  The jeopardy opinion issued for existing Forest 
Plans on November 25, 1997, was rendered moot as a non-jeopardy/no adverse modification BO 
was issued the same day. 
 
In 1996, we issued a biological opinion on FS Region 3 adoption of the Recovery Plan 
recommendations through an amendment to their Land and Resource Management Plans 
(LRMPs).  In this non-jeopardy biological opinion, we anticipated that approximately 151 PACs 
would be affected by activities that would result in incidental take of MSOs, with approximately 
91 of those PACs located in the Upper Gila Mountains RU.  In addition, on January 17, 2003, we 
completed a reinitiation of the 1996 Forest Plan Amendments biological opinion, which 
anticipated the additional incidental take of five MSO PACs in Region 3 due to the rate of 
implementation of the grazing standards and guidelines, for a total of 156 PACs.  Consultation 
on individual actions under these biological opinions resulted in the harm and harassment of 
approximately 243 PACs on Region 3 NFS lands.  FS Region 3 reinitiated consultation on the 
LRMPs on April 8, 2004.  On June 10, 2005, the FWS issued a revised biological opinion on the 
amended LRMPs.  We anticipated that while the Region 3 Forests continue to operate under the 
existing LRMPs, take is reasonably certain to occur to an additional 10 percent of the known 
PACs on NFS lands.  We expect that continued operation under the plans will result in harm to 
49 PACs and harassment to another 49 PACs.  To date, consultation on individual actions under 
the amended Forest Plans, as accounted for under the June 10, 2005, biological opinion has 
resulted in the incidental take of owls associated with 19 PACs.  Incidental take associated with 
Forest Service fire suppression actions, which was not included in the LRMP proposed action, 
has resulted in the incidental take of owls associated with 11 PACs. 
 
Mexican spotted owl critical habitat 
 
The final MSO critical habitat rule (USDI 2004) designated approximately 8.6 million acres of 
critical habitat in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah, mostly on Federal lands (USDI 
2004).  Within this larger area, critical habitat is limited to areas that meet the definition of 
protected and restricted habitat, as described in the Recovery Plan.  Protected habitat includes all 
known owl sites and all areas within mixed conifer or pine-oak habitat with slopes greater than 
40 percent where timber harvest has not occurred in the past 20 years.  Restricted habitat 
includes mixed conifer forest, pine-oak forest, and riparian areas outside of protected habitat. 
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The primary constituent elements for proposed MSO critical habitat were determined from 
studies of their habitat requirements and information provided in the Recovery Plan (USDI 
1995).  Since owl habitat can include both canyon and forested areas, primary constituent 
elements were identified in both areas.  The primary constituent elements which occur for the 
MSO within mixed-conifer, pine-oak, and riparian forest types that provide for one or more of 
the MSO’s habitat needs for nesting, roosting, foraging, and dispersing are in areas defined by 
the following features for forest structure and prey species habitat: 
 
Primary constituent elements related to forest structure include: 

 
 A range of tree species, including mixed conifer, pine-oak, and riparian forest types, 

composed of different tree sizes reflecting different ages of trees, 30 percent to 45 percent 
of which are large trees with diameter-at-breast height (dbh) of 12 inches or more;  

 
 A shade canopy created by the tree branches covering 40 percent or more of the ground; 

and, 
 

 Large, dead trees (snags) with a dbh of at least 12 inches. 
 
Primary constituent elements related to the maintenance of adequate prey species include: 
 

 High volumes of fallen trees and other woody debris; 
 
 A wide range of tree and plant species, including hardwoods; and 

 
 Adequate levels of residual plant cover to maintain fruits and seeds, and allow plant 

regeneration. 
 
The forest habitat attributes listed above usually are present with increasing forest age, but their 
occurrence may vary by location, past forest management practices or natural disturbance events, 
forest-type productivity, and plant succession.  These characteristics may also be observed in 
younger stands, especially when the stands contain remnant large trees or patches of large trees.  
Certain forest management practices may also enhance tree growth and mature stand 
characteristics where the older, larger trees are allowed to persist. 
 
There are eight critical habitat units located in the Colorado Plateau RU totaling approximately 
3.4 million acres of designated critical habitat, although not all of those acres meet the definition 
of critical habitat. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE  
 
The environmental baseline includes past and present impacts of all Federal, State, or private 
actions in the action area, the anticipated impacts of all proposed Federal actions in the action 
area that have undergone formal or early section 7 consultation, and the impact of State and 
private actions which are contemporaneous with the consultation process.  The environmental 
baseline defines the current status of the species and its habitat in the action area to provide a 
platform to assess the effects of the action now under consultation. 
 
A.  Status of the species within the action area 
 
Mexican Spotted Owl 
 
Some, but not all, of the project area containing MSO habitat has been surveyed to protocol in 
conjunction with other projects in 2000, 2002, 2004, and 2005 (Sanders 2007).  Table 2 
summarizes the survey status of MSO habitat within the wildfire/suppression area, not just that 
within hazard tree removal corridors along the roads.  No MSO were detected during those 
surveys. 
 
Table 2.  Survey status of MSO habitat within the Warm Fire suppression area. 
 
Surveyed Unsurveyed 
Habitat Category Acres Habitat Category Acres 
Restricted 4,407.59 Restricted 1,928.25
Target  2,183.66 Target  347.16
Threshold 473.92 Threshold 40.23
Total 7,065.17 Total 2,315.64

 
The project area was subjected to an intense wildfire.  No surveys were conducted in advance of 
burning, and no surveys have been completed since due to a lack of access, safety concerns, and 
time of fire occurrence in relation to MSO breeding seasons. 
 
Mexican Spotted Owl Critical Habitat 
 
All of the MSO habitat in the project area is also designated forested critical habitat in MSO 
critical habitat unit CP-10.  Unit CP-10 is 918,000 acres in size, but because not all of that 
acreage is protected or restricted MSO habitat (USDI 2004), the amount of actual MSO critical 
habitat in the unit is an unknown smaller proportion of that figure.  There is no canyon MSO 
critical habitat in the project area. 
 
B.  Factors affecting the species’ environment within the action area  
 
Mexican Spotted Owl 
 
No MSO habitat occurs in the wildland fire use portion of the Warm Fire.  MSO habitat occurs 
in the wildfire/suppression portion of the burned area, and Table 3 summarizes the fire effects in 
that portion of the Warm Fire.   
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Table 3.  Summary of fire effects to MSO habitat in the wildfire/suppression portion of the 
Warm Fire.  
 
Habitat Category Low Severity 

(acres) 
Low-Moderate 
Severity 
(acres) 

Moderate-High 
Severity 
(acres) 

High Severity 
(acres) 

Total 
(acres)

Restricted  763 658 539 4,374 6,334
Target  309 301 240 1,680 2,530
Threshold  21 58 57 378 514
Totals 1,093 1,017 836 6,432 9,378

 
Mexican Spotted Owl Critical Habitat 
 
Because all of the MSO habitat in the project area is also designated critical habitat in MSO 
critical habitat unit CP-10, the fire effects summarized in Table 3 also apply to the critical 
habitat.  
 
EFFECTS OF THE ACTION 
 
Effects of the action refer to the direct and indirect effects of an action on the species or critical 
habitat, together with the effects of other activities that are interrelated and interdependent with 
that action, that will be added to the environmental baseline.  Interrelated actions are those that 
are part of a larger action and depend on the larger action for their justification.  Interdependent 
actions are those that have no independent utility apart from the action under consideration.  
Indirect effects are those that are caused by the proposed action and are later in time, but are still 
reasonably certain to occur. 
 
Mexican Spotted Owl 
 
In general, MSO can be affected in two major ways.  The regular behavior (feeding, sheltering, 
breeding) of individuals can be affected by noise or other disturbance associated with project 
activity.  The second major category of potential effect to the species is alteration or loss of its 
habitat. 
 
Most of the MSO habitat involved in the project area has been surveyed for MSO, and no 
individuals were detected as a result of the surveys.  The relevant surveys were conducted in 
2000, 2004, 2005, and 2006 prior to other project activities, in accordance with the protocol in 
effect at the time of the surveys.  However, there are unsurveyed areas within the 
wildfire/suppression area and the hazard tree removal areas (Sanders 2007).  The 
Wildfire/Suppression Area column of Table 4 represents all acres within the suppression area 
that were not surveyed, and the Hazard Tree Removal Areas column represents all acres in the 
hazard tree removal corridors along the roads. 
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Table 4.  Unsurveyed MSO habitat in the Warm Fire wildfire/suppression and hazard tree 
removal areas.   
 
Habitat Category Wildfire/ Suppression Area 

(acres) 
Hazard Tree Removal Areas 
(acres) 

Restricted 1,928.25 94.48
Target 347.16 31.90
Threshold 40.23 0.10
Total  2,315.64 126.48

 
Project implementation will begin as soon as possible during summer 2007 and continue until 
completed.  Some of the project areas were not previously surveyed, and the Forest Service does 
not plan to survey these areas prior to implementation.  Although much of the Warm Fire 
resulted in high severity burns (Table 3), some herbaceous vegetation remained or responded 
following the fire in areas that burned at a lower intensity.  This regrowth is likely to result in 
higher populations of small mammals in these areas, increasing the prey base available for MSO 
or other raptors.  It is possible that noise and human activity during hazard tree removal could 
disturb MSO foraging in or dispersing through the project area. 
 
Table 5 summarizes the amount of MSO habitat in each habitat category that will be affected by 
the proposed project.  All or most of the dead and dying trees will be removed from this habitat.   
 
Table 5.  MSO habitat that will be treated with hazard tree removal. 
 
Habitat Category Acres 
Restricted 436 
Target 288 
Threshold 140 
Total 864 

 
MSO habitat in the project area sustained a range of fire effects due to the Warm Fire.  The 
proposed project will further remove dead trees in the MSO habitat of the selected treatment 
areas.  The large snag component of the MSO habitat will be reduced by the project.  Complete 
removal of the trees will also affect the recovery of the large down log component of that MSO 
habitat in the future.  Combined with the fire effects, hazard tree removal will result in even-aged 
stand conditions over a large area until trees age enough to develop mixed-species and uneven-
aged conditions.  Roadside areas are key zones to protect visitors and allow speedy access into 
remote areas for future fire suppression.  Therefore, these roadside areas will likely not 
contribute to long-rotation periods and uneven-aged conditions (Sanders 2007), reducing the 
amount of MSO habitat that can be recovered in the project area. 
 
Large snags are a key habitat component of MSO habitat, and that component will be 
significantly reduced by the project.  The estimated numbers of large (12 inches in diameter at 
breast height [dbh] or larger) snags to be removed from the 864 acres of MSO habitat are 
summarized in Table 6. 
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Table 6.  Estimated number of large snags that will be removed in MSO habitat. 
 
Location MSO 

Habitat 
(acres) 

Ponderosa 
Pine 

White
Fir 

Douglas-
fir 

Engelmann 
Spruce 

Aspen Total 

Between 
mileposts 586 and 
594 of Highway 
67 

243 300 70 28 1 12 411

Forest Service 
Roads and 
the Arizona Trail 

618 742 185 7,107 247 3,028 11,309

Total 861 1,042 255 7,135 248 3,040 11,720
 
Trees smaller than 12 inches dbh will not be targeted for removal unless they obstruct equipment 
access to larger trees, they pose a hazard to cutting crews, or they pose a risk to motorists.  Those 
smaller trees, when cut, would be treated like slash from larger trees during the operation and 
piled and burned, removed, or chipped.  Some aspen may be bucked into segments and left on-
site due to limited market and extensive heart rot.  
 
Large down logs are another key habitat component of MSO habitat.  Most of the down wood 
that existed prior to the Warm Fire was probably consumed by the fire.  The proposed action will 
remove the large diameter (3 inches and larger) debris created by removing the hazard trees.  In 
addition, removal of all or most of the standing trees from the treatment areas will preclude the 
recruitment of large down logs in the treated MSO habitat.  Only scattered, residual fire-
hardened down wood will remain after hazard tree operations.  Portions of Forest Service Road 
641U (approximately 2.5 miles), and the tips of roads that overlap Inventoried Roadless Areas 
will not have trees removed once fallen.  Trees may be bucked up to allow them to be manually 
rolled away from the roadbed, and could be collected by fuel-wood harvesters or others. 
 
Ground-disturbance activities associated with hazard tree removal will also slow recovery of 
treated MSO habitat.  Use of machinery and other project activity on already damaged soils can 
lead to soil compaction and scarification (Beschta et al. 2004, Donato et al. 2006).  Continued 
disturbance of the ground could result in less or slower recovery of the vegetation, including 
trees and understory plant cover, that constitutes MSO habitat.  
 
In summary, the proposed action will adversely affect key habitat components including large 
snags and large down logs in the 864 acres of MSO habitat in the treatment units.  The project 
will remove most of the key habitat components that remain in the road and trail corridors.  
These areas will serve as fuelbreaks and safety corridors indefinitely.  The Forest Service will 
not deliberately alter the natural recovery until vegetation is of sufficient density and size to 
provide a fuels or safety hazard.  This management will likely reduce the overstory MSO habitat 
characteristics from developing.  The project will create wider road and trail corridors across the 
area, limiting recovery of habitat in these corridors.  This leads to further habitat fragmentation, 
reducing value of the area for dispersing and foraging birds.  
 
Mexican Spotted Owl Critical Habitat 
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All of the 864 acres of MSO habitat selected for treatment are also designated forested MSO 
critical habitat in critical habitat unit CP-10.  The anticipated effects of the action on the primary 
constituent elements of that critical habitat are summarized below.   
 
30-45 percent of trees are 12 inches dbh or larger 
 
The proposed action will remove most or all of the dead trees from the selected road or trail 
prisms in the project area.  As a result of the Warm Fire, those areas of MSO critical habitat do 
not currently contain live trees, and the project will not affect the proportion of live trees over 12 
inches dbh in the hazard tree removal areas. 
 
Shade canopy of tree branches covering 40 percent or more of the ground 
 
Shade canopy will not be affected within the hazard tree removal areas because living tree 
canopies no longer exist in the affected MSO critical habitat. 
 
Large snags that are 12 inches dbh or larger 
 
As stated above in the Effects of the Action-Mexican Spotted Owl section, all or most of the 
trees in the selected treatment areas in MSO habitat will be removed.  Thus, all or most (11,720) 
large snags will be removed from 861 acres of MSO critical habitat.  The removal virtually 
eliminates this primary constituent element in long corridors through the affected MSO critical 
habitat.  
 
High volumes of fallen trees and other woody debris 
 
As stated above in the Mexican Spotted Owl section, few large down logs and little other woody 
debris remains in the project area as a result of the Warm Fire.  The proposed action will remove 
the large-diameter debris created by removing the hazard trees, but not the fire-caused existing 
down wood unless it provides a hazard to crews or the public.  Furthermore, removal of all or 
most standing trees from the treatment areas will preclude the recruitment and recovery of large 
down logs in the treated MSO critical habitat.  Thus, this primary constituent element will also 
be virtually eliminated in the treated MSO critical habitat. 
   
A wide range of tree and plant species, including hardwoods 
 
Dominant vegetation in MSO critical habitat in the project area prior to the Warm Fire consisted 
of a mixture of woody plants, warm and cool season grasses, and forbs.  Woody plants included 
aspen, Gambel oak, ponderosa pine, blue spruce, Douglas-fir, white fir, Engelmann spruce, sub 
alpine fir, Fendler’s ceanothus, and New Mexico locust.  Those species may recover in the 
future, depending on how the treatment areas are managed.  However, ground activities 
associated with hazard tree removal will slow the recovery of these species in MSO critical 
habitat.  Effects to the soils from project activity may also differentially affect the recovery of 
each of the species.  
 
Adequate levels of residual plant cover to maintain fruits, seeds and allow plant regeneration 
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Due to the fire effects of the Warm Fire, little residual plant cover exists in the MSO critical 
habitat that will be treated in the proposed action.  Plant cover may recover in the future, 
depending on how the treatment areas are managed.  However, ground activities associated with 
hazard tree removal will slow the recovery of plant cover in MSO critical habitat.  Effects to the 
soils from project activity may also differentially affect the recovery of species that contribute to 
plant cover.  
 
In summary, the proposed action will adversely affect the primary constituent elements that 
include large snags, large down logs, and other plant cover in the 864 acres of MSO critical 
habitat in the treatment units.  That habitat will be altered to the point that few to no primary 
constituent elements will remain.  These areas will not be managed to eventually recover to pre-
fire conditions due to the treatments.  The affected MSO critical habitat will be lost, and will no 
longer contribute to the survival and recovery of the species. 
 
We know from past experience in occupied areas that, immediately post-fire, MSO use burned 
forests in the short-term for foraging, roosting, and nesting due to increased prey response 
following understory production (Bond et al. 2002).  In the longer-term, severely burned areas 
across large landscapes may offer less use to MSO.  However, as the MSO habitat affected by 
the Warm Fire recovers either naturally and/or with human facilitation, MSO in the area will 
eventually be able to use the habitat again for foraging, sheltering, dispersal and other 
movements, and reproduction.  The Kaibab Plateau may play an important role in dispersal of 
MSO from canyon habitats in Utah to those in northern Arizona.  Future management of burned 
MSO critical habitat in the Warm Fire area to recover the primary constituent elements that have 
been lost can play an important role in recovery of the MSO.     
 
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 
 
Cumulative effects include the effects of future State, tribal, local or private actions that are 
reasonably certain to occur in the action area considered in this biological opinion.  Future 
Federal actions that are unrelated to the proposed action are not considered in this section 
because they require separate consultation pursuant to section 7 of the Act. 
 
The action area occurs entirely on Federal land, and therefore non-Federal actions are likely to be 
minimal.  Private actions that are likely to occur within the action area include various forms of 
recreation such as sightseeing, camping, hunting, horse riding, hiking, and biking. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
After reviewing the current status of the MSO and MSO critical habitat, the environmental 
baseline for the action area, the effects of the proposed project in the North Kaibab Ranger 
District, and the cumulative effects, it is our biological opinion that the Warm Fire Hazard Tree 
Removal projects in the Kaibab National Forest, as proposed, are not likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of the MSO, or result in adverse modification of MSO critical habitat. 
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We present this conclusion for the following reasons: 
 

1. No designated MSO PACs are in the project area. 
 
2. The proposed action is of limited scope and duration. 
 
3. The project will affect 864 acres of MSO critical habitat which is an unknown but very 

small percentage of critical habitat in the CP-10 critical habitat unit (USDI 2004). 
 
The conclusions of this biological opinion are based on full implementation of the project as 
described in the Description of the Proposed Action section of this document, including any 
Conservation Measures that were incorporated into the project design.  
 
 INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENT 
 
Section 9 of the Act and Federal regulation pursuant to section 4(d) of the Act prohibit the take 
of endangered and threatened species, respectively, without special exemption.  “Take” is 
defined as to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or to attempt 
to engage in any such conduct.  “Harm” is defined to include significant habitat modification or 
degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by significantly impairing essential 
behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering (50 CFR 17.3).  “Harass” is 
defined as intentional or negligent actions that create the likelihood of injury to listed species to 
such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns which include, but are not 
limited to, breeding, feeding or sheltering (50 CFR 17.3).  “Incidental take” is defined as take 
that is incidental to, and not the purpose of, the carrying out of an otherwise lawful activity.   
Under the terms of section 7(b)(4) and section 7(o)(2), taking that is incidental to and not 
intended as part of the agency action is not considered to be prohibited taking under the Act 
provided that such taking is in compliance with the terms and conditions of this Incidental Take 
Statement. 
 
AMOUNT OR EXTENT OF TAKE 
 
We do not anticipate that the proposed action will incidentally take any MSO. 
 
Disposition of Dead or Injured Listed Species 
 
Upon locating a dead, injured, or sick listed species, initial notification must be made to our Law 
Enforcement Office, 2450 West Broadway Road, Suite 113, Mesa, Arizona 85202 (telephone: 
480/967-7900) within three working days of its finding.  Written notification must be made 
within five calendar days and include the date, time, and location of the animal, a photograph if 
possible, and any other pertinent information.  The notification shall be sent to the Law 
Enforcement Office with a copy to this office.  Care must be taken in handling sick or injured 
animals to ensure effective treatment and care, and in handling dead specimens to preserve the 
biological material in the best possible state. 
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CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Section 7(a)(1) of the Act directs Federal agencies to utilize their authorities to further the 
purposes of the Act by carrying out conservation programs for the benefit of endangered and 
threatened species.  Conservation recommendations are discretionary agency activities to 
minimize or avoid adverse effects of a proposed action on listed species or critical habitat, to 
help implement recovery plans, or to develop information.  
 
We have not identified any conservation recommendations. 
 
 REINITIATION NOTICE 
 
This concludes formal consultation on the action(s) outlined in the request.  As provided in 50 
CFR §402.16, reinitiation of formal consultation is required where discretionary Federal agency 
involvement or control over the action has been retained (or is authorized by law) and if: (1) the 
amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded; (2) new information reveals effects of the 
agency action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not 
considered in this opinion; (3) the agency action is subsequently modified in a manner that 
causes an effect to the listed species or critical habitat not considered in this opinion; or (4) a new 
species is listed or critical habitat designated that may be affected by the action.  In instances 
where the amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded, any operations causing such take must 
cease pending reinitiation. 
 
We appreciate your efforts to identify and minimize effects to listed species from this project.   
For further information, please contact Bill Austin at (928) 226-0614 (x102) or Brenda Smith 
(x101). 
 
     Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
    /s/ Steven L. Spangle 
     Field Supervisor 
 
cc: Forest Supervisor, Kaibab National Forest, Williams, AZ 
 
 Chief, Habitat Branch, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Phoenix AZ 
 Regional Supervisor, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Flagstaff, AZ 
 Shaula Hedwall, Fish and Wildlife Service, Flagstaff, AZ 
 
W:\Bill Austin\WARMHTR620TC.077.doc:cgg 
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APPENDIX A - CONCURRENCE 
 

We concur with your determination that the proposed project may affect, but is not likely to 
jeopardize, the nonessential experimental population of the California condor.  We base this 
concurrence on the following measures that are part of the proposed action (Sanders 2007): 
 

1. At least one week prior to the beginning of any human project-related activity, the district 
biologist will contact the Peregrine Fund to identify condor locations and type of 
behavior or activity in or near the activity area.  If multiple activities are undertaken 
within a similar timeframe, condor activity will be monitored by the district biologist 
during that period rather than for a specific treatment type.  Educate all crews about the 
potential for condors to arrive on-site, and the appropriate actions to take. 

 
2. While nesting activity is likely limited in and adjacent to potential treatment areas, 

condors may select a nest site within or near the project boundary.  If condor nesting 
activity is identified within 0.5 mile of any treatment area, some types of activity may 
require adjustments to work areas (i.e. shifting to another area away from nesting area, 
etc.), or limitations to human disturbance during the nesting season.  Different activities 
have different effects on condor behavior; therefore, no set direction can be given for all 
activities. 

 
3. The need to alter implementation schedules, adjust work areas, or take other appropriate 

action will be evaluated by the district biologist and applied when condor nesting near a 
project site becomes an issue, on a case-by-case basis.  FWS Biologists may be notified 
to assist in project adjustments to protect condors as needed.  The important factor is 
rapid notification to avoid condor or human injury, and appropriate steps to allow project 
continuation without interfering with condor behavior. 

 
4. If condors arrive and remain in or are very near human activity areas, the following 

actions will be taken: 
 
• Elevate the awareness of crews working in the area of the potential for condors to 

visit an area 
 
• Educate crews working in the area of potential visitation by condors and how to 

respond. 
 
• Prior to the start of a project component, the district contact personnel monitoring 

condor locations and movement to determine condor status in or near the project. 
 
• Project workers and supervisors will be instructed to avoid interaction with 

condors and to contact the appropriate personnel immediately if and when 
condor(s) occur at a project site. 

 
• If a condor occurs at the project site, permitted personnel (biologists) will employ 

techniques to cause the condor to leave the site as necessary.  The particular 
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project activity will temporarily cease if injury of a condor is imminent, until a 
biologist can assess the situation and determine the correct course of action. 

 
• Project sites will be cleaned up at the end of each work day (i.e., trash disposed 

of, scrap materials picked up) to minimize the likelihood of condors visiting the 
site.  District condor staff will complete a site visit to ensure adequate clean-up 
measures. 

 
• To prevent water contamination and potential condor poisoning, the district-

approved vehicle fluid-leakage and spill plan will be adhered to.  The plan will be 
reviewed by the district biologist for adequacy in addressing condors. 
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Summary

A.focal.point.in.conflict.over.U .S ..national.forest.man-
agement.is.the.writing.of.regulations.and.forest.plans.
pursuant. to. the. National. Forest. Management. Act ..
One. of. the. most. contested. questions. in. forest. plan-
ning.is.what.role.standards.play.and.ought.to.play.in.
the.process ..Standards.are.legally.enforceable,.binding,.
and.mandatory.requirements.and.constraints.that.are.
found.in.planning.regulations.or.individual.unit-level.
national.forest.plans ..Case.law.and.public.comments.
reveal.key.issues,.questions,.and.concerns.related.to.the.
use.of.standards.in.forest.planning.and.law .

Much.of.the.controversy.surrounding.U .S ..national.
forest. management. has. centered. on. the. writ-
ing. of. forest. planning. regulations. pursuant. to.

the.National.Forest.Management.Act.(NFMA).of.1976 .1.
These. regulations. shape.how.national. forests. throughout.
the.United.States.are.managed ..The.issue.of.how.standards.
should.be.used. in.forest.planning. is.a. focal.point. in.this.
debate ..While.some.interests.believe.that.enforceable.stan-
dards. promote. accountability. and. ensure. environmental.
protection,.others.view.them.as.too.cumbersome,.onerous,.
and.inflexible .2.We.observed.that.missing.from.this.debate.
was.a.shared.understanding.of.the.term.and.how.standards.
have.actually.been.used.by.the.U .S ..Forest.Service.(USFS).
in.the.past ..We.also.noticed.that.little.attention.has.been.
given.to.the.issue.of.how.standards.might.be.used.in.a.more.
effective.fashion.in.the.future .

This.Article.sets.out.to.clarify.how.forest.planning.stan-
dards.have.been.used.in.the.past.and.how.they.might.be.
used.more.effectively.in.the.future ..It.begins.by.placing.the.
issue.of.standards. in. its.complicated. legal.and.regulatory.
context ..This.background.helps. explain.why. the. issue.of.
standards.will.become. increasingly. important. as. roughly.
one-half. of. the. national. forests. throughout. the. United.
States. soon. begin. revising. their. land. and. resource. man-
agement.plans.(forest.plans),.as.required.by.the.NFMA .3.
We.then.summarize.some.of.the.key.lessons.to.be.drawn.
from.the.case.law.surrounding.forest-planning.standards ..
This. brief. review. provides. additional. context. for. read-
ers.and.helps.explain.some.of.the.issues.that.are.raised.in.
subsequent. sections .. Following. the. methods. section. is. a.
typology.of.what.standards.are.most.typically.found.in.our.
sample.of. forest.plans ..This. is. followed.by.a.summary.of.
common.arguments.and.counterarguments.pertaining.to.
standards ..We.finish.the.Article.with.a.number.of.observa-
tions.and.recommendations .

I. Background

The. U .S .. National. Forest. System. (NFS). is. governed. by.
three. core. laws:. the. Organic. Act. (1897),4. the. Multiple-
Use.Sustained-Yield.Act.(MUSYA.1960),5.and.the.NFMA.
1976 ..The.latter.created.a.three-tiered.regulatory.approach.
to. planning .6. At. the. highest. level,. national-level. NFMA.

1 .. 16.U .S .C ..§§1600-1687,.ELR.Stat ..NFMA.§§2-16 .
2 .. See�infra.Part.III .
3 .. National.Forest.System.Land.Management.Planning,.77.Fed ..Reg ..21162;.

21164.(Apr ..9,.2012) .
4 .. Organic.Administration.Act.of.1897.(Organic.Act),.Act.of.June.4,.1897,.ch ..

2,.30.Stat ..11,.34-36.(codified.as.amended.at.16.U .S .C ..§§473-482,.551.
(2000)) .

5 .. Multiple-Use.Sustained-Yield.Act.of.1960,.16.U .S .C ..§§528-531.(2000) .
6 .. For. a.more. elaborate. explanation.of. this. tiered.approach,. see.Citizens� for�

Better�Forestry�v.�U.S.�Dep’t�of�Agric.,.341.F .3d.961,.33.ELR.20263.(9th.Cir ..
2003) .
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regulations. govern. the. development. and. revision. of. sec-
ond-tier. forest. plans .. Site-specific. projects. make. up. the.
third. tier.of.planning,. and. they.must.be. consistent.with.
the. NFMA. regulations. and. their. forest. plan .7. Forest.
plans.typically.make.zoning.and.suitability.decisions.and.
limit.and.regulate.various.activities.within.a. forest.area,.
therefore.acting.as.a.gateway.through.which.subsequent.
project-level.proposals.must.pass .8.They.do.not,.however,.
authorize.or.mandate.site-specific.projects ..Instead,.plans.
address.issues.such.as.the.prioritization.of.various.multiple.
use.goals,.the.determination.of.which.land.is.suitable.for.
timber.cutting.along.with.the.allowable.volume.of.timber.
that.could.be.harvested,.and.the.choice.of.harvesting.and.
regeneration.methods .9

Born.out.of.the.clear-cutting.controversies.of.the.1960s.
and.1970s,.the.NFMA.was.passed.in.order.to.better.bal-
ance.timber.management,.resource.use,.and.environmental.
protection .10.Unlike.the.highly.discretionary.Organic.Act.
and.MUSYA.1960,. the.NFMA.provides. substantive.and.
procedural.planning.requirements,.goals,.and.constraints.
on.the.agency ..The.NFMA.requires.the.writing.of.land.and.
resource.management.plans. by. every.national. forest. and.
grassland.in.the.NFS ..The.law.requires.the.incorporation.
of.“standards.and.guidelines”.in.these.unit-level.plans,.as.
applied.to.such.things.as.wildlife.diversity,.watershed.pro-
tection,.and.timber.harvesting.and.silvicultural.practices .11

There.has.been.considerable.controversy.and. litigation.
over. the. writing. of. the. NFMA. planning. regulations .12.
The.USFS.rewrote.its.1982.NFMA.regulations.in.2000,13.
2005,14.and.2008 .15.The.George.W ..Bush.Administration.
considered. the. 2000. regulations. unworkable. because. of.

7 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1604(i) .
8 .. See.Scott.W ..Hardt,.Federal�Land-Use�Planning�and�Its�Impact�on�Resource�

Management�Decisions,.4-7. to.4-32,.Rocky.Mtn ..Min ..L ..Foundation,.
Public.Land.Law.Special.Institute.(Nov ..1997) .

9 .. See�generally.Charles.F ..Wilkinson.&.H ..Michael.Anderson,.Land.and.
Resource. Planning. in. the. National. Forests. (1987). (providing. an.
authoritative.review.of.NFMA’s.planning.history.and.requirements);.Mi-
chael.J ..Gippert.&.Vincent.L ..DeWitte,.The�Nature�of�Land�and�Resource�
Management�Planning�Under�the�National�Forest�Management�Act,.3.Envtl ..
Law ..149,.153-55.(1996).(discussing.the.various.planning.processes.under.
the.NFMA) .

10 .. See. id;.and.Martin.Nie,.The.Governance.of.Western.Public.Lands:.
Mapping.Its.present.&.future.(2008) .

11 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1604(c) .
12 .. See,�e.g.,.Courtney.Schultz.et.al .,.Wildlife�Conservation�Planning�Under�the�

United�States�Forest�Service’s�2012�Planning�Rule,.77(3).J ..Wildlife.Mgmt ..
428. (2013);. Nathaniel. S .W .. Lawrence,. A� Forest� of� Objections:� The� Effort�
to�Drop�NEPA�Review�for�National�Forest�Management�Act�Plans,.39.ELR.
10651.(July.2009);.Alyson.Flournoy.et.al .,.Regulations�in�Name�Only:�How�
the�Bush�Administration’s�National�Forest�Planning�Rule�Frees�the�Forest�Service�
From�Mandatory�Standards�and�Public�Accountability. (Center. for.Progres-
sive.Reform,.White.Paper.No ..508,.June.2005);.and.Barry.R ..Noon.et.al .,.
Conservation�Science,�Biodiversity,�and�the�2005�U.S.�Forest�Service�Regula-
tions,.19(5).Conservation.Biology.1359.(2005);.George.Hoberg,.Science,�
Politics,�and�U.S.�Forest�Service�Law:�The�Battle�Over�the�Forest�Service�Plan-
ning�Rule,.44.Nat ..Resources. J ..1. (2004);. and.Roger.A ..Sedjo,.Mission�
Impossible,.97.J ..Forestry.6.(.May.1999).(part.of.special.issue.focused.on.
the.Committee.of.Scientists’.Report) .

13 .. National.Forest.System.Land.and.Resource.Management.Planning,.65.Fed ..
Reg ..67514.(Nov ..9,.2000) .

14 .. National.Forest.System.Land.Management.Planning,.70.Fed ..Reg ..1023.
(Jan ..5,.2005) .

15 .. National.Forest.System.Land.Management.Planning,.73.Fed ..Reg ..21468.
(Apr ..21,.2008) .

their.detailed.analytical.requirements.and.purported.lack.
of.flexibility,.so.these.regulations.were.revised.in.2005.and.
2008 .16.But.these.regulations.were.enjoined.by.the.courts.
because.of.their.failure.to.meet.legal.requirements .17.New.
planning. regulations. were. then. promulgated. under. the.
Barack.Obama.Administration.in.2012 .18

There.are.currently.127.land.management.plans.being.
used.in.the.NFS,.with.68.of.these.plans.past.due.for.revi-
sion .19.This.means.that.more.than.one-half.of.the.national.
forests. in.the.system.will. soon.begin.the.process.of.writ-
ing. revised. “second-generation”. forest. plans .. One. of. the.
most. contested. parts. of. this. process. will. be. focused. on.
how.standards.are.defined.and.applied.in.individual.“unit-
level”. forest.plans ..As.defined. in. the.2012.NFMA.regu-
lations:.“A.standard.is.a.mandatory.constraint.on.project.
and. activity. decisionmaking,. established. to. help. achieve.
or.maintain.the.desired.condition.or.conditions,.to.avoid.
or.mitigate.undesirable.effects,.or.to.meet.applicable.legal.
requirements .”20.A.guideline,.on.the.other.hand,.is.“a.con-
straint.on.project.and.activity.decisionmaking.that.allows.
for.departure.from.its.terms,.so.long.as.the.purpose.of.the.
guideline.is.met .”21

The. 2012. NFMA. regulations. require. the. use. of. stan-
dards.and.guidelines.in.every.forest.plan.and.that.they.are.
applied.to.a.range.of.resources.and.uses .22.But.the.2012.rule.
also.leaves.some.discretion.to.individual.national.forests.in.
determining.how.standards.will.be.defined.and.applied.on.
the.ground ..How.standards.are.used.in.revised.forest.plans.
will. be. politically. contested .. Our. review. of. public. com-
ments,. as.discussed.below,.confirms. that. this.was.one.of.
most. controversial.parts.of. the.2012.NFMA.rulemaking.
process .23. We. also. believe. that. there. will. be. ample. con-
fusion. regarding. the. role. that. standards.have.historically.
played.in.forest.planning ..Part.of.the.confusion.stems.from.
the.very.different.ways. that. standards.have.been.defined.
and.used.by.the.USFS.in.the.past ..Some.national.forests,.for.
example,.used.standards.as.simple.mandatory.constraints.
on.particular.uses.of.the.forest,.while.others.defined.them.
in.more.vague.and.discretionary.fashion .

There.is.a.surprising.lack.of.academic.and.legal.literature.
focused.on.the.role.that.standards.play.in.forest.planning ..
The.political.and.legal.dimensions.of.the.NFMA,.and.the.
problems. and. challenges. of. forest. planning,. are. covered.
in.detail,24.and.some.of.this.literature.makes.reference.to.

16 .. The.2008.planning.regulations.were.necessitated.by.a.decision.holding.the.
2005.planning.regulations. in.violation.of.the.APA,.NEPA,.and.the.ESA ..
Citizens. for. Better. Forestry. v .. U .S .. Dep’t. Agric .,. 481. F .. Supp .. 2d. 1089.
(N .D ..Cal ..2007) .

17 .. Citizens.for.Better.Forestry.v ..U .S ..Dep’t.Agric .,.632.F ..Supp ..968.(N .D ..
Cal ..2009) .

18 .. National.Forest.System.Land.Management.Planning,.77.Fed ..Reg ..21162.
(Apr ..9,.2012) .

19 .. Id ..at.21164 .
20 .. 36.C .F .R ..§219 .7 .
21 .. 36.C .F .R ..§219 .7 .
22 .. 77.Fed ..Reg ..21162;.21206 .
23 .. See�infra.Part.III .
24 .. See,�e.g.,.Wilkinson.&.Anderson,.supra.note.9;.U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Syn-

thesis.of.the.Critique.of.Land.Management.Planning.(1990).(part.of.
multi-volume.collection.focused.on.problems.of.forest.planning);.Donald.
J ..Ellis.&. Jo.Ellen.Force,.National.Forest.Planning.and.the.Na-
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particular.regulations.and.the.conflicts.and.controversies.
associated. with. them .25. There. is. also. a. lot. of. literature.
focused.on.the.scientific.dimensions.of.a.particular.stan-
dard,.such.as.the.controversial.wildlife.viability.standard .26.
But. there. is. little. literature. focused.on. the.more. general.
role.played.by.standards.in.national.forest.law,.planning,.
and.management .

This.background.helps.explain.three.main.objectives.of.
this.Article:.(1) to.analyze.how.standards.have.been.used.
by. the.USFS. in. the.past;. (2)  to. create. a. typology.of. the.
most.common.forms.of. forest.plan.standards;.and.(3)  to.
describe.the.most.common.arguments.for.and.against.the.
use.of.standards.in.forest.planning ..By.doing.so,.we.hope.
the. research. will. provide. a. more. common. understand-
ing.and.reference.point. for. forthcoming.debates.over.the.
topic ..We.finish.with.a.more.subjective.analysis,.making.a.
number.of.recommendations.in.how.we.believe.standards.
should.be.used.in.future.forest.planning.endeavors .

A.	 Methods

We.analyzed. a.purposive. sample.of.national. forest.plans.
and. plan. amendments,. a. total. of. 25. plans. (see. Table. 1) ..
Within.this.sample.are.19.original.and.revised.plans.and.six.
plan.amendments.and.strategies.covering.multiple.national.
forests ..The.sample.includes.three.different.administrative.
regions.of.the.USFS,.though.there.is.an.emphasis.on.forests.
in.Region.1.of.the.agency ..This.is.because.many.of.these.
national.forests.have.been.legally.challenged.on.the.basis.of.
their. implementation.of. planning. standards. and.because.
of. geographic. proximity. to. the. authors .. This. litigation.
provides.a.legal.record.where.we.could.examine.the.differ-

tional.Forest.Management.Act.of.1976:.An.Annotated.Bibliogra-
phy,.1976-1986.(Society.of.American.Foresters,.1988);.George.Cameron.
Coggins,.The�Developing�Law�of�Land�Use�Planning�on�the�Federal�Lands,.61.
U ..Colo ..L ..Rev ..307,.309.(1999);.Richard.W ..Behan,.The�RPA/NFMA:�So-
lution�to�a�Nonexistent�Problem,.88.J ..Forestry.20.(1990);.Andy.Stahl,.The�
Broken�Promises�of�Forest�Planning,.15.Western.Wildlands.28.(1990);.Jack.
Tuholske.&.Beth.Brennan,.The�National�Forest�Management�Act:�Judicial�In-
terpretation�of�a�Substantive�Environmental�Statute,.15.Public.Land.L ..Rev ..
53. (1994);.Federico.Cheever,.Four�Failed�Forest� Standards:�What�We�Can�
Learn�From�the�History�of�the�National�Forest�Management�Act’s�Substantive�
Timber�Management�Provisions,.77.Or ..L ..Rev ..601,.705.(1998);.Michael.J ..
Gippert.&.Vincent.L ..DeWitte,.The�Nature�of�Land�and�Resource�Manage-
ment�Planning�Under�the�National�Forest�Management�Act,.3.Envtl ..Law ..
149,.153-55.(1996);.Charles.F ..Wilkinson,.The�National�Forest�Management�
Act:�The�Twenty�Years�Behind,�The�Twenty�Years�Ahead,.68.U ..Colo ..L ..Rev ..
659,.665.(1997) .

25 .. See,� e.g.,. Nell. Green. Nylen,. To� Achieve� Biodiversity� Goals,� the� New� Forest�
Service�Planning�Rule�Needs�Effective�Mandates�for�Best�Available�Science�and�
Adaptive�Management,.38.Ecology.L .Q ..241.(2011);.Hoberg,.supra.note.
12;.W ..Hugh.O’Riordan.&.Scott.W ..Horngren,.The�Minimum�Management�
Requirements�of�Forest�Planning,.17.Envtl ..L ..643.(1987) .

26 .. See,�e.g.,.Schultz.et.al ..and.Noon.et.al ..supra.note.12;.Barry.Noon.et.al .,.
Conservation� Planning� for� the� U.S.� National� Forests:� Conducting� Compre-
hensive�Biodiversity�Assessments,.53(12).Bioscience.1217.(2003);.Michael.
A ..Padilla,.The�Mouse�That�Roared:�How� the�National�Forest�Management�
Act�Diversity�of�Species�Provision�Is�Changing�Public�Timber�Harvesting,.15.
UCLA.J ..Envtl ..L ..&.Pol’y.113.(1996-1997);.and.Steven.R ..Beissinger.
&.Dale.R ..Mccullough.(eds .),.Population.Viability.Analysis.(2002) ..
See� also. F .. Al. Espinosa. Jr .. et. al .,. The� Failure� of� Existing� Plans� to� Protect�
Salmon�Habitat� in� the�Clearwater�National�Forest� in� Idaho,.49. J ..Envtl ..
Mgmt ..205.(1997).(examining.why.forest.management.plans.failed.to.pro-
tect.salmon.habitat) .

ing.interpretations.and.arguments.pertaining.to.standards.
in.forest.planning ..All.of.the.plans.cover.national. forests.
found.within.the.jurisdiction.of.the.U .S ..Court.of.Appeals.
for.the.Ninth.Circuit,.an.appellate.court.that.hears.a.dis-
proportionate.share.of.national. forest.management.cases,.
including. those. focused.on. standards ..We.reviewed.each.
plan.to.assess.how.standards.were.defined.and.operational-
ized ..From.this.sample,.we.created.a.typology.of.the.most.
common. types.of. standards. found. in. forest.planning,. as.
discussed.below .

We.next.analyzed.official.public.comment. letters. sub-
mitted. in. response. to. the. revising. of. NFMA. planning.
regulations .. We. first. obtained. two. databases. of. public.
comment,.one.from.the.2008.NFMA.planning.rule,.and.
one. from. the. 2012. rulemaking. process .. The. latter. was.
filtered.by. the.phrase.“standards.and.guidelines,”. so. that.
we.could. focus.on.those.1,310.comments. specific. to. this.
topic ..We.performed.a.similar.“standards.and.guidelines”.
search.using.the.2008.database ..These.searchable.databases.
allowed.us.to.focus.on.those.comments.specific.to.the.issue.
of.standards ..From.these.two.databases,.we.identified.and.
organized.the.most.common.issues,.ideas,.and.arguments.
made.about.standards.in.planning ..We.also.studied.these.
public. comments. to. ensure. that.we.were.not.missing. an.
important.component.of.this.debate.or.a.recommendation.
with.which.we.were.not.already.familiar .

This. research.was. then. supplemented.with. interviews.
with. forest. planning. participants .. We. identified. inter-
viewees. through. our. reading. of. case. law. and. associated.
materials,. forest. planning. documents,. and. public. com-
ment. letters .. We. conducted. a. total. of. 15. personal. and.
telephone.interviews.in.2012.with.interest.group.represen-
tatives,.attorneys,.scientists,.and.USFS.planners.and.inter-
disciplinary.team.members.responsible.for.implementing.
standards.at. the.project. level ..We.asked.questions.about.
how.participants.evaluated.the.role.of.standards.in.forest.
planning.and.how.they.believe.standards.should.be.used.
in.future.forest.plans ..We.also.identified.people.that.were.
very.familiar.with.a.particular.standard.in.one.of.the.for-
est. plans. we. reviewed,. thus. providing. a. reference. point.
for.our. interviewees,.while.also.allowing.us.to.ask.more.
specific.questions .

B.	 Case	Law

This.section.reviews.how.the.judiciary.generally.views.the.
use.of.standards.in.forest.planning ..Unless.the.U .S ..Con-
gress.writes.new. forest.management. legislation,. this. case.
law.will.shape.how.standards.are.used.and.implemented.in.
the.future,.as.the.2012.regulations,. like.the.1982.regula-
tions.before.them,.continue.to.view.standards.as.manda-
tory.constraints.on.projects.and.activities .27

Standards. are. typically. understood. as. legally. enforce-
able,.binding,.and.mandatory.requirements.placed.on.the.
agency.through.either.NFMA.planning.regulations.(cov-
ering. all. national. forests). or. individual. forest. plans .. The.

27 .. See�supra.note.18 .
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courts.generally.view.standards.in.this.fashion,.and.most.
often. emphasize. that. “resource. plans. and. permits,. con-
tracts,.and.other.instruments.for.the.use.and.occupancy.of.
NFS.lands.shall.be.consistent.with.the.land.management.
plans .”28.In.other.words,.if.a.plan.has.standards,.then.sub-
sequent. actions.must.be. consistent.with. that. forest.plan ..
Standards,.as.articulated.by.the.court.in.Swan�View�Coali-
tion� v.�Turner,29. “operate. as.parameters.within.which. all.
future. development. must. take. place .”. Courts. also. make.
a. distinction. between. standards. and. guidelines,. viewing.
the.former.as.“mandatory.requirements”.and.the.latter.as.
discretionary .30. We. suspect. that. this. interpretation. may.
change.in.the.future ..This.is.because.the.2012.regulations.
view.both.standards.and.guidelines.as.mandatory,.though.
the.latter.“allows.for.either.strict.adherence.to.the.terms.of.
the.guideline,.or.deviation.from.the.specific.terms.of.the.
guideline,.so.long.as.the.purpose.for.which.the.guideline.
was.included.in.the.plan.is.met .”31

Several. courts. emphasize. the. mandatory. nature. of.
standards.in.the.context.of.the.Endangered.Species.Act.
(ESA) .32.One.of.the.five.factors.to.be.considered.by.the.
National. Oceanic. and. Atmospheric. Administration.
(NOAA).Fisheries.and.the.U .S.Fish.and.Wildlife.Service.
(FWS). in. making. ESA. listing. decisions. is. “the. inade-
quacy.of.existing.regulatory.mechanism[s] .”33.Vague,.vol-
untary,. speculative,. and. unenforceable. measures. found.
in.plans.are.generally.not.considered.a.sufficient.“regula-
tory.mechanism .”34.On.several.occasions,.the.courts.have.
viewed.forest.plan.standards.as.constituting.an.“adequate.
regulatory. mechanism”. because. of. their. binding. and.
enforceable.nature .35

Also. key. to. the. courts. is. the. exact. language. used. in.
defining.a.standard.in.a.forest.plan ..Courts.assess.whether.
a.standard.is.defined.in.mandatory.or.discretionary.terms.
and.whether.exceptions.and.latitude.are.afforded.in.their.
implementation .. Whether. a. standard. “is. cast. in. sugges-
tive.(i .e .,.‘should’.and.‘may’).rather.than.mandatory.(e .g .,.
‘must’.or.‘only’).terms”.is.significant.to.the.courts .36

Projects.proposed.by.a.national.forest.can.be.enjoined.
if.that.forest.cannot.demonstrate.it.is.in.compliance.with.
a.plan.standard .37.This.means.that.some.standards.can.be.
written.to.serve.as.a.sort.of.gateway.through.which.subse-

28 .. 16. U .S .C .. §1604(i);. Lands. Council. v .. McNair,. 537. F .3d. 981. (9th. Cir ..
2008) .

29 .. 824.F ..Supp ..923,.935,.24.ELR.20318.(D ..Mont ..1992) .
30 .. Greater.Yellowstone.Coalition.v ..Servheen,.672.F ..Supp ..2d.1105.(D ..Mont ..

2009),.citing.Miller.v ..United.States,.163.F .3d.591,.594.(9th.Cir ..1998);.
The. Wilderness. Society. v .. Bosworth,. 118. F .. Supp .. 2d. 1082. (D .. Mont ..
2000) .

31 .. 77.Fed ..Reg ..21162;.21206.(Apr ..9,.2012) .
32 .. 16.U .S .C ..§§1531-1544,.ELR.Stat ..ESA.§§2-18 .
33 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1533 .
34 .. See.Oregon.Natural.Resources.Council.v ..Daley,.6.F ..Supp ..2d.1139,.1153-

56,.29.ELR.20514.(D ..Ore ..1998) .
35 .. See.Schultz.et.al .,.supra.note.12,.for.a.review.of.relevant.cases;.Greater.Yel-

lowstone.Coalition.v ..Servheen,.665.F .3d ..1015,.41.ELR.20347.(9th.Cir ..
2011) .

36 .. The.Ecology.Center.v ..Castaneda,.574.F .3d.652.(9th.Cir ..2009) .
37 .. Native.Ecosystems.Council.v ..U .S ..Forest.Service,.418.F .3d.953.(9th.Cir ..

2005) .

quent.projects.must.pass .38. In.some.situations,. the.USFS.
may.have. to.demonstrate. that. it. is. in.compliance.with.a.
plan.standard,.but.only.when.there.is.a.clear.link.between.
the.planning. standard. in.question. and. the.project.being.
challenged .39.This.is.because.forest.plans,.according.to.the.
U .S .. Supreme. Court,. are. generally. not. ripe. for. judicial.
review .40.Generally.speaking,.instead.of.challenging.a.plan,.
citizens.have.to.wait.until.more.site-specific.projects.imple-
menting.the.plan.are.initiated.by.the.agency ..This.means.
that.plaintiffs.must.wait.to.challenge.a.particular.project’s.
consistency.with.a.plan.standard .41

The.legal.enforceability.of.standards.must.also.be.con-
sidered.in.the.context.of.Norton�v.�Southern�Utah�Wilder-
ness�Ass’n�(SUWA) .42.In.this.decision,.the.Supreme.Court.
ruled.that.“a.land.use.plan.is.generally.a.statement.of.prior-
ities;.it.guides.and.constrains.actions,.but.does.not.(at.least.
in.the.usual.case).prescribe.them .”43.This.decision.makes.it.
difficult.to.enforce.some.commitments.made.in.a.land.use.
plan,.like.the.commitment.that.an.area.“will.be.monitored.
and. closed. if. warranted”. due. to. motorized. recreational.
use .44.This.sort.of.statement,.said.the.Court,.is.not.a.“suf-
ficiently.discrete”.action.warranting.judicial.review .45.The.
USFS.has.used.the.SUWA.decision.to.“successfully.insu-
late.from.judicial.review.a.wide.variety.of.federal.actions.as.
well.as.inactions .”46.Nevertheless,.the.Court.also.states.in.
SUWA,.“an.action.called.for.in.a.plan.may.be.compelled.
 .  .  ..when.language.in.the.plan.itself.creates.a.commitment.
binding.on.the.agency .”47.We.believe.that.forest.planning.
standards. fall. into. this. category.because. they. represent.a.
“clear. indication.of.binding.commitment. in.the.terms.of.
the.plan .”48

The.case.law.also.reveals.the.traditional.tendency.of.the.
judiciary.to.defer.to.the.USFS.in.how.to.best.achieve.and.
implement. a. particular. standard .. This. is. especially. so. in.
cases.involving.scientific.uncertainty ..The.courts.are.likely.
to.defer.to.the.USFS.in.how.best.to.implement.a.standard.
if.that.standard.is.defined.in.broad,.aspirational,.and.sug-
gestive.terms ..Unless.clearly.stated.in.a.plan,.the.courts.will.
also.likely.defer.to.the.USFS.in.determining.the.methods.
used.to.implement.a.standard .49.But.if.defined.with.preci-

38 .. Hapner.v ..Tidwell,.621.F .3d.1239. (9th.Cir ..2010);.Neighbors.of.Cuddy.
Mountain.v ..Alexander,.303.F .3d.1059.(9th.Cir ..2002) .

39 .. Neighbors. of. Cuddy. Mountain. v .. Alexander,. 303. F .3d. 1059. (9th. Cir ..
2002);. The. Wilderness. Society. v .. Bosworth,. 118. F .. Supp .. 2d. 1082. (D ..
Mont ..2000) .

40 .. Ohio.Forestry.Ass’n.v ..Sierra.Club,.523.U .S ..726,.733-38,.28.ELR.21119.
(1998) ..According.to.the.Court,.plans.are.“tools.for.agency.planning.and.
management”.that.“do.not.command.anyone.to.do.anything.or.to.refrain.
from.doing.anything;.they.do.not.grant,.withhold,.or.modify.any.formal.
legal.license,.power,.or.authority;.they.do.not.subject.anyone.to.any.civil.or.
criminal.liability;.they.create.no.legal.rights.or.obligations .”

41 .. San.Juan.Citizens.Alliance.v ..Stiles,.654.F .3d.1038.(10th.Cir ..2011) .
42 .. 542.U .S ..55.(2004) .
43 .. Id ..at.71 .
44 .. Id ..at.68 .
45 .. Id ..at.72 .
46 .. Michael.C ..Blumm.&.Sherry.L ..Bosse,.Norton.v ..SUWA�and�the�Unraveling�

of�Federal�Public�Land�Planning,.Duke.Envtl ..L ..&.Pol’y.F ..18,.105.(2007) .
47 .. 542.U .S ..55,.72.(2004) .
48 .. Id ..at.69 .
49 .. Lands.Council.v ..McNair,.537.F .3d.981.(9th.Cir ..2008);.The.Ecology.Cen-

ter.v ..Castaneda,.562.F .3d.986.(9th.Cir ..2009) .
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sion. and. specificity,. the. courts. are. more. likely. to. ensure.
that.the.agency.is.in.compliance.with.the.standard ..And.if.
that.standard.is.no.longer.considered.scientifically.valid.by.
the.USFS,.then.the.appropriate.path.is.to.amend.the.forest.
plan.with.a.new.standard .50

II. Typology of Forest Planning Standards

At.the.broadest.level,.we.found.three.general.categories.of.
standards.in.the.selected.forest.plans ..Each.should.be.con-
sidered.on.a.continuum,.with.examples.ranging.from.one.
end.to.the.other .

Mandatory� and� Discretionary� Standards .. The. first. major.
distinction.is.between.mandatory.and.discretionary.stan-
dards ..This.is.a.confusing.way.to.begin,.because.standards,.
as.discussed.above,.are.commonly.assumed. to.be.cast. in.
mandatory.language ..But.our.review.reveals.that.standards.
are.occasionally.defined.in.ways.allowing.for.varying.lev-
els.of.discretion ..Some.standards,.for.example,.encourage.
or.discourage.particular.uses.or.activities ..“Trees.should.be.
felled. away. from. streams”51. and. “ORV. [off-road. vehicle].
use.is.not.encouraged.but.may.be.permitted.where.it.is.cur-
rently.occurring”52.are.examples.of.discretionary.standards .

Contrast.discretionary.standards. to. those.defined. in.a.
more.mandatory.and.restrictive.fashion:.“No.commercial.
timber.harvest.is.allowed.within.100ft.horizontal.distance.
either.side.of.Class.I.streams.and.Class.II.streams.which.
flow.directly.into.a.Class.I.stream”53.and.“prohibit.cutting.
of.snags.for.firewood.within.300.feet.of.any.river,.lake,.or.
reservoir .”54.These.types.of.standards.clearly.prohibit.and.
constrain. certain. uses. and. activities .. Other. mandatory.
standards.require.that.certain.lands.and.values,.such.as.old.
growth.and.wildlife.habitat.needs,.be.“maintained”.in.spe-
cific.ways .

Somewhere. between. these. two. categories. are. default.
standards. that.allow.for.exceptions ..A.plan,. for.example,.
can.close.an.area.for.winter.elk.range.habitat,.while.allow-
ing.for.some.undefined.exceptions.for.access .55.Exceptions.
can. also. be. more. fully. articulated,. explaining. in. more.
detail.what. sorts. of. exceptions. can.be.made. to. a.default.
standard.and.the.process.that.must.be.used.to.make.them ..
For. example,. the. Inland. Native. Fish. Strategy,. which. is.
amended.to.several.national.forest.plans,.requires.specified.
buffer. zones. around. lakes,. streams,. and. wetlands. where.
logging.might.occur .56.However,.the.USFS.can.alter.these.

50 .. Native.Ecosystems.Council.v ..U .S ..Forest.Service,.418.F .3d.953.(9th.Cir ..
2005) .

51 .. U .S .. Forest. Serv .,. Forest. Plan:. Flathead. National. Forest. II-53.
(2001).(emphasis.added).[hereinafter.Flathead.Plan.2001] .

52 .. U .S .. Forest. Serv .,. Forest. Plan:. Clearwater. National. Forest. II-37.
(1987).(emphasis.added).[hereinafter.Clearwater.Plan.1987] .

53 .. U .S .. Forest. Serv .,. Tongass. National. Forest:. Land. and. Resource.
Management.Plan.4-54.(1997).[hereinafter.Tongass.Plan.1997] .

54 .. Flathead.Plan.2001,.supra.note.51,.at.II-36 .
55 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Forest.Plan:.Helena.National.Forest.II-18.(1986).

[hereinafter.Helena.Plan.1986] .
56 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,. Inland.Native.Fish.Strategy.Environmental.As-

sessment:. Decision. Notice. and. Finding. of. No. Significant. Impact.
(1995).[hereinafter.INFISH.1995] .

buffers. if. based. on. recommendations. from. a. watershed.
analysis,.stream.reach,.or.site-specific.review.data.that.sup-
port.the.change .57

Forest(s)-Wide� and� Management� Area� Standards .. The. sec-
ond. broad. category. is. between. standards. applying. to. an.
entire. national. forest,. or. multiple. national. forests,. and.
those. applying. to. a. specific.management. area.or. zone. as.
drawn. in. a. forest. plan .. The. Beaverhead. Forest. plan,. for.
example,.uses.a.forest-wide.prohibition.on.tractor.yarding.
on.slopes.exceeding.45%,.with.some.exceptions.allowed .58.
Though. more. rare,. standards. can. also. apply. to. multiple.
forests,. such.as. a. soil.quality. standard. that. applies. to. all.
Region.1.national.forests .59.Even.more.broadly.applied.to.
all.national.forests.is.NFMA’s.wildlife.diversity.standard,.
as.defined.in.the.law’s.implementing.regulations .60

Often.times,.however,.a.standard.applies.to.a.singular.
management.area.as.defined. in.a.plan ..“Chemical.herbi-
cides. and. pesticides. will. not. be. used. within. the. Ashley.
Creek.Watershed”.is.an.example.of.a.relatively.simple.and.
mandatory. management. area. standard .61. Prohibiting. the.
issuance.of.livestock.grazing.permits.in.a.specific.manage-
ment.area.provides.another.example .62.Some.management.
areas.are.also.defined.via.plan.amendments.applicable.to.a.
particular.species,.such.as.the.standards.used.by.the.USFS.
in.predefined.“Lynx.analysis.units”63.or.the.“primary.con-
servation.area”.delineated.for.grizzly.bear.recovery .64.These.
types.of.standards.help.distinguish.how.one.management.
area.is.managed.in.contrast.to.others .

Simple�and�Complex ..Our.review.found.standards.ranging.
from.the.simple.to.the.complex ..On.the.simple.end.of.the.
spectrum.are.management.area.standards.stating.that.“the.
commercial.harvest.of.camas.is.prohibited”65.or.that.“live-
stock.grazing.permits.will.not.be.issued”.in.a.management.
area .66. We. found. numerous. standards. stated. in. similar.
straightforward.fashion .

At.the.other.end.of.the.spectrum.are.relatively.compli-
cated.and.detailed.standards.pertaining.to.such.things.as.
tree. snag-retention,. required. elk. cover,. and. bird. habitat.
requirements .. Some. of. the. more. complicated. standards.
pertain. to. managing. habitat. for. the. needs. of. a. specific.

57 .. Id ..at.3 .
58 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Beaverhead.National.Forest.Plan:.Final.Environ-

mental.Impact.Statement.II-36 .
59 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Region.1,.Forest.Serv ..Manual,.Ch ..2500,.Water-

shed.and.Air.Management.(2010) .
60 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1604(g)(3)(B);.36.C .F .R ..§219 .9 .
61 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.The.Lolo.National.Forest.Plan.III-4.(1986).[here-

inafter.Lolo.Plan.1986] .
62 .. Id.
63 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Northern.Rockies.Lynx.Management.Direction:.

Record.of.Decision.(2007).[hereinafter.Lynx.Amendment.2007] .
64 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Forest.Plan.Amendment.for.Grizzly.Bear.Habitat.

Conservation.for.the.Greater.Yellowstone.Area.National.Forests:.
Record. of. Decision. (2006). [hereinafter. Grizzly. Bear. Amendment.
2006] .

65 .. U .S .. Forest. Serv .,. Beaverhead-Deerlodge. National. Forest:. Land.
and.Resource.Management.Plan.83.(2009).[hereinafter.Beaverhead-
Deerlodge.Plan.2009] .

66 .. Lolo.Plan.1986,.supra.note.61,.at.III-4 .
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species,.such.as.lynx.and.goshawks ..They.can.be.compli-
cated.because.the.plans.often.specify.how.the.standard.is.
to.be.measured.and.operationalized.on.the.ground ..A.good.
example.of.this.is.provided.by.the.standards.used.to.con-
serve.the.northern.goshawk.(Queen.Charlotte.subspecies).
on. the. Tongass. National. Forest .. This. standard. specifies.
what. is. to. be. considered. in. determining. confirmed. or.
probable.nest.sites,.the.types.of.old.growth.nesting.habi-
tat.that.shall.be.maintained.on.the.Tongass,.and.several.
specific. requirements. for. timber. harvests. (pertaining. to.
stand. structural. characteristics). depending. on. their. size.
and.location .67

Within.these.three.broad.categories.fall.several.different.
types.of.standards.that.are.most.commonly.found.in.forest.
plans ..They.include.the.following .

Prioritization�Standards ..Several.plans.use. standards. that.
help.prioritize.some.values.over.others ..Consider,.for.exam-
ple,.two.prioritization.standards:.“Conflicts.between.graz-
ing.by. livestock.and.mountain.goat. in.cirque.basins.will.
be.resolved.in.favor.of.mountain.goat”68;.and.“on.big.game.
winter. range. and.key.big.game. summer.habitat,.priority.
will. be. given. to. big. game. needs .”69. Both. provide. guid-
ance. to.managers.while. allowing. for. some. interpretation.
and.discretion ..Also.within.this.category.is.what.might.be.
called.a.“compatibility.standard .”.These.types.of.standards.
make.clear.what.values.and.resources.are.most.important.
in.a.management.area,. such.as. stating. that. “all.manage-
ment. prescriptions. will. be. compatible. with. the. needs. of.
grizzly.bear. .  .  . ,”.but.leave.some.discretion.to.managers.in.
making.this.determination .70

Threshold-Based�Standards ..Standards.are.sometimes.defined.
by.using.quantitative. thresholds. that.may.not.be. crossed ..
We. found.examples. ranging. from.water.quality71. and. the.
amount.of.soil.disturbance.allowed72.to.the.amount.of.for-
est.cover.required.for.big.game .73.A.good.example.of.this.is.
provided.by.the.standards.used.for.lynx.conservation.across.
multiple. national. forests. in. the. Northern. Rockies .. Some.
of.these.standards.limit.precommercial.thinning.in.winter.
snowshoe.hare.habitat ..One.standard,.for.example,.prohibits.
vegetation.treatment.projects.“[i]f.more.than.30.percent.of.
the.lynx.habitat.in.an.LAU.[lynx.analysis.unit].is.currently.
in.a.stand.initiation.structural.stage.that.does.not.yet.pro-
vide.winter.snowshoe.hare.habitat,”.while.another.prohibits.
timber.projects.on.“more.than.15.percent.of.lynx.habitat.on.
[USFS].lands.within.[an.LAU].in.a.ten-year.period .”74

67 .. Tongass.Plan.1997,.supra.note.53,.at.4-89 .
68 .. U .S .. Forest. Serv .,. Land. and. Resource. Management. Plan. for. the.

Sawtooth.National.Forest.IV-49.(1987).[hereinafter.Sawtooth.Plan.
1987] .

69 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Forest.Plan:.Idaho.Panhandle.National.Forests.
II-31.(1987).[hereinafter.Idaho.Panhandle.Plan.1987] .

70 .. Lolo.Plan.1986,.supra.note.61,.at.III-30 .
71 .. Clearwater.Plan.1987,.supra.note.52,.app ..K .
72 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,. Sawtooth.National.Forest:.Land.and.Resource.

Management.Plan.III-21.(2003).[hereinafter.Sawtooth.Plan.2003] .
73 .. Helena.Plan.1986,.supra.note.55,.at.II-17 .
74 .. Lynx.Amendment.2007,.supra.note.63,.att ..1,.p ..3 .

Mitigation� Standards .. Standards. often. require. or. encour-
age.the.mitigation.of.various.actions ..A.soil.standard,.for.
example,. may. require. mitigation. and. restoration. in. an.
activity.area.where.existing.conditions.of.detrimental.dis-
turbance.to.soil.exceed.15% .75.“Logging.in.sensitive.areas.
requires.special.considerations.and.mitigating.measures”.is.
an.example.of.a.more.discretionary.and.open-ended.stan-
dard .76. Standards. may. also. require. development. of. miti-
gation.measures.prior.to.project.approval ..For.example,.a.
management.area.project.proposal.“will.be.analyzed.and.
evaluated. to. determine. the. potential. water. quantity. and.
quality.impacts ..Mitigation.measures.will.be.developed.to.
minimize. adverse. effects .. If. the. unacceptable. effects. can.
not.be.adequately.mitigated,.the.project.will.be.redesigned.
or.abandoned .”77

Process-Based�Standards ..One.of.the.most.common.types.of.
standards.used.in.planning.regards.how.decisions.must.or.
ought.to.be.made.by.the.agency ..This.type.of.standard.may.
require.consultation.with.wildlife.agencies.“whenever.con-
flicts.between.wolves.and. livestock.arise,”78.or. to.consult.
with. tribal. governments. regarding. various. management.
decisions ..They.may.also.require.the.USFS.to.coordinate.or.
cooperate.with.other.agencies.or.landowners ..There.are.also.
some.information-generating.standards.that.are.procedural.
in.nature,.such.as.requiring.cultural.resource.inventories.or.
certain.types.of.economic.analyses.before.certain.decisions.
can.be.made .

Management�Method�Standards ..Several.plans.we.reviewed.
use.standards.as.a.way.to.define.the.methods.and.protocols.
that.must.or.should.be.used.by.the.USFS.in.various.situa-
tions,.such.as.the.methods.to.be.used.to.prevent.the.spread.
of.noxious.weeds79.or.the.size.of.mesh.most.appropriate.for.
intake.hoses .80.A.plan,.for.example,.may.require.fences.in.
antelope.range.to.have.a.“smooth.bottom.wire.which.is.at.
least.18.inches.above.the.ground .”81

III. Arguments and Counterarguments

We.read.and.organized.public.comments.submitted.as.part.
of.the.2008.and.2012.NFMA.planning.rulemaking.pro-
cesses.and.supplemented.this.with.personal.interviews.with.
planning.participants .82.Our.research.revealed.significant.
differences.of.opinion.regarding.the.role.standards.ought.to.
play.in.forest.planning ..As.expected,.standards.often.served.

75 .. U .S .. Forest. Serv .,. Payette. National. Forest:. Land. and. Resource.
Management.Plan.III-21.(2003) .

76 .. Flathead.Plan.2001,.supra.note.51,.at.II-45 .
77 .. Helena.Plan.1986,.supra.note.52,.at.III-65 .
78 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Nez.Perce.Forest.Plan.II-19.(1987) .
79 .. Sawtooth.Plan.2003,.supra.note.72,.at.III-36 .
80 .. U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Boise.National.Forest.Land.and.Resource.Man-

agement.Plan.II-14.(2003) .
81 .. Sawtooth.Plan.1987,.supra.note.72,.at.PR134348 .
82 .. See.methods.review,.supra.Part.I .A .;.and.National.Forest.System.Land.Man-

agement. Planning,. 76. Fed .. Reg .. 8480. (proposed. Feb .. 14,. 2011). (to. be.
codified.at.36.C .F .R ..pt ..219);.National.Forest.System.Land.Management.
Planning,.72.Fed ..Reg ..48514.(proposed.Aug ..23,.2007).(to.be.codified.at.
36.C .F .R ..pt ..219) .
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as.a.surrogate.for.more.inclusive.issues.and.controversies,.
with.some.groups.using.the.standards.issue.as.an.opportu-
nity.to.provide.more.general.feedback.and.criticism.regard-
ing.national.forest.management ..On.a.very.simplified.level.
there. is. a.pro-standards. camp.and. a. critical-of-standards.
camp ..Of.course,. there. is. important.nuance.within.each.
argument,. and. we. cannot. do. justice. to. the. details. here ..
Instead,.our.goal. is. to.place. the. issue.of. standards. in. its.
more.political.context,.outlining.the.broad.contours.of.the.
debate ..We.generalize.and.simplify.each.argument.in.turn.
below ..Some.of.the.arguments.and.themes.introduced.here.
are.revisited.in.the.following.section .

The.pro-standards.argument.is.that.standards.ought.to.
play. an. essential. role. in. planning. because. they. promote.
political.and.legal.accountability.and.help.protect.national.
forests.from.various.commodity.and.recreational.uses.that.
could. cause. environmental. harm .. Commonly. argued. is.
that.standards.can.be.measured,83. legally.enforced,84.and.
that.they.provide.more.certainty.about.future.management.
actions .85. Without. meaningful. standards,. some. interests.
believe. that. environmental. protections. will. give. way. to.
other.agency.pressures.and.priorities .86

This. side. is. generally. skeptical. of. providing. increased.
discretion.to.the.USFS.in.how.to.implement.NFMA.plan-
ning. regulations. and. associated. forest.plans .87. Instead,. it.
advocates.for.more.specific.and.environmentally.protective.
standards,88. and. for. these. standards. to. apply. to.multiple.
resources.and.uses.of.the.national.forests,.from.watershed/
riparian. protection. to. route. (road. and. motorized. trail).
density .89.This.camp.generally.views.standards.as.a.way.to.
prevent.or.mitigate. environmental.harm.and. as. a.means.
to. achieve. other. planning. objectives,. such. as. restoring.
watersheds,90. increasing. resilience,91. or. providing. ecosys-

83 .. See,�e.g.,.Notice.of.Intent.to.Prepare.an.Environmental.Impact.Statement.
for. a.National.Forest. System.Land.Management.Planning.Rule,. 74.Fed ..
Reg ..67165.(Dec ..18,.2009).(statement.of.Earthjustice).[hereinafter.2009.
NOI].(letter.on.file.with.authors) .

84 .. See,� e.g.,.U .S ..Forest.Serv ..Draft.Programmatic.Environmental.Im-
pact. Statement:. National. Forest. System. Land. Management. Plan-
ning.(2011).(statement.of.Defenders.of.Wildlife).[hereinafter.USFS.DEIS.
2011].(public.comment.database.on.file.with.authors) .

85 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.California.Attorney.General’s.Of-
fice).(suggesting.that.flexibility.may.result. in.uncertainty,.which.is.“unac-
ceptable”.when.“restoration.and.sustainability.of.one.of.our.nation’s.greatest.
natural.resources.is.at.stake”) .

86 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Richard.Spotts).(stating,.“history.
has.shown.that.they.[Forest.Supervisors].are.overall.too.subject.to.local.com-
modity. interests. and. political. pressure,”. and. “by. making. forest. planning.
standards.more.specific,.measurable,.and.enforceable.it.would. .  .  ..give.forest.
supervisors.a.much.improved.ability.to.say.‘no’.when.necessary.to.local.com-
modity.interests.and.political.pressure”) .

87 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Oregon.Wild) .
88 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.The.Wilderness.Society).(advocat-

ing.for.specific.standards.for.fire.management) .
89 .. Id..(arguing,.“ .  .  ..it.is.essential.that.the.agency.require.responsible.officials.

to.establish.route.density.standards.for.all.management.areas.including. .  .  ..
priority.watersheds,.riparian.areas,.and.important.wildlife.areas”) .

90 .. See.�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Portland.Water.Bureau).(advocat-
ing.in.favor.of.watershed.standards.for.biological.and.biophysical.connectiv-
ity.of.key.watersheds,.limits.on.road.densities,.and.other.protections) .

91 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.American.Rivers).(discussing.the.
importance.of.standards.in.“maintaining,.protecting,.and.restoring.healthy,.
resilient.watersheds”) .

tem.services .92.To.ensure.these.constraints.work.and.objec-
tives.are.met,.there.is.also.widespread.support.for.more.cer-
tain.and.rigorous.monitoring.by.the.agency .93

Also. commonly. argued. is. that. standards. should. be.
applied.at.multiple.levels.of.planning,.from.NFMA.regu-
lations. to. individual. management. areas .. Several. groups,.
for. example,. sought. a. NFMA. planning. rule. that. would.
include.various.national-level.standards.that.would.apply.
throughout. the.NFS .94. Some. groups,. for. example,. advo-
cated.for.numerous.default.standards.that.would.apply.to.
watershed.protection,.such.as.mandatory.buffer.widths.for.
water.bodies.and.route-density.standards.to.achieve.sedi-
ment.reduction .95

Such. baseline. standards,. it. is. said,. promote. national.
consistency.and.prevent.some.units.in.the.NFS.from.opt-
ing.out.and.disregarding.national-level.planning.direction ..
The. concern. is. that. without. national. baseline. standards,.
some.forests.will.write.plans.lacking.any.meaningful.safe-
guards.at.all .96

At.the.same.time,.many.groups.also.advocate.that.stan-
dards.be.applied.at.the.forest. level.because.of.the.unique.
attributes.of. individual.national. forests.and.the.variation.
among. them .97. Another. common. argument. is. to. have.
more. standards. being. applied. to. more. resources. in. par-
ticular.management.areas.of.a.forest ..Many.people.see.this.
as.an.important.way.to.distinguish.one.management.zone.
from. another,. and. perhaps. with. greater. specificity. than.
when.standards.are.applied.only.at.the.forest.level .98

On. the.other. side.of. the.debate.are. those.people.gen-
erally. skeptical.of.planning.standards.because.of. the.dif-
ficulties. and. inefficiencies. often. associated. with. writing.
and.then.applying.them.on.the.ground ..Many.commenters.
on.the.2012.planning.rule.focused.on.what.they.view.as.
a.complex,.cumbersome,.and.expensive.planning.process.
that.would.bog.the.agency.down.in.endless.analysis .99

Standards.are.often.viewed.as.a. legal.weapon.used.by.
environmental. groups. to. stop. various. activities. on. the.

92 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Restore.Mt ..Hood.Campaign).
(suggesting.that.clear.standards.are.necessary.to.ensure.conservation.ob-
jectives.are.met,.such.as.“well-distributed.ecological.functions.and.ecosys-
tem.services”) .

93 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Center.for.Biological.Diversity).
(explaining.that.“protective,.objective,.and.enforceable”.standards.can.help.
ensure.that.monitoring.objectives.are.carried.out) .

94 .. See,� e.g.,. USFS. DEIS. 2011. (statement. of. Southern. Environmental.
Law.Center) .

95 .. See,� e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Defenders.of.Wildlife). (joining.
many.organizations. to. advocate. for. a.national.minimum.default. riparian.
buffer.width.and.other.national-level.protections) .

96 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.World.Temperate.Rainfor-
est.Network) .

97 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Ruffed.Grouse.Society).(refuting.
calls.for.a.national.minimum.default.riparian.buffer.and.discussing.the.need.
for.spatial.and.temporal.management.flexibility) .

98 .. See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.The.Wilderness.Society).(explain-
ing,.“The.delineation.of.standards.and.guidelines.by.management.area.pro-
vides.an.effective.method.for.targeting.specific.standards.and.guidelines.to.
specific.geographic.areas,.rather.than.having.to.rely.on.generic.standards.and.
guidelines.in.a.more.one-size-fits-all.approach .”) .

99 .. See,� e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.American.Forest.and.Paper.As-
sociation).(urging.the.agency.to.consider.costs.prior.to.placing.cumbersome.
requirements.on.itself.that.may.not.be.financially.achievable) .
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national.forests .100.This.is.a.key.reason,.for.example,.why.
there.has.been.so.much.acrimony.over.the.wildlife.viability.
standard,.as.this.provision.has.been.extensively.used.as.a.
way.to.challenge.USFS.decisions.and.projects .101.This.argu-
ment.also.explains.why.many.groups.critical.of.standards.
are. also. opposed. to. treating. guidelines,. which. have. his-
torically.been.viewed.as.discretionary,.as.mandatory.con-
straints.that.can.be.legally.enforced .102.Associated.with.this.
argument.is.that.standards.are.essentially.“de.facto.regula-
tions”.that.are.not.subject. to.congressional. review ..Testi-
mony.provided.on.behalf.of.the.American.Forest.Resource.
Council. and.Federal.Forest.Resource.Coalition.provided.
language.that.we.found.repeatedly.in.the.public.comment:

By. creating.Forest.Plan. “standards,”. a.planning. team. is.
able.to.impose.significant,.costly,.and.unsupported.restric-
tions. on. resource. management. that. have. the. effect. of.
regulations. (i .e .,. the. force.of. law).  .   .   ..Compliance.with.
forest.plan.standards.is.the.centerpiece.of.many.lawsuits.
challenging.projects.that.implement.a.forest.plan. .  .  ..So.
if.there.is.a.dispute.over.whether.a.particular.project.com-
plies. with. a. forest. plan. standard. such. as. providing. for.
“ecological. sustainability”. then. it. ends. up. in. the. courts.
where. the. judges. decide. what. the. standard. means. and.
whether.a.project.violates.the.standard .103

It.is.also.commonly.argued.that.the.national.forests.are.
too.variable.for.national.“one-size-fits-all”.planning.stan-
dards ..Such.constraints,.it.is.said,.limit.the.ability.of.pro-
fessional.resource.managers.to.adapt.to.new.circumstances,.
such.as.changed.environmental.and.market.conditions .104.
If. standards.are.used,.some.groups.want.them.applied.at.
the.most.local.level.possible,.so.that.they.can.be.tailored.to.
fit.particular.places.and.projects ..Some.believe.that.it.is.far.
more.useful.to.have.project-specific.environmental.analysis.
rather.than.spending.time.developing.forest-level.standards.
that.are.often.more.generic.in.nature .105

Several.groups.also.question.the.logic.behind.the.2012.
rule’s.requirement.that.the.responsible.official.“shall.use.the.
best.available.scientific.information.to.inform.the.planning.

100 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Blue.Ribbon.Coalition).(describ-
ing. the.wildlife.viability. standard.as. a. “litigation.magnet”.and.describing.
other.planning.requirements.as.“legal.nightmares”) .

101 ..See.Schultz.et.al .,.supra.note.12;.Anna.M ..Seidman.&.Douglas.S ..Burdin,.
Forest�Wildlife�Management:�A�Legal�Battleground�for�a�Scientific�Delimma,.
20.Nat ..Res ..&.Env’t.40,.41.(2005) .

102 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Blue.Ribbon.Coalition).(assert-
ing.that.“Courts.have.taken.numerous.opportunities.to.reject.arguments.
that. the. Forest. Service. was. under. a. legal. obligation. to. follow. a. plan.
guideline. and. the. Agency. should. not. take. this. opportunity. to. throw.
away. the.precedence. that. guidelines. are.discretionary.where. standards.
are.mandatory .”) .

103 ..Forest.Service.Regulatory.Roadblocks.to.Productive.Land.Use.and.Recre-
ation:.Proposed.Planning.Rule,. Special-Use.Permits,. and.Travel.Manage-
ment:.Oversight.Hearing.Before.the.House.Comm ..on.Natural.Resources,.
Subcomm .. on. National. Parks,. Forests. and. Public. Lands,� 112th. Cong ..
(2011). (statement.of. Scott.W ..Horngren,.Attorney,.American.Forest.Re-
source.Council.and.Federal.Forest.Resource.Coalition) .

104 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Council.of.Western.State.Foresters) .
105 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.state.of.Alaska).(explaining.that.

standards. and.other. requirements. “should.be.determined.by. local. condi-
tions.and.the.objectives.of.the.plan.for.a.particular.forest”) .

process .   .   .   .”106.We.discuss. this.provision. in.more.detail.
below .. But. the. general. concern. here. is. that. the. agency’s.
use.of.standards.will.get.mired.in.the.“science.wars”.that.
have.come.to.characterize.disputes. related. to. the.ESA .107.
Within.this.theme.are.also.questions.and.skepticism.about.
monitoring.and.how.scientific.uncertainty.can.be.used.to.
prevent.any.management.actions.on.the.national.forests .108

Administrative. discretion. is. another. large. part. of. the.
critical-of-standards. argument .. Many. groups. complain.
that.the.USFS.is.unwisely.ceding.the.discretion.it.has. in.
managing.the.national.forests ..Several.groups,.for.example,.
asked.why.the.agency.would.impose.on.itself.the.require-
ment.to.use.standards.or.guidelines.in.ways.that.go.beyond.
the.minimal.requirements.imposed.by.the.NFMA .109.This.
is. especially. bewildering. to. some. commenters,. and. legal.
counsel,.who.believe.that.the.USFS.is.abandoning.signifi-
cant.legal.victories.that.have.secured.greater.discretion.for.
the.agency .110

Though.discretion.is.a.major.part.of.the.critical-of-stan-
dards.narrative,. for. some.groups,. it.does.not.apply. to.all.
uses.of. the.national. forests ..We.found,. for.example,. that.
many.of.those.groups.critical.of.standards.asked.for.more.
certainty. (and. less�discretion). in. the.management.of.par-
ticular.resources.and.uses.of.forests .111.Accountability.and.
specific. metrics. were. needed,. according. to. some. public.
commenters,. but. they. should. be. applied. to. multiple. use.
objectives.such.as.how.many.board.feet.of.timber.will.be.
cut.per.year .112

Stepping.back,.it.is.easy.to.see.how.the.debate.over.the.
appropriate.use.of. standards.parallels.other. long-running.
debates.over.forest.management ..First,. is.the.ever-present.
tension.between.legal.prescription.and.administrative.dis-
cretion,.a. theme.dating.back. to. the.writings.and.politics.
of.the.first.Chief.of.the.USFS,.Gifford.Pinchot .113.This.is.
a. foundational. tension. in. federal. lands. management. of.
which.the.debate.over.standards.perfectly.exemplifies ..The.
standards.debate.also.brings.to.the.fore,.once.again,.ten-
sions.between.national.versus.more.localized.decisionmak-
ing .114.On.the.one.hand.are.those.advocating.the.virtues.of.

106 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .3 .
107 ..See.Eugene.H ..Buck.et.al .,.The�Endangered�Species�Act�and�“Sound�Science,”.

Congressional.Research.Service.Report.RK32992.(2007);.Holly.Doremus,.
The�Purposes,�Effects,�and�Future�of�the�Endangered�Species�Act’s�Best�Available�
Science�Mandate,.34.Envtl ..L ..397.(2004);.J .B ..Ruhl,.The�Battle�Over�En-
dangered�Species�Act�Methodology,.34.Envtl . L ..555�(2004) .

108 ..See,� e.g.,. USFS. DEIS. 2011(statement. of. Northwest. Mining. Association).
(insisting,.“the.process.[to.determine.what.is.best.available.science].will.be.
rife.with.controversy,.confusion,.and. .  .  ..fertile.ground.for.litigation”) .

109 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.American.Forest.and.Paper.Association) .
110 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Blue.Ribbon.Coalition).(arguing.

that.the.proposed.forest.planning.rule.disregards.the.legal.ground.gained.in.
Lands�Council�v.�McNair,.537.F .3d.981.(9th.Cir ..2008)) .

111 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Sustainable.Northwest) .
112 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Minnesota.Forest.Industries) .
113 ..See,�e.g.,.Federico.Cheever,.The�United�States�Forest�Service�and�National�Park�

Service:�Paradoxical�Mandates,�Powerful�Founders,� and� the�Rise� and�Fall� of�
Agency� Discretion,. 74. Denv .. U .. L .. Rev .. 625-48. (1997);. Paul. W .. Hirt,.
A. Conspiracy. of. Optimism:. Management. of. the. National. Forests.
Since.World.War.II.(1994);.and.Nie,.supra.note.10 .

114 ..See,� e.g.,.Robert.B ..Keiter,.Public�Lands� and�Law�Reform:�Putting�Theory,�
Policy,�and�Practice�in�Perspective,.2005.Utah.L ..Rev ..1127.(2005).(review-
ing.the.prevalence.of.this.theme.in.federal.lands.management) .
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national.consistency.and.federal.baseline.standards.versus.
those.who.would.rather.see.management.devolve.as.much.
as.possible.to. localized.levels,.especially.when.those. local.
levels. are. perceived. to. be. more. amenable. to. commodity.
production .. This. tension. is. visible. in. several. high-profile.
forest.conflicts,.from.the.national.level.roadless.rule.to.the.
writing.of.planning.regulations .

Some.political.context.is.worth.noting.at.this.point.as.
well ..Clearly.evident. in. several.comment. letters,.and.our.
interviews,. is. a. considerable. amount. of. mistrust. in. the.
USFS ..Part.of.this.stems.from.the.NFMA.planning.rules.
that.were.promulgated. in.2005.and.2008 ..These. regula-
tions.were.very.controversial,.partly.because.they.failed.to.
incorporate.the.use.of.standards.and.other.environmental.
protections.and.were.seen.by.some.interests.as.providing.an.
unlawful.amount.of.discretion.to.the.USFS .115.These.regu-
lations.stalled.in.the.courts,.and.were.eventually.replaced.
by.the.2012.regulations,.but.some.cynicism.and.mistrust.
still.linger .

IV. Analysis and Recommendations

A.	 Why	Standards?

Before.proceeding.with.recommendations,.we.must.ask.an.
important.question:.why.would.the.USFS.impose.on.itself.
binding.and.enforceable.standards?.As.discussed.earlier,.the.
agency.has.some.discretion.in.deciding.how.standards.or.
guidelines.will.be.applied.in.forest.plans ..Several.national.
forests.have.also.faced.numerous.appeals.and.lawsuits.that.
were. based. on. projects. and. activities. being. inconsistent.
with.plan.standards ..Why,.then,.would.the.USFS.willingly.
constrain.itself.in.the.future?

The. first. response. to. this. question. is. a. legal. one .. The.
NFMA.requires.that.standards.and.guidelines.be.used.to.
“insure”. the. protection. of. various. resources. such. as. soil,.
watershed. conditions,. and. wildlife. diversity .116. Merriam.
Webster.defines.the.term.“insure”.as.“to.make.certain.espe-
cially. by. taking. necessary. measures. and. precautions .”117.
Standards.are.the.only.planning.component.that.can.ade-
quately. insure. such. protection. because. of. their. binding.
and.enforceable.nature ..Other.planning.components,.such.
as.objectives.and.desired.future.conditions,.are.important.
but.cannot.insure.protection.because.of.the.discretion.they.
afford.in.implementation .

In. writing. the. 1982. regulations,. the. agency. limited.
the.scope.of.the.environmental.impact.statement.to.stan-
dards.and.guidelines.“because.those.are.the.only.elements.
 .   .   .. that. could. significantly. affect. the. environment .”. In.
response. to. questions. asked. of. the. decision,. the. agency.

115 ..See,�e.g.,.2009.NOI.(statement.of.Sierra.Club.et.al .).(joining.with.a.coalition.
of.30.environmental.organizations.to.explain:.“Recent.rulemaking.efforts.
failed,. in. large.part,. because. they. sought. to.move. away. from. this. robust.
statutory.mandate.for.prescriptive.forest.plans.and.to.replace.it.with.stan-
dardless.‘aspirational’.documents .”) .

116 ..16.U .S .C ..§1604 .
117 ..“insure .”.[Def ..2].Merriam.Webster.Online.Dictionary.(2013),�http://www .

merriam-webster .com/dictionary/insure.(last.visited.Feb ..25,.2014) .

responded.in.the.preamble,.“[a]ny.other.planning.guidance.
not. reflected. in. standards. and. guidelines.would.have.no.
predictable. effect. on. the. environment,. but.would. simply.
add.additional.procedural.direction .”118

Similar. logic. should. be. applied. to. the. 2012. planning.
regulations .. The. regulations. make. clear. that. every. forest.
plan. must. include. standards. as. one. of. five. plan. compo-
nents .119.They.also.require.every.plan.to.provide.for.social,.
economic,.and.ecological.sustainability ..To.do.so,.the.regu-
lations.require.standards.or.guidelines.be.used.“to.maintain.
or.restore.the.ecological.integrity.of.terrestrial.and.aquatic.
ecosystems. and. watersheds. in. the. plan. area,”. with. more.
specific. requirements. pertaining. to. such. things. as. water.
resources.and.riparian.areas .120.The.regulations.also.require.
that.plan.components.“must.ensure”.the.protection.of.vari-
ous.resources.and.values.in.the.context.of.timber.harvest-
ing.and.the.management.of.recommended.wilderness.areas.
and.wild.and.scenic.rivers .121.Standards.are.the.only.plan.
component. that. can. ensure. that. the. planning. mandates.
found.in.the.2012.NFMA.regulations.are.satisfied .

Planning. efficiency. is. a. second. reason. why. national.
forests. should. embrace. the. use. of. standards. when. writ-
ing.future.plans ..This.may.sound.counterintuitive.to.some.
readers.who.believe.that.standards.inevitably.lead.to.“anal-
ysis.paralysis”.and.planning.inefficiencies ..We.are.sympa-
thetic.to.this.critique,.and.in.no.way.wish.to.add.to.what.is.
already.a.time-consuming.and.complicated.planning.pro-
cess,.but.our.research.and.interviews.did.not.identify.stan-
dards.as.being.the.cause.of.this.problem ..To.the.contrary,.
standards.can.actually.facilitate.the.implementation.of.for-
est.plans ..This.is.because.a.forest.plan.standard,.applied.at.
the. forest.or.management.area. level,. eliminates. the.need.
for.interdisciplinary.(ID).planning.teams.to.write.project-
specific.standards—over.and.over.again ..In.fact,.some.of.
the.most.pro-standard. arguments.we.heard. in.our. inter-
views.came.from.USFS.planning.team.members.who.saw.
standards. as. facilitating. project. implementation. because.
ID.teams.did.not.have.to.constantly.negotiate.the.applica-
tion.of.project-specific.rules.and.constraints .

Standards.can.also. lead.to.efficiencies. in. forest.man-
agement. outside. of. the. planning. process,. especially. as.
they. apply. to. ESA. consultation .. Section. 7. of. the. ESA.
requires. federal. agencies. to. undergo. consultation. with.
the. federal. wildlife. agencies. to. ensure. their. projects.
will. not. cause. jeopardy. to. a. listed. species .122. Courtney.
Schultz.and.others.review.several.cases.in.which.NOAA.
Fisheries.and.the.FWS.made.no-jeopardy.determinations.
because.a.forest.plan.contained.sufficient.standards.and.
other. regulatory. mechanisms. to. protect. the. species .123.
In. some. cases,. moreover,. the. courts. have. allowed. par-
ticular.wildlife.standards.to.serve.as.a.surrogate.approach.
to.ESA.consultation ..With.lynx.standards,.for.example,.

118 ..47.Fed ..Reg ..43026 .
119 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .7 .
120 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .8 .
121 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .10-11 .
122 ..16.U .S .C ..§1536(a)(2) .
123 ..See.Schultz.et.al .,.supra.note.12 .
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the. USFS. does. not. need. to. engage. in. consultation. on.
a. project-by-project. basis. if. those. projects. comply. with.
the.USFS’.lynx.standards .124.Similarly,.we.found.NOAA.
Fisheries. equating. Aquatic. Conservation. Strategy. con-
sistency. with. no-jeopardy. findings,. a. practice. that. has.
satisfied.the.courts .125.This.is.not.an.endorsement.of.the.
surrogate. approach,. but. it. shows. one. possible. way. that.
standards.can.facilitate.§7.consultation .

Standards. can. also. create. efficiencies. by. either. elimi-
nating. the.need. for. additional. resource-specific.planning.
processes.or.by.reducing.the.scope.of.analysis.required.by.
these. processes .. Consider. some. of. the. recently. litigated.
travel.management.plans.prepared.by.the.USFS .126.Some.
of.the.issues.addressed.in.these.travel.plans.could.have.been.
dealt.with.by.using.forest.plan.standards ..The.Lolo.Forest.
plan.provides.an.example ..Because.the.Lolo.utilized.forest.
planning.standards.to.restrict.motorized.use,.“a.forest-wide.
travel.management.plan.was.not.necessary .”127

Politics.provides.the.third.reason.why.the.USFS.should.
employ. standards. when. writing. future. forest. plans .. Our.
interviews. and. analysis. of. public. comment. make. clear.
that.many.planning.participants.want.a.greater.degree.of.
certainty.and.predictability.in.forest.plans.and.view.stan-
dards. as. a.means. to. this. end ..Of. course,. plans,. by. their.
very.nature.and.context,.can.never.provide.the.degree.of.
certainty. that. some.political.actors.desire ..Uncertainty. is.
inherent.in.all.planning.endeavors ..But.standards.can.pro-
vide.increased.certainty.because.participants.understand,.a.
priori,.the.fundamental.rules.of.the.game .

Also. worth. considering. in. this. context. is. the. deep.
level. of. dissatisfaction. that. many. actors. have. in. the. for-
est. planning. process .. Such. frustrations. were. particularly.
evident. when. the. 2005. and. 2008. planning. regulations.
were. in. effect,. as. these. regulations. viewed. plans. not. as.
decisionmaking. documents,. but. rather. as. “strategic. and.
aspirational”.in.nature .128.Standards.were.not.required.in.
these.rules,.and.the.USFS.generally.emphasized.that.other.
planning. components. were. not. “commitments. or. final.
decisions .”129.This.emphasis.on.discretion,.and.the.result-
ing.dissatisfaction,.is.one.reason.why.so.many.interests.are.
pursuing.“place-based”.forest.legislation.and.more.formal-
ized.agreements.with.the.USFS,.as.they.are.searching.for.
increased. certainty. and. “zones. of. agreement”. as. applied.
to. such. things. as. environmental. protection,. restoration,.

124 ..Friends.of.the.Wild.Swan.v ..U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.CV.11-125-M-DWM.(D ..
Mont ..2012) .

125 ..Pacific.Coast.Federation.v ..National.Marine,.265.F .3d.1028,.1034-35.(9th.
Cir ..2001) .

126 ..See,�e.g.,.Idaho.Conservation.League.v ..Guzman,.766.F ..Supp ..2d.1056,.41.
ELR.20090. (D .. Idaho.2011);.Montana.Wilderness.Association.v ..McAl-
lister,.666.F .3d.549,.41.ELR.20352.(9th.Cir ..2011);.and.Russell.Country.
Sportsman.v ..U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.668,.F .3d.1037,.41.ELR.20314.(9th.Cir ..
2011) .

127 ..U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Lolo.National.Forest,.Motor�Vehicle�Use�Map�Available�at�
Ranger�Districts. (News.Release,.Oct .. 14,. 2013) ..See� also.Montana.Snow-
mobile.Ass’n.v ..Wildes,.103.F ..Supp ..2d.1239,.30.ELR.20381.(D ..Mont ..
2000) .

128 ..70.Fed ..Reg ..1023,.1032.(Jan ..5 ..2005) .
129 ..Id ..at.1057 .

and. timber. supply .130.For. instance,.a.common.character-
istic.of.several.collaborative.agreements.focused.on.forest.
management. is. their. use. of. specific. management. areas.
and. the. rules.associated.with.what.can.and.cannot.hap-
pen. in.each.one.of. them .131.Some.of. these.rules.perform.
the.role.of.standards.by.constraining.activities.such.as.pro-
viding.definitive.sideboards.for.restoration.activities.(e .g .,.
old.growth.protections.and.road.density.standards) ..These.
developments.show.that.standards,.or.standard-like.rules,.
resonate.with.a.cross-section.of.interests.who.participate.in.
forest.management .

The.ESA.provides.our.final.answer.as.to.why.the.USFS.
should.impose.on.itself.binding.and.enforceable.standards ..
Forest.plan.standards.play.a.significant.role.in.decisions.to.
list.or.delist.a.species.under.the.ESA ..One.of.the.five.fac-
tors.to.be.considered.by.NOAA.Fisheries.and.the.FWS.in.
making.ESA.listing.decisions.is.“the.inadequacy.of.existing.
regulatory.mechanism[s] .”132.Vague,.voluntary,.speculative,.
and. unenforceable. measures. found. in. plans. are. gener-
ally. not. considered. a. sufficient. regulatory. mechanism .133.
Instead,.federal.wildlife.agencies.and.the.courts.typically.
assess.whether.a.plan.contains.specific.and.legally.enforce-
able.standards.having.regulatory.force .

Schultz.and.others.provide.several.examples.where.for-
est.plan. standards,.or. the. lack. thereof,.played. significant.
factors. in.decisions. to. list. or.not. list. a. species.under. the.
ESA .134.In.some.cases,.for.example,.a.species.was.listed.in.
part.because.a.forest.plan.failed.to.provide.sufficiently.cer-
tain,.binding,.and.detailed.protection.to.a.species.to.count.
as. an.adequate. regulatory.mechanism. (e .g .,.Canada. lynx.
[Lynx� canadensis]. and. the. greater. sage. grouse. [Centrocer-
cus�urophasianus]) ..While.in.other.cases,.a.species.was.not.
listed.because.of.specific.standards.found.in.a.forest.plan.
(e .g .,.Queen.Charlotte.goshawk.[Accipiter�gentilis� laingi]) ..
And.in.more.rare.cases,.a.species.was.delisted,.or.proposed.
for. delisting,. partly. because. of. species-specific. standards.
incorporated. into. governing. forest. plans. (e .g .,. Robbin’s.
cinquefoil.[Potentilla�robbinsiana].and.Yellowstone.distinct.
population.segment.of.grizzly.bears.[Ursus�arctos�horribilis]) .

On. the. national. forests,. there. are. currently. 430. spe-
cies.that.are.listed.under.the.ESA.as.threatened.or.endan-
gered. and. an. additional. 60. species. that. are. candidates.
for. listing .135. The. number. of. ESA. listing. decisions. will.
significantly. increase. in. the. future,. given. a. 2011. settle-
ment.between.the.FWS.and.environmental.groups.which.

130 ..Martin.Nie,.Place-Based�National�Forest�Legislation�and�Agreements:�Common�
Characteristics�and�Policy�Recommendations,.41.ELR.10229.(Mar ..2011) .

131 ..Id .
132 ..16.U .S .C ..§1533 .
133 ..See,�e.g.,.Oregon.Natural.Resources.Council.v ..Daley,.6.F ..Supp ..2d ..1139,.

1153-56,.29.ELR.20514.(D ..Ore ..1998) ..See�generally.Courtney.Schultz.&.
Martin.Nie,.Decision-Making�Triggers,�Adaptive�Management,�and�Natural�
Resources�Law�and�Planning,.52.Nat ..Resources.J ..443.(2012).(reviewing.
related.case.in.the.context.of.adaptive.management) .

134 ..Schultz.et.al .,.supra.note.12 .
135 ..U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Biological.Assessment.of.the.U .S ..Department.of.Agricul-

ture.National.Forest.System.Land.Management.Planning.Rule.for.Federally.
Listed. Endangered. and. Threatened. Species,. Species. Proposed. for. Federal.
Listing,.Species.That.Are.Candidates.for.Federal.Listing.on.National.Forest.
System.Lands.(Wash .,.D .C ..2011),.14 .
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require.the.agency.to.make.listing.decisions.for.over.800.
species,. including.262. candidate. species .136.Altogether,. it.
is. possible. that. another. 1,000. listing. decisions. will. have.
to.be.made.by.2020 .137.For.these.reasons,.we.believe.that.
the. ESA. will. figure. more. prominently. in. national. forest.
management. in.the. future ..This.context.provides. further.
incentive.for.the.USFS.to.use.wildlife-based.standards.as.
they.will.likely.factor.in.future.decisions.to.list.or.not.list.
species.in.the.future .

B.	 Recommendations

In.this.section,.we.offer.some.recommendations.in.how.we.
believe.standards.ought.to.be.used.when.writing.second-
generation. forest.plans ..We.also. raise.a.number.of. issues.
and.questions. that.we.hope.will. be. considered. in. future.
planning.endeavors ..It.is.beyond.the.purview.of.this.Arti-
cle,.and.our.professional.capabilities,.to.offer.science-based.
recommendations.regarding.what.standards.ought.to.apply.
to.specific.values,.resources,.and.species,.such.as.the.most.
effective.standards.for.riparian.protection,.road.density,.or.
elk. security .. Instead,.we. focus.on.more.policy,.planning,.
and.process-based. issues.that.we.hope.will.be.considered.
in.the.future .

1. On Writing Standards

The. first. recommendation. pertains. to. how. standards.
should. be. written. and. not. written. in. the. future .. Our.
review.of.forest.plans.shows.some.inconsistent.and.some-
times.problematic.writing.of. standards ..As.shown.above,.
some.forests.used.standards.as.they.are.commonly.under-
stood,.as.clear-cut.binding.constraints.on.agency.actions ..
But.some.forests.used.standards.in.more.curious.ways,.such.
as.writing.standards.that.were.merely.suggestive.or.discre-
tionary. in. nature .. This. inconsistency. explains. why. there.
has.been.some.disagreement.and.misunderstanding.of.the.
term.by.planning.participants ..Some.of.this.inconsistency.
stems. from. the. lack. of. national-level. guidance. provided.
to. planning. teams. during. the. writing. of. first-generation.
forest.plans .138.We.believe. such.guidance. is.necessary. for.
the.writing.of.plan.revisions.and.that.this.guidance.could.
be.provided.in.the.agency’s.Directive.System.or.via.more.
informal. ways .. However. accomplished,. some. national,.
or. even. regional-level,. direction. pertaining. to. standards.
could.facilitate.the.writing.of.plan.revisions.while.provid-
ing.greater.consistency.among.them ..For.example,.USFS.
Region.2.national.forests.maintain.consistency.by.follow-
ing.a.regional.guide.that.provides.a.“menu.of.standards.and.
guidelines”.for.use.during.plan.revisions .139

136 ..Center. for. Biological. Diversity,. Historic� 757� Agreement:� One� Year� Later,.
Earth. Online,. http://www .biologicaldiversity .org/publications/earthon-
line/endangered-earth-online-no625 .html.(last.visisted.Feb ..25,.2014) .

137 ..Jason.C ..Rylander,.Recovering�Endangered�Species�in�Difficult�Times:�Can�the�
ESA�Go�Beyond�Mere�Salvage?,.42.ELR.10017,.10018.(Jan ..2012) .

138 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .1.(1982) .
139 ..U .S .. Forest. Serv .,. Region. 2,. Regional. Desk. Guide. (2003). (unpublished.

guide,.on.file.with.authors) .

To.be.considered.in.this.context.is.a.recommendation.to.
not.use.discretionary.standards ..In.our.view,.a.discretion-
ary. standard. is. an. oxymoron .. Discretionary. language. is.
more.appropriately.used.in.other.plan.components,.such.as.
stating.desired.future.conditions ..It.also.makes.little.sense.
to.write.standards.in.a.way.that.simply.restate.preexisting.
legal.or.regulatory.requirements ..Instead,.standards.should.
be. written. so. that. they. serve. as. a. link. and. clearly. assist.
the.agency.in.achieving.its.legal.mandates,.such.as.ESA.§7.
consultation. requirements,140. Clean. Water. Act. (CWA)141.
§404. regulations,. or. maintenance. of. wilderness. charac-
teristics.pursuant.to.the.Wilderness.Act.(1964) .142.A.stan-
dard,.for.example,.can.be.written.so.that.it.serves.as.a.clear.
linkage.to.protecting.the.characteristics.of.an.area.that.is.
recommended. for. wilderness. designation .. The. Kootenai.
National.Forest,.for.example,.links.the.goal.of.“retaining.
the.wilderness.characteristics.and.values. .  .  .”.of.a.recom-
mended.wilderness.area143.with.a.standard.stating.all.reha-
bilitation.projects.will.protect.wilderness.values.by.“using.
only. native. species. for. revegetation .”144. Using. standards.
in.this.fashion—as.a.means.to.an.end—will.also.explain.
to.the.public.why.a.particular.standard.is.being.used.and.
what.purpose.it.serves .

We. also. recommend. that. special. attention. be. paid. to.
how.the.measurement.and.analysis.of.particular.standards.
will.be.accomplished.at.the.project.level ..This.will.be.most.
necessary.when.writing.relatively.complex.standards,.and.
especially.when.thresholds.are.used ..Much.of.the.case.law.
we.reviewed.hinges.on.how.a.standard.applied.to.a.resource.
is.measured.by.the.USFS,.spatially.and.temporally ..Mea-
suring. compliance. with. elk,. road. density,. and. soil. stan-
dards. provide. examples .. In. Native� Ecosystems� Council� v.�
USFS,145.the.court.found.the.agency’s.measurement.of.an.
“elk.herd.unit”.impermissible.because.it.measured.hiding.
cover.by.excluding.private.and.nonfederal.lands.from.the.
elk.herd’s.range.and.hiding.cover.calculations ..In.a.similar.
case,.the.court.described.the.agency’s.methods.to.measure.
compliance.with.elk.standards.as.“numerical.acrobatics .”146

Measuring.a.road.density.standard.is.similarly.contin-
gent.upon.the.spatial.definition.of.a.landscape,.especially.
if.the.base.from.which.a.road.density.standard.is.measured.
includes.large.roadless.areas ..For.example,.a.management.
area.standard.may.require.a.certain.“average.road.density”.
or.“net.density .”.In.the.“average.road.density”.scenario,.the.
impact.of.a.project.overlapping.several.management.areas.

140 ..16.U .S .C ..§1536(a)(2);.see.Gippert.&.DeWitte,.supra.note.24.(explain-
ing.how.consultation.is.one.mechanism.that.may.harmonize.NFMA.and.
ESA.requirements) .

141 ..33.U .S .C ..§§1251-1387,.ELR.Stat ..FWPCA.§§101-607 .
142 ..Peter.Landres.et.al .,.U .S ..Dep’t.of.Agric ..Forest.Serv .,.Gen ..Tech-

nical. Rep .. No .. Rmrs-Gtr-212,. Keeping. It. Wild:. An. Interagency.
Strategy.to.Monitor.Trends.in.Wilderness.Character.Across.the.
National.Wilderness.Preservation.System.4. (2008). (explaining. legal.
requirements.related.to.wilderness.character) .

143 ..U .S ..Forest.Serv .,.Kootenai.National.Forest.Plan,.Volume.1.III-33.
(1987).[hereinafter.Kootenai.Plan.1987] .

144 ..Id..at.III-34 .
145 ..Native.Ecosystem.Council.v ..USFS,.418.F .3d.953,.963.(9th.Cir ..2005) .
146 ..Helena.Hunters.and.Anglers.v ..Tidwell,.841.F ..Supp ..2d.1129,.1143.(D ..

Mont ..2009) .
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may.not.be.accounted.for.unless.the.average.road.density.
standard.is.exceeded.in.an.entire.individual.management.
area .147.Similarly,.if.a.forest.is.limited.to.“no.net.increase”.
in.permanent.road.or.trail.density,.the.forest.has.latitude.to.
build.temporary.roads.or.increase.density.in.some.locations.
without.affecting.overall.net.density .148

There. is. also. a. temporal. dimension. to. some. stan-
dards.deserving.attention.and.finer.detail ..Conflicts.have.
emerged,.for.example,.when.a.threshold.or.mitigation-type.
standard.or.guideline.is.not.specified.in.a.forest.plan ..Con-
sider.the.following.standard:.“Manage.land.treatments.to.
limit.the.sum.of. .  .  ..detrimentally.compacted. .  .  ..land.to.
no.more.than.15%.of.any.land.unit .”149.The.question.here,.
and.before.the.court.in.Rocky�Mountain�Wild�v.�Vilsack,.is.
one.of.timing:.when.must.reclamation.occur.if.compaction.
levels.exceeding.the.standard.are.identified?150.Also.tied.to.
this. issue.are.the.details.necessary. in.explaining.how.the.
agency.will. bring. soil. compaction. levels.back. in. compli-
ance.with.the.standard .151.Some.of.this.confusion,.and.pos-
sible. litigation,.could.be.avoided. in.revised.plans. if.more.
attention.was.paid.to.these.sorts.of.measurement.issues .

As. with. the. soil. case,. we. suspect. that. threshold. and.
mitigation.standards.will.continue.to.be.used.in.some.con-
texts ..To.recall,.these.standards.are.defined.by.the.use.of.
quantitative.metrics.that.should.not.or.shall.not.be.crossed,.
such.as.the.amount.of.permitted.soil.disturbance.or.pre-
commercial.thinning.that.is.allowed.in.an.area ..In.no.way.
should.the.use.of.threshold.standards.in.planning.be.tied.
to.biological.or.ecological-based.thresholds ..These.are.the.
sorts.of.thresholds.that.cannot.be.so.easily.reversed ..If.used.
in.the.future,.we.recommend.that.threshold.standards.are.
defined.and.explained. in.greater.detail .. In. some.cases,. it.
would.be.advantageous. to. link.management.actions. that.
are. triggered. if. a. threshold. standard. is. crossed .152. These.
trigger.mechanisms.could.provide.an.added.degree.of.cer-
tainty.and.accountability.by.specifying,.in.advance,.what.
must.happen.upon.the.crossing.of.a.threshold .153

2. Standards That Constrain and/or Compel

One.issue.emerging.from.our.research.is.the.difference.of.
opinion. regarding. whether. standards. can. and. should. be.
used.to.compel.agency.actions.rather.than. just.constrain.
them ..Some.forest.planners.we. interviewed,. for.example,.

147 ..Habitat.Education.Center.v ..Bosworth,.363.F ..Supp ..2d.1070,.1088.(D ..
Mont ..2005) .

148 ..See,�e.g.,.Beaverhead-Deerlodge.Plan.2009,.supra.note.65,.at.145 .
149 ..Rocky.Mountain.Wild.v ..Vilsack,.843.F ..Supp ..2d.1188,.1195.(D ..Colo ..

2012) .
150 ..Id..at.1196-97 .
151 ..Id..at.1197-98 .
152 ..See.Martin.Nie.&.Courtney.Schultz,�Decision-Making�Triggers�in�Adaptive�

Management,.26(6).Conservation.Biology.1137,.1143.(2012).(summa-
rizing.how.management.triggers.could.be.used.to.prevent.the.crossing.of.
ecological.and.regulatory.thresholds.that.correspond.with.irreversible.eco-
logical.variables) .

153 ..See� id .. (discussing.the.use.of.triggers. in.an.adaptive.management.system).
(noting.at.1142,.however,.that.“if.  .   .   ..adaptive.management.plans.fail.to.
make.the.link.between.management.actions,.monitoring.information,.and.
learning,.the.opportunity.to.reduce.uncertainty.about.the.ecosystem.likely.
is.lost”) .

felt.strongly.that.standards.should.be.used.solely.as.restric-
tions,.such.as.requiring.an.amount.of.stream.buffer.or.old.
growth.when.harvesting. timber ..Part.of. the. logic.here. is.
that.implementing.standards.should.not.be.contingent.on.
agency.budgets,.and.standards.that.might.compel.certain.
activities.would.be.inherently.subject.to.adequate.funding ..
And.if.not.funded,.the.USFS.would.not.be.in.compliance.
with.a.plan.standard.and.would.likely.face.litigation.as.a.
result .. Others,. however,. believe. that. standards. could. be.
used. in. a.more.proactive. fashion,. as. a.way,. for. example,.
to.achieve.various.restoration.and.biological.conservation.
goals .154.There.is.a.fear.that.such.goals.will.not.be.achieved.
if. they. are. stated. as. discretionary. planning. objectives. or.
desired.future.conditions .155

Our.view.is.that.standards.are.most.appropriately.used.
as. constraints,. but. could. also. be. used. to. achieve. other.
planning.goals.that.are.stated.in.the.2012.rule ..Consider.
the.2012.rule’s.focus.on.watershed.protection.and.restora-
tion .156.Future. forest.plans.could.be.written. so. that.once.
a. watershed. is. restored,. a. maintenance. standard. is. used.
to.keep.the.watershed.in.a.certain.condition.class .157.This.
example.demonstrates.why.the.line.between.standards.that.
constrain.and.compel.is.not.always.so.bright ..After.all,.a.
standard.requiring.mitigation.or.reclamation.is.compelling.
the.USFS.to.do.something.after.all,.which.will.inherently.
be.contingent.upon.funding .

Standards.should.also.be.linked.to.the.proactive.recov-
ery.and.conservation.of.threatened,.endangered,.proposed,.
and. candidate. species. as. defined. by. the. ESA .. The. 2012.
planning.rule.emphasizes.the.connections.between.forest.
planning.and.the.ESA.more.than.previous.regulations ..The.
agency.“anticipates.that.plan.components,.including.stan-
dards.or.guidelines,.for.the.plan.area.would.address.con-
servation.measures.and.actions.identified.in.recovery.plans.
relevant. to.T&E.[threatened.and.endangered].species .”158.
One. way. in. which. the. USFS. can. actively. contribute. to.
species.conservation.and.recovery.is.by.providing.wildlife-.
and. habitat-based. standards. in. forest. plans .. We. recom-
mend.that.more.study,.and.guidance,.be.provided.in.how.
synergies.might.be.developed.in.writing.forest.plans.that.

154 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011(statement.of.Wyoming.State.Division.of.For-
estry).(suggesting.that.standards.be.used.to.manage.suitable.timber.lands.
towards. desired. future. conditions. or. reduce. fuels. around. the. wildland-
urban.interface) .

155 ..See,�e.g.,.USFS.DEIS.2011.(statement.of.Lands.Council) .
156 ..The.2012.planning.rule.summary.states,.for.example:

The. planning. rule. is. designed. to. ensure. that. plans. provide. for.
the. sustainability.of. ecosystems.and. resources;.meet� the�need� for�
forest�restoration�and�conservation,�watershed�protection,.and.species.
diversity.and.conservation;.and.assist.the.Agency.in.providing.a.
sustainable.flow.of.benefits,.services,.and.uses.of.NFS.lands.that.
provide.jobs.and.contribute.to.the.economic.and.social.sustain-
ability.of.communities .

. National.Forest.System.Land.Management.Planning,.77.Fed ..Reg ..21162,.
21162.(Apr ..9,.2012) .

157 ..See. U .S .. Forest. Serv .,.Watershed. Condition. Framework:. A. Frame-
work.for.Assessing.and.Tracking.Changes.to.Watershed.Condition.
(2011),. available� at. http://www .fs .fed .us/publications/watershed/Water-
shed_Condition_Framework .pdf .

158 ..National.Forest.System.Land.Management.Planning,.77.Fed ..Reg ..21162,.
21215.(Apr ..9,.2012) .
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are.better.synced.with.ESA.recovery,.from.critical.habitat.
determinations.to.species’.recovery.plans .

One.possible.way.to.bridge.the.issue.of.using.standards.
to.compel.or.constrain.is.by.choosing.to.write.more.spe-
cific. and. measurable. proactive. planning. “objectives .”. An.
objective.is.defined.in.the.NFMA.regulations.as.“a.concise,.
measurable,.and.time-specific.statement.of.a.desired.rate.of.
progress.toward.a.desired.condition.or.conditions .”159.Some.
lessons.can.be.drawn.from.the.writing.of.Comprehensive.
Conservation.Plans.(CCPs).for.units.within.the.National.
Wildlife. Refuge. System. (NWRS) .160. Though. the. legal.
and.planning.context.differs,.the.NWRS.has.the.clearest.
mandate.to.manage.for.ecosystem.restoration.and.ecologi-
cal. integrity,161. which. are. two. values. emphasized. in. the.
2012.NFMA.planning.rule .162.In.order.to.meet.these.and.
other.legal.requirements,.the.FWS.provides.specific.guid-
ance.in.how.to.write.refuge.objectives.that.are.(1) specific,.
(2)  measurable,. (3)  achievable,. (4)  results-oriented,. and.
(5) time-fixed ..Several.units.within.the.refuge.system.have.
incorporated.these.“SMART”.objectives.into.their.CCPs,.
with. varying. levels. of. success .163. This. initiative—replete.
with. policy. guidance,. refuge. plans,. and. outside. evalu-
ation—provides. the. USFS. with. an. opportunity. to. learn.
lessons. from.another. federal. land. agency .. In. some. cases,.
it. could. be. advantageous. to. use. standards. to. constrain.
agency. activities.while.opting. to.use.SMART-like.objec-
tives.to.achieve.the.stated.goals.of.the.2012.planning.rule .

3. Standards and Science

The.writing. and. application.of. standards.demonstrates. a.
few.long-standing.challenges.at.the.policy-science.interface ..
On.one.hand.are.the.inherent.complexities,.uncertainties,.
and.probabilities.involved.in.science,.while.on.the.other.is.
the.demand.for.legal.accountability.via.generally.applicable.
and. enforceable. rules .. Part. of. the. challenge. is. that. stan-
dards,.like.other.enforceable.legal.and.policy.instruments,.
are.sometimes.stated.as.regulatory.thresholds.that.cannot.
be.crossed ..A. standard,. in.other.words,.may.be.dichoto-
mous.so.that.the.agency.can.proceed.as.long.as.it.does.not.
cross.line.X ..But.sometimes.a.regulatory-science.mismatch.
is.evident.because.highly.variable.ecosystems.and.resources.

159 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .7(e) .
160 ..See.U .S ..Fish.&.Wildlife.Serv .,.Comprehensive.Conservation.Plan-

ning.Process.(2000),.available�at.http://www .fws .gov/policy/602fw3 .pdf .
161 ..See,�e.g.,.Robert.L ..Fischman,.National�Wildlife�Refuge�System�and�the�Hall-

marks� of�Modern�Organic�Legislation,.29.Ecology.L .Q ..457,.563. (2002).
(discussing. the.unique. ecological. criteria. contained. in. the.wildlife. refuge.
system’s.organic.act) .

162 ..See,�e.g.,.National.Forest.System.Land.Management.Planning,.77.Fed ..Reg ..
21162,.21260.(Apr ..9,.2012).(explaining.that.one.purpose.of.the.rule.“is.
to.guide.the.collaborative.and.science-based.development,.amendment,.and.
revision.of.land.management.plans.that.promote.the.ecological.integrity.of.
national.forests.and.grasslands.and.other.administrative.units.of.the.NFS”) .

163 ..See.Vicky.J ..Meretsky.et.al .,.New�Directions�in�Conservation�for�the�National�
Wildlife�Refuge�System,.56 .2.Bioscience.135.(2006);.Richard.L ..Schroeder,.
Evaluating�the�Quality�of�Biological�Objectives�for�Conservation�Planning�in�
the�National�Wildlife�Refuge�System,.26.Geo ..Wright.F ..22.(2009);.Richard.
L ..Schroeder,.A�System�to�Evaluate�the�Quality�of�Restoration�Objectives�Using�
National�Wildlife�Refuge�Comprehensive�Conservation�Plans�as�a�Case�Study,.
14.J ..Nat ..Conservation.200.(2006) .

are.often.better.characterized.and.managed.on.a.continu-
um .164.Consider.old.growth.standards,.for.instance ..Some.
planning.standards.mandate.a.specified.percentage.of.old.
growth.be.maintained.on.a.national. forest ..But.much.of.
the. scientific. literature. on. the. topic. use. several. different.
definitions.of.old.growth,165.with.some.experts.calling.for.
using.an.index.of.“old-growthness”.that.“would.allow.the.
threshold.for.identifying.old-growth.to.be.moved.depend-
ing.on.the.management.objective .”166.The.challenge,.then,.
is.how.to.better.align.planning.standards.with.this.sort.of.
scientific.nuance.and.complexity .

Such. complexity,. however,. should. not. be. used. as. an.
excuse. for.not.using.standards.where. they.could.be.used.
notwithstanding.the.scientific.uncertainty.associated.with.
them ..Of.course,.the.amount.of.scientific.uncertainty.asso-
ciated.with. a. standard.will. vary.depending.on. the. value.
and.resource ..In.some.cases,.for.example,.the.science.will.
be.more.consensual.and.easier.to.apply,.such.as.the.relation-
ship.between.route.density.and.sediment.delivery.to.water-
ways ..As.Jamie.Goode,.Charles.Luce,.and.John.Buffington.
confirm:. “Forest. roads. are. widely. recognized. to. increase.
sediment. supplied. to. forest. streams. by. altering. hillslope.
hydrology. and. sediment. flux .”167. There. is. a. considerable.
amount.of.scientific.literature.on.this.topic.that.could.be.
drawn.from.in.writing.future.plans,.with.Hermann.Gucin-
ski.et.al ..providing.the.most.influential.synthesis .168

In.other.cases,.the.science.will.be.more.uncertain.and.
more.difficult.to.incorporate.as.a.standard ..In.these.cases,.
the.agency.will.face.the.classic.administrative.dilemma.in.
how.to.respond.in.the.face.of.scientific.uncertainty,.from.
a. posture. emphasizing. administrative. discretion. to. one.
invoking. the. precautionary. principle .169. The. choice. will.
likely. mean. that. a. political. judgment. and. assessment. of.
risk. must. be. made .. As. discussed. below,. we. believe. such.
political. choices,. including. the. agency’s. use. of. science,.
and. other. factors. considered. in. the. decisionmaking. pro-
cess,.should.be.clearly.explained.to.the.public ..If.the.choice.
to.use.or.not.use.a.particular.standard.is.based.on.factors.
going.beyond.science,.it.should.be.clearly.stated.as.such .

Our.sample.of.forest.plans.revealed.differences.in.how.
science.was.used. in. the.writing. and. application.of. plan-
ning.standards ..Some.standards.emerged.out.of.processes.
in.which.the.use.of.science.was.clearly.evident ..Lynx.stan-
dards,.for.example,.can.be.readily.traced.back.to.the.sci-

164 ..Malcolm.L ..Hunter.et.al .,.Thresholds�and�the�Mismatch�Between�Environmen-
tal�Laws�and�Ecosystems,.23.Conservation.Biology.1053.(2009) .

165 ..See�generally.Thomas.A ..Spies.&.Sally.L ..Duncan.(Eds .),.Old.Growth.in.
a.New.World:.A.Pacific.Northwest.Icon.Reexamined.(2009) .

166 ..Thomas.A ..Spies,.Ecological�Concepts�and�Diversity�of�Old-Growth�Forests,.J ..
Forestry.14.(Apr ./May.2004) .

167 ..Jamie.R ..Goode.et.al .,.Enhanced�Sediment�Delivery�in�a�Changing�Climate�
in�Semi-Arid�Mountain�Basins:�Implications�for�Water�Resource�Management�
and�Aquatic�Habitat�in�the�Northern�Rocky�Mountains,.139.Geomorphol-
ogy.1.(2012).(reviewing.literature.focused.on.linkages.between.roads.and.
increased.sedimentation) .

168 ..Hermann.Gucinski,.Forest.Roads:.A.Synthesis.of.Scientific.Infor-
mation.(Pacific.Northwest.Research.Station,.General.Technical.Report.No ..
509,.2001) .

169 ..See.J .B ..Ruhl,.The�Battle�Over�Endangered�Species�Act�Methodology,.34.En-
vtl ..L ..555,.576-99.(2004) .
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ence.used.in.writing.the.species’.conservation.plan,170.and.a.
considerable.body.of.science.was.used.in.the.writing.of.the.
Aquatic.Conservation.Strategy .171

Standards. found. in. the. Tongass. National. Forest. Plan.
provide.a.more.unusual.and.intriguing.example ..The.1997.
Plan.was.written.using.an.innovative.process.whereby.sci-
entists.within.the.Pacific.Northwest.Research.Station.(an.
independent.research.arm.of.the.USFS).were.assembled.into.
risk. assessment. panels. “to. assist. decisionmakers. in. inter-
preting.and.understanding.the.available.technical.informa-
tion.and.to.predict.levels.of.risk.for.wildlife.and.fish,.old.
growth. ecosystems,. and. local. socioeconomic. conditions.
resulting. from. different. management. approaches .”172. In.
this.case,.“science.consistency.checks”.were.used.as.a.type.
of.audit.to.ensure.that.the.policy.and.management.branch.
writing.the.Tongass.Plan.could.not.misrepresent.or.selec-
tively.use. information. in.ways.not.supported.by.the.best.
available.science ..The.process,.at.the.very.least,.facilitated.
the.consideration.of.best.available.science.when.writing.the.
Tongass.Plan,.even.if.parts.of.the.Tongass.Plan.were.based.
on.factors.going.beyond.science .173

In.other.cases,.the.linkages.between.standards.and.sci-
ence.are.less.clear ..The.case.law.we.reviewed.demonstrates.
that. environmental. plaintiffs. and. the. USFS. sometimes.
question.the. lack.of. science.behind.a.particular. standard.
or.guideline ..Environmental.plaintiffs,.for.example,.argued.
that.a.10%.old.growth.guideline.was.insufficient.to.ensure.
species.viability,174.and.the.USFS.tried. to.amend.a.plan’s.
road.density.and.elk.habitat.standard.because.the.Supervi-
sor.found.the.restriction.“not.scientifically.supportable.or.
logical .”175.Other.times,.all.parties.seem.to.question.the.sci-
entific.validity.of.a.standard ..This.currently.seems.to.be.the.
case. in.implementing.controversial.elk.security.standards.
as. found. in. several.national. forest. plans,.with. the.USFS.
and. environmental. plaintiffs. questioning. the. efficacy. of.
these.relatively.dated.standards .176

Some. standards. apparently. get. used. because. of. their.
administrative.and.operational.simplicity ..This.is.similar.to.

170 ..See.Lynx.Amendment.2007,.supra.note.63 .
171 ..Gordon.H ..Reeves.et.al .,.The�Aquatic�Conservation�Strategy�of�the�Northwest�

Forest�Plan,.20(2).Conservation.Biology.319.(2006) .
172 ..Kent.R ..Julin.&.Charles.G ..Shaw.III,.Science.Matters:.Information.

for.Managing.the.Tongass.National.Forest.2.(1999) .
173 ..For.a.review.of.this.process,.see.Douglas.A ..Boyce.Jr ..&.Robert.C ..Szaro,.An�

Overview�of�Science�Contributions�to�the�Management�of�the�Tongass�National�
Forest,�Alaska,.72.Landscape.&.Urb ..Plan ..251.(2005);.Fred.H ..Everest.
et.al .,.Evaluation.of.the.Use.of.Scientific.Information.in.Develop-
ing.the.1997.Forest.Plan.for.the.Tongass.National.Forest.(Pacific.
Northwest.Research.Station,.General.Technical.Report.415,.1997);.Charles.
G ..Shaw.III.et.al .,.Working�With�Knowledge�at�the�Science/Policy�Interface:�A�
Unique�Example�From�Developing� the�Tongass�Land�Management�Plan,.27.
Computers. &. Electronics. Agric .. 377,. 378. (2000);. Charles. G .. Shaw.
III.et.al .,.Independent�Scientific�Review�in�Natural�Resources�Management:�A�
Recent�Example�From�the�Tongass�Land�Management�Plan,.73.Northwest.
Sci ..58,.60.(1999);.and.Martin.Nie,.Governing�the�Tongass:�National�Forest�
Conflict�and�Political�Decision�Making,.36.Envtl ..L ..385.(2006) .

174 ..The.Ecology.Center.v ..Castaneda,.574.F .3d.652.(9th.Cir ..2009) .
175 ..Hapner.v ..Tidwell,.621.F .3d.1239.(9th.Cir ..2010) .
176 ..See� id;.Helena.Hunters.&.Anglers.v ..Tidwell,.841.F ..Supp ..2d.1129. (D ..

Mont ..2009);.Island.Range.Chapter.of.the.Montana.Wilderness.Association.
v ..U .S ..Forest.Service,.117.F .3d.1435.(9th.Cir ..1997);.and.Native.Ecosys-
tems.Council.v ..Weldon,.848.F ..Supp ..2d.1207.(D ..Mont ..2012) .

use. of. “policy-driven”. rather. than. “evidence-based”. con-
servation,. such.as. the.politically.convenient,. though.bio-
logically.questionable,.target.of.setting.aside.10%.of.lands.
for. conservation. purposes .177. One. of. the. most. common.
standards.is.the.use.of.“fixed-width.buffers”.for.protecting.
freshwaters.and. their. riparian.areas. from.timber.harvest-
ing ..John.Richardson.and.others.trace.the.lineage.of.ripar-
ian.buffers.and.show.how.the.approach.used.by.the.Forest.
Ecosystem. Management. Assessment. Team. (FEMAT). in.
the.Pacific.Northwest.of.the.United.States.was.quickly.rep-
licated.throughout.the.United.States.and.Canada .178.They.
conclude,.however,.“requirements.for.narrow,.fixed-width.
buffers.usually.originated. for.administratively. simple.but.
scientifically.untested.reasons .”179.Their.review.of.the.litera-
ture.finds.that.typically.mandated.widths.are.often.insuf-
ficient. to. protect. some. riparian. functions,. while. others.
suggest.that.minimum.widths.are.insufficient.in.conserv-
ing.riparian.organisms .180.Of.course,.measuring.effective-
ness.ultimately.depends.on.plan.objectives,.but. these.are.
often.vaguely.stated .181

The.2012.planning. regulations. state. that.national. for-
ests. “shall.use. the.best. available. scientific. information. to.
inform. the. planning. process,”. which. includes. a. require-
ment. to. determine. and. document. “what. information. is.
the.most.accurate,.reliable,.and.relevant.to.the.issues.being.
considered .”182.This.new.provision.provides.planning.teams.
an. excellent. opportunity. to. explain. the. science. that. was.
used.to.write.new.standards ..We.recommend.that.the.USFS.
document.the.rationale.for.plan.standards,.describing.nec-
essary. background,. assumptions,. sources. of. information,.
and. technical. details. so. that. the. public. can. understand.
why.a.particular.standard.was.used.or.not.used ..This.sort.of.
documentation.is.to.be.used.when.writing.SMART.plan-
ning.objectives. for.national.wildlife. refuges,. as.discussed.
above .. Such. documentation,. according. the. FWS,. “pro-
motes.informed.debate.on.the.objective’s.merits,.continuity.
in. management. through. staff. turnover,. and. reevaluation.
of.the.objective.as.new.information.becomes.available .”183.
We.believe.that.a.more.transparent.and.documented.use.of.
science.when.writing.plan.standards.will.generate.trust.in.
the.writing.of.plans.and.improve.their.overall.effectiveness ..
As.discussed.in.more.detail.below,.we.also.believe.that.this.
type. of. documentation. and. transparency. could. facilitate.
more.adaptive.forest.planning .

177 ..Leona.K ..Svancara.et.al .,.Policy-Driven�Versus�Evidence-Based�Conservation:�
A�Review�of�Political�Targets�and�Biological�Needs,.55(11).Bioscience.989.
(2005) .

178 ..John.S ..Richardson.et.al .,.How�Did�Fixed-Width�Buffers�Become�Standard�
Practice�for�Protecting�Freshwaters�and�Their�Riparian�Areas�From�Forest�Har-
vest�Practices?,.31(1).Freshwater.Sci ..232.(2012) .

179 ..Id ..at.237 .
180 ..See.Laurie.Marczak.et.al .,.Are�Forested�Buffers�an�Effective�Conservation�Strat-

egy�for�Riparian�Fauna?�An�Assessment�Using�Meta-Analysis,.20.Ecological.
Applications.126.(2010) .

181 ..See.Richardson.et.al .,.supra.note.178 .
182 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .3 .
183 ..U .S ..Fish.&.Wildlife.Service.&.U .S ..Geological.Survey,.Writing.Ref-

uge.Management.Goals.and.Objectives:.A.Handbook.(2004),.at.10 .
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4. Standards and Adaptive Management

One.of.the.most.difficult.challenges.in.writing.and.imple-
menting.standards,.and.forest.plans.in.general,.is.making.
them.responsive,.adaptive,.and.consistent.with.best.avail-
able. science .. A. common. argument. made. against. stan-
dards.is.that.they.can.be.inflexible.and.that.such.rigidness.
makes. adaptive. planning. more. difficult .. Climate. change.
is.also.often.invoked.in.this.context,.with.increasing.calls.
to.“plan.for.uncertainty .”184.We.believe.that.standards.do.
not.have. to.be. an. impediment. to. adaptive.management ..
This.is.because.standards.have.frequently.been.changed.in.
the. past,. and. the. 2012. regulations. provide. a. framework.
in.which.to.keep.plans.and.standards.more.dynamic.and.
contemporary ..In.writing.some.standards.in.the.future,.it.
will.be.necessary.for.the.USFS.to.try.to.anticipate.possible.
changes.to.a.standard.and.to.provide.mechanisms.for.their.
adjustment ..How.to.incorporate.possible.changes.to.a.stan-
dard.should.be.considered.early.in.the.planning.process .

We. found. that. amending. or. exempting. standards. for.
particular.projects.as.amendments. to.a.plan. is.common-
place ..These.numerous.exemptions.and.amendments.dem-
onstrate. that. standards. have. been. modified. or. exempted.
in.the.past.and.could.be.so.in.the.future ..Standards.need.
not.be. static.and.difficult. to. improve.upon ..Some.of. the.
plans. in.our. sample.provide.a. framework. in.which. stan-
dards. can. be. modified. or. exempted. in. the. future .. For.
example,.the.lynx.standards.amended.to.multiple.national.
forest.plans.require.that.fuel.treatment.projects.within.the.
wildland.urban.interface.that.do.not.meet.particular.stan-
dards.shall.occur.on.no.more.than.6%.of.lynx.habitat.on.
each. national. forest .185. On. the. Tongass. National. Forest,.
marbled.murrelet.nest.buffer.protections.may.be.removed.
if. monitoring. shows. that. nesting. sites. were. “inactive. for.
two. or. more. nesting. seasons .”186. Another. approach. is. to.
create. a. generally. applicable. default. standard. that. allows.
for.modification.upon.satisfying.certain.analytical.require-
ments ..The.Inland.Native.Fish.Strategy.(INFISH).provides.
an.example ..The.INFISH.standards.pertaining.to.required.
stream.buffers.can.be.adjusted.from.default.widths.based.
on. recommendations. from. a. watershed. analysis,. stream.
reach,. or. site-specific. review. supporting. the. change .187.
Default.standards.can.provide.an.important.presumption.
that.standards.will.be.followed,.but.also.provide.foresight.
and.a.framework.allowing.for.change.when.necessary .

In. general,. standards. should. provide. boundaries. to.
prevent.volatility.(altering.decisions.too.substantially,.too.
soon).and.drift.(too.many.small.adjustments.over.time.that.
send. agencies. far. off. the.original. course.of. action). in. an.
adaptive.system .188.Such.standards,.or.“objective.boundar-

184 ..See,�e.g.,.Linda.A ..Joyce.et.al .,.Managing�for�Multiple�Resources�Under�Cli-
mate�Change:�National�Forests,.44.Envtl ..Mgmt ..1022.(2009);.Jordan.M ..
West.et.al .,.U.S.�Natural�Resources�and�Climate�Change:�Concepts�and�Ap-
proaches�for�Management�Adaptation,.44.Envtl ..Mgmt ..1001.(2009) .

185 ..Lynx.Amendment.2007,.supra.note.63,.at.2 .
186 ..Tongass.Plan.1997,.supra.note.53,.at.4-115 .
187 ..INFISH.1995,.supra.note.56,.at.3 .
188 ..See.J .B ..Ruhl,.Regulation�by�Adaptive�Management—Is�It�Possible?,.7.Minn ..

J ..L ..Sci ..&.Tech ..21,.55.(2006) .

ies,”. allow. decisionmakers. to. adjust. decisions. in. a. trans-
parent.and.accountable.manner,.which.allows.the.adaptive.
management. strategy. to.be.monitored.by. the.public.and.
policed.by.the.courts .189

One.challenge. likely. to.arise. if. standards.are.changed.
or.exempted.is.the.process.used.by.the.USFS.to.do.so.and.
whether. the. changes. trigger. legal. requirements. imposed.
by. the. National. Environmental. Policy. Act. (NEPA)190. or.
ESA. consultation .. These. and. other. laws. are. sometimes.
viewed.as. impediments. to.adaptive.management.because.
of. their. time-consuming. analytical. requirements .191. This.
issue.emerged.in.some.of.the.case.law.we.reviewed ..In.one.
decision,.for.example,.the.court.required.the.USFS.to.sub-
ject.changes.to.maps.of.LAUs,.and.the.standards.associated.
with.them,.to.NEPA.analysis.and.to.consult.with.the.FWS.
under.§7.of.the.ESA .192

The. tiering. of. projects. to. plans. provides. one. way. in.
which.this.challenge.can.be.addressed.in.the.future ..Tier-
ing.is.a.process.whereby.project-level.NEPA.analysis.may.
reference. more. broad. NEPA. analyses. that. have. already.
been.completed ..J .B ..Ruhl.and.Robert.Fischman.find.that.
the.courts.have.upheld.several.adaptive.management.plans,.
including. the. Northwest. Forest. Plan,. when. project-level.
changes. were. anticipated. and. analyzed. in. more. general.
resource.management.plans .193.These.plans.anticipated.the.
emergence.of.new.information.and.provided.mechanisms.
for.adjustment ..When.changes.to.standards.are.not.antici-
pated.in.a.forest.plan,.the.courts.may.likely.ask.for.supple-
mental.analysis.as.required.by.NEPA .194

The. 2012. planning. rule. provides. an. ideal. framework.
in. which. to. revisit. planning. standards. upon. the. finding.
of. new. information. or. science. or. changed. conditions ..
We. concur. with. the. agency. that. the. rule’s. framework,.
including.a.biennial.evaluation.and.report.of.monitoring.
information,195. “provides. a. scientifically. supported. pro-
cess. for. decisionmaking. in. the. face. of. uncertainty. and.
particularly. under. changing. conditions .”196. Fundamental.
to.this.process.will.be.a.funded.and.scientifically.credible.
monitoring. program .. Political. and. legal. questions. about.
monitoring.are.beyond.the.scope.of.this.Article ..Generally.
speaking,.the.courts.are.very.reluctant.to.force.agencies.to.
conduct.monitoring,.especially.in.the.context.of.land.use.
planning,.and.they.are.often.deferential.when.it.comes.to.
how. monitoring. is. conducted. by. an. agency .197. The. 2012.

189 ..Id ..at.55 .
190 ..42.U .S .C ..§§4321-4370h,.ELR.Stat ..NEPA.§§2-209 .
191 ..See.Nie.&.Schultz,.supra.note.152 .
192 ..Native.Ecosystems.Council.&.Alliance.v ..U .S ..Forest.Service,.866.F ..Supp ..

2d.1209.(D ..Idaho.2012) .
193 ..J .B ..Ruhl.&.Robert.L ..Fischman,.Adaptive�Management�in�the�Courts,.95.

Minn ..L ..Rev ..424.(2010) .
194 ..See.Klamath.Siskiyou.Wildlands.Center.v ..Boody,.468.F .3d.549.(9th.Cir ..

2006) .
195 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .12 .
196 ..National.Forest.System.Land.Management.Planning,.77.Fed ..Reg ..21162,.

21194.(Apr ..9,.2012) .
197 ..See,�e.g.,.Eric.Biber,.The�Problem�of�Environmental�Monitoring,.83.U ..Colo ..

L ..Rev ..1.(2011);.Blumm.&.Bosse,.supra.note.46;.Lands.Council.v ..McNair,.
537.F .3d.981.(9th.Cir ..2008);.Norton.v ..Southern.Utah.Wilderness.Alli-
ance,.542.U .S ..55,.124.S ..Ct ..2372,.159.L ..Ed ..2d.137.(2004) .
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planning.rule.also.states.that.the.rule’s.monitoring.require-
ments.“are.not.a.prerequisite.for.making.a.decision.to.carry.
out.a.project.or.activity .”198

This. context. notwithstanding,. monitoring. commit-
ments.can.be.made.binding.and.enforceable.by.the.USFS ..
Martin.Nie.and.Schultz.find.that.“enforceability.increases.
if. the. details. and. timelines. of. the. monitoring. and. miti-
gation. responses. are.prespecified”. and. that. “[i]t. is.neces-
sary. to. identify. what. will. be. monitored. and. when,. how.
and. when. monitoring. information. will. trigger. a. change.
in. management. action,. and. what. activities. can. continue.
while.monitoring.or.mitigation.decisions.are.ongoing .”199.
The.enforceability.of.monitoring.is.also.increased.if.a.plan.
requires.some.sort.of.monitoring.before.a.discrete.agency.
action. can. be. taken .. In. these. cases,. monitoring. compli-
ance. with. a. standard. essentially. serves. as. a. precondition.
or.gateway.to.future.agency.actions ..We.found.some.cases.
where. the. courts. asked. the. USFS. to. demonstrate,. with.
some.reliable.monitoring.information,.that.it.was.in.com-
pliance.with.a.particular.planning.standard,.such.as.main-
taining.a.certain.percentage.of.old.growth .200.The.key.in.
these.cases.and.others.is.having.clear.connections.between.
the.particular.standard,.monitoring.requirement,.and.spe-
cific.agency.actions.or.projects ..When.linked.in.such.fash-
ion,. the.courts’. inquiry. is.whether. the.project.at.hand. is.
“consistent”.with.the. land.management.plan,.as.required.
by.NFMA .

We.found.other.examples.where.monitoring.or.assess-
ment.serves.as.a.precondition.or.gateway.to.future.agency.
actions ..This.approach.varies.in.levels.of.restriction ..On.
the. strict. end. are. the. survey. and. management. require-
ments.under.the.Northwest.Forest.Plan.that.requires.that.
some.species.be.surveyed.before.ground-disturbing.activ-
ities. can. proceed .201. INFISH. provides. a. less. restrictive.
example. as. it. requires.watershed. analyses. be. completed.
before.proposed.projects.and.activities.can.be.considered.
by.the.agency.in.riparian.habitat.conservation.areas.and.
key.watersheds .202

We.also. found. several. instances.where. standards.were.
linked. to. monitoring. requirements,. and. in. some. cases,.
decisionmaking. triggers. were. used. so. that. monitoring.
information.could.be.tied.into.the.decisionmaking.process ..
Management.of.the.Christ’s.Indian.paintbrush.(Castilleja�
christii).provides.a.recent.example ..The.plant�was.removed.
from.the.list.of.ESA.candidate.species.after.the.Sawtooth.
National.Forest.“successfully.implemented.numerous.con-
servation. actions”. that. ameliorated. threats. to. the. species.
and.established.a.“long-term.monitoring.program.to.docu-

198 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .12 .
199 ..Nie.&.Schultz,.supra.note.46,.at.1142 .
200 ..Neighbors. of. Cuddy. Mountain. v .. Alexander,. 303. F .3d. 1059. (9th. Cir ..

2002);. The. Wilderness. Society. v .. Bosworth,. 118. F .. Supp .. 2d. 1082. (D ..
Mont ..2000) .

201 ..U .S .. Forest. Serv .. &. Bureau. of. Land. Mgmt .,. Record. of. Decision.
for.Amendments.to.Forest.Serv ..and.Bureau.of.Land.Mgmt ..Plan-
ning.Documents.Within.the.Range.of.the.Northern.Spotted.Owl.
(1994) .

202 ..INFISH.1995,.supra.note.56.at.A9 .

ment. their. effectiveness .”203. The. forest. developed. a. Can-
didate.Conservation.Agreement.with. the.FWS. that. tiers.
from. a. forest. plan. management. area. standard. directing.
managers.to.“maintain.habitat.and.populations.of.Christ’s.
Indian. paintbrush. consistent. with. the. conservation.
strategy .”204.Under.the.conservation.agreement,.the.forest.
must.perform.annual.monitoring.and.use.monitoring.data.
to.“determine.the.effectiveness.of.Conservation.Agreement.
actions.taken.on.behalf.of.the.species .”205.All.conservation.
actions. address. a. specific. threat,. and. align. with. discrete.
tasks,.performance.metrics,.and.a.trigger.that.results.in.a.
management.response.if.“pulled .”.For.example,.in.order.to.
address.threats.from.livestock.use,.the.forest.must.monitor.
for.unauthorized.livestock.within.the.Christ.Indian.paint-
brush’s.habitat.area ..If.unauthorized.livestock.are.observed,.
a.trigger.is.pulled.and.the.forest.must.contact.the.permittee.
and.remove.the.livestock.“as.quickly.as.possible .”206

5. Standards and Management Areas

Standards. are. often. applied. to. particular. management.
areas. as. delineated. in. a. forest. plan .. A. management. area.
standard,. for. instance,. can. prohibit. an. activity. such. as.
grazing.or.the.application.of.herbicides ..Standards.provide.
an.essential.way.of.distinguishing.how.one.area.of.a. for-
est.will.be.managed.in.contrast.with.another ..There.is.not.
much.use.in.designating.a.management.area.if.no.rules.are.
associated.with.what.can.and.cannot.be.done.in.each.one.
of.them .

Sometimes.related.to.management.area.designations.are.
“suitability.determinations”.that.are.required.by.the.NFMA.
and.its.regulations ..The.NFMA.requires.“identification.of.
the.suitability.of.lands.for.resource.management .”207.This.
mandate. goes. beyond. timber,. though. most. of. the. law’s.
guidance.on.the.matter.pertains.to.the.Act’s.requirement.
to. determine. an. area’s. suitability. for. timber. harvesting ..
The.1982.regulations.also. required.suitability.determina-
tions.be.made. for.other. resources. such.as. recreation.and.
grazing .208.The.2012.regulations.also.require.that.specific.
lands.be.identified.as.suitable.and.not.suitable.for.various.
multiple.uses.or.activities,.but.“the.suitability.of.lands.need.
not.be.identified.for.every.use.or.activity .”209.Also.required.
by. the. regulations. is. the. designation. of. management. or.
geographic.areas .210.These.provisions.leave.discretion.to.the.
USFS.in.identifying.lands.as.suitable.for.various.activities.
and.the.extent.to.which.management.areas.will.be.used.in.
a.plan .

203 ..Endangered.and.Threatened.Wildlife.and.Plants;.Review.of.Native.Species.
That.Are.Candidates.for.Listing.as.Endangered.or.Threatened;.Annual.No-
tice.of.Findings.on.Resubmitted.Petitions;.Annual.Description.of.Progress.
on.Listing.Actions;.Proposed.Rule,.77.Fed ..Reg ..69994.(Nov ..21,.2012) .

204 ..Sawtooth.Plan.2003,.supra.note.72,.at.III-300 .
205 ..U .S .. Forest. Serv .. &. U .S .. Fish. and.Wildlife. Serv .,. Candidate. Con-

servation.Agreement.for.CaaStilleja ChriStii (Christ’s.Indian.Paint-
brush).(2005),.26 .

206 ..Id ..at.52 .
207 ..16.U .S .C ..§1604 .
208 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .20-21 .
209 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .7 .
210 ..36.C .F .R ..§219 .7 .
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We.believe.that.the.designation.of.management.areas,.
especially.when.tied.to.suitability.determinations,.can.pro-
vide.a.more.efficient.way.of.protecting.some.resources.than.
by. relying. upon. overly. complicated. standards. that. can.
be. time-consuming. to. write. and. difficult. to. implement ..
In.some.cases,.for.example,.it.would.make.more.sense.to.
outright.prohibit.grazing. in.a.particular.area. rather. than.
write.several.detailed.grazing-based.standards,.from.fenc-
ing. requirements. to. riparian. area. protections .. Suitability.
determinations. also. make. sense. for. management. areas.
containing. inventoried. roadless,. recommended. wilder-
ness,.and.other.protected.lands ..For.example,.the.Kootenai.
National. Forest. designated. a. management. area. with. the.
goal.of.“protection.and.enhancement.of.areas.of.roadless.
recreation .”211. However,. instead. of. classifying. all. lands.
within. the.management.area.as.unsuitable. for.motorized.
use,.some.existing.roads.remain.open.to.various.forms.of.
use ..Several.management.area. standards. related. to. recre-
ation,.wildlife,.and.fish.are.therefore.required.to.constrain.
motorized. use .212. As. another. example,. the. Clearwater.
National. Forest. designated. one. management. area. con-
taining.recommended.wilderness.as.an.“exclusion.area.for.
potential. utility. corridors .”213. Contrast. this. simple. suit-
ability. standard. to. a. management. area. in. the. Sawtooth.
National.Forest.also.consisting.of.inventoried.roadless.and.
recommended.wilderness.areas ..The.management.area.per-
mits.utility.and.communication.sites,.thus.requiring.stan-
dards.and.guidelines.determining.how.and.where.sites.may.
be.built .214

V. Conclusion

The.writing.of.forest.planning.regulations,.and.individual.
forest.plans,.has.become.a.primary.venue.for.conflict.over.
national. forest. management .. One. of. the. most. contested.
parts.of.forest.planning.is.the.use.of.standards,.with.some.
interests.viewing.them.as.enforceable,.and.therefore.essen-
tial.constraints.on.agency.actions,.and.others.viewing.them.
as.overly.prescriptive,.burdensome,.and.inflexible ..As.this.
debate. goes.on,. there.has.been. confusion. regarding.how.
standards.have.actually.been.used.by.the.USFS.in.the.past ..
Some.of.this.confusion.stems.from.the.very.different.ways.
in. which. standards. have. been. used. by. the. agency .. Our.
review.of.case.law.and.public.comment.provides.legal.and.
political. context. for. readers,. explaining. the. significance.
of.what.might.otherwise.seem.like.a.rather.arcane.policy.
debate .. We. also. hope. that. our. review. of. national. forest.
plans,.and.our.typology.of.standards,.will.provide.a.com-
mon.language.and.reference.point.for.the.writing.of.future.
forest.plan.revisions .

We.recommend.that.the.USFS.embrace.the.use.of.stan-
dards. when. writing. second-generation. forest. plans .. Not.
only.do.law.and.regulation.require.standards,.but.they.can.

211 ..Kootenai.Plan.1987,.supra�note.143,.at.III-2 .
212 ..Id..at.III-3.to.III-7 .
213 ..Clearwater.Plan.1987,.supra.note.52,.at.III-38 .
214 ..Sawtooth.Plan.2003,.supra.note.72,.at.III-51 .

also. lead. to.efficiencies. in. forest.planning ..They.can.also.
be.advantageous.from.a.political.perspective,.as.they.reso-
nate.with.a.cross.section.of.planning.participants,.most.of.
whom. want. a. greater. degree. of. certainty,. structure,. and.
predictability. in. forest. management .. Standards. also. play.
a. significant. role. in. ESA. decisionmaking,. of. which. we.
believe.will.become.an.even.more.important.part.of.forest.
management.in.the.future .

To. summarize,. we. hope. that. the. USFS. and. planning.
participants. consider. the. following. recommendations. as.
forest.plans.are.revised.in.the.future:

1 .. The. USFS. should. provide. national-. or. regional-
level.guidance. in.how.to.use.and.write. standards.
in.plan.revisions .

2 .. Standards. should.not.be.written. in.a.discretionary.
way .. Other. planning. components. should. be. used.
when.discretion.is.warranted .

3 .. Some.standards.should.be.written.so.that.they.serve.
as.a.regulatory.link.and.assist.the.USFS.in.achieving.
its.legal.mandates .

4 .. Attention.should.be.paid.to.how.certain.standards.
will. be. measured,. spatially. and. temporally,. and.
what.actions.must.be.taken.by.the.USFS.if.a.stan-
dard.is.breached .

5 .. Standards.should.be.linked.to.the.proactive.recovery.
and. conservation. of. threatened,. endangered,. pro-
posed,.and.candidate.species.as.defined.by.the.ESA .

6 .. When.standards. that.compel.an.agency.action.are.
not.warranted.or.feasible,.the.USFS.should.consider.
writing. more. specific,. measurable,. and. proactive.
planning.objectives .

7 .. The.USFS.should.clearly.document.the.scientific.
rationale. for.plan.standards.describing.necessary.
background,. assumptions,. sources. of. informa-
tion,.and.technical.details.so.that.the.public.can.
understand.why.a.particular.standard.was.used.or.
not.used .

8 .. The. USFS. should. be. transparent. and. explain. to.
the. public. the. science,. and. factors. going. beyond.
science,.that.were.considered.in.using.or.not.using.
a.standard .

9 .. In. cases. where. adaptive. management. is. necessary,.
the.USFS.should.try.to.anticipate.possible.changes.
to. standards. and. provide. mechanisms. for. their.
adjustment .. In. these. cases,. the.question.of.how. to.
plan. for.uncertainty. should.be. considered. early. in.
the.process ..The.use.of.default.standards.and.tiering.
are.two.possible.approaches.to.planning.for.uncer-
tainty ..Key.to.any.adaptive.management.strategy.in.
this.context.will.be.a.funded.and.scientifically.cred-
ible.monitoring.program.in.which.monitoring.infor-
mation.is.tied.back.into.the.decisionmaking.process .
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10 ..In. some. cases,. the. designation. of. management.
areas,.especially.when.tied.to.suitability.determina-
tions,.can.provide.a.more.efficient.way.of.protecting.
resources.than.by.relying.upon.standards .

Though.necessary,.we.acknowledge.the.challenges.that.
will.be.posed.in.writing.standards.in.future.plan.revisions ..
Planning.has.undoubtedly.become.more.complicated.since.
first-generation.plans.were.written.in.the.1980s ..Issues.like.
motorized. recreation,. oil. and. gas. development,. and. fire.

Table 1—Forest Plans, Amendments, and Strategies Included in Study Sample

Plan, Amendment, or Strategy FS Region(s) Year
Beaverhead Forest Plan 1 1986
Deerlodge Forest Plan 1 1987
Beaverhead-Deerlodge Forest Plan 1 2009
Boise Forest Plan 4 1990, 2003
Clearwater Forest Plan 1 1987
Flathead Forest Plan 1 1985
Gallatin Forest Plan 1 1987
Helena Forest Plan 1 1986
Idaho Panhandle Forest Plan 1 1987
Kootenai Forest Plan 1 1987
Lolo Forest Plan 1 1986
Nez Perce Forest Plan 1 1987
Payette Forest Plan 4 1988, 2003
Sawtooth Forest Plan 4 1987, 2003
Tongass Forest Plan 10 1979, 1997
Final Conservation Strategy for the Grizzly Bear in the Yellowstone Area 1, 2, 4 2007
Grizzly Bear Access Amendment (Selkirk/Cabinet-Yaak) 1 2011
Grizzly Bear Habitat Conservation Amendments (Greater Yellowstone) 1, 2, 4 2006
Inland Native Fish Strategy 1, 4, 6 1995
Northwest Forest Plan Aquatic Conservation Strategy 5, 6 1994
Northern Rockies Lynx Management Direction 1, 2, 4 2007
Region 1 Soil Quality Standards 1 1999

management,.among.others,.present.a.suite.of.issues.that.
were.not.as.dominant.when.NFMA.was.enacted.in.1976 ..
But.there. is.also.a. lot. that.can.be. learned.from.the.writ-
ing.and.application.of.standards.in.first-generation.plans ..
We.believe.that.our.recommendations.and.list.of.consider-
ations.can.facilitate.the.writing.of.plan.revisions.and.alert.
planners.and.the.public.about.possible.opportunities,.prob-
lems,.and.pitfalls.associated.with. the.use.of. standards. in.
forest.planning .
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Grazing Capability Calculations for the Kaibab National Forest 

Summary by Ariel Leonard  

The 1982 Planning Rule requires that the capability for producing forage for grazing animals be 
determined for suitable rangelands during forest planning. Capability is the potential of an area of land to 
produce resources and supply goods and services. Rangeland capability depends upon conditions such as 
climate, slope, landform, soils, and geology. 

On the Kaibab National Forest (NF), the capability of lands to produce forage for grazing animals is 
based on two criteria, slope and forage production. Lands with slopes less than 40 percent that have the 
potential to produce more than 100 pounds of forage per acre are considered to be capable of producing 
forage for grazing animals. The ability to produce more than 100 pounds of forage per acre is based on 
existing Terrestrial Ecosystem Survey (USDA Forest Service 1991) data which incorporates 
considerations of climate and soils.  Soil characteristics are influenced by physical components including 
landform and geology, as well as biological and climatic components. These criteria for determining 
capability are consistent with the management direction provided in the Region 3 Rangeland Analysis and 
Management Training Guide (USDA Forest Service, 1999) and with recommendations for assigning 
grazing capacity found in “Range Management: Principles and Practices, Third Edition” (Holechek et al, 
1998).  

Capability determinations in forest plans are coarse in nature, focusing on landscape-scale goals and 
objectives and apply under all climate conditions. Capability is not a final decision about allocation of 
resources and does not authorize grazing on specific pieces of land. Subsequent site-specific analyses 
conducted consistent with the forest plan are used to make final decisions concerning the authorization of 
grazing activities. Subsequent site-specific analyses conducted consistent with the forest plan are used to 
make final decisions concerning the authorization of grazing activities. 

Capability is just one range analysis used for range management decisions. The Kaibab NF uses other 
range analyses to determine annual stocking levels and needed changes in management.. Grazing 
allotments are inspected at the beginning and periodically during the grazing season by District Range 
Management Specialists to make annual adjustments in stocking levels.  This monitoring approach, 
commonly referred to as “stock and monitor” involves observing actual production and measuring the 
effects of actual stocking levels over time on utilization and utilization patterns, composition, vigor, soil 
cover, and other factors (including wildlife) and adjusting levels when changes to stocking levels are 
needed (Smith et al. 2012).  

Additionally, condition and trend analysis are completed periodically, and are typically associate with site 
specific grazing authorization decision documents in compliance with the National Environmental Policy 
Act. More information about specific considerations and techniques for rangeland monitoring and 
assessment can be found in the “Guide to Rangeland Monitoring and Assessment: Basic Concepts for 
Collecting, Interpreting, and Use of Rangeland Data for Management Planning and Decisions” (Smith et 
al. 2012). 
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From: Leonard, Ariel G -FS
To: jlininger@biologicaldiversity.org
Subject: RE: Grazing Capability Calculations
Date: Tuesday, April 29, 2014 1:42:21 PM

Jay,
 
It isn’t on the web because it is in “draft” form. It is a pretty basic explanation of the capability
calculation process. I will get with our range specialist to get it finalized and posted to the web.  I’ll
let you know as soon as it is up. I should be able to get it reviewed and posted within the week.
 
Ariel
 
From: Jay Lininger [mailto:jlininger@biologicaldiversity.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2014 1:19 PM
To: Leonard, Ariel G -FS
Subject: Grazing Capability Calculations
 
Hi Ariel,
 
I looked through the KNF website to find the white paper referenced on page 110 of the new Forest
Plan entitled, “Grazing Capability Calculations for the Kaibab NF,” but didn’t find it there.  Could
you please send it to me?
 
My best,
 
Jay Lininger, Senior Scientist
Center for Biological Diversity
(928) 853-9929
 
Because life is good.
 

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the
intended recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or the use or
disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and subject the violator
to civil or criminal penalties. If you believe you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender and delete the email immediately.

mailto:aleonard@fs.fed.us
mailto:jlininger@biologicaldiversity.org
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